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PREFACE

The 18th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics was held in Berlin, Germany, from 3th to 7th June 1991.
The Conference has been organized by the Central Institute of
Electron Physics (ZIE) on behalf of the Plasma Physics Division
of the European Physical Society.

The programme, format and schedule of the Conference were
determined by the International Programme Committee appointed by
the Plasma Physics Division of the EPS. The programme included
14 invited lectures and 388 contributed papers from which 27 were
selected for oral presentation.

This 4-volume publication is published in the European
Conference Abstract Series and contains all accepted contributed
papers received in due time by the organizers. The 4-page
extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using the
manuscript submitted by the authors. The invited papers will be
published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics and
Controlled Fusion" and sent free of charge to each registered
participant.

The editors would like to acknowledge the skilful and
dedicated support given by colleagues in the Department of Plasma
Wall Interactions of the ZIE, in preparing the manuscript for
reproduction in these four volumes.

May 1991 The Editors
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P. Kupschus, B. Balet. D. Bartlett, D. Boucher, C. Challis, G. Corrigan, S.
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‘Princelon Plasma Physics Laboratory, N. 1., USA

" FOM Instituut voor Plasmaphysica, Nieuwcgein, The Netherlands

Introduction
The main features of the pellet enhanced performance (PEP) regime in

JET have previously been described [JET Team, presented by G.L. Schmidt,
Proc. 12th IAEA Conf., Nice 1988]. In these plasmas a strongly peaked
density profile was created by injection of deuterium pellets immediately
after the current rise. The subsequent additionally heated phase exhibits a
strongly increased D-D neutron production rate and improved central
confinement, as compared to non-pellet—enhanced discharges. These previous
results were obtained in limiter deuterium plasmas with otherwise typical
L—mode characteristics. We have now found that the PEP-mode can be combined
with H-mode confinement giving higher plasma performance, and particularly,
higher thermo-nuclear yield [initial results in B. Tubbing et al., accepted
by Nuclear Fusion]. Furthermore. from measurements carried out on these
shots 3 possible explanation for the nature of the PEP features begins to
emerge. -

Experimental evidence
The PEP H-mode experiments were carried out in a double-null X-point

configuration, with plasma currents between 3 and 3.6 MA and toroidal
fields between 2.8 and 3.2 T. A typical example is shown in fig. 1. The X-
point configuration is formed immediately after the end of the plasma
current rise. A 4 mm pellet is injected soon after and well before the
onset of sawteeth. The pellet creates a peaked density profile with an
initial central value of about 1.61‘l'102o m-S. The pellet injection is
followed by additional heating on a level of about 8 to 10 MW of ion
cyclotron resonance heating (10-151 hydrogen minority and axial deposition)
and 2.5 MW of 80 kV neutral beam (for diagnostic purposes). This leads, in
less than 1 second. to equal central electron and ion temperatures of about
11 keV, a central density of about 7*1019 m-3 and a central electron
pressure up to about l.2 bar at the time of the maximum D-D neutron rate of
1*1015 5—1. 80 Z of the neutron rate is of thermonuclear origin. This is
clearly the highest observed thermonuclear neutron rate on JET for plasmas
with, T; e T.. The maximum value of the fusion product nn(0)*re*Ti(0) is

Thls‘work has been perfoi-ifid‘under a collaboration agreement between the JET Joint Undertaking and the
US Department of Energy



7*101° m-3*s*keV and is one of the highest seen on JET. After about 0.5

seconds an L to H transition takes place, as seen from the typical
signature of the edge D“ light and the total plasma energy of 7-8 MJ. The

plasma is in PEP H-mode for about 0.5 s, then the PEP-mode terminates and

the plasma adopts ordinary H-mode behaviour. The discharge is not saw~

toothing before or during the PEP~phase, nor in the subsequent H—mode. In
fig. 2 the peak neutron production rate of L- and H-mode plasmas with and
without PEP-mode is plotted versus plasma energy, demonstrating that the
new PEP H—modes are typically a factor of 5 better than the ordinary H—
modes. They extend the trend curve of neutron production rate by a factor

of 2 as compared to the limiter PEP pulses. In fig. 3 the normalised plasma
energy content is plotted against the loss power for a similar selection of

shots, at the time of maximum energy. The lines indicate one or two times
Goldston confinement scaling. The new PEP data in this figure contains both

discharges with clear PEP H-mode signatures and discharges in which the H-
mode signature is less clear (PEP L- or PEP elmy H-modes). The figure shows

that the global energy confinement of the good PEP H—modes is comparable to
or slightly better than that of ordinary H-modes. The figure further shows
(solid triangles) that the confinement of the H-mode that remains after the
decay of the PEP is similar to that of ordinary H-modes. — In a number of
shots it has been shown that the onset of the H—mode can be significantly

advanced in time by an initial boost in power (here, neutral beams) without

much influencing the PEP—mode performance; however, these attempts also see

the carbon influx due to local overheating of the X-point carbon tiles at
earlier times. — Although most of the experiments were performed with
central ICRH deposition it was shown that PEP H-modes can also be produced

with neutral beam injection. - During PEP—modes several MHD phenomena can

occur, which can affect the central parameters and the neutron rate.

Hesitations in the slope of the neutron signal have been associated with
modes with toroidal mode numbers 2,3 and 4. In some cases an MHD mode with

mode numbers m,n = 1.1 is observed to start coinciding with the neutron

decay. Often the PEP-phase is terminated by a fast MED event but it can
also decay more smoothly. In one case (# 23100) the post-cursor oscilla-

tions following the 1,1 mode corresponds to two 4—8 cm wide non—overlapping

rotating island chains with mode numbers m,n = 3,2 and 2,2 and radially

located at r w 15 and 30 cm, respectively. The existence of these modes
suggests a non-monotonic q-profile with one or even two q = 1 surfaces. The

equilibrium code IDENTD. in which the radial position of the q = l and q =
1.5 rational surfaces can be imposed, can produce a solution consistent
with the measured pressure profile and magnetic fluxes at the vessel.

Detailed evaluation
The confinement features found on L-mode and H-mode PEP—pulses alike

suggest that the PEP mode is more or less independent of the state of the
background plasma it is superimposed upon. During the overlapping period of

the PEP- and H—mode. local transport calculations using the FALCON and
TRANSP codes have shown central values (r S 0.4 a) of the electron

diffusion coefficient D. - 0.1 m2S'l and the effective heat conduction

coefficient ”$.22 - 0.5 mZS‘l. (These central values are typical also for

the old limiter PEP L-mode). Outside this regioniXaze values are found

characteristic for H-modes. with typical values of 1-2 mzs-1 as shown in
fig. 4. The code calculations also Show consistency with the thermonuclear
neutron production rate. In many cases it is observed that the neutron rate

decays significantly before the termination of the PEP-phase. This can be
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explained by three possible causes or their combination: decaying central
density, dilution with impurities which accumulate during the good confine—
ment, and in some cases degrading confinement caused by MED activity. The
higher neutron rates in the PEP H-modes, as compared to the old PEP L-
modes, may result from the higher ion temperatures. These may be due to the
better confinement of the B-mode. However, the PEP H-mode experiments were
also conducted with a better ion heating efficiency of the ICRH than the
PEP L—mode experiments. This is due to operation at higher minority
concentration (below 52 with about 302 of the ICRE power coupled to the
ions in the old experiments, and 10-151 with about 501 ion heating in the
recent experiments).

Interpretation and conjectures
In this section we attempt to draw a reasonably consistent, but

speculative, picture of the PEP-mode and the reasons, why this confinement
deteriorates and often ends in a spectacular crash in central electron and
ion temperature as well as neutron rate. Earlier work has been performed
considering ballooning [Galvao, 1988] or infernal modes [c.g. Charlton,
submitted to Nuclear Fusion], due to the high pressure gradients, to be
responsible for the observed MHD phenomena. However, in many cases PEP—
modes display similar MED phenomena without having reached high levels of
neutron rate or pressure. This suggests that the current density, rather
than the pressure, might be the dominant factor resposible for the
stability. As mentioned, the existence of a q=l.5 surface inside a q=1
surface has been diagnosed; therefore a region of negative shear (dq/dr<1)
exists. This non-monotonic q—profile can be maintained during the PEP by
the bootstrap current which is expected due to the steep radial density
profile with dn/dr = 5 to 1*102° m". Calculations of the bootstrap current
densities indicate a value of about 1 MAm-2 in the region r a 3/4,
comparable to the ohmic current density. The initial onset of shear
inversion may result from the hollow temperature profile created by the
central deposition of the pellet. and by subsequent rapid current penetra-
tion at low electron temperature. Then, as the temperature reaches higher
values due to the additional heating and the improved confinement, a large
bootstrap current develops enhancing the q profile inversion, and possibly
driving q below 1 off—axis. It has been speculated that the enhanced
central confinement is associated with the reversal of the shear. Simula-
tions using the Rebut—Lallia critical temperature gradient model outside
the negative shear region and neoclassical transport inside it show
qualitative agreement with the experiment, in the time window between the
pellet and the onset of MHD phenomena. These simulations were done either
with 0c.=7L-.n.o, 7Ci=561,n.o or with 9L.=7£;=7i.n.o inside the negative
shear region. Accepting this/interpretation of the PEP mode one can devise
experiments aimed at increasing its duration and performance. These would
be. in the first place experiments with higher axial q during the PEP, to
be achieved by operating at higher toroidal field, by non—inductive current
drive or by injection of the pellet sooner after the current rise (at lower
internal inductance, 11). Secondly, one could attempt to delay the
development of the q-profile by increasing the electron temperature as soon
as possible after the pellet. Thirdly. experiments on control of the
bootstrap current, by influencing the density profile (neutral injection or
pellet deposition control) could be carried out. Much work has still to be
done to understand particularly the build-up of the PEP-mode.
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THE EFFECTS OF PARTICLE DRIFT ORBITS ON FLUX DEPOSITION
PROFILES AT THE JET X-POINT TARGET

D.D.R. Summers. M. Lesourd. R. Reichle. J-P. Schulz. Y. Zhu.

JET Joint Undertaking. ABINGDON UK.

INTRODUCTION
Surface temperature and particle Flux distributions at the X-point target in JET are

measured using CCD cameras. Throughout ohmic and L-phases of X-point discharges,
the expected two strike zones are observed, corresponding to particle flows in the ion- and
electron—drift directions. During H-modes, an additional strike zone is observed at the ion-
drift side of the target [1,2]. Evidence is presented indicating that this additional zone is
due to a flux of ions with energies of several kev. This interpretation is supported by
simulations of ion drift orbits, which also indicate that this flux comes directly from the
bulk plasma.

EXPERIMENT
The X-point target in JET consists of 32 bands of tiles. Each band follows the

poloidal form of the vessel and in the toroidal direction the tiles are curved so that particle
flows from opposite toroidal directions impact on opposite sides of the tile apex. Three
bands of tiles at the carbon upper target were studied using two cameras. One of these was
fitted with a 1pm wavelength filter to measure temperature distributions, and the other was
equipped with a carousel of filters, allowing the distributions of Ha(656.3nm),
CI(909.Snm), CI] (514.5 nm) and CHI(464.7nrn) to be studied.
This study was made during 3MA single-null X-pt discharges with NBI heating. Data
were taken with the toroidal field, Bt, in the normal direction (ion grad B drift towards the
target) and with Bt reversed (ion grad B drift away from the target) The strike zones
observed under these conditions are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The additional strike zone at the ion-drift side (marked B in Fig. 1) was detected

during H—modes. The effect was observed with Bt in either direction, although, as Fig 1
shows, the deposition profiles were different. Intense Ha and Carbon spectral emission
was observed at A and C, and the sources of CH and C111 emission extended toroidally into
the region between bands of target tiles. At B the spectral signals increased rapidly but
remained localised until the surface temperature exceeded ~2000°C and persisted after the
NBI heating period, implying a thermal source. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows radial profiles of C11 intensity at the ion-drift side of the target during a discharge
with reversed Bt. In the first trace, showing the profile before NBI heating was applied,
only the broad strike zone C at the ion‘drift side is present, at a mean radius of ~265cm.
The next trace was taken 400msec later, shortly after the onset of the H—mode. Although
the position of zone C has shifted slightly, the intensity has remained almost constant. At
R~2550m, corresponding to zone B, a narrow additional strike zone may be seen, but at
this time the intensity is very low. The third trace, taken after a further 400msec shows that
the intensity at zone B has increased, and is now higher than at C. Data from the other
camera showed rapid surface heating at A and B. with the temperatures rapidly increasing
until the termination of the H-mode.



Despite strong recycling and sputtering at C, no surface heating was detected, suggesting a

high flux of low-energy particles at this point. Conversely, at B, rapid heating occurred

but little apparent sputtering, implying a weaker flux of more energetic particles. At A both

sputtering and heating were observed, indicating the presence of both effects.

During pulses in which the X-point to target distance, Dx, was continuously varied during

the H—mode period the radial separation between zones B and C, was found to increase as

Dx decreased, reaching a maximum when Dx~0. Also, during these discharges, the Ha

intensity at zone B was lower (by at least 10x) than at zones A and C. This was taken as

further evidence of a low-density, high energy flux at B.
An array of langmuir probes in another band of target tiles was used to obtain profiles of

the electron temperature and ion saturation current at the target with a resolution of ~6cm in

the radial direction [3]. Data from a number of discharges showed that although the

profiles changed after the transition to H—mode, the electron temperature in the scrape-off

layer never exceeded IOOev.

ION DRIFT ORBIT SIMULATIONS
The computer code "Orbit” calculates the poloidal drift orbit of an individual ion

launched with defined velocity components at any position within the JET vacuum vessel.

It uses real JET magnetic equilbrium data, but ignores the effects of collisions and electric

fields. For X-point configurations the code includes the grad B drift of ions which

approach the poloidal field null. Using data from an H-mode discharge in this code ions

were launched parallel and anti~parallel to the plasma current from positions near the

midplane outer boundary of the plasma.
The results for ions launched in the ion-drift direction showed that those starting from

outside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) strike the target at a position which depends on

their energy, with low-energy ions arriving closer to the X-point radius, Rx. The radial

dispersion in energy was greatest when the separation between X-point and target was

<30m. For any particular energy, ions launched from larger radii reached the target at a

greater distance from Rx.
The orbits of almost all ions launched inside the LCFS were confined within the bulk

plasma. However, ions of a few kev energy which were launched very close to the LCFS

could cross this surface and strike the target at positions close to Rx. In addition the

minimum launch radius, Rmin, from which such ions reach the target was found to be

inversely dependent on their energy, so that ions with highest energies reach the target from

points deepest in the plasma and arrive closest to Rx.
For ions launched in the electron-drift direction, there is less radial dispersion in energy, so

that kev ions launched from just inside the LCFS arrive at similar radii to lower energy ions

launched outside, and only a single strike zone is formed. The value of Rmin found for

each particular ion energy was not the same for ions launched in this direction as for those

in the opposite direction.
Another feature of the code is the possibility to artificially reverse the direction of Bt

without changing the poloidal field configuration. Reversing Bt caused the positions of

strike zones to be reversed, so that the ion-drift side of the target changed from the inner to

the outer strike zone (Fig 1.) It was found that the value of Rmin was lower in each case

for ions reaching the target at the ion-drift side. This implies that the energetic ion flux at

the outer strike zone is greater for normal Bt direction than for reversed Bt, and that the

converse is true for the inboard strike zone. This agrees well with experimental

observations [4].
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In Fig 3 are plotted ion orbits near the target computed for a reversed Bt discharge, for
which the ion-drift side corresponds to radii greater than Rx. The orbits shown are of Skev
and SOev ions launched from the Rmin value appropriate to each. At the ion—drift side a
clear separation may be seen between the strike points for the two ion energies, while at the
electron-drift side the two ion species arrive at the same point. In this figure the X-point to
tile distance is ~18cm, and it is clear that the separation between the orbits is greatest in the
region close to the X-point. Even in this region, however, there is a smaller separation at
the electron-drift side.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
CCD cameras have been used to study the additional strike zone which occurs in

JET during H-modes. The low hydrogen and impurity spectral emission measured in this
region, and the rapid surface heating suggest that it is caused by high-energy particles.
From its position relative to the other strike zones and the low measured values of local
electron temperature a flux of high-energy ions is inferred. Further support for this
conclusion is provided by recent measurements of high edge ion temperature during JET
H-modes [5].
Calculations of ion drift orbits indicate that energetic ions can flow to the target directly
from the outer regions of the plasma. Consideration of these ion orbits provides an
explanation of the increase in power flow to the target during H—modes and for each
toroidal field direction the calculations qualitatively agree with the observations. This
implies that the total power flow to the target is determined by the ion temperature profile,
and that the additional strike zone is another indication of high ion temperatures near the
plasma edge. It is worth noting, that since the onset of an H-mode does not cause gross
changes in magnetic equilibrium, the additional deposition zone would be observed during
L—modes if the edge ion temperature were high enough.
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CONFINEMENT OF HIGH PERFORMANCE JET PLASMAS

B. Balet ].G. Cordey, P.M. Stubberfield, K. Thomsen

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BEA, UK.

I Introduction
The energy confinement properties of different regimes of IET plasmas

have been investigated and compared with several theoretical models [1]. Some
of these models, such as the Rebut-Lallia critical temperature gradient model and
the neoclassical pressure gradient driven turbulence, give reasonable agreement
with the radial behaviour of the measured heat flux for the high recycling
L-modes in JET. However they have difficulty in reproducing the better
confinement properties of high performance JET plasmas such as the hot ion
H-modes or the pellet enhanced phase L and H—modes. These latter regimes are
of particular interest for future reactors as the highest nD TE Ti products as well
as record neutron yields are achieved in these circumstances.

The aim of this paper is to construct a gyro-Bohrn model which fits the
effective thermal conductivity obtained from the 11/2D transport analysis code
TRANSP [2]. The measured profiles of temperature, density, 2.9“ as well as many
other quantities are input data to TRANSP. Checks on the consistency of the
data are made by comparing the predicted and measured value of such quantities
as diamagnetic energy, fast ion energy (produced by ICRH or NBI), surface loop
voltage, total neutron yield and neutron emission profiles. The effective
thermal conductivity is defined by: Xeff = (heat flux)/(neVTe + niVTi)
xeff is known to within 20—30%; however the error increases with radius.

II Model for hi and physics constraints
Global scaling laws which both satisfy the Connor-Taylor constraints of

plasma physics [3] and give a good fit to the data have been found for both L and
H mode operation [4,5]. A similar analysis has also been done for local IET
L-mode data [6] to try to derive a local scaling law. All these studies conclude that
the constraint imposed by the high [3 - Fokker-Planck equation is satisfied. Here a
similar power law model is used.

*1 r T,- Lxefi’ = ve(§) F[V.’BP’-}_Q’q’;’_}€") (1)
E

where C is a constant, p is the poloidal electron Larmor radius and ve is the
electron thermal velocity
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The high B-Fokker Planck constraint is satisfied by that expression for Xetf~ Short
wavelength turbulent fluctuations correspond to x1 = 1 and long wavelength
turbulent fluctuations to x1 = o.

The function F whose arguments are dimensionless depends on the ion-

electron collisionality vi, beta poloidal Bp, local inverse aspect ratio r/R, safety
factor q, ratio Ti/Te and L/ R where L is a profile scale length for density
temperature, shear etc. defined by Ln = -n/Vn etc.

Wizatsl‘dtsl‘ia‘t
III The different ET regimes

Several pulses are included in this study and their confinement properties
have previously been analysed [1,7]: high recycling L-mode, hot ion L and
H—modes, hot electron plasmas and sawtooth free discharges achieved with
ICRH. More recent results are also included: the pellet enhanced phase of L and
H-rnodes where a very peaked density profile, with ne(o) ~ 1020m‘3 formed by
pellet injection is heated using either ICRH alone or in combination with NBI
(the PEP mode) [8]. Thus a local database covers a wide range of plasma
parameters and profile features: from very flat density profiles for the H-modes
to very peaked profiles for the PEP mode; very peaked ion temperature profiles,
with Tg(o) ~ 24 keV achieved with high power D° beam injection at 140 keV.

The characteristic time for each shot is chosen to be representative of the
steady state of a regime: the rate of ion (or electron) stored energy w is small
compared with the conduction losses. The inner region of the plasma (r / a S 1/3)
is excluded from the analysis if the uncertainties on the power deposition profile
are too great.

The database is also limited in the outer region of the plasma (r/ a ; 0.8)
due to the lack of experimental measurements. Each radial profile consists of
8 - 10 radial points all treated as independent observations. The data set
comprises 51 observations (L—mode) and 39 observations (H-mode).

IV Analysis of the results
The best fits to the different groups of data (all pulses, L-mode alone,

H—modes alone) are obtained with (1) and the density scale length a = — ne/ Vnc.

The other scale lengths dependences such as LT/ R or L5 /R play no significant
role. The parameter values and their standard errors are shown in Table I for the
different cases. If L and H modes are treated together, the fit to the data is poor
(0 = 37.7%) and the standard error of each parameter is significant. If a parameter
is introduced to distinguish L from H modes and the data is combined into one
scaling law, then Xeff for the L—modes is larger than Xeff for the H—modes by a
factor 1.5 - 1.9; however the statistics remain poor (0 = 34.3%). The L and H mode
data have not so far been reconciled into a unique scaling law; this is also the case
when global data is analysed.
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Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the fits obtained with L—modes alone and H-modes
alone respectively. The statistics are now better than in the previous cases
(0 = 26.2% for L—modes, o = 16.2% for H—modes). The radial behaviour of Xeff for
hot ion L and H-modes (Fig. 3) and for PEP L and H-modes (Fig. 4) is well
reproduced with these fits.

exponents x1 — X7 in eqs. (1) - (2)

TABLE 1 6(%) 10s C P/r V* Bp r/R q Ti/ Te a/R

L and H 37.7 —3.65 0.33 0.49 —0.72 -0.2 —0.41 —0.46 -0.05
modes $6.6 $0.6 $0.1 $0.15 $0.9 $0.33 $0.21 $0.05
L and H (1) 34.3 -3.76 0.11 0.43 —0.37 0.6 -0.52 -0.17 0
modes $6.0 $0.55 $0.1 $0.16 $0.8 $0.3 $0.2 $0.045
L modes 26.2 -19.3 -1.7 -0.03 0.35 0.39 0.97 0.49 1.0

alone $9.8 $0.9 $0.16 $0.23 $1.27 $0.6 $0.25 $0.18

H modes 16.2 -38.1 —3.4 0.58 0.41 -4.87 0.73 0.15 0.16

alone $5.7 $0.56 $0.07 $0.15 $0.95 $0.25 $0.22 $0.03

(1)] In case L and H-mode data is combined into one scaling law but with
different multipliers C we obtain Xeff (L) = (1.5 - 1.9) Xeff (H)

V Conclusion
A unique power law model for Xeff with the constraint imposed by the

high B Fokker-Planck equation cannot so far reconcile the different confinement
properties of L and H—modes. However separate laws can well reproduce the
radial behaviour of Xeff for L-modes or H—modes alone if the ratio Ti/Te and the
density scale length Lne are taken into account.
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THE PERFORNIANCE OF HIGH CURRENT BELT LIMITER
PLASMAS IN JET

PJ. Lamas, D. Bartlett, M. Brusati, G. Come/l, J.P. C/Irisriansen,
H. de Eselz, G.Fi5hp00/, R. Giannella, A. Gondhalekar, M.Hug0n,

T. T.C.Jone5, G. Magyar, F. Marcus, R. Prentice, G. Sadler,
R. Sartori, M. Stamp, A. Tanga, A. Tammi, F. Tibone.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0x021, 0X14 3EA, UK

1. Introduction.
Experiments have been performed for plasma currents 5-7MA using the

beryllium belt as a limiter and with total input powers up to SOMW. The objective
of these experiments was the optimisation of fusion performance and central
temperatures at maximum L mode confinement. This paper describes experiments
on sawtooth suppression, electron heating at low density, ion heating in sawtooth
free discharges. Complementary experiments are described in a density regime more
appropriate to a reactor with emphasis on the density limit.
2. 7MA plasmas.

Operation at 7MA has been demonstrated for the first time on the beryllium
belt limiter. A number of other improvements have been made to the 7MA plasma
described in [1]. Firstly, strengthening of the vacuum vessel has permitted larger
shaping fields which have been optimised to make the plasma more elongated and
D shaped as shown in fig], and therefore raise qw above 3. Secondly, improved
toroidal field coil cooling has made it possible to ramp the plasma current at
constant toroidal field. A strong aperture expansion scenario was developed such
that qw = 4 could be passed early in the current ramp without instabilities arising
from unstable current profiles leading to disruption [2]. Thereafter (1,, was kept
between 3 and 4 by programming the minor radius, elongation and triangularity,
and this allowed a faster lMA/sec rise to 7MA as shown in figure 2. This scenario
was more economical in Volt-sec consumption and, even after the 3sec flat top
shown, 8 Volt-sec remained for further extension of the flat top duration. So far
JET has withstood 2 disruptions at 7MA caused by unexpected contact with inconel
components. In these disruptions an halo current up to '1 MA was transferred from
plasma to vessel giving rise to a vertical force of 350 Tonnes.
3. Electron Heating and Sawtooth Suppression ‘

In the discharge illustrated in Fig.2, 6MW of lCRF applied during the rise gave
T40) ~ 9keV with long sawtooth free periods sawteeth until the RF switched off at
6MA. The sawtooth period then decreased as the current continued to ramp to



7MA. In cases where the RF was Kept on longer, continuous m=l modes were

observed in the plasma centre suggesting only marginal sawtooth stabilisation at
currents above 6MA. Sawtooth free plasmas were routinely achieved at SMA when
a similar scenario was employed. Examination of this data shows that the electron
temperature increases approximately linearly with total power per particle up to
P,O,/neg ~ 3 x lO—‘9MWm3. This is consistent with a simple prediction based on the

Rebut—Lallia-Watkins model. However, for P,,,,/n,,0 in the range 3 — 6 x lO—‘9MWm3
Tea remains in the range 10-l2 kev. This ’apparent’ saturation is explained by a
reduction in the central heating power density [3].
4. [on heating

In these RF heated plasmas the ion temperature was low and so neutral beam
heating was applied in order to heat the ions. At SMA, high ion temperatures in the
range [0-13 keV were obtained at low density, nflosdl x 10'9/71‘3, as illustrated in fig.3.
The values of nDorn were low because of poor fuel concentration. In the example
shown, the beryllium source increased abruptly following a sawtooth crash 0.3sec
after the NBl was switched on. The D-D reaction rate fell despite high T, and 7}.
At this same time the limiter viewing camera showed a ’blob’ of material detaching
from the belt limiter tiles.

At 6.5MA, 6MW of lCRF combined with SMW of N31 produced a sawtooth

free period 0.8 see long with Tm ~ 7.5keV, T50 ~ 8.0keV, r150 ~ 5 x 10‘9m‘3 and

T15~ 0.65 see. In this case the central value of fuel concentration was high

rip/n, ~ 0.88 giving nporETm ~ 2.1 x lOZOm-3 sec keV. The confinement time supports
the hypothesis of a linear scaling with plasma current, but data at higher current is
as yet limited in additional heating power.
5. High Densities _
High density gas fuelled SMA plasmas were explored for heating powers up to
20MW. The temperature fell with increasing density such that Tc(0) ~ 2.5keV at
r140) ~ 1.3 x 1020m—3 at 20MW. The plasmas were very clean with 25/; in the range
1.2-1.4. As at lower current [4], the maximum density reached with gas fuelling was
set by the appearance of MARFES, and the dominant radiation was from Chlorine.
Fig.4 shows that higher densities can be reached at higher input power because the
MARFE is postponed to higher density. At 20MW the density reaches
n50 ~ 1.45 x 10mins3 with a flat profile. Since the density profile is flat it is
appropriate to compare the data with the scaling of edge density at MARFE onset
with power deduced from 3MA data. The SMA data shows a modest improvement
over the 3MA scaling.
6. Summary

7MA discharges have been established at higher [1,}, and sawteeth have been
suppressed up to 6MA with lCRF and up to 6.5MA with combined heating. The
improved central parameters and high L mode confinement have realised a

promising improvement in the fusion performance of JET limiter plasmas. Whilst
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plasma purity is a major concern in such regimes, it has been shown that, at high
density, it is possible to maintain clean plasmas even with high power heating and
high plasma current. The density limit shows a modest improvement at high current.

#22416
_ |p=7MA

q¢=3.2

C)
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EVIDENCE FOR FINE SCALE DENSITY STRUCTURES ON JET UNDER

ADDITIONAL HEATED CONDITIONS

P.Cripwell and A.E.Costley

JET Joint Undertaking , Abingdon, Ozfordshire, 0X14 3EA, U.K.

Introduction: Measurements of density fluctuations are important in
experimental efforts to identify the mechanisms which give rise to anomalous
particle and energy transport in tokamak plasmas. One techni ue used for
studying density fluctuations is microwave reflectometry [1,2,3. We have
developed a version of this technique, called correlation reflectometry,
which has the potential to provide detailed information on the
fluctuations [4]. In this paper we describe a new correlation reflectometer
and present measurements made under a wide range of plasma conditions on JET.
The results show that there are fine scale density structures present in the
plasma and that the size of the structures depends on plasma conditions.

Correlation Reflectometry: In correlation reflectometry two or more
independent reflectometers operate along the same line of sight at different
fixed frequencies, they thus probe reflecting layers at different radial
positions. The signals from the reflectometers are analysed using spectral
analysis techniques. From the analysis, the crosspower spectrum, G(w), the
crossphase Spectrum, @(w), and the coherence spectrum, 7(a)), for any two
signals are derived. The coherence has a maximum value of 1 (identical
signals) to a lower level of significance 3r . The latter is the coherence
between two random signals and is in geneial greater than zero due to the
digital nature of the analysis [5]. By analysing measurements from
combinations of reflectometers With different frequency separations,
corresponding to different separations between the reflecting layers Ax, it
is possible to estimate the radial scale size and the radial wavenumber of
density fluctuations. The former is obtained from the coherence spectrum and
the latter is obtained from the crossphase spectrum.

A four channel correlation reflectometer has been constructed and
operated on JET, figure [1]. The probing frequencies are 75.5 GHz, 75.6 GHz,
75.75 GHz and 76.2 GHz. The reflectometer operates in the extraordinary mode
utilising the upper cutoff and probes the plasma along a major radius. For
these probing frequencies, the corresponding separations between the
reflecting layers are typically in the range 2 mm - 20 mm. Signal detection
is by heterodyne techniques which give a good channel separation (> 40 dB)
and a high signal to noise ratio (:5 30 dB).

Measurements: Results have been obtained for three different plasma
regimes: ohmic, L - mode, H - mode.

Ohmic: At the shortest interlayer distance of 2 mm, the coherence
level is in the range 0.4 - 0.5 across the entire frequency band in the
recorded signal (0 — 60 kHz). In such conditions, the crossphase has a
constant value of 0 but with a large amount of scatter in the measurement. As
the channel separation is increased, the level of coherence falls rapidly to
the random level for a channel separation of z 4 mm, figure [2]. This
behaviour has been found at all radii examined in the range of normalised
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Figure 1: Schematic of four channel correlation reflectometer.

minor radii 0.15 - 0.75.
L 7 Mode: The coherence between channels increases as the amount of

additional power is increased, figure [3]. When the additional power exceeds
10 MW, the level of coherence between all channels is high (> 0.65). When the
coherence is high, the crossphase = 0 across the entire frequency band,
figure [4]. This result has been found in both neutral beam heated and
combined neutral beam/radio frequency heated plasmas. These results have been
found for all the measurements in the range 0.15 - 0.9 of the normalised
minor radius.

H — Mode: The levels of coherence is similar to that observed in ohmic
plasmas, i.e. for small channel separations the level of coherence is
significant (m 0.4 — 0.5). However, as the interlayer distance is increased
the coherence falls rapidly to the random level. For significant coherence
levels the crossphase is constant at zero. The range of normalised minor
radii examined in this case is 0.55 - 0.95.

Interpretation: The results suggest that the density structures
investigated have a radial scale size in the range 2 mm to z 20 mm depending
on plasma conditions. Moreover the measurement of a zero crossphase shows
that the fluctuations are propagating transverse to the reflectometer beam
(ie toroidally and/or poloidally) and not radially. It is known that under
additionally heated conditions the plasma rotates toroidally. A possible
interpretation of the reflectometer data therefore is that within the plasma
there are fine scale density structures which are convected past the
reflectometer antenna by the motion of the plasma. Under this assumption, and
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from a knowledge of the plasma rotational velocity (obtained from charge
exchange spectroscopy), it is possible to derive the effective toroidal
wavenumber spectrum of the density structures.An example is shown in figure
[5]. We use the crosspower spectrum because it is a measure of the relative
amplitude of the density structures that exist between the two reflecting
layers.

In order to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the density
perturbations associated with the structures we use a one dimensional model
of the measurement. We assume that the perturbations have a gaussian shape in
the radial direction:

em = z [mom-rh- rr/li}
where l is the correlation length and r the central position of the
perturbations. The model predicts the change of coherence with interlayer
distance for given values of An and l . The values used in the simulation are
varied to obtain the best fit with the measured data. In the simulation the
equilibrium upper cutoff profile is calculated from experimentally diagnosed
values (LIDAR Thomson scattering and magnetics). For a typical example, the
correlation length of the density perturbations in a beam heated plasmas
(P = 6 MW) at 3.40 m is found to be m 12 mm. The amplitude of the
perturbations is estimated to be An/n z 1 %

Conclusions: Measurements with a four channel correlation
reflectometer have shown the eidstence of fine scale density structures in
JET plasmas. The structures exist throughout the observed range of normalised
radius (p = 0.15 - 0.95). They have a radial scale size s 2 mm under ohmic
and H - mode conditions and a 20 min under L - mode conditions. The radial
scale size of the structures appears to scale with the additional heating
power. Estimates using a one dimensional simulation model suggest that the
amplitude of the associated density perturbations is typically a few percent.
The implications of these results for energy and particle is not clear at
this stage but it is interesting to note that the structures are large when
the particle confinement is low.
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TRITON BURNUP IN JET - PROFILE EFFECTS
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Abstract
Measurements of the 14 MeV neutron emission from triton burnup show that the
14 MeV emission profile shadows closely the 2.5 MeV profile but after a delay
corresponding to the triton slowing down time. The slightly greater width of
the 14 MeV neutron profile is a consequence of the finite Larmor radius of the
tritons. It has not so far been possible to identify unambiguously any
effects on the triton burnup that are attributable to sawtooth crashes.
Finally, the time dependence of the tritzyt profile indicates that the triton
diffusion coefficient is very small (<<0.1 m /s).

Introduction
The study of the burnup of tritons released from d-d reactions is of

special interest because the 1.0 MeV tritons possess similar kinematic
pmperties to the 3.5 MeV alpha-particles released from d—t reactions. The
birth profiles of both particles are indicated by the emission of the
associated neutrons but, in contrast to the alpha-particles, the tritons also
provide a measure of their radial movement whilst slowing down because their
burnup (t—d) reactions are most probable 'ust before they become thermalized
(see fig 1). Previous work has indicated [11] that the confinement and slowing
down of the fast tritons is in good accord with classical expectations.
However, the measurements were global, representing an integral effect for the
whole plasma volume. In the present paper, we report the first spatially
resolved measurements of 14 MeV neutrons from triton burnup obtained at JET.

Experimental
The spatial profile of the 2.5 MeV neutron emission from JET plasmas is

routinely measured using the Neutron Profile Monitor [2]. This diagnostic
comprises two massive cameras with fan-shaped arrays of collimators and
associated neutron detectors. The neutron detectors are NE213 liquid
scintillators coupled to photomultipliers from which the anode signals are
processed by PulseShape Discriminator (PSD) units which permit the desired
neutron—induced events to be separated from the accompanying gamma—rays.
Events are only processed when the signal amplitudes correspond to neutron
energies in the range 2.0 to 3.5 MeV, so as to reject neutrons that have
scattered off the vacuum chamber wall.

The PSD units also provide an output signal corresponding to neutrons
with energies above the upper discrimination level, normally set to 3.5 MeV.
This permits the 14 MeV neutron—induced events to be recorded with an
efficiency comparable with that for 2.5 MeV events. However, the typical
fraction of tritons undergoing burnup reactions is less than 2% so that, in
order to obtain useful statistics in the 14 MeV data channels, it proves
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necessary to confine the data analysis to those discharges with the highest
2.5 MeV neutron emission rates.

The 3.5 MeV discrimination level discussed above is rather low if pulse
pile-up effects due to operation at very high count—rates are to be avoided;
moreover, it is certainly too low when ICRF heating is employed, since RF
heating is known to generate an extra component of neutron emission with
energies up to 6 MeV or more. Unfortunately, when the discrimination level
was raised to an effective 9 MeV, by reducing the photomultiplier voltages by
200 V, the PSD’s proved extremely difficult to set up and the deduced
detection efficiencies for both channels were totally unreliable. Thus,
profile information was obtained only with the 3.5 MeV discrimination level.

Results
Only a few discharges have so far provided optimal conditions for the

triton profile measurements. Out of these, we select number 22517, a 3.16 MA,
344 T discharge with 12 MW of Du Neutral Beam Heating (7 MW at 80 keV and 5
MW at 140 keV). Asl'ndicated in fig 2, the instantaneous neutron emission
rate rose to 1.3 x 10 n/s, falling by a factor of ten when the applied
heating power was reduced to 2 MW. Ramping down the power in this way has the
beneficial effect of maintaining the electron temperature at a high level and
providing a conveniently long slowing down time for the tritons. The global
14 MeV neutron emission rate, as measured with a silicon diode [1], clearly
shows that the average slowing down time is over one second (fig 2).

Inspection of the time-traces for the 14 MeV neutron count-rates in the
individual channels of the profile monitor provides interesting information
Somewhat unwelcome is the discovery that the end channels of the vertical
camera are sensitive to down-scattered 14 MeV neutrons that reach the
detectors through the rather thin ends of the concrete shielding block; the
2.5 MeV neutron signals in these channels are similarly affected. All other
channels appear to be satisfactOry.

An immediate observation concerns the time delays between the 2.5 MeV and
the 14 MeV neutron signal strengths. For 22517, the time delays are greatest
for the central channels and least for the peripheral channels This
discharge is a typical H-mode discharge with a nearly flat electron density
profile and a broad electron temperature profile that falls only a factor of
two between the centre and the periphery as viewed by the cameras. These
variations explain the observed time dependencies, at least qualitatively.

Because of the noncptimal settings of the PSD units, analysis is
restricted to the period following 15.5 seconds, where the 14 MeV emission has
reached its peak and the 2.5 MeV emission has begun its steep decline. It was
necessary to correct the 14 MeV neutron signal for pulse pile—up of the 2.5
MeV neutron signals for the lfirst few time intervals (until the 2.5 MeV
emission had fallen below 2x10 n/s), using an effective pulse pair resolution
time for the PSD of 60 ns.

The emission profiles have been analyzed with the predictive code Orion
[3], which assumes the neutron emission to be uniform around the magnetic flux
surfaces. It fits tihg measured line integrals of neutron emission with a
parabolic form (14;!) for the radial variation of specific emissivity, where
1.1: is the flux surface label and a is the peaking factor to be optimized
through a least squares procedure. The variations of the peaking factors for
both 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutron emission profiles are shown in fig 3. It
should be noted that, for discharge 22517, the flux surfaces do not change
significantly between 14.5 and 16.5 5 although the peaking of the electron
density and temperature profiles increases when the H to L mode transition
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takes place (at about 15.5 s). The moments at which sawtooth collapses occur
are indicated in fig 3. The 2.5 MeV profile maintains a peaking factor of
about 5.8 until the sawtooth at 15.2 s, which briefly broadens the profile;
then at 15.5 s the main NB heating ceases and the profile peaks (cc 2 7.5).
Another sawtooth crash at 16.4 s apparently broadens the profile suddenly,
after which it peaks up again slowly.

The first reliable measurement of the 14 MeV peaking factor is at 15.9 s,
giving on = 4.6, which is considerably less than the value of 7.5 for the 2.5
MeV neutrons at the same time i.e. the fwhm of the 14 MeV profile is 17 cm
broader than the 2.5 MeV profile . However, it is not appropriate to compare
profiles at the same time because the 14 MeV profile is defined by the 2.5 MeV
profile at a time earlier by approximately the slowing down time for the
1.01 MeV tritons (about 1.4 secs for the conditions applying between 14.5 s
and 16.5 s, decreasing to 0.8 s at 57.0 s). Thus, the comparison should be
with the 2.5 MeV peaking factor after 14.4 s, i.e. or = 5.8. In this case the
the 14 MeV profile would have a fwhm broader by about 9 cm. This is
explicable in terms of trapped orbit effects; orbit code calculations for a
representative population of tritons indicate that a spreading of the fwhm by
about 11 cm can be expected. (We note that the 14 MeV profile is displaced to
larger radius than the 2.5 MeV profile by about 4 cm). A further broadening
can be expected as a result of the weak sawtooth crash at 152 secs; it is
generally understood that the effect of a sawtooth crash is to displace fast
particles from within the central region of the plasma (within the electron
temperature inversion radius) to just outside that region. However, a
rearrangement of the innermost region would not have a strong effect on the
width of a relatively broad triton distribution. Certainly, we have never
observed changes in 14 MeV neutron emission at the time of a sawtooth crash,
indicating that triton redistribution is not a major effect.

The fact that the two peaking factors are very similar towards the end of
the discharge is purely coincidental. The abrupt rise in on for the 14 MeV
neutrons begins at 16.5 s and corresponds to the rise in the 2.5 MeV peaking
factor that starts at 15.3 s (for which the expected delay would be about
1.4 s, as observed).

The results presented in fig 3 also show that radial diffusion of tritons
is not an important feature of discharge 22517, since there is no obvious
tendency for the 14 MeV neutron emission profile to flatten out with time.
Numerical analysis of the time—dependence of the 14 MeV neutron signal
obtained from the Silicon diode for an unusual discharge (number 20729), for
which 14 MeV neutron profile data are not available, was presented earlier
[4]; for 20729, the triton slowing down time was exceptionally long,
indicating the need for a triton loss term representing either charge exchange
or tri on diffusion (the diffusion coefficient was estimated as being about
0.1 m /s). Unfortunately, for discharge 22517, the ancillary data needed for
the full calculation of triton burnup are not of the required quality.
Nevertheless, by comparison with 20729, the clear lack of broadening with t’me
demands that the diffusion coefficient be appreciably smaller than 0.1 m /s.
From this, we infer that losses such as those due to charge exchange are
important for discharges with exceptionally long triton slowing down times.

Conclusions
The study of triton burnup is greatly facilitated by the availability of

14 MeV neutron emission profiles, since these permit a distinction to be made
between charge exchange and particle diffusion losses. The pgesent work
indicates that the triton diffusion coefficient is very small (<<0.1 m /s).
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LONG PULSE HIGH POWER HEATING 0F JET PLASHAS
A. Gondhalekar, R. Barnsley, T. T. C. Jones, P. D. Morgan,

P. Lomas, D. Pasini, M. F. Stamp, P. C. Stangeby ,
D.Summers, J.A.Tag1e, and A. Tanga.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, 0X14 3EA, England.
'University of Toronto, Ontario MSH 5T6, Canada.

I. The observed rapid contamination of deuterium plasmas 1n JET during
high power heating is attributed to evaporation of limiter and X-point
targets, due to overheating of edges of target tiles. A specimen deuterium
plasma. shot #22948, limited by beryllium outer belt——limiters, with I =3MA,
<ne>=1.6x1019m_3, <nD>=1.3x1019m'3, and <nB>=—5x1017m3, was sustained by
deuterium and beryllium infiuxes é —_1022atoms/s and ¢Beé4x102° atoms/s,
measured using the Du (6561A) and BeII(4361A] emissions, giving {=1. 5.
This was heated with“PICRF=8MW and PNE IZZMW, giving Te (0)E9keV, TiZEB)E5. 5
keV and D— D fusion rate RDDSI.Sx1015/sldue to RF heating alone Deuterium
and beryllium influxes aloza/s and ass :3x1021/s accompanied the heating,
giving <ne>=2x1019m'3. (nD>= 1. 2x1019m'3.Bsand <nB >= 1. 5x1015m and 2efff:
2.4. This level of contamination could be sustained for <1. 55, during which
¢Be continuously increased and RDD rapidly declined to insignificance.

II. The limiter surface area in contact with the plasma was 57m?
Thermographic measurements of the beryllium limiter tiles showed that the
temperature of the edges increased by ”980K to #1550K within 1.5s, implying
that the tile edges intercepted :lSMW/mz. The total tile edge area that was
thus heated is estimated to be 55x10_2m2. Computations have been made of
beryllium vapor pressure above the hot tile surface and the ablation rate.
This is shown in fig.1, where PS is the saturated vapor pressure, and FBe
is the flux of ablated beryllium atoms leaving the surface. At 1500K, the
tile edges alone would contribute QBBxSXIOZI/s. This evaporation flux, plus
that due to sputtering, with yield Ysmn=rHe/rnz 0.1, exceeds the measured
one given in sec I. The discrepancy is most likely due to inaccuracies in
measurement of beryllium influx, as discussed further in sec.III below. Be
ablation is a strong function of surface temperature TS, Arse/Fae E72/1OOK
at TS ~1000K. Thus, in order to maintain the total Be influx tolerably low,
i « 1021/5, then, even for perfectly uniform power loading, the limitera
sulface temperature must be kept low, Ts<1000K.

111. Temperature of beryllium atoms entering the plasma was deduced
from measurements of Doppler width of Bel emission at 4407A. In analyzing
the spectrum the three Zeeman components of the measured line were assumed
to be identically broadened. A spectrometer with an instrument width of
£0.8A was used to measure a typical Doppler width of x0.3A. Fig.2 shows
evolution of the neutral beryllium temperature, TBe(eVJ, so deduced. The
statistical error is indicated, but larger systematic errors, a $4eV, are
possible. Notice that in going from Ohmic heating, when sputtering is
expected to dominate, to strong additional heating, when evaporation is
thought to dominate, TBe is nearly inchanged. Evolution of shown in
fig.2 is contrary to expectation that TBa(sputtered)fi IOO-TB:Fevaporated).
The measurement is expected to be able to register such a laarge change in
TBe' We conclude that the measured TBe relates to atoms of sputtering
origin, and that the observed limiter surface is not representative of the
whole. Fig.3 shows evolution of Bel and Bell emissions from the same plasma
volume. Bel emission is very localized, whereas the BelI emission could be
due to ions convected into the observation volume from a point of birth



'outside the view. Strong divergence between emissions of BeI and Bell shown

in fig.3 indicates such a process. We must conclude that the measured BeII

intensity is only an approximate measure of the total beryllium influx.

IV. In shot #22957, with identical OH heated target plasma as #22948

previously, deuterium gas was injected at 80mbl/s at the same time as ICRF

heating, giving <ne>=4x1019m_3, <nD>=3.4X1019m_3, <nBe>=2x1018m_3, and Zeff
22.4. sustained by ¢D~2.5x1022/s and @Ee>3x1022/s. PICRF=19Mw gave rem)
=9keV, Ti[0)=4l<eV, and RDDe2x1015/s. This level of RDD could be sustained
for several seconds. Although @Be increased by 210 compared to that in

#22948 during ICRF heating, runaway contamination by beryllium was arrested

by gas injection without reducing RDD, as observed earlier with carbon

limiters[1]. This technique for impurity control has been exploited widely
during high power heating in JET, as well as in the X—point configuration.

V. Investigations are continuing of why injection of a small amount of

gas, ¢D(gas injection): 0.1-@D(recycling). simultaneously with high power

heating reduces the contamination efficiency of edge impurities by a large

factor. Conventional impurity transport through the SOL and edge plasma[2]

has been modelled employing the 2—D LIM Code[3]. Flux of impurities in the
bulk plasma is modelled by Fz(r)=-D(r)'Vnz(r)+nz(r)V(r), where D=O.54m2/s
and V: ~2Dr/a2 are used, on the basis of previous measurement. Consequences

of reducing the impurity source energy are computed. <E> is the deduced

average energy of the source atoms. the relative contamination efficiency

is expressed as impurity confinement time T2; for constant impurity influx

Contamination efficiency is proportional to 12. Results for sputtering

f<E>= 10 SeV] and evaporation(<E>= 0.1eV) sources are tabulated.

TABLE I
LIM Code[3] Calculation of Average Atom Energy <E>, and Ion
Confinement Time 12, for Beryllium from Different Sources.

Source <E(eV)> 12(ms)

D+ sputtering 10.5 33

D+ sputtering plus 13.2 38
self—sputtering

Evaporation 0.1 4.6

Evaporation plus 3.2 11.5

self—sputtering

Table I for #22948 shows that sputtered beryllium atoms are more efficient

at contaminating the bulk plasma than an equal number of evaporated atoms

by a factor s3.3. This confirms the observation in sec.I where, going from

OH to ICRF heating, the increase in ¢Be due to evaporation is x2.5 greater

than the corresponding increase in <nae>. For the gas injection conditions

of #22957 the LlM calculations showed only a small reduction in 12 compared

to #22948. Therefore, in terms of the conventional model[2] for impurity

contamination, the observed reduction in 12 by a factor 210 during gas

injection, as witnessed by comparing sec.I and sec.IV, would require

adjustment of D(r) and V(r) in LIM during gas injection. No justification
has been found yet in JET for taking such a step[1].
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. VI. However, further experiments to measure modifications of impurity
transport due to gas injection have been performed using impurity injection
by laser blow—off[4]. The measured l/e decay time, 1",, of NiXXVII emission
after a non-perturbing number of Ni atoms was injected into the plasma from
the periphery is shown in fig.4. TN1 is plotted against dne/dt during gas
injection, with different heating powers in fig.4(a). In fig.4(b) T", is
plotted against gas influx FD. We conclude from fig.4 that 1", does not
vary with dne/dt or FD. This however is inconclusive. The peak of NiXXVII
emissivity occurs at Tee 8keV, thus near the center of the plasma. Measured
TN‘ is thus representative of the plasma core. The contamination efficiency
of edge produced impurities is controlled by transport coefficients in the
plasma edge. These have not been accessed by the above measurements, for
lack of suitable materials with observable low ionization spectral lines.

VII. To summarize. gas injection during high power heating is widely
employed in JET to delay runaway contamination of the plasma by target
materials, in limiter and X~point configurations. In limiter operation,
measurements and analysis confirm that runaway contamination occurs due to
evaporation of the Be targets. Consideration of vapour pressure and surface
ablation show that surface temperatures alOOOK for Be targets in JET are
intolerable. The experiments support calculations that the contamination
efficiency of evaporated beryllium is smaller by a factor #3 than that of
sputtered beryllium. Injection of deuterium gas during heating increases
shielding by a factor #10, without excessive increase in <ne> or reduction
in RDD. This large increase in shielding due to gas injection can not be
understood in terms of conventional mode1s[2.3].

We have conjectured previously that the observed increase in impurity
screening due to gas injection may be associated with modification of flows
in the plasma edge and SOL[1]. Whereas strong screening is feasible due to
flows in the SOL in divertor configurationsIS], it is not clear how flow
related screening can occur in limiter configurations. However, progress
has been made in this direction. A model of thermal transport in tokamaks
due to micromagnetic stochasticity proposed earlier[6] has been extended to
considerations of density transport[7]. Here, anomalous radial transport is
a manifestation of classical parallel transport wherein the field lines of
B are slightly tangled and caused to migrate radially due to the presence
0? magnetic islands. Injection of deuterium gas in such a plasma will give
rise to average outward deuteron flow along field lines which will oppose
by friction impurities flowing inward, also along field lines. Frictional
impurity screening effects like those reported in this paper have been
qualitatively reproduced[7].
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3HE-D FUSION YIELD STUDIES IN JET
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M.Stamp, D.F.Sta7t, A.Tanga, A.Taroni, Roan Belle, U. Willem.

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oman, 0X14, 3EA, UK

Abstract

The 3He—D fusion yield has been further optimized in a new series of
experiments using the ICRF heating system to generate a high energy 3He
minority tail. In excess of 15 MW has been oupled to the the plasma in the
3He minority regime. The newly commissioned He neutral beam injection system
was used to provide a central source of 2'He so as to counteract the relatively
strong pumping of He by Be that has been observed on previous occasions.

Best results were obtained with 3.5 MA discharges in the double null
configuration with the wall power loading being shared between X-point dump
plates, the belt limiter and antenna protection tiles.

The generated He—D fusion power increased ltho a record level of 140 kW
(corresponding to a reaction rate of 4.6 10 reactionsxs). The fusion
multiplication factor e (= Pfus/Prf) improved from just below 1% as obtained
in the Be gettering phase 1989) to 1.25 %. However, as observed in previous
campaigns, a saturation of r{ seems to occur at around 10 MW of coupled RF
power. The beneficial effect of central He deposition by the3 NBI system could
not be exploited to its full extent due to excessive He concentrations
already present in the plasma caused by the outgassing of the inner wall
components.

Time resolved measurements show a clear correlation between generated
fusion power and energy stored in the fast 3He ions.

Introduction 3
The fusion power generated by He—D reactions in JET plasmas has steadily

increased since the first successful observation in 1986, when 10 kW was
reported [1]. In 1988, the first systematic approach to optimize the fusion
power resulted in 60 kW of generated power [2[. One of the limitations in
these experiments was the rather low deuterium uel concentration (nu/new0.3)
in the plasma. With the introduction of Be (evaporation) into the machine, the
plasma fuel concentration increased - leading to an improved yield of 100 kW

The introduction of Be into the JET machine soon led to the realization
that the presence of Be impurity ions, even in minute quantities, can give
rise to the emission of large amounts of neutrons and a—rays from reactions of
fast particles with the Be ions, which interfere with neutron and y—ray
measurements [4,5]. Indeed, these reactions have been observed to contribute
up to 5 kW of released nuclear power. Plasma purity, therefore, is not only
vital from the plasma performance point of view but also plays a dominant role
in the nuclear diagnostic capabilities.

In this paper, we describe a new series of experiments performed after
the Be belt limiters and Be antenna screens were installed. The new,
redesigned, antenna screens 'reduce the RF induced impurity influx to a
negligible level.
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Experimental
In order to keep the influx of impurities to a minimum, the plasma was

set up in a double null configuration with the wall loading being shared
between X-point dump plates (upper C, lower Be), belt-limiter (Be) and antenna
protection tiles (C). Care was taken to avoid any excessive Be contamination,
often at the expense of an increased influx of carbon from the upper dump
plates. (The data from another series of experiments conducted in 5 MA limiter
discharges had to be disregarded because of excessive interference from Be
w—rays). The COnfiguration described FPOVE allowed good density control (at a
value close to the optimum of 3 x 10 m and the coupling up to 15 MW of
RF power. Fig 1 gives the evolution of t e general plasma parameters for a
typical discharge. In general, these discharges were free of sawteeth until
the occurence of a monster crash towards the end of the heating period (5-7
see of sawtooth—free periods could be routinely observed). The effective ionic
charge Zefl‘ was estimated from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy to
lie in the range Zeff = 2 to 4 .

The fusion power was monitored by measuring the y—rays from the weak
secondary branch He + D ->5Li + r (16.6 MeV); the detection system consists
of a 125 mm x 125 mm IOng NaI(Tl) scintillator and a 75 x 75 mm BGO crystal.
The detailed experimental setup has been described previOusly [1,2]

Results
Fig 2 shows the fusion power obtained as a function of coupled RF power.

As can be seen, the highest yields achieved approach 140 kW, which is well
above the previous record of 100 kW obtained during the Be gettering phase.
All the data points, except one, have been obtained with 3.5 MA discharges in
the double null configuration as described above. The exception was a 5 MA
limiter discharge for which the relatively modest performance can be explained
by a low deuterium content caused by a large influx of Be. All 5 MA limiter
discharges and a few double null X-point discharges suffered from this
problem. Fusion yields well above 140 kW have almost certainly been achieved
but any quantitative analysis was renderead impossible due to a contamination
by high energy a—rays ( > 12 MeV) from HeBe reactions

The most successful performange was obtained with the RF antennas in the
monopole configuration with the He minority gas being introduced by gas
puffing. The dipole configuration was also used; there seems to be little
difference between the two configurations as far as fusion power generated per
MW coupled to the plasma is concerned [fig 2]. However, the maximum power
coupled in this mode was only 4.5 MW since lack of time prevented the coupling
from being optimized.

In order to counteract the strong pumping of He by Be as observed in
previous campaigns, the newly commisiongd He neutral beam injection system
was used to provide a central source of He. As can be seen [fig 2], all data
points obtained this way lie significantly below those optained when the
minority gas was introduced by gas puffing. Excessive He concentrations
already present in the plasma due to outgassing of inner wall components after
extensive He NBl injection are thought to be the cause of this poorer
performance. Shorter beam bursts and/or the use of the RF system in the dipole
configuration to avoid mode conversion at these high levels of minority
concentration could improve the situation.

An interesting observation is the correlation between fusion yield and
energy content of the fast 3He ion population as deduced from measurements
with the diamagnetic loop. This can be clearly seen in fig 3, where the time
evolution of the 16 MeV Hay yield is compared to that of the stored energy
for a typical discharge. Also shown are the time traces for RF power and the
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central electron temperature.
Using the full formulation for the RF driven minority distribution func—

tion as given in ref 6, it can be shown that the maximum fusion yield obtain—
able at optimum minority concentration scales linearly with the perpendicular
energy content of the fast ions [7]: Prus[MW] = 0.2 Ild/ne Wfast[MJ], provided
the tail temperature exceeds the critical energy Ecru (Ecrlt: 300 keV in
present experiments).

In fig 4 the measured fusion power is plotted against the energy content
of the fast particles for the present series of discharges. Also shown is the
calculated maximum fusion yield obtainable as a function of stored energy for
assumed fuel concentrations, rid/116 = 0.5 and nd/ne = 0.8. It can be seen that
only for a few discharges has the theoretical maximum compatible with a clean
plasma been achieved.

First comparisons with simulations using the PION [8] code show
reasonable a reement, although some experimental observations are not fully
reproduced doaubtless due to the lack of reliable diagnostic information on
Ild/I‘lo and the He concentration).

Conclusions
U to 140 kW of fusion power in the form of charged particles from RF

driven He minority ions reacting with a deuterium background plasma has been
generated in a recent series of experisments, where up to 15 MW of RF power has
been coupled to the plasma in the He minority regime.

The power multiplication factor Q»; reached a maximum of 1.25% at 10 MW
of coupled power.

The clear correlation of generated fusion power with fast minority
ion stored energy that is predicted from theory has been observed.

The improved fusion performance cannot be explained by higher nd/He
values alone. Part of the the improvement has to be ascribed to the better
confinement properties of the discharges used in these experiments (3.5 MA as
opposed to 3 MA and double null X-point configuration instead of pure limiter
plasmas) leading to higher plasma temperatures and therefore a higher fast ion
energy content at equal coupled power.

As fast ion energy contents of up to 3 MJ have already been obtained in
JET it should be possible to increase the fusion power further up to 300 kW,
provided the deuterium fuel concentration Ild/Ile can be kept high (>> 0.5).

It is worthwhile noticing that this power is almost exclusively re eased
by charged particles, i.e. 14.7 MeV protons and 3.7 MeV or particles and is,
therfore, equivalent to 0.7 MW of D-T total fusion power for the same heat
deposition; it should be possible to increase this to 1.4 MW in the near
future.
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IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN JET
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Introduction — The injection of metallic impurities by laser blow—off has been
used on JET to study impurity transport. Fig.1 shows a comparison of the Ni
XXVI brightnesses time evolution following Ni injection into OH, L—mode and
H—mode plasmas. These results are typical of many other injection experiments
in plasmas of similar conditions. The L—mode data clearly show a reduction of
the impurity confinement time, tlmp, with additional heating as indicated by

the faster decay of the Ni XXVI signal (~200—250 ms) compared to the OH case
(~300—400 ms). The higher values of Tlmp are observed at higher electron

densities. In H-mode plasmas the impurity confinement was dramatically
improved with values for rimp more than ten times the OH values. This is

observed both in ICRF and NBI heated H—mode. The radial dependencies of the
transport parameters D and V have been obtained by simulating the soft X—ray
profiles and line brightnesses time evolution following injection. To
illustrate the technique the results of an H—mode shot will be discussed
f irst. Similar data obtained in OH and L—mode plasmas have already been
presented in Ref ,1, impurity transport parameters determined for OH, L—mode
and H—mode will then be compared and the role of sawteeth on transport will be
discussed.

Ni injection into H—mode — Typical traces of a 3 MA, double null X-point,
neutral beam heated H—mode shot are shown in Fig.2. The Ha trace shows the

Hephase to start at 10.2 s, 200 ms after the beginning of beam heating, and to
last up to 12 s when the beam power is stepped down from 9 MW to 4 MW. The
continuous rise of n is due to both beam fuelling and the improved particle

e

confinement during the H—phase. Ni was injected near the middle of the H—mode
at 10.985 5. The subsequent evolution of the Ni XXV and Ni XXVI signals is
given with an expanded time scale in Fig.2. The intensity step seen 100 ms
after the initial rise on the Ni XXV signal is due to a small additional burst
of Ni impurities. Fig.3 shows the time evolution of the soft X-ray emissivity
distribution (background emission subtracted) along a horizontal central
chord. Since only a fixed background level was subtracted corresponding to the
emission immediatly before injection, the emissivity of the last two profiles
could be overestimated by up to 15%. The experimental data have been simulated
using an impurity transport code where the radial flux density 1"z was

described with the sum of a diffusive and a convective term. Both the
diffusion coefficient D and the inward convection velocity V were taken to be
a function of the radial coordinates and were specified, independently, to
reproduce best the experimental data, namely, the absolute X—ray emissivity
profiles and the spectroscopic line brightnesses time evolution. The shape of
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the source function was taken so as to reproduce the time evolution of

peripheral Ni lines (FWHM ~ 20 ms). The calculated soft X—ray emissivity
profiles are shown in Fig.3 (dashed lines) for comparison with the measured
profiles, together with the corresponding Ni density profiles also calculated
with the same code (lower part of Fig.3). The transport parameter curves which
have been used are shown in Fig.4 along with the corresponding curves used to
describe the transport behaviour of 0H and ICRF heated L—mode plasmas
(see Ref.l).
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Comparison between OH. L—mode and H-mode transport - The results of the
experiments, indicate in all cases, that the impurity diffusion coefficient
was much lower in the central region of the plasma than on the outside and
that the transition between these two regions was rather abrupt. This explain
the behaviour of the soft X—ray profiles, shown in Fig.3, which remain hollow

up to the sawtooth crash. It is worth mentionning that such a structure in the
diffusion coefficient was also observed in discharges where q was above 1 on
axis. The values of D over the central region where the confinement is good
(low D) are of similar magnitude in the three cases. However, this region is
more extended in the H—mode case and the transition region is more gradual.
These values are 0.03, 0.15 and 0.1 m"/s in the OH, L—mode and H—mode case,
respectively, which compare well with the corresponding neoclassical values
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which are, taking into account collisions with the deuterium ions and
background impurities, 0.04, .07, and 0.1 m/s, respectively. In the external
region , the values of D are l, 3 and 0.4 m /s assuming that D is constant up
to the plasma edge. They are much larger than the corresponding neoclassical
values which are 0.06, 0.06 and 0.08 m /s. There are some hints that the value
of D may be reduced near the plasma edge. However this is difficult to
ascertain because of the large experimental uncertainties in that plasma
region.
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To simulate the H—mode data a convective transport barrier can be set at

the plasma edge to retain impurities as already discussed in Refs.2—3. It may

be explained by the localised edge perpendicular electric field which has been

shown to appear at the L—H transition. In the H-mode case discussed here the

inward convection velocity was increased sharply in a thin region at the

separatrix as shown in Fig.4. The thickness Ar of the zone where a high inward

velocity is needed was determined from the behaviour of the Ni XXV line and of

lines from lower ionization stages which are very sensitive to this parameter.

The behaviour of the Ni XXV and Ni XXVI lines whose intensities remained

almost constant up to the end of the vode (see Fig.2) clearly show that
impurities are very well confined during the H-mode. In our simulation D was

assumed to have the same value at the plasma edge that it had in the plasma

interior. If D is smaller near the edge the value of V would also be smaller

since the critical parameter to simulate the H—mode behaviour is VAr/D. In one

L—mode case which was near the H—mode threshold and where D was 5 m /s a
strong edge barrier was also required to explain the data. This suggests that

the transition from the L— to H—mode transport behaviour may be a gradual one

where first a convective barrier builds up at the edge and then the diffusion
gets gradually reduced in the plasma interior. In OH plasmas and in ordinary

L—mode there is no indication of a transport barrier. However, some inward

convection is still required to explain the data. The peaking parameter is of

the order 1 for the impurities in comparison with 0.5 for the electrons. This
is consistent with the slightly peaked profiles of Zeff often inferred from
the X—ray emissivity profiles.

Sawteeth effects — During a sawtooth crash (~100 us) the soft X—ray data show
that impurity transport is greatly enhanced over the central region of the

plasma up to a mixing radius roughly 30 "A larger than the sawteeth inversion

radius. In the case of laser impurity injection, when the impurity

distribution is hollow during the inflow phase, a sawtooth crash allows for a

rapid inward movement of the impurities which can quickly fill the central

plasma region. This effect can be seen in Fig.3 where the X—ray profiles just

before and immediatly after a sawtooth crash are shown together with the

corresponding impurity density profiles on the lower part of the figure. In
the simulation the sawtooth discontinuity was simulated as in Ref.l by taking

ad—hoc enhanced transport parameters which reproduce the X—ray emissivity

profile variation and the intensity jump visible only on the Ni XXVI line

(Fig.2). Once the impurities have peaked in the plasma center the reversed

effect can be seen during the outflow phase, i.e. the impurities are expelled

from the central region at each sawtooth crash (See Ref 1). Sawteeth therefore

allow for much more rapid movement of impurities between the central region

and the outside and effectively short—circuit these two distinct transport

regions. When the the sawtooth period is much shorter than the impurity

confinement time the transport of impurities is effectively controlled by the

value of D in the anomalous transport region.
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Introduction

In JET steady-state L-mode discharges, the energy confinement time scales with
the total plasma current [I]. This paper reports on two preliminary sets of
experiments, conducted in discharges with non—stationary current distributions in
order to elucidate the functional dependences of the local heat diffusivity, x5”,
which gives rise to this scaling. In sections 2 we describe the experiments. In
section 3 we model the results. We find that a dependence of the form
xEJ~l/Bp is not sufficient to reproduce the experimentally observed time
evolution of IE, and that an additional dependence on the magnetic shear length
L52q/Vq, such as the one proposed in [2], is required to reproduce the
experimental observations.

Experimental observations

Current ramp experiments

In the first series of experiments, ICRF power ( D(He3), 4 - 6 MW) is applied in
discharges in which the plasma current is ramped from 2 to 3 MA, or down from
3 to 2 MA, at a rate of ~ 0.5 MA/sec.. The toroidal field, electron density, Z, ,
auxiliary power, and radiated power are nearly constant. The auxiliary power is
3 to 4 times larger than the ohmic power input. It should be noted that the
different magnetic and kinetic measurements of the stored energy have a
somewhat different time evolution. In order to avoid ambiguities related to the
fast ion energy content (which is not negligible in, these discharges) as well as
possible parasitic dependences of the magnetic measurements of the stored energy
on plasma current, we shall use kinetic measurements to infer the confinement
preperties of these discharges.

Modest (~ 50%) variations in the internal inductance, 1,, are achieved with these
ramp rates. The discharges are sawtoothing, and, although the sawtooth period
is affected by the current ramp, the position of the q = 1 surface (determined from
polarimetric measurements and from the electron temperature inversion radius)
does not change significantly ( < 5cm. ). Field diffusion calculations using the
TRANSP code and assuming nee—classical conductivity reproduce the measured
evolution of the internal inductance-and the q=l surface, indicating that no
anomalous current penetration is taking place. ‘

In the ramp-up case (see figure I), the electron energy content, WE, begins to
increase almost immediately, although not proportionally to the the plasma
current. The ramp-down case, (figure 2) has a greater variation in l,- and exhibits
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a delay before We begins to decrease. This result is similar to that obtained in
current ramp experiments carried out in the TFTR tokamak [3] in which large
variations in A (X 3) were produced and which also exhibited a delayed ( > lsec.
) response of the confinement time to the plasma current. Note that the
confinement deteriorates markedly only at the end of the current ramp, when A
and the inverse magnetic shear length, Vq/q have stopped rising.

Slow current penetration experiments

In the second series of experiments, sawtooth-free periods of up to 7 sec. at
constant plasma current (3.6 MA) are produced by the application of 11 MW of
ICRF at the start of the current plateau. The resulting high electron
temperatures (10-12 KeV) retard the peaking of the current distribution. 1. varies
from 0.7 to 1.1 and (10, inferred from Faraday rotation measurements and
calculated in TRANSP, descends from ~ 1.6 to ~ 1. The electron energy content
increases approximately linearly with 1. during the sawtooth-free interval. See
figure 3.
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Simulations

The above experiments are simulated with a 1D, 1' fluid predictive transport code,
which simultaneously integrates the energy, particle and current diffusion
equations. Since the confinement time in JET is known to obey the constraints
of short-wavelength gyro-kinetic turbulence, [4], we take

V, L LT L
Xeff=s'F(qi‘ii—L-i‘L—H,VL/Vm1/3J:K)

where p is a Larmor radius, V,,, is a thermal velocity, L is a plasma dimension, q
is the local safety factor, L1 is a thermal scale length, L,l is a density scale length,
v is a collision frequency, B is a local beta, 1: is the inverse aspect ratio and K is
the elongation. The leading, ”gyro-Bohm”, term in this expression scales as
Till/BI} and gives rise to the observed L-mode dependence of TE on plasma
current. Therefore, we shall try to determine what additional dependence,
introduced by F, can reproduce the observed time evolution of the electron energy
during current transients.

We begin with the current ramp-down case (pulse 23410). As noted above the
shear is strongly increased during the current ramp (53. - 55. see), so that a
dependence of the form F ~L,/L introduces a transient improvement in the
confinement relative to the F ~ constant case. However this improvement is
sustained for too long following the end of the current ramp. To obtain a better
match to the data we take F ~ (qL,/L)“. The simulations, (normalized at t=53.
see.) are compared with the measured electron energy for a = 0, 1 and 2 in figure
4. With no dependence of x,” on shear, (a = 0), the energy content decays too
rapidly in the current ramp. This result is confirmed for different radial profiles
of X4]:

Simulations of the current ramp-up (pulse 23412) exhibit a similar pattern,
although the variation with a is less marked corresponding to the fact that the
shear is less drastically altered in this case. Nevertheless, with a = 0, the energy
content rises too quickly at the start of the current ramp and saturates too soon
whereas simulations with o: > 0 show a more linear time evolution, in conformity
with the data.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the electron energy content in a discharge with
slow current penetration (pulse 23400). Again it is necessary to invoke' a
dependence of x,” on the shear in order to account for the variation in We.

The simulations presented here take the ”gyro-Bohm” scaling as a point of
departure, in order to ensure a dimensionally correct scaling. One difficulty with
this approach is that any dependence of F on the temperature (eg. through fl)
will affect the dependence of IE on L,. Therefore the dependence of “Ion L, can
not be determined unless its dependence on the temperature is also known. It
should be noted that a scaling of the form x,ff~qqZ/Vq (as proposed in [2]) also
reproduces the qualitative features of the data.

Conclusions

The preliminary experiments conducted at JET to investigate the role of the
current distribution in L-mode confinement indicate that x~L, or L}. This
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dependence accounts for the observed evolution of the electron energy in both
current ramp and current penetration experiments. In order to confirm this
dependence it will be necessary to conduct experiments with faster ramp rates
and with higher levels of auxiliary power. In addition, it would be preferable to
repeat the experiments with Neutral Beam heating in order to eliminate
ambiguities related to ICRF-generated fast particles and the concomitant
pressure anisotropy. Use of NBI would also permit a measurement of the ion
energy confinement.
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CURRENT RISE STUDIES

i
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1. Introduction
During current rise at ramp rates of order lMA/s, discharges evolve

through a phase of MHD instabilities, as the field line safety factor qill at

the plasma edge is falling. A quiescent regime is reached, when q‘p is held

constant. The MHD behaviour in the early phase has been monitored by the
magnetic diagnostic and the soft X—ray cameras with a fast sampling rate.
Particular attention has been paid to the crossing of the qw=4 surface,

which is an important parameter for the 7 MA limiter discharge scenario [1].
The measurements are discussed and their implications for the q—profile are
compared with the predictions of the 1 1/2 D LARS code, which evolves the
field diffusion/transport equations and monitors toroidal tearing mode
stability [2]. The current penetration during the later MHD stable phase has
been studied using the 1 1/2 D analysis code TRANSP [3} to determine which
form of resistivity gives the best data consistency. The effects on the
delay of the onset of sawteeth by electron heating by ICRF are also studied.

2.Early MHD phase

a.Experimental data
Fig.1 shows the temporal evolution of the plasma current Ip, qw and

signals proportional to the amplitude of rotating magnetic modes with
toroidal mode numbers n=1. 2 and 3. The dominant poloidal mode number of
these modes determined from pick—up coil data analysis is marked in the
figure, when there is no ambiguity. As the magnetic modes are observed to be
destabilized, when q'1’ is larger than the appropriate low—order rational

value, they are resistive,‘ since their resonant surfaces lie within the
plasma.

When crossing q¢=4, two cases can be distinguished:

—At low inductance, the radiation is low with high central electron
temperature and low density. The magnetic diagnostic measurements indicate
the presence of a dominant m=4, n=l mode at the plasma edge and give a
radial width around 10 cm for a magnetic island on the q=4 surface. When the
soft X—ray emission in the central region of the plasma does not show any
sign of mode activity, the current rise is successful. In the opposite case,
a dominant m=4, n=1 mode is measured by the soft X—ray cameras between about
20 and 60 cm from the plasma centre indicating that there are at least two
q=4 surfaces in the plasma. Soon thereafter, there is a persistent locked
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mode, which can terminate the discharge by a disruption.
-At moderate inductance, the radiation is high with low central

electron temperature and high density. Sawtoothing starts about 2s earlier

than in the low inductance case, showing that the current penetration is

faster. A dominant m=2, n=l mode is measured by the magnetic pick—up coils.

A tomographic reconstruction of the soft X—ray emission shows an m=2, n=l

island 8 to 10 cm wide radially (see Fig.2). The island width and the

position of the q=2 surface agree with the magnetic measurements and the

q—profile computed with a magnetic equilibrium code.

b.Current diffusion and mode stability predictions
The current ramp phase is simulated using the LARS diffusion and

transport code [2]. This code solves the equations derived from a high order

expansion of the full toroidal 11/2 D model generalised to incorporate

self—consistent shaping of the magnetic surfaces and permit time programming

of the minor and major radii and plasma current. The simulation starts 0.55

after the beginning of the discharge, because the experimental data are not
reliable before. The current and the major and minor radii all follow the
experimental values; this gives a good fit to the measured q¢(t) traces.

Neo—classical resistivity is used together with a constant thermal
conductivity. The computed 11 versus qw diagram for the low inductance case

is in reasonable agreement with the experiment.
Fig.3 exhibits a time sequence of radial q—profiles in the low

inductance case: they are non monotonic. At t=ls (1.55 from the start of the

discharge), qlfl=4 is about to be crossed and there is only one q=4 surface

inside the plasma. However, the off—axis maximum of q depends sensitively on
the initial conditions and can be larger than 4; this gives three q=4
surfaces in the plasma. In practice, the q—profile in the middle of the

plasma might be reconnected by a double tearing mode. Note that, in the

experiment, the observation of the (4.1) mode in the plasma centre

critically depends on the previous history of the discharge (including MHD
behaviour] before crossing qw=4. In the moderate inductance case, the

q-profiles are also non-monotonic in r, but with q(0) falling quicker to l.
in agreement with the experiment.

The programme is also coupled to a toroidal stability code so that

stability of the evolving q-profiles can be monitored. Considering the

internal MHD modes for integral q—values, the sequence of events met in

Fig.3 is the following. A resonance enters at the axis as the central q(0]

drops; the m=4 mode is initially stable, when the resonance emerges from the

axis in this way, while m=3 and Z are initially unstable. A triple resonance

is encountered as the off—axis minimum in q drops in the outer region of the
plasma. Because this condition is approached from above, the current
gradient is stabilising, when it is negative. Note that the triple resonance
cannot be handled as yet by the stability code, but presumably the tearing
mode associated with at least one of the resonances is unstable. Finally,

the triple resonance is lost as the off—axis maximum drops in the inner

region of the plasma; in this case, the current gradient is destabilising.
when it is negative. At this point, the m=4 and 3 modes, which remain in the
outer region of the plasma, are unstable.
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3.9uiescent phase
The magnetic field diffusion during the later MHD stable phase is

studied using the 11/2 D transport analysis code TRANS? [3]. The fast
current rise with a constant maintained by controlling the plasma

aperture expansion is followed from 2.5 (2.55) to SM (55). 9MW of ICRF is
applied at Gs.

The calculations start from an initial state prescribed by experimental
data and only the profile shape of the toroidal electric field is assumed.
During the field diffusion, data on electron/ion temperatures, density. Zeff
and the plasma boundary shape are used with a model for resistivity.
Consistency checks are made between measured and predicted values on loop
voltage, total energy, internal inductance and line of sight integrals from
the interferometer and polarimeter.

These checks demonstrate that a neoclassical resistivity model yields
the best overall agreement with the experimental data. This confirms the
result already obtained for an ohmic discharge with the same current rise
phase [4).

In the ohmic pulse, sawteeth start to be observed at 35. The safety
factor on axis q(0) computed by TRANS? with a neoclassical resistivity
reaches 1 at about the same time, whereas it remains above 1 throughout the
calculation using a Spitzer resistivity. In the ICRF heated discharge,
sawteeth are suppressed for a long period. However, q(0) continues to
decrease below 1 as shown in Fig.4, which compares the values computed by
TRANSP with the measurements obtained with the polarimeter. Thus, these
calculations, which are fully consistent with a large set of experimental
data, show that the suppression of sawteeth does not arise from the
reduction of resistivity caused by lCRF heating.

4.Conclusion
The fast current rises developed for the 7MA limiter discharge scenario

are successful in a limited range of operating conditions only. Crossing of
[ll/[=4 can cause resistive (4,1) tearing modes at low inductance or a (2,1)

island at moderate inductance, both of which can lead to a disruption.
During the subsequent quiescent phase, current penetration is well described
by neoclassical resistivity and electron heating by ICRF does not delay the
appearance of q(0)=l.
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ABSTRACT 3 4
Multi-megawatt, long-pulse NBI of He and He into JET has produced

good ion heating and similar global and local energy confinement to
results obtained with D NBI, in both limiter and H-mode regimes.

INTRODUCTION
Neutral beam injection (NBI) of helium (He) is of interest for a

variety of reasons, as proposed in [1]. In particular, it should be
possible to attain very high central ion temperatures, whilst limiting
the neutron emission (and hence the induced radioactivity of the
machine]. The employment of monoenergetic He NBI as a diagnostic probe
and for heating greatly facilitates the study of plasma conditions. He
offers better beam penetration than with deuterium (D) beams, higher
energy, and the possibility of diagnostics from D~ He fusion.
Accordingly, initial:§xperiments haxe been carried out in JET with He
NBI of up to 5 MW of He or 7 MW of He at 120 keV for 3 sec using Argon
frost pumping. These are the first NBI experiments in which He has
been used for heating a tokamak, and a record power of He has been
injected.

Results have been obtained for diagnostic comparisons of ion
temperatures [2], particle transport studies [3], ICRF heating with NBI
[4], and edge diagnostics for He [5]. In what follows, we concentrate
on ion temperature measurements from the neutron generation and global
and local power balance assessments in plasmas with He NBI in comparison
to similar plasmas employing D NBI.
GLOBAL POWER BALANCE AND LOCAL TRANSPORT ANALYSIS

To investigate the relative heating efficiency of He and D NBI, we
compare two discharges which are similar except for the heating species.
Both are 3.6 MA, 2.5T, double—null D plasmas with 2.7 MW of 80 keV D N81
for 3.5 5. Discharge #22975 has an additional 3.7-5.1 MW of 120 keV He
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injected for 0.5 s, and #22976 has an additional 4.3 MW of 80 Rev D.

The stored energies, central ion temperatures, and N81 heating for both

discharges are compared in Fig. 1. These discharges enter the H—mode

regime after 0.15 s of He and 0.25 s of D additional heating. The

incremental confinement time of the plasma is 0.6 s for the He injection

and 0.5 s for the D injection. The ion temperature is substantially

higher in the He injection discharge. Both discharges are sawtoothing.

A concern with He injection is that He neutrals with electrons in a

metastable state are formed during beam neutralization; they ionize at

the plasma edge and cause localized limiter or dump plate heating,
leading to impurity generation and enhanced plasma radiation. The most

recent calculations indicate that about one tenth of the beam would be

metastables [6]. A He beam at 4-5 MN for 3 s does not produce a
significant increase in plasma radiated power, as seen in Fig. 2 for the
5 MA limiter discharge #23252. Localized limiter heating from direct
impact of metastables ionized in the edge is below the detection level
of cameras viewing the limiter impact zone for ionized metastables. The

global energy confinement time of 0.53 s is similar to those for D NBI

in 5 MA belt limiter plasmas [7]. However, surface probe measurements

[5] indicate that some metastables are trapped at the plasma boundary.
A time-slice analysis of sawtooth—averaged local transport [8] for

limiter discharge #23252, which had steady state conditions, derives an

effective thermal conductivgty (regarding the plasma as a single fluid)

xefr between 0.5 and 1.0 m /s in the radial range 0.3<r/a<0.8. This

xerr is similar within error bars to that corresponding to comparable

discharges with 0 NET.
Detailed particle transport studies [3] with CXRS use a 0.5 5 He

NBl pulse to provide an axial source. A rapid decay (0.5 s) in the

presence of sawteeth is seen in L—mode plasmas. In H—mode, the central

decay is less marked, and absent in some ELM free cases.

NEUTRON AND CHARGE EXCHANGE SPECTROSCOPY (CXRS) MEASUREMENTS
He NBI eliminates the beam~beam and beam-plasma reactions occuring

with deuterium beams, resulting in a reduction of total neutron

generation while still providing efficient plasma heating. The neutron

rate shown in Fig. 2 from 5 MW of He is comparable to the rate from

1.3 MW of D NBI at 80 keV.
The elimination of beam produced reactions also allows an improved

measurement [2] of the ion temperature with neutron spectrometers. since

the broadening of the D—D neutron spectrum is due only to thermal ion

motion. Measured temperatures agree with CXRS measurements taken by

adding a low—power D beam at the end of the He heating pglse. In

discharge #23252, the axial ion temperature at the end of the He NET is

about 3 keV from CXRS. This temperature agrees with the time~of—flight

neutron spectrometer measurement of 2.9 keV [2] and with the electron
temperature [due to high plasma density).

The ion temperature is also deduced from the neutron emissivity and

compared to other measurements, as follows: By averaging the neutron

profile monitor data from #23252 over 8 to 11 s to obtain good

statistics, the 2—D emissivity profile is derived by tomographic

analysis [9] and shown in Fig. 3. The axial neutron emissivity is
10 n/m s. The profile was averaged over many sawteeth (see Fig. 2L

and therefore the result is subject to the problems of ion

redistribution by sawtooth crashes and restrictions discussed in [10].
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Both the neutron line—of—sight integrals and the resulting emissivity
are peaked on axis, although there is some off—axis structure due to the
effects of sawtooth crashes. The Full Width Half Maximum is 0.35 m,
compared to the wider and hollow emissivity profile from tomography for
the 5 MA ohmic discharge #15119 [lot

The local neutron emissivity depends only on ion temperature and
deuterium ion density. The measured Zerr from both CXRS and visible
Bremsstrahlung is 1.5iO.1 and the time—averaged axial electron density
is 6x10 m_ . The CXRS measurements indicate that the axial ratio of
deuterium to electrons is 0.8 to 0.95. The lower value is consistent
with the amount of He injected during 3 s, which could provide 20% of
the electrons when fiplume averaged. If the axial deuteron density is
taken to be 4.8x10 m , then the 3 s averaged axial ion temperature
based on axial neutron emissivity is 2.6 keV, within the error bars of
the other measurements.
HOT—ION H—MODES

He and D NBI together are able to produce a hot;ion H—mode in
double-null divertor plasmas. When 4.7 MW of 120 keV He is combined
with 10.5 MW of 80 keV D NBI into a low density deuterium plasma, a
hotvion H—mode is produced with axial ion temperatures of up to 25 keV.
The H-mode regime is entered 0.6 s after NBI begins. The NBI powers and
axial temperatures are shown in Fig. 4 for discharge #23275. These
results are comparable to those with pure D NBI. Similarly, the
temperatures eventually decrease due to impurity influx. Using the
arguments in [1] related to thermalizing injected beam energies, the
maximum ion temperature is limited to ~30 keV by the low
(species—averaged) directed-beam energy (~60 keV) of the higher (factor
of ~5) particle current D beam.

At somewhat higher plasma densities, for example in discharge
#23272, diamagnetic loop measurements give stored energy and energy
confinement time values of 8 MJ and 1 5.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

He NBI is shown to produce both H—modes and (with D NBI) hot-ion
H-modes with reduced neutron yields. The global and local energy
confinement is similar (within error bars) to those obtained with D NBI.
The central ion temperature is higher with He NBI than for equal power D
NBI. Diagnostic possibilities have been enhanced, especially for
neutron spectrometer and neutron profile measurements. Increased ion
temperatures are expected in future experiments with ~15 MW of He NBI
into the plasma at energies around 155 keV.
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DIFFUSION OF ALPHA-LIKE MeV IONS IN TFTR
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Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton NJ. 08543

Single particle confinement of alpha particles is of crucial importance
in reactor-grade tokamaks like BPX and ITER. Besides the well-known
process of first—orbit losses, mechanisms that could lead to significant loss of
alpha particles are turbulence-induced diffusion and toroidal field ripple
stochastic diffusion. These two mechanisms have been separately studied in
TFTR using two different detectors (one at the bottom of the machine and
the other near the outer midplane) which can detect escaping charged fusion
products, namely the 1 MeV triton and the 3 MeV proton in DD plasmas
(and also the 3.5 MeV alpha in D-T). The main difficulty in this type of
experiment lies in the necessity of distinguishing the diffusion process from
the always—present first-orbit loss process. In this paper, we show how
these two processes can be distinguished using the pitch-angle discrimination
of the detectors. The pitch—angle is defined here as the angle of the particle
trajectory with respect to the toroidal direction and so is a measure of the
ion magnetic moment u. Results obtained at the midplane would be the first
reported evidence of TF ripple diffusion in a tokamak.

W

a) -i ' i -
Because of their relatively small shift from the flux surfaces most of

the passing particles are confined on their first-orbit. Any cross-field radial
diffusion due to the background turbulence can bring passing particles
further out in minor radius until they mirror at the higher magnetic field on
the inner side of their orbit and become trapped. Confined counter-going
passing particles can thus be lost to the wall because of the much larger shift
of the trapped particle orbit (co-going particles would simply be reflected to
a smaller minor radius and would not be lost). This extra loss of MeV ions,
if present, would then be perceptible at the bottom detector as an additional
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loss precisely at the pitch-angle b corresponding to the passing-trapped

boundary (the fattest-banana orbit). Meanwhile, first—orbit loss would
occur over a range of pitch—angles between this pitch angle and ~90”.

The number of confined passing particles increases substantially with
plasma current (i.e. from 0.6 to 1.8 MA) and so is the number of particles
“available” for radial diffusion in the central part of the plasma. In figure
1, we show the two extreme cases in first-orbit confinement, 0.6 and 1.8
MA (with a major radius of 2.60 m and a toroidal field of 3.8 T). At 0.6
MA, the observed pitch-angle distribution agrees with the numerically
calculated distribution of first-orbit losses, as expected. At 1.8 MA,
however, the ratio of possible diffusive loss to first-orbit can be as high as
2.5i1 in the limit of D—>oo, thus the shape of the calculated pitch-angle
distribution varies considerably with the amount of anomalous losses, e.g.
for D—)oo the shape approaches an experimentally broadened delta function
at b- Models using different diffusion coefficients are plotted along with

the observed pitch-angle distribution. The calculations also include the finite
resolution of the detector of i6°(FWI~lM). The good agreement of the
experimentally measured distribution with the D=O case in figure lb)
indicates a very small diffusion of energetic ions, with an upper bound at

about 0.1 m2/sec.

b)TF h i ri l iffusi n f r M ion :
In the case of trapped particles, diffusion would be dominated by the

toroidal field ripple stochastic diffusion [1]. In the stochastic region, which
would be typically a region of ripple strength > 0.1%, the bounce point of
energetic ions diffuses vertically (in conserving u and E) until the ion hits
the wall. In TFTR, the amplitude of the vertical drift of the bounce tip is
typically on the order of a centimeter near the plasma edge. In this case, the
previously confined alpha-like ions will tend to impact the wall just below
the midplane. This loss mechanism is relatively fast, since particles are
expected to escape the plasma in typically less than 50 ms (for the 1 MeV
triton, and less for the 3.5 MeV alpha and the 3 MeV proton), which is an
order of magnitude smaller than their slowing down time.

At the end of 1989, a new charged fusion product detector [2] was
installed in TFTR just below the midplane to look specifically for TF ripple
stochastic losses of alpha-like particles. Since the detector is pitch-angle
resolved, we can distinguish particles lost on their first-orbit (with the
maximum at b described above) from ripple losses which originate
mainly from trapped particles with their bounce points below the magnetic
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axis and x > b' At 0.6 MA all trapped particles are lost on their first
orbit, whereas at 1.8 MA a substantial number are confined and thus
subject to TF ripple stochastic diffusion. The results reported here are the
first indications of TF ripple diffusion and the numerical simulations should
be considered as preliminary.

In figure 2, we show the pitch-angle distribution of escaping ions as
measured by the midplane detector for the same 0.6 and 1.8 MA discharges
as above. The dashed lines correspond to numerical calculations from a
mapping code which uses a guiding-center code for calculating the first
poloidal transit of particles and a random walk code in which bounce points
are diffusing until they reach the wall. In the 0.6 MA case, the measured
distribution is in rough agreement with first—orbit calculations. The
discrepancy is believed to originate from the simple profiles used in the
simulations (i.e. for the plasma current, magnetic field, particle source and
ripple). In the 1.8 MA case the first-orbit losses are expected to peak near
52", in good agreement with the measured distribution. However, at higher
pitch-angle (near 62°) we observed a second peak which is consistent with
calculated TF ripple losses and which cannot be explained by just first-orbit
losses. Further improvements in the numerical simulations are underway
and will include more realistic profiles and a more detailed first wall
geometry.

Mam
Experiments performed on TFTR on the diffusion of passing MeV

ions indicate a small turbulence-induced diffusion rate (less than 0.1
mz/sec), consistent with the reduced diffusion rate expected from orbit-
averaged diffusion theory for energetic particles [3]. New measurements at
the outer midplane are the first evidence of the presence of TF ripple-
induced losses as predicted in ref. [1]. Further work is actually being
performed in order to simulate more adequately the experimental results by
using more realistic profiles and tokamak geometry.

[1] Goldston, R., White, R..and Boozer, A., Phys. Rev. Letters 47, 647,
(1981)
[2] Boivin, R.L. et a1, Rev. Sci. Instr. 61, 3199, (1990)
[3] Mynick, HE. and Duvall, R.E. Phys. Fluids B1, 750 (1989)
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OBSERVATION OF STRONGLY LOCALIZED
FAST PARTICLES RIPPLE LOSSES IN TORE-SUPRA

Roubin, 1 -P,, Guilhem, D., Martin, G., Pégourié, B., Peysson, Y.

Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion Contrélée
Centre d’Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache B_P. n°1

13108 Saint-Paul—Iez-Durance, France

INTRODUCTION

During additionnal heating in tokamaks, hot spots are commonly observed on the first
wall components and are generally related to misalignements and/or limiter edge load (e. g.
[1,2]), though more specific cases due to fast particles or toroidal field (TF) ripple have also
been reported [3.4]. Recently, during long pulses experiments with LHCD in TORE-SUPRA,
strongly localized hot spots have been observed deeply inside each vertical ports. In this paper,
an interpretation of this unusual feature is given on the basis of a comprehensive analysis of the
ripple trapped particle dynamics.

HOT SPOTS AND FAST TRAPPED ELECTRONS

The most striking feature of the hot spots is that they always occur far below the first
wall components (= 30 cm) at the same location on a pumping tube inside each open vertical
ports, on the electron drift side (Fig.1). At these points, the port angular aperture is small (3°).

The phenomenon is particularly strong during low density operation and a thermal load of
100 W/cm2 localized on about 5 cm2 is deduced from infrared thermography.

Fig.1: Localization of

the hot spots.
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Though the associated total power loss is evaluated to be only of order of 10 kW, the

local temperature elevation can be a severe limitation for long pulse operation. An accurate

understanding of this "unexpected" phenomenon can be given by a model basedon the
interaction of trapped particles with the TF ripple perturbation. Besides the fast circulating
electron tail generated by the LH wave, angular scattering creates a small suprathermal trapped
component (banana orbits). As soon as the ripple 8 is high enough to get BR/(NB8)<1, these
electrons can be trapped in the magnetic ripple wells (depth 5') that appear along a field
line [5]. N is the number of TF coils and ER the horizontal component of the magnetic field.

This condition is satisfied in a large peripheral zone in TORE SUPRA. The trapped electrons
are lost to the wall if collisions are unable to scatter them out of the well during their drift. It can
be shown that this condition is fulfilled for electrons above 50 keV. In the following we will
consider that such electrons are collisionless for the ripple related phenomena of interest here.

ADIABATIC INVARIANCE FOR RIPPLE TRAPPED PARTICLES

We may consider that a collisionless ripple trapped particle is confined in a magnetic
mirror whose depth and length vary in time because of the particle vertical drift across the
plasma. For these electrons, there is a strong ordering between the rate of change of the mirror
characteristics and the ripple bounce frequency (Vdrifl/aa << corb=(5/2)”2Nv/R). As a
consequence, their dynamics is adequately described by an adiabatic invariant given by an
action variable ,7” = (l/mv) §plldq associated to the ripple bounce motion. As indicated on
fig.2, the particle always enters the ripple well on a marginal orbit that determines the value of
the invariant (curve 1) and then drifts along a B=Cte surface towards higher ripple zones and
enters more deeply into the well (curve 2). During the drift the well becomes more and more
symmeuic as the ripple increases.

1. Marginally trapped
< Fig.2: Evolution of

2 the particle position
a . in the ripple well

an 2. After vertical d‘m’lg “5 ‘mfi along
_ drift . 1 an lSO—B surface.

Deeply trapped
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This invariant links the bounce angles ((pb1,tpb2) t0 the magnetic well shape during the drift
motion along the iso-B surface, independently of the particle mass or energy. For non
symmetric wells (for example near the trapping point), 1, must be computed numerically.
However, the main feature of the evolution of the bounce angles is given by the case of
symmetric wells (high 5), where the action integral is:

J” = 8 RV? {E(k)-(1-k2)K(k)l/N
where B an K are the complete elliptic integrals, k=sin(tb) and tpb the toroidal bounce
amplitude. For onic oscillations (deeply trapped particles), this expression reduces to
,7” = (TE/2) N tpi. The bounce angle (pb decreases as (8‘)"1/4 during the drift towards the
vacuum vessel. Consequently electrons that are first marginally trapped on mirrors with 5*=0
and (tags 10° can get in the vertical port where 5‘>lO% and (pb<l.5°.

INTERPRETATION OF THE HOT SPOTS LOCALIZATION

The plasma zones where an iso—B surface is tangent to an iso—ripple surface play a major
role in the observed phenomena. They correspond to large portions of the plasma, where all the
banana fast electrons are ripple-trapped with the same bounce invariant ,7”, and have exactly the
same dynamics during their vertical drift along the considered iso-B curve (fig.3). If these
electrons get in the vertical port, they hit the port structure at the point where their bounce angle
matches the port width. Consequently, a hot point can be associated in the port to each iso—B
curve and all these points form a line, somewhat analogous to a rainbow or a caustic. The heat
load along this line is reinforced if an obstacle (such as the vertical pumping tube represented on
fig.1) intercepts more directly the particles (horizontally drifting in this area because of the
proximity of the coils). The key point that validates the model is the following: the invariant ,7”
computed at the hot spot effectively corresponds to particles originating from the above
mentionned tangency zone. Guiding center trajectory numerical computations with the exact
magnetic field and edge geometry fully confirms this analytical approach (fig.4).

Besides this result, the J” invariance allows a detailed description of the fast ion ripple
losses inhomogeneity during NBI or ICRH, where the banana orbits distribution are driven by
differents mechanisms. Faraday collectors disposed in order to measure not only the poloidal
angle but also the bounce amplitude of the escaping ripple trapped particles will allow to
determine the location of their trapping point inside the plasma and constitute a potential method
of ripple losses measurements with spatial resolution.

REFERENCES
[l] Ulrickson et al., Journal of Nucl. Mat. 176 (1991) 44.
[2’] Ramsey, A.T. et al., Report PPPL-270l, December 1990.
[3] Joyer, P., Martin, G., in Proc. 17‘1'l Europ. Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma

Physics, Amsterdam, 1990, Part I, p.303.
[4] Equipe TFR, Nucl. Fusion 16 (1976) 473.
[5] Goldston, R.J., Towner, H.H., J. Plasma Phys. 26 (1981) 283.
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PLASMA DECONTAMINATION DURING ERGODIC DIVERTOR
EXPERIMENTS IN TORE SUPRA
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I. Introduction

In Tore Supra an ergodic divertor (ED) has been integrated in the machine design and
successfully operated, as already reported (I, 2). This paper analyses the decontamination
effect resulting from the creation of an ergodic boundary zone. Two plasma geometrical
configurations (outboard and inboard) are studied, the plasma being limited respectively either,
on the low field side (lfs), by an outboard limiter (3 to 5 cm ahead of the ED modules) or, on
the high field side (hfs), by the graphite innerwall. Strong decontamination effects have already
been reported for the first configuration (3) by observing line emission of the intrinsic (carbon
and oxygen) and purposely injected (nitrogen) impurities. When limited by the inner wall, the
plasma is several centimetres farther from the ED modules than in the lfs configuration. The
magnetic perturbation is then greatly reduced, and much smaller decontamination effects should
be expected. In this paper, the hfs configuration data is compared with that from the lfs
configuration. Preliminary experiments combining lower hybrid current drive and ED operation
in the hfs configuration are also reported.

H.Ergodic divertor omration in ohmic plasmas

In this section we describe ohmic deuterium plasmas having an impurity content
dominated by light impurities (carbon and oxygen), carbon being more abundant except at the
largest electron density values. Light impurities are completely ionised in the plasma center,
where therefore they are not accessible to spectroscopic line observation; however, as discussed
in (3), the Lyman a line brightnesses for both carbon and oxygen, when divided by “—e2 ( FIE
being the volume averaged electron density) are a reliable indication of the concentrations of the
two elements. Both are plotted in figure 1 as a function of E. The dotted lines schematically
show the concentration values without ED. This dependence on fig is observed in most tokamak
devices. The solid lines are the concentrations obtained when the ED is activated with a
maximum value of the magnetic perturbation (that is, in the lfs configuration, with the
maximum current (IED = 45 kA) in the ergodic divertor coils). It has to be recalled that in this

configuration, activation of the ED reduces the electron density (typically An: = 0.5 1019 m'3).
Consequently, when analysing quantitatively decontamination, one should compare discharges
with the same “—e value; since carbon is more abundant than oxygen, the carbon concentration
reduction is dominant with respect to the oxygen concentration increase, and purification occurs
(AZeff being about 1 at Q = 1.5 l019 m'3). This purification is due both to a change in the
impurity sources (reduced edge temperature and different wall connection) and to impurity
screening, as it has been proven by nitrogen injection experiments. Figure 2 (left) shows the
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results obtained when injecting nitrogen in an outboard configuration plasma (solid and dotted
lines, with and without ED, respectively); given from top to bottom, the Q value, the

normalized Lyot brightnesses of nitrogen and of the intrinsic carbon, along with the nitrogen
feeding (black). Two puffs are injected : the first one before, and the second one during ED.
The intrinsic carbon content is reduced in agreement with figure 1, whereas a large screening
effect is seen on the nitrogen signal corresponding to the second puff, the N6+ ion density
being reduced by a factor of 2.5 during the ED. This screening is due to the presence of a
peripheral ergodic layer reducing the impurity confinement time at the very edge of the plasma.
However, because of the better knowledge of the impurity source, the nitrogen experiment
clearly shows the screening effect without the complications introduced by the poor knowledge
of the intrinsic impurity sources (and specially of their modifications induced by the ED
perturbation).

The same injection experiment has been perfomied in the hfs configuration (figure 2
right). Note that in this experiment the wall conditioning resulted in a decreasing ne when the
ED was applied (not the usual case for the hfs configuration). The intrinsic carbon content is
still reduced, but the injected nitrogen is now practically unscreened. The reduction of the
carbon content is now interpreted as a large modification of the carbon source, which is
supported by two observations : the edge electron temperature drops to a very low value, and a
highly radiating zone appears on the plasma high field side. However, there is no screening
effect because, in the hfs configuration, the ED magnetic perturbation is very low (the plasma is"
farther from the ED modules). So the magnetic perturbation is large enough to lower the
peripheral electron temperature (through a modification of the heat diffusion coefficient and/or
through increased radiative losses), but not to affect the particle transport.

III. Combined ergodic divertor (ED) and lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments

A series of combined ED and LHCD experiments were carried out in D2 hfs plasmas
with LH power levels between 0.5 and 2.5 MW. Results from this series have confirmed
observations from earlier experiments of this kind (4) in which the divertor produced significant
effects on the reflection coefficients of individual LH waveguides and on the impurity content
of the plasma during the LHCD pulse. The timing sequence used in these experiments is
exemplified in fig. 3 for shot number 5669. During the first 2 seconds of the ohmic phase Ip
(not shown) is ramped to a plateau value of 1.6 MA with BT = 3.3 T. The loop voltage
stabilizes at V1 = 1.3 Volt by time t = 3.0 sec. The LH power is initiated at t = 3.5 sec. and
reaches PLH = 2.5 MW by t = 3.8 sec. The ergodic divertor is pulsed at t = 5.0 see. with a
current IED : 36 kA. The diverted LHCD phase lasts until t = 6.5 sec. and is followed by a
diverted ohmic phase. At t : 8.0 see. the divertor is switched off and Ip is ramped down. The
signal responses shown in fig. 3 indicate that the duration of each phase of the experiment is
sufficient to approach a steady state condition and that the final diverted phase reaches a steady
state in roughly half the time needed for either the LH or diverted LH phases.

It is noted that V1 begins to decrease immediately with the application of the LH pulse
while He first shows a small decrease followed by 50 % increase during the LH phase. The (35+
density shows a gradual reduction during this phase with a rate of change which is significantly
less than that of He. V1 reaches a minimum at approximately the same time as He begins to
increase and drifts slightly higher with He. When the divertor is applied fie initially decreases
and V1 takes a short upward transient excursion. The internal plasma inductance is increasing
during this period as the resonant magnetic flux surfaces are being rearranged. At
approximately the peak in this V1 transient, the C5+ density begins to decrease at a more rapid
rate reaching a stable value about half way up the second, divertor induced, density rise.
During this time V1 has decreased to a value which is approximately the same as it had just
before the divertor was applied. V1 then remains constant as fie increases during the remainder
of the LH pulse. At the end of the LH pulse V] recovers its original ohmic phase value and EC
decays. The C5+ density increases slightly during this final diverted phase but remains relatively
low compared to the initial ohmic phase.
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Data from fig. 3 is used to determine the C impurity concentration in each of the four
discharge phases described above and is plotted in fig. 1 (0 OH, o LH, ALH+ED,IED) for
comparisons with diverted and undiverted ohmic lfs plasmas. Diverted hfs plasmas have lower
C concentrations than undiverted plasmas but only to the extent of the no increase. Plasma
density increases are typically observed when the divertor is pulsed in this configuration (4,5)
as opposed to a He reduction during the divertor phase with lfs plasmas. The divertor and the
LH both produce C concentration reductions which follow the lfs ohmic concentrations when
in is increased with gas injection. The divertor produces larger fie increases during the LHCD
phase and lower C concentrations than in undiverted LHCD plasmas. In addition, both the
divertor and LHCD, when used individually, have approximately the same effect on the C
concentration for this value of 153 and PL". Again, impurity screening effects, such as those
observed in the low—field limited configuration, apparently do not occur under these conditions.
This is thought to be due to the lower effective magnetic perturbation levels in hfs plasmas.
Fig. 4 shows the change in Hll recycling and carbon density from the ohmic value (the zero
value thus referring to the ohmic case) as a function of LH power. The boundary layer Ha
recycling continuously increases, whereas the C density shows a decrease only at the largest
powers; however, the magnetic perturbation effect is apparently unaffected by the LH power
increase. It should be noted that in this limiter configuration Ha emissions from within the
magnetically perturbed region of the boundary layer typically increase in D2 plasmas (4) while
in He plasmas with the same conditions these emissions are either unchanged or show a slight
decrease (5).

IV. Conclusions

The ergodic divertor has been shown to have an important impurity decontamination
effect in the lfs configuration (where the magnetic perturbation is stronger), due to both a
change in the source terms and a screening by the ergodic layer. The screening effect is not
observed in the hfs configuration, probably due to the much lower value of the magnetic
perturbation. Combined ergodic divertor and lower hybrid current drive experiments have
demonstrated that relatively large C density reductions can be maintained throughout the ergodic
divertor pulse and that this reduction is larger with the LH than without it. For these hfs limited
plasmas, it appears that this is due to a fie increase rather than a screening enhancement as seen
in the lfs case. Because of a non zero loop voltage, the analysis of the divertor effect on LHCD
efficiency has not yet been completed. These experiments confirmed earlier results (5)
demonstrating that the LH phase does not appreciably change the different divertor impurity
responses in the lfs and hfs configurations.
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1.CURRENT DIFFUSION EXPERIMENTS- TORE SUPRA has been designed to
study long pulse plasmas (t 2 30 s) at high plasma current (1p 52 MA) associated with high
additional power (Funds 20 MW). Current diffusion studies are essentially based on the
analysis of the plasma discharge paths in the plane (qwa),li) where 1; represents the internal
inductance of the plasma and 4.4a), the safety factor at the edge of the plasma. The current
difi’usion rate during the current rise phase is analysed with a numerical code using plasma
resistivity profiles from Te profiles measured by the ECE diagnostic,

On TORE SUPRA, the current build-up between plasma ionization and the current plateau is
established in two phases. A first phase, referred to as rapid, corresponds to the initial current
rise with a rate between 3 and 5 MA/s. This phase is mainly dependent on the discharge
breakdown conditions (electric field, filling pressure. leakage field and state of the walls) and is
very often characterized by intense MHD activity and rapid current penetration. The dynamics
of the current profile has been studied in the second phase, referred to as slow, where the
plasma is well established and where it is possible to vary the current ramp rate (series 1).

The same analysis was carried out during a
second current ramp up between two stationary WM") ““m'f‘m‘“ I J I I
phases (series 2). L5 _ H

The current ramp rate is the parameter which //'/ , /,;-';"’ ’
has the greatest effect on the variation of the - 4"
inductance, lg, in relation to qw(a) (fig. 1).
After a short time, during which the current .5 —
profile is reorganized, the internal inductance lg
varies quasi linearly with qw(a). The lowest 0. I I I . I I
internal inductance corresponds to the faster ”' '5 L“ 1-5 1° 2T5“ (0 3-“
current ramp rate. MHD activity, which is not
observed for cases with slow current ramp-up,
appears in the vicinity of rational values of
qw(a) at higher ramp rate and increases whith
the ramp rate, until a major disruption occurs.

In order to study the variation of the current
profile in the (qw(a),li) Space we have
Characterized each discharge by its initial
inductance (after the fast current rise), li(i), by
the variation of 1; with respect to qw(a),
dli/dqw(a), and by its inductance during the
equilibrium phase, 11(f).

Figure I
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0,10 ‘ The quantity dli/dqw(a) is practically
dh/dq I proportional to d/dt as long as there is

I I I I no MHD activity (fig 2). As soon as
I 52 (li:1.6;q=8,2) MHD activity is observable, dli/dqwt'a) is

quickly saturated with respect to d/dt.
This saturation indicates an acceleration

0.05 — . .
of the current d1ffuston rate.

MHD activity
For the other serie, $2, a second

current ramp, with different ramp rate,
was applied after a first plateau was
obtained. In that case, the initial 1',(i)

51(1'l=>75:q:9-5) values are different and so does the
U a values obtained for dli/dqw(a) for the

D same value of dlp/dt .However the linear
a dependence on d/dt, followed by

dIP/d‘ (MA/S) saturation at high ramp rate are still
-o,05 ‘ ‘ ‘ observed. As for the previous series,

0'0 0-5 1 '0 1 '5 2'0 MHD activity is detected shortly before
saturation.

0,00 '

Figure 2

A numerical l-D code computing the cylindrical current density profile from Michelson
interferometry has been developed (fig.3). Peaked, flat or even hollow Tc current profiles
have been observed, depending on the current ramp rate. We constructed Tc(p) profiles from
TC(R), where p labels the most likely magnetic surface radius. The poloidal magnetic field
diffusion equation is solved iteratively using classical Spitzer resistivity as a first try. A Zeff.
value independant of the radius is used, and neoclassical correction is neglected. An anomaly
factor, A, is then introduced in order to fit the plasma surface voltage Vs. The current density
profiles obtained with this code, have been successfully tested with a cylindrical A' code used to
study the tearing modes stability /1/.

In the two series 51 and 82, this anomaly factor is smaller or of the order of 2. This is even

the case at large d/dt, with large MHD activity and saturated dli/dqw(a). The acceleration of
the current diffusion indicated by the saturation of dli/dqw(a) is due to a increase of the
resistivity allowing the current to penetrate more rapidly.

Tl (p .t)
l( p .1)
A0)
1i(t)

Figure 3
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It is clear that the same d/dt, applied to 2 2
two different current profiles characterized by ’ 11
two different initial internal inductances, li(i), '3 u
should not evolve towards the same DISRUPTIONS $3 a n
equilibrium, characterized by 11(0, following 1 7 _ u E 3
an identical path. This was tested by applying ’ u an up”: u I
the same second current ramp with different 01, '1
time delays after the first current plateau It ‘3 I equilibrium
was found that the derivative of the internal
inductance with respect to qw(a) depends
practically linearly on its "initial value", MD,
as long as there is no MHD activity. For a
given ralmphrate,1a value, li(i)=lio' can be 0 n a
found w ic resu ts in a stationary current ,7 '
profile during the current build—up phase /2/. (flififllfifm
The lio value depends on the disturbance
applied, dl dt , such as, qpsi

1‘10: li(i +CdI /dt where C=.6 s/MA. 0,2 ' ' I I I I I I
The duration 0 the TORE SUPRA ohmic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

discharges, typically 12 s between plasma
breakdown and the Current plateau, is long Figure4
enough to reach steady state. To a given qw(a)
steady state OH discharge, corresponds a given current profile characterized by its specific
inductance value li(i)=f(qw(a)) .Values higher than this equilibrium value result, during the
current plateau phase, in major disruptions (figure 4).

The limits for stable operation of TORE SUPRA are shown in figure 4. Within that
domain, the internal inductance may be modelled as

MHD STABLE REGION
(current ramp up)

1i = (lid) - Cd/dt - li(i) ) ( 1 - e- t/ID ) + 116)

Thus, given an initial (breakdown) value of 11 ,the current profile and plasma stability can be
controlled by proper adjustment of the ramp-up rate.

2.FLUX CONSUMPTION - Owing to the fact that the quantity ofmagneticflux available
in a tokamak is limited, perfect knowledge is required of the various components of the flux
consumed in order to minimize consumption and to be able to define a suitable transformer size
forfuture high current tokomak projects.

Flux consumption in TORE SUPRA was analyzed using the Poynting's vector approach :
2

—1 fix}? a: i—E‘idV+ E'dVlio£( ¢ 9) 052%) V gq

V

where E; is the toroidal electric field, 139 is the poloidal magnetic field and jq; is the toroidal
current density. In order to define a purely inductive flux which is cancelled out with the
plasma current at the end of discharge, and following Sugihara, we combined resistive losses
with the loss term due to current diffusion. We carried out a systematic flux consumption study
for various current ramp-up rates. These range from the slow scenario in which the current is
built up within a period of time comparable to the current diffusion time to the rapid scenario in
which a high level of MHD activity subsists throughout the whole build-up.In Figure 5, we
show numerous results of flux consumption at the core for all current ramp up rates to reach
the current plateau in relation to that plateau current value. A very simple model allows an
accurate estimation of the flux consumed at the plasma surface to achieve a current plateau, Ip :
ACIDS = ACDD + A<I>1 = (‘DA+VD-tr.u.) + Li where (DA is the flux dissipated on breakdown,
VD is the dissipative voltage and tn], is the plasma current ramp-up time.
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As shown in dashed line in the figure 5, the
flux consumed at core has a lower limit
proportional to the plasma current :

A©n=A®S+A¢>extz352 1p =1.18 uoRIp
The corresponding limit for the flux at the

plasma surface is
Ad); / p0 R ID = .82 (Wb/MA)

with for the inductive component,
acpl / no R 1,, z .45 (Wb/MA)

and for the dissipative component,
ACDD / p0 R Ip =38 (Wb/MA).

In fact, the flux consumption calculated in
such a way is usually not sufficient to reach
steady state. The inductive flux continues to
increase until the internal inductance reaches
its equilibrium value, L;(f) : Li(qw(a)).

A16

_ Core flux consumption (Wb)

an: 4.51p+.4

Figure 5

In Figure 6, we show, as a function of d/dt, the consumption of inductive flux, $1,

dissipated flux, (DD and we compare the flux at the plasma surface, «bSPlaicaU, when the plasma
discharge reaches the current plateau and the flux at the plasma surface, (DSequi-, at the moment
when the plasma discharge reaches a state of equilibrium. The following conclusion may be
made:

8
Flux (Wb)

7 — .

5 ' /an
‘ // E I plateau

4 — // I A435

2‘ Ian/é/nfl/I////€Cbi

1 _
dlp/dt (MA/s)

O J L I 1 l 1 1 1

0,0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 1,2 1,4

Figure 6

- The inductive flux consumed to reach
the current plateau becomes smaller as the
current ramp-up rate increases, in that the
internal inductance, l,- is that much smaller.
— The dissipative component is a quasi-
linear function of time and the flux
dissipated to reach the current plateau is
increasingly large as the current ramp~up
rate is reduced.
- However, the flux consumed to reach
equilibrium is practically independent of
the current ramp rate because the time
required to reach steady state varies very
little (=3 s on TORE SUPRA) and the
inductive flux consumed is determined by
the equilibrium internal inductance li(f)

which is mainly afunction 0f the qMa)flat
top value. The flux consumption at the
plasma surface to reach a steady state is
accurately estimated by the formula :

A0556 = ((124 + VD.te)+Li(f)lp
where te is the time required to reach the equilibrium and Lim=Li(qu,(a)) is the equilibrium
internal inductance. Theflux consumption to reach a stationary current profile is not a direct
function of theflat top current value but depends upon the current difi'usion time 19 (=1 s on
TORE SUPRA) and the (1.410) value. This flux can be two times larger than the minimum flux
to reach theflat top current. Thus even if romping the currentfaster results in a longer current
plateau, the steady state phase is not extended.

REFERENCES

/1/ LC. Vallet et al., this conference.
/2/ D. van Houtte, L. Martelli et M. Talvard, Internal report.
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SCALING PROPERTIES OF RUNAWAY ELECTRONS IN TJ-I TOKAMAK
L. Rodriguez, AP. Navarro.

Asociacion Euratom-Ciemat para Fusion. Madrid—SPAIN

INTRODUCTION

Runaway confinement time in ohmic and additionally heated tokamak plasmas ,
presents an anomalous behaviour when compared with theoretical predictions based on
neoclassical models.

In this paper, a one-dimensional numerical model [1] including generation and loss
effects for runaway electrons is used to deduce the runaway energy E, dependence on the
runaway confinement time. The simulation results are presented in the form of a scaling law
for Er on plasma parameters. The scaling of a, and therefore the runaway confinement time,
has been studied in the TJ-l tokamak (R0=0.3 m, a=0.l m, b=O.l2 m, BT<l.5 T, Ip< 65

kA), by measuring hard-X-ray spectra under different experimental conditions. Runaway
confinement time has been deduced for therrange of plasma parameters available in the TH. A
tentative explanation for the scaling of the obtained data, based on effects from magnetic
turbulence will be presented [2].

SCALING LAW FOR RUNAWAY ENERGY FROM l-D MODEL

Hard—X-ray spectra have been simulated by calculating the bremsstrahlung radiation
caused by runaway collisions with the background plasma. To this aim, electron distribution
functions are obtained numerically following a simple scheme of deformation of a
maxwellian distribution function : The source of fast electrons is created by those ones that
overcome the critical velocity and run away from it; the gap left by these electrons is
immediatly ( into the requilibration time of the bulk, assumed as the collision time tee )

refilled; this process is repeated during all the acceleration time. Simultaneously losses are
considered : The probalility that a runaway born at to is still in the plasma at t is given by

cXP((I_10)/Tr) , where I; is a runaway confinement time for these runaways in the plasma
without any previous consideration for driven mechanism for losses generation; when
Tr>>c we obtain a slide away distribution function . The kinetic model that is applied to
obtain the runaway energy has been described in [t], and considers electron acceleration in a
parallel electric field E" and drag forces due to ion—electron and e1ectron~electron collisions
and impurities. Input parameters are no, Te, Zeft‘. E“ for the source and 1:, for the losses. The

ouput value is the inverse slope of the simulated hard-X-spectra, that we called “runaway
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average energy” E, . To obtain a stable distribution function the simulated acceleration time is
taken t =10‘tr . Using more than 100 different simulations the following scaling law is
obtained for 8, :

+0.1 61:0.001 —0.07i0.01 —0.02i0.01 +1.04zt0.01Te Zcff )VL T_ — +1.1:tOi01
Er _‘ (“C r (1)

where 81- is in KeV, no is in cm-3, TC in keV, VL in V and tr in ms.

In figure 1 numerical results are compared with the obtained scaling law and with the
energy obtained from free fall acceleration in the electric field in a time 11,. In our model

electrons seem to be accelerated longer (I.- H) than in the free fall case. As in free fall case

runaway energy is almost proportional to VL. The expression in parenthesis plays the role of

a constant, since its value does not change in spite of the variation range of nc (0.1—1.5x 10l3

cm'3), Zcff (1-6), Tc (0.2-0.7 keV) used for these simulations (see figure 2).

EXPERIMENTAL SCALING

Using the expression (1) we can deduce experimentally the value of I}, as a global

measurement, assuming that the inverse slope of the hard-X-ray spectrum is the mean energy

of runaway electrons in the plasma. Data have been obtained under different operational and

plasma conditions, BT (0.8—1.4 T), In (16-44 kA), VL (2.8-5 V), nC (O.25-2.5 x 1013 cm-3),

Te (0.1-0.7 keV), Zcff (175—75) in a total of 35 spectra. The range variation of the results

for e, is 60 keV to 900 keV, that gives vzuiation in the confinement time from 0.1 to 2.5 ms.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the confinement time with the density in TJ-I (bottom

curve), together with the values of the expression in parenthesis in (1). It can be check that

this term is almost constant in all this experimental range in accordance with the results from

the simulation.
Experimentally the runaway confinement dependences on other parameters that have

not being included in our model, may show what kind of phenomena are governing losses.

Electron energy confinement time and runaway confinement time are plotted in figure 4 and 5

as function of safety factor at a=9.5 cm (last magnetic surface). As a general tendency from
figure 4 and 5, ”c, and 17130 seem to be decorrelated since I,- increases with q(a) while 1:13e

decreases. But if we choose discharges with similar densities, we can see that for na > 10 13

cm-3 (open circles), both "t, and IEC decrease with q(a), and for na 5 10 13 cm-3 (black circles)

TEc is almost constant while 1:, increases. “tr/15c is plotted in figure 8 and its ratio becomes

below 1 for densities higher than 10 ‘3 cm’3- These results could suggest in accordance with

the OH studies at the ASDEX tokamak [2] that runaway losses are governed by a turbulent

process depending on electron density value. The evolution of runaway drifts calculated for
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the value of Sr on the last magnetic surface is plotted depending on the density (figure 6) and
in figure 7 the experimental evolution of ‘t, with the drift that shows a clear improvement in

confinement with the drift. These facts are in good agreement with ASDEX scaling studies
that seem to be explained by resistive balloning modes [2], as weel as by Alfvenic

microturbulence. Figure 9 compares runaway confinement time in TJ-I with the scaling given
in [2].

CONCLUSION

A good agreement between experimental values for runaway confinement time and

ASDEX results for magnetic turbulence has been obtained in TJ—l tokamak. Magnetic
turbulent regime seems to be present only for low and intermediate density cases, and for

higher densities the drift effects tend to vanish. More measurements are in progress in order
to obtain at the same time the value of b0, the the radial correlation length and the spectra of

hard-X-ray fluctuations.

l. L. Rodriguez ct al. l3 th E.P.S. Conf. Schliersee.(1986)

2. 0.]. Kwon .Ph. Thesis. U.of Texas. Austin (1989)
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EFFECTS OF ELECTRODE POLARIZATION AND PARTICLE
DEPOSITION PROFILE ON TJr-I PLASMA CONFINEMENT

B. Zurro, F. Tabarés, C. Pardo, D. Tafalla, E. de la Cal, B. Garcia-Castar'rer, M. A.
' Pedrosa, J. Sénchez, and A. Rodriguez-Yuma '

Asociacion EURATOM/ClEMAT para Fusion. E—28040 Madrid Spain

W.The role of self-created radial electric field on particle confinement in Tl—I

plasmas was addressed in Ref. (1), using plasma rotation data in conjunction with particle

confinement times measured by laser ablation (2). In this paper following the pioneer work of

Taylor (3), we have started to study the influence of a polarized electrode inserted into the

plasma on particle confinement and plasma rotation in this ohmically heated tokamak. To have

a supportive frame of reference, the confinement time of background particles and their

transport into the plasma, without electrode, has been studied by measuring with space-dme
resolution the Ho. emission on varying plasma conditions. These experiments have been

carried out in ohmically heated discharges of the TH tokamak (R0 = 30 cm, a = 10 cm) which

was operated with plasma currents between 20 and 45 kA and a toroidal field ranging from 0.8

to 1.5 T. In this paper, firstly the experimental plasma and specific diagnostics are described,

secondly, the parametric dependence of the particle confinement time and radial transport of

background plasma is presented and finally, the influence of polarizing an inserted electrode on

a particular discharge is given and discussed in the context of other polarization experiments.

2. Particle confinement time in TJ-I. Although several models have been proposed to

predict the particle confinement properties of fusion plasmas in terms of the particle deposition

profile (4), experimental information about the possible correlation is scarce. Since one of the

relevant parameters is the ratio of the mean ionization radius for neutrals, “iv to the plasma

minor radius, these models should be tested in machines of different sizes. Although particle

confinement (S), (2) and poloidal dism'bution of the source term (6) have been investigated in

some detail in the TH small tokamak, the possible correlation between particle deposition

profiles and particle confinement has not been studied yet. In the present work, the dependence

of the global particle confinement time on electron density and toroidal field and the Ha radial

emission profiles and their fitting to‘simple model calculations for some of the cases studied

are reported.

Relative particle fluxes were evaluated from the line integrated Ha emission intensity

perpendicular to the plasma in the equatorial plane at two different toroidal positions and

electron densities were measured with a 2 mm interferometer located at the central chord. A set

of two optical fibers, interference filters and detectors were used in reproducible discharges to

measure the Ha emission profile from a top window, shot to shot. The line of sight used in
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the outer side was slightly tilted in order to avoid the wall gap existing at that position. A
spatial resolution of 1 cm at the equatorial plane was used for the experiments here reported.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the global particle confinement time, IP, with line average
electron density for three values of the toroidal field, B1 = 0.8, l. and 1.4 T, at a constant

value of the plasma current of 35 kA. The data were taken during the density plateau, at t = 8

ms. The volume average proton densities required for the calculation of tp were evaluated
from the interferometer data by correcting them with the relative contribution from impurities

(oxygen ) to the electron density and the evolution of the density profile with line average

electron density when available (7). The recycling coefficient was evaluated from the ratio of

Ho, signal to gas puffing level (5). A constant value was found for the conditions of the

experiments here reported, indicating that saturation of the part of the chamber acting as

toroidal limiter in TJ—I takes place in the discharge time for the fluxes here involved (z 10 13

cm‘2 5'1 ). The interaction area was assumed to be the same for all the conditions (6). As it can

be seen in the figure, a different scaling of IP with electron density is observed depending on

the toroidal field value. For low densities, a BT 2 scaling is found, in agreement with previous

determinations (2) whereas at higher densities the dependence is almost linear. The fueling

efficiency was evaluated from the dependence of the electron density at the plateau with the

amount of injected gas. For the experiments at l T and 1.4 T the same value was found for

the whole range of electron densities here studied.
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Figure 1. Particle confinement time (a.u.) Figure 2. Normalized Ha radial profiles at

vs. he at three values of toroidal field. two values of he and BT = IT.

The radial profiles of Hg emission, integrated along a vertical chord, for fie = 1.2 and 2 x1013

cm‘3 and BT = lT are shown in figure 2. As it can be seen, aside from the comparatively

stronger interaction with the inner wall in the case of high density , in agreement with previous
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determinations (6), the emission profiles for the two values of electron density are very
similar. In order to evaluate the average value of the poloidally averaged source term from the
emission profiles reported, a simple model was developed. The distribution of neutrals inside
the plasma is modeled as the product of a radial function, depending on electron density profile
and neutral attenuation, and a poloidally asymmetric source term. Due to the small size of the
'l‘J-I tokamak, a "mirror-like " effect , that concentrates particles from the outer wall, was
included. The effect of ion temperature profile in the contribution of die density of CK neutrals
to the source term was found to be small due to the compensation effect of penetration and
velocity. Neither the 80.]. nor the effect of molecules at the edge was included in this simple
model, the atoms being produced at the plasma periphery with a typical Frank-Condon energy
of few eV. As it can be seen in the figure (dashed lines) good fitting to the experimental data
can be obtained. The electron density profile used to fit the data at higher density is narrower
than the one required for lower density, in agreement Thomson scattering data in TJ-I (7), and
the ratio of central to edge electron densities used agree with previous probe measurements (6).
No significant difference in the radial position of the average source term was found for the
two cases studied ( r = 6.8 cm) . Single shot Ha profile studies at 1.5 T, where a strong
evolution of confinement time with electron density is observed, are in progress.

WW.To elucidate the role of radial electric

field on TJ—I particle confinement, an isolated electrode has been introduced up to a reduced
radius of 0.7. Its influence on plasma rotation and particle confinement, when polarized
between -/+ 450 V with respect to the vacuum chamber, was studied in a low current
(IP = 20 kA) and rather moderate density discharge h6 = 1.5x10l3 cm'3. The electrode

polarization is achieved with a power supply made of electrolytic capacitors which is triggered
at a prefixed discharge time by means of a tyristor, a maximum radial current of 40 A has been
driven. This type of discharge was chosen to avoid a rapid electrode deterioration due to
runaway electrons or to an excessive plasma themal load. Since the TJ-I tokarnak does not
have a position feedback system the preprogrammed vertical field and primary OH voltages
must be slightly readjusted when the electrode is inserted into the plasma to keep constant the
current and plasma position.

The Langmuir characteristic of the-electrode was studied within the voltage range quoted
above, which allows us to estimate the plasma potential and electron temperature at the
electrode tip position. The values of these parameters so deduced support, along with data
from a CCD camera, that the electrode itself is not limiting the plasma size. The maximum
density achieved as a function of the electrode polarization, keeping constant the background
hydrogen pressure and the amount of gas puffed into the discharge, was studied and is plotted
in Fig. 2. Higher density values were achieved in this particular discharge for electrode
polarizationsin the range of -350 to +50 V. This line average density increase seen by the
microwave interferometer is also observed by a Langmuir probe located at the plasma edge.
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function of electrode polarization for constant gas. the electrode polarization was changed.

The rise in density is not due to impurity production as evidenced by the behaviour of visible
continuum and pyroelectric signatures. Therefore, it is attributed to a direct influence of the
applied electric field. The observed confinement improvement does not correlate with
maximum radial current but rather well with a particular range of negative voltages with respect
to the natural plasma potential of the plasma at the electrode tip position.

The influence of electrode polarization on poloidal plasma rotation was monitored measuring
the relative change in the spectral shift of the CV (2781 A) line along a line of sight with a

. chordal radius of 6.5 cm. When these data shift were converted to absolute rotation by
reference to the plasma central chord. the deduced poloidal rotation as a function of the
electrode polarization obtained is shown in Fig. 2. It must be notice that the improvement in
confinement correlates with this reduction on poloidal rotation which must be due to a
reduction of the radial electric field contribution to this flow, produced at determined electrode
polarization. The experiment is being extended to more general discharges and for this aim an
upgrading of the electrode power supply by a factor 2.5 has been already performed.
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Heat transport in tokamaks is empirically characterized by the
existence of different regimes. In ohmically heated discharges the energy
confinement time TE first increases linearly with density (the LOC regime)
and then saturates at high density (the SOC regime). In additionally
heated discharges tE degrades with the heating power P and improves with
the plasma current Ip. irrespective of the heating method. This is the
L-mode confinement.

The aim of this paper is to derive a scaling which describes the
LOC. SOC and the L‘mode. Limode confinement is now observed with the most
different heating methods. including discharges with non inductive current
drive; it would therefore be surprising that the basic mechanism
underlying its behaviour is not active in ohmic conditions. Moreover it
was observed in FT that some of the scaling proposed for the L-mode can
give a satisfactorily account of the ohmic confinement in a wide range of
plasma parameters [1].

When inspecting ohmic data, it is generally recognized that the LOC
regime is characterized by a decrease of Zeff and of the electron
temperature Te with increasing plasma density n and that SOC is reached
when Zeff becomes constant and Ti=Te [2]. This suggests that LOC
confinement could be caused by the same mechanism responsible for power
degradation in the L-mode. for example by a thermoconductivity increasing
with temperature. Therefore we will first concentrate on the SOC regime
where Zeff variations are less important. For this regime scaling have
been proposed by Shimomura et al [3]. Both these scaling however fail to
fit FT and Asdex data and. more importantly. do not respect the
dimensionality constraints of Connor and Taylor [5].

These constraints are a very useful tool because they allow to
determine completely the size dependence of the scaling once the density
and magnetic field dependence are known. Therefore, in order to check
their validity we have selected, from the ohmic data set of FT and Asdex.
a subset of shots with the same value of Bt‘Rl'zs and we have compared the
behaviour of the normalized confinement TE'Bt as a function of the
normalized density n/Btl-G. The result is given in Fig.1 which shows that
dimensionally equivalent shots have similar values of the normalized
confinement as enforced by dimensionality constraints.

The two mentioned scaling reproduce the isotope effect as observed
in FT and Asdex too. as well as the weak dependence of TE in SOC upon the
plasma density and the edge safety factor Qa- Accurate Bt scaling turns
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out to be impossible with data from a single device because of the
interference of the density limit. We have therefore collected in the
published literature data from different devices and we have found the
following scaling (units used throughout this paper are MW. MA. Tesla,

1013 cm‘3 and meters)

025 . . . . . . . . l . . . .

: 2 Fig.1

020 - ‘ The normalized confi-
; : : nement for ET and

~ - - Asdex as a function of
g 015 _ : the normalized density
3 ' . . Toroidal field is 6 T

' ‘ for ET and 2.3 T for
u : I? o qae3.25 FT K Asdcx. Major radius is
m 010 r 5 I. I <u=3 5 FT 0.84 m for ET and
g _ I A qa=415 FT 3 1.64 n1 for Asdex.The
5 . Q A wings “Ede-x . aspect ratio is 4 for
S ' D (”73J Ammx " both devices. Working

0.05 -' I qa=3.3 Asdex . ‘ .
_ O qa=105 Ammx gas is deuterium.

' x qa=3.3 Asdex bor "
: + qae4.7 Asdex bor :

000 n n n I -

0.0 0.5 1,0 1.5
Ne/Bt“l.6 (lOAl3 Cm“-3,T)

TEsoc = 6.0.1072 a R0.875 Bt0.5 k Ai0.5

which has to be considered approximate because we have neglected the weak
n and qa dependence and because the data set is biased by the higher Zeff
of larger devices probably caused by the use of carbon walls.

This result can be used to analyse the LOC regime when the link of
the plasma temperature Te with density and magnetic field, imposed by the
ohmic heating constraint. is released. With a little algebra we obtain

TE=TEsoc(l-O-6u) n0.601 ko.6a Rl-Z“ Bt70.2& Ipu P-a

where the dependence upon Zeff has been neglected as usually done for all
L-mode scaling.

At this point the scaling is completely determined once the exponent
of the power term ais known. Published results usually give O.5(u<0.6
when fast particle contribution is not corrected for and a=0.75 when this
is done. We have also derived a for a set of lower-hybrid heated
discharges at low density in Asdex where the increase in plasma energy
occurs only in the electrons which are well diagnosed by kinetic
measurements and we have found u=0.75. This scaling has been applied to a
data set of ohmic discharges from FT. Asdex and JET. covering the LOC and
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SOC regimes. The comparison with the experiment shows a systematic
underestimate of high confinement data irrespective of the value of a.
This is imputed to the approximations made in the derivation of IESOC.

Regression of the errors gives an additional factor (n R2)O~1(Bt R1-25)O-l
and, with u=0.75, we finally obtain

TE illgzqo-z n0.55 A103 k a0.55 R1,? B,Co.2 Ip0.75 p»o.75 (1)

which when compared with the ohmic data set. Fig.2. gives a good agreement
and a mean square root deviation of 16%.

1 : I I IIIIII-l I IIIIr-q I I E

I ++ :
' ' Fig.2

,\ J F E The experimental con-
8 E I finement time of ohmic
3 _ _ discharges in ET.

- - Asdex (with and with-
? . . out boronized walls)
m and JET is plotted
“ .01: _ versus the scaling

: . Asdex : given by equation (1)
: O Asdex bor : Also shown are LH
- u FT - heated discharges of
' u + JET ' Asdex

x Asdex LH
001 I I I IIIIII L I lllll

.001 .01 .1 1

tauE scaling

Except for the power exponent. only ohmic observations have been
used to derive this scaling. Its prediction capability has been tested for
Asdex LH discharges also shown in Fig.2. A more stringent test has been
done by using the Kaye dataset for neutral beam heated discharges. In
order to minimize the contribution of fast ions. the comparison has been
restricted only to data with nR/Bt)2. The result is shown in Fig.3 and
gives a mean square root deviation of 19%.

Finally when we convert the scaling to an ohmic one we obtain

IEOH=2.8‘10'2 n0.2 AiO.5 k a Rl.45 Bt0'7 gaff—0.5

which compares satisfactorily with published data of saturated
confinement.

In conclusion we have shown that by means of simple arguments and
imposing dimensionality constraints it is possible to construct a scaling
which is able to predict tokamak confinement in the LOC. SOC and Limode.
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This should possibly indicate that there exist a main transport mechanism
which is responsible for the observed confinement in the three regimes.

1 . ..."..1 . ......, . ...
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The diamagnetic measurements of the toroidal magnetic flux provides on tokamaks a
direct evaluation of the perpendicular beta poloidal of the plasma {3* . The
diamagnetic measurement is performed on FTU by compensated diamagnetig loops
that are mounted on the inside of the toroidal field magnet. The signal of the main
loop that surrounds the plasma is compensated by the difference between the signals
of two auxiliary loops (one external and the other internal to the main one) that just
measures the vacuum toroidal flux. The most careful zeroing of the compensated
signal in absence of the plasma has been performed by trimmering all the electronics
that makes the analogue signal processing; however, due to the time evolution of the
spatial ripple of the toroidal field, such zeroing does not produce a zero voltage
signal. At the best regulation one has obtained a reproducible signal for a given
toroidal field current waveform (in absence of any other machine current). The
reproducibility of the signal was perfectly constant during mountbs within the
arbitrary addition of an offset and of a linear ramp both due to the minimal thermal
drifts of the analogue electronics. This has allowed to obtain the real diamagnetic
signal by a simple subtraction and allowing for an additional offset and ramp (see
Fig. lb).

This operation was performed on two independent sets of compensated
diamagnetic loops, one sitting on the minimum and the other on the maximum of the
toroidal field ripple.

The two remaining relevant systematic error sources are: the spurious vertical
field pick—up (due to slight planar misalignements of any of the loops) and the plasma

o _ . . . . _
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current pick-up (due to slight nonplanarities of any of the loops). The former problem
was solved by subtracting from the compensated signal a quantity proportional to the
poloidal flux function difference measured by the equilibrium system across the
vacuum vessel with a proportionality constant determined by a pure vertical field
shot. The latter one was dealt with by subtracting the plasma current with a
proportionality constant determined by reversing the toroidal field direction without
changing (as detectable) any other plasma parameter. The amount of both corrections
is less than 1 m for a plasma current = IMA, where the maximum true
diamagnetic signal is about Ao-lOm at a tormdal field BT=6T

The well known cylindrical relation [lL =1 - 8 n (BT A¢)/(p 0 l2 ) has been used;
it has been extensively checked by a prediclfive equilibrium code that in the case of
FTU the finite aspect ratio correction to such a simple formula are negligible. Figure
lb shows the rough compensated diamagnetic signals from the two sets of coils and
Fig, 1c shows the derived Bi values; along them the kinetic [3” is shown as obtained
from electron temperature rofiles as measured by ECE and line averaged density as
measured by DCN interferometer assuming parabolic density profiles and Ti:Te'

Through the analysis of the ploidal fields and fluxes distribution around the
plasma one can obtain a measurement of 1/2 [3” + 1/2 [lip + 11/2 [1] where B” is the
parallel poloidal beta and 1i is the energy defineg internal inductance. In FTU a set of
16 poloidal field coils, l6 voltage loops and 16 saddle coils are used for the
equilibrium measurements; their main systematic errors are due to the spurious
toroidal field pick-up and to the non zero sum of the saddle coils. The former has
been cured by surbtracting the signals of a pure toroidal field reference shot. The
latter turned out to be very small, upvdown symmetric and proportional to the
applied loop voltage because of non perfectly symmetric up—down mounting of the
twists of the saddle coils and it has been properly distributed on the saddles.

An indipendent measurement of the poloidal beta is then possible from the
equilibrium analysis if the two quantities 1/2(13[) + flip) and 11/2 can be evaluated
separately. The parametric analysis performed %y the predictive calculation of a
variety of plasma equilibria in the FTU configuration showed exhaustively that,
whereas in perfectly circular plasma conditions a sum of the two quatities exceeding
1.2. allows such separate evaluation, a slight elongation (1.03-1.05) of the plasma
cross section allows the separation even at values of the sum like 0.7+0.8 [2.]. A full
confirmation of this fact results from a thorough analysis of hundreds of FTU shots
which exhibit the degeneracy removal due to the elongation and a small triangularity
of the plasma shape (see Fig. 3), even at low values of poloidal beta. The agreement
of the equilibrium beta with the measurement of [3* from the diamagnetic coils and
with the [3” from kinetic measurements is generally good (see Fig. 2.).

A very large discrepancy appears (as expected) in runaway shots where the
parallel component of the electron poloidal beta becomes dominant; however this
situation will not be discussed in this paper.

A more remarkable discrepancy is observed as a transient behaviour in a
number of FTU shots. Figure 2b shows such an event in a 350 kA shot during the time
interval 0.15 ( t (0.33 s. The value of D" exceeds B"- up to the impressive value of
0.7 (the latter being consistent with U‘ ). The event is distinctly visible on the
behaviour of two chords of the DCN Interferometer: the line averaged density at -18
cm with respect to the geometrical axis of the FTU vacuum vessel decreases sharply
and stays quite low until the event terminates; on the other hand the line averaged
density through the center starts climbing, then stays constant during the decrease of
the beta anisotropy and finally declines (Fig. 2c). The vilues of l-IZ is consistent (at
least after the current rise) with the values of l- /2 as deduced from ECE
temperature profiles assuming Spitzer resistivity ( ig. 2d). The sum [ilk +lik/2.
(Fig. 2e) shows that during the event some energy is missing from the kineijic part
whereas it is present on the 1/2 [3“p + 1/2 [SJ-p + 1/2 1i of the equilibrium. This extra
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Fig. 3 Plasma shape from equilibrium measurements in shot 1531 at: a) 0.12 s (before
the event); 1:) 0.17 s (at the onset of the event); c) 0.20 5 (fully developed [.1
anisotropy); d) 0.25 5 (density clamping and beginning of anisotropy decline)

energy is calculated to be roughly 10 M (Fig. 2f). A further evidence of the high
value of 1/2 p“ + 1/2 pip + 1/2 11 as indicated from the equilibrium is obtained by
comparing the magnetic axis positlon as determined by the equilibrium analysis with
the weight centre of the electron temperature profile as measured by ECE (Fig. Fig).
The neutron emission is remarkably enhanced during the event reaching its maximum
at the maximum of the density (Fig. 2h). The dynamic energy confinement time as
deduced from the diamagnetic and magnetic measurements is strongly enhanced
during the transient phenomenon (Fig. 2i).

The onset and the evolution of this phenomenon is connected with the plasma
position: for its onset it seems necessary that the plasma is in contact with the
external limiter being removed from the internal one to such an extent that no lines
of force connect the two limiters (Fig. 3 b,c); when, as a matter of fact, during the
event the plasma reapproches the internal limiter the discrepancy starts to decline
(Fig. 3d). This transient phenomenon has been detected up to a plasma current of 700
RA and at any operating density. However it becomes more relevant and detectable
at low plasma current and density, as the amount of extra energy measured by the
equilibrium seems limited to 10—15 in].

A pressure anisotropy in the electrons seems to be ruled out by the fact that no
signs of non—maxwellian distribution function occur on the ECE spectra. A pressure
anisotropy in the ion distribution function seems ruled out by the behaviour of the
neutron emission that follows the increase of the density and the reapproching of the
ion temperature to the electron one at higher densities. So a possible tentative
explanation is that the extra energy is due to the bulk plasma toroidal rotation (with
a velocity of the order of the ion thermal velocity) induced by the plasma becoming
non-neutral with the contemporary charging of the limiters that are both electrically
floating. This picture could be supported by the critical role that is played in the
event by the magnetic field line connection in between the two limiters and even the
decrease of the internal chord density could be explained by the centrifugal force
decoupling the plasma density from magnetic surfaces. Further experimental work is
underway to get a more accurate and reliable picture of the phenomenon.
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Introduction
A wide variety of plasma conditions in COMPASS—C is investigated to examine how the ob-
served confinement compares with scaling laws and whether the separatrix configurations avail-
able can lead to conditions of improved confinement with auxiliary heating. Stable inboard
X—point configurations [1] have been obtained with 1,, = 70 — lOOkA,BT = 1.04 — 1.4T and
77,. = 0.5 — 2. x 10—19m—3' Current rampdown experiments (150kA to IOOkA in 20ms), precede
ing, during and following X-point formation, were investigated. Comparisons are made with
limiter bounded plasmas. Additional heating is provided by GOGHz, second harmonic ECRH
(X-mode, low field launch). Results are reported on the confinement of energy and particles in
hydrogen, deuterium and helium plasmas and with a boronized vacuum vessel [2].

Confinement in ohmic heated plasmas
Diamagnetic measurements of the energy confinement time are compared in Fig. 1 with those
expected from neo—Alcator scaling. The TE is obtained from TE = W/Poh and at times when
dW/dt is small (Le. dW/dt << W/TE). For centred circular cross-section discharges, the minor
radius is given by the limiter radius a = 19.6cm. In the case of inboard X-point discharges[1]
(elongation ~ 0.9) , we take the equivalent—area radius a = 16.5cm and a geometric correction
to the diamagnetic beta, (dflpal = +0.06), as obtained from flux contour reconstructions. The
TE in the unsaturated regime is close to the neo—Alcator value for both configurations. At the
maximum current of ~ 150kA, the confinement saturates at n: z 8 x1019m“3, with TB ~ 8.5ms
and ~ 10ms for He and deuterium plasmas, respectively. Laser ablation of aluminium in
deuterium plasmas suggests that 1",, ~ 5ms for 1,, ~ IOOkA and 1';a ~ 1.2 x 1019m-3 for both
circular and X-point ohmic discharges.

Confinement in ECRH plasmas
In ECRH experiments, the RF power (_<_ 760kW) is launched into the plasma from the low field
side. The second harmonic resonance position is generally close to the axis (nu/a 5 0.17) for
this series of plasmas. The absorbed power, Pack, is assumed to be 90% of the gyrotron power.
The heating power exceeds the ohmic power of the target plasmas by a factor of 1 —+ 6.

The dependence of the plasma. energy on the total power, PM = 0;, + Pet)“ is shown
in Fig. 2 for deuterium plasmas. Ohmic X-point plasmas have :- Pa}, ~ IOOkW, central ion
temperature T,(0) = 140eV and central electron temperature T,(0) = 550eV . The diamagnetic
plasma energy is in good agreement(:l:10%) with that obtained from the temperature and
density measurements. At P“), : 400kW, the electron temperature reaches T¢(O) ~ 1.1keV
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and the ohmic power drops to P0}, ~ GOkW. Only small changes (S 5%) to the ion temperature
are observed. The increase in plasma. energy with the total input power shows an offset—linear
dependence, with a. corresponding incremental energy confinement time of Tmc ~ 0.6ms. The
TE decreases by a factor of ~ 2.2 when the total power rises from the ohmic level of ~ IOU/CVV
to ~ 470kW'. These observations are also consistent with the L—mode—lilse scaling of TE 0(
P596. However, the values given by Kaye—Goldston[3] and Goldston[4] scalings overestimate
the results by a factor of 2.5 and 3.2, respectively (cf. Fig. 2). The offset—linear scaling of
RebutiLallia[5] provides a lower T,,,C(~ 0.23ms) than observed but furnishes the better absolute
value agreement, cf. Fig. 2. Laser ablation of aluminium gives 7,, ~ 3ms for I,7 ~ QOkA and
125 ~ 1.2 X 1019m'3 for both circular and voint ECRH discharges.

When ECRH starts before the simultaneous rampdown and plasma shaping, with the
X-point detached from the inside limiter (1 —) 2cm) for t Z 200ms, TE is only slightly less
(N 10%) than in the corresponding ohmic Cases. However, when the ECRH is applied only
after the X-point formation, the discharges have a similar TE , irrespective of whether or not
current rampdown is employed. (cf. Fig. 2).

Results from slightly oil-axis heating (nu/a = 0.3) in circular deuterium plasmas are also
shown in Fig. 2. The 17,“: is similar to the X-point plasmas (11m: = 0.44ms) and the T5 degrades
by a factor of ~ 4 when PM = 96 —> 6134l leading to TE or P597. In these cases, the Kaye-
Goldston scaling overestimates the experimental results by a factor of ~ 1.5. The RebutiLallia
scaling underestimates the observed Tim: by a factor of ~ 1.7.

The results of ECRH in low density hydrogen voint plasmas are shown in Fig. 3, in
which the total power per particle is more than twice those displayed in Fig. 2. Applying
ECRH generally increases the density from 11,; ~ 0.5 X 1019m‘3 to ~ 0.8 X lOlgm‘3 in this case.
The low initial ohmic TE may account in part for the small change in TE with increasing power.

In none of the various plasma conditions examined, for X-point configurations, was there
any of the usual signatures associated with a transition to H~mode, or improved confinement,
(e.g. reduction in Ha light intensity, appearance of ELMs or a change in rotation, as seen
by a high resolution visible spectrometer, with ~ 20ps time resolution and N 1km velocity
resolution, which monitored boron3+ at 282111).

Probe measurements in ECRH X—Point plasmas.
Initial experiments with inboard X-point configurations, in hydrogen plasmas [1], had a twin
reciprocating double Langmuir probes that measured local electron temperature and density as
well as the floating potential, Vf, and the saturated ion current, Inn. At the separatrix there is
a change in the electron density gradient scale—length, from 2 12cm to S 3cm, but no obvious
corresponding change in the electron temperature gradient. In this respect, the behaviour of
the edge parameters is similar to that observed in the JFT—2M tokamak [6] during mode
operation.

Localised cross—field particle fluxes can be estimated from I‘, = (inf-JANE, where EA is the
fluctuating electric field, along a flux surface, and perpendicular to B. A second estimate, Pi, of
the flux is obtained from the cross—spectrum of the density—potential fluctuations, PMg( f), and

the average wavenumber, It“ f), of the potential fluctuations, (i. This gives, in the electrostatic
limit, F: = 232 for” il—c(f)Pn¢(f)df/B. The values obtained for I‘: are typically a factor of two
less than those for I‘,..

In the vicinity of the separatrix, the particle replacement time, 1,, corresponding to the
estimated fluxes, is ~ 3111.; and comparable to the rp obtained from laser ablation of aluminium.
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Conclusions
The energy confinement of ohmic plasmas is close to neo—Alcator scaling for both circular and
X-point configurations. During ECRH, at Fig ~ 10191714, the energy confinement degrades with
power, with an offset—linear relationship, but at lower densities (1'1, ~ 0.5 x 1019m‘3) there is
little confinement degradation. The Rebut—Lallia scaling provides reasonable estimates of r5
but underestimates the observed 13-": by a factor of 2 1.7. The fluctuation—driven convection
yields particle confinement times comparable to those obtained from laser ablation. In the
many difierent plasma conditions studied, we have found no evidence of improved confinement
associated with this class of separatrix configuration using ECRH for auxiliary heating.
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Figure 1. COMPASS-C ohmic confinement v.5. neo-Alcator scaling. The plasma
parameters are:
I, = 75 — 147kA, BT = 0.66 — 1.32T, W01) = 2.3 — 5.6,1‘1c = (0.5 — 12.1) x 1019m-3.
Symbols: Circular plasma: A—Hg, O—Dz, D—He. Xapoint plasma: +—Hg, x -Dg.
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Figure 2. Power dependence of
the plasma energy for deuterium
discharges. The plasma condi-
tions for circular cross-section are:
I, = 75 — TBkA,BT = 1.20T,
fie = (1.1 — 1.5) x 1019m—3.
For X-point plasma:
1,, = 83 — 88kA,BT : LOTT,
1'2c = (0.9 — 1.3) X 1019m‘3.
Symbols:
A - neo—Alcator (circular),
V - Kaye-Goldston (circular),
Cl - neo-Alcator (X-point),
® - kinetic energy
71.: = 71.,- ~ 1 — (r/a)2,
Te..- ~ (1— (r/aW,
X-point + - with, X - without cur—
rent ramp~down,
EB - Rebut-Lallia (X-point),
O - Rebut—Lallia. (circular).

Figure 3. Power dependence of
the plasma energy for low density
hydrogen Xepoint discharges. The
plasma conditions are:
I? = 75 — TSkA,Bg- = 1.06 -— 1.10T,
a: = (0.5 — 0.8) x 1019m’3.
Symbols:
0 - Kaye-Goldston
D - neo~Alcator,
EH - Rebut—Lallia.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF TIGHT ASPECT RATIO
TOKAMAKS

M.F.Turner, M.Gryaznevich, P.S.Haynes, A.Nicolai ', A.Sykes.

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3DB, UK
(EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association)

[* Forschungszentrum Julich GmbH, Association EURATOM - KFA )

Abstract
Computer simulations of the start-up and compression sequences of the Culham

START Experiment have been carried out using a. number of different codes. Results
from TOPEOL and PROTEUS equilibrium codes were used to assist the initial design of
START. These are discussed together with more recent simulations of the compression
sequence from ASTRA (Kurchatov Institute), TORUS II (Julich) and TSC (Prince-
ton). The choice of transport model is shown to have considerable importance for the
prediction of the final state of plasma.
Introduction

The growing interest in Tight Aspect Ratio devices (ie. those with A = L: < 2)
and the possible advantages to be gained by operating in such a regime has inspired the
building of such a device at Culham Laboratory. START (Small Tight Aspect Ratio
Tokamak) is designed to investigate the physics of this largely unexplored region and to
discover whether there is any validity in extrapolation of conventional scaling laws. The
basic features of the experiment are described elsewhere [1]. The novel design feature
whereby the plasma is expected to form with large aspect ratio at an initial major radius
of about 60«65crn and then to be pushed in, by increasing the vertical field, to its final
tight aspect ratio state at about 20cm major radius has presented interesting problems
for computer simulation both in the initial design stage and in prediction of the quality
of plasma which may be achieved.
Design Work

A free boundary equilibrium code (TOPEOL) was used for the initial theoretical
studies of the equilibrium characteristics of tight aspect ratio plasmas [2]. This code
was not however totally suitable for the design of poloidal field (PF) coil system and
calculation of the required PF power supply current because it could not accurately
represent the effect of currents induced in the conducting wall of the vacuum vessel
(7 z 300ms) on the timescale of the discharge (a 107m). In the TOPEOL model the
presence of the vacuum vessel was either ignored or was represented as an infinitely
conducting wall which could be simulated by a set of current carrying ’image’ filaments,
appropriately positioned and weighted.
The equilibrium code PROTEUS [3] was used to improve the modelling of the PF system.
The version of PROTEUS used solved the equilibrium problem together with the circuit
equations for the coils and conducting vessel. It did not include a self consistent transport
model for the dillusion of the plasma current density; this profile could be held fixed or
arbitrarily changed in time.
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The required PF currents predicted by PROTEUS agreed well with those of TOPEOL
in both the case of no vacuum vessel and where the wall was taken to be infinitely
conducting. With realistic estimates of the vessel conductivity, PROTEUS was used to
model the inward compression of the plasma from R = 65cm, given I}: : 30kA (Fig.1A)
to R = 20cm with given Ip increasing to ZOO/CA (Fig.lB). The results were used to
optimise coil positions and current wave forms .
Simulations with ASTRA Code

The ASTRA transport code [4] solves the plasma equilibrium plus heat, particle and
field transport. Ohmic heating and electron-ion equilibration only have been included
in the heat balance for the START simulations and Plasma dimensions, current, density
and toroidal field have been prescribed. Ion heat transport is described by the cylindrical ‘
neo-classical model, including contributions from the Plateau, Banana 8: Pfirsh—Schluter
regimes. Several different models for electron heat transport were used eg. Alcator, Neo-
Alcator, Merezshkin (T—ll), ITER89 & T—10 scalings. The values of X: could vary by a
factor of 50 over the different models.
Table I shows typical results from the ASTRA simulations for the initial plasma state and
after its inward compression to small major radius. During the compression 1p & ne were
increased whilst BT was reduced in order to acheive the prescribed shape and parameters.
In the initial state the plasma parameters show low dependence on transport model but
this becomes more important at tight aspect ratio. However it should be noted that
the cylindrical model of neoclassical ion transport as used in ASTRA can be expected
to give a pessimisitic result for ion temperature at tight aspect ratio. For example the
Artsirnovich formula [5] for the ion temperature predicts T,- = 74eV for hydrogen ions
at the conditions prescribed here for the final plasma state

rc— Prescribed Parameters ~—v |
IP BT q(.95) fig T50 TiO TE Te T;

(M) (T) (Wm-3) (W) (W) (ms) (ms) (ms)
Initial State (R = 0.57m, a = 0.2m)
32.0 0.17 | 2.0 I 1.0 1] 100—200 ] 50 1 1.1-2.5 [ 1.0-3.5 | 1.5-1.6
After VIajor Radius Compression (R = 0.21m,a = 0.16m,e = 1.8, 5 = 0.4)
150.0 | 0.28 | 5.0 | 2.8 1] 240—1100 | 25—40 | 0.5-5.5 [ 0.5-7.5 | 0.5

Table I Results from ASTRA (with Zen = 2 )
Free Boundary Simulations (TSC & TORUS II)

The TSC Tokamak Simulation Code [6] provides for self consistent evolution of trans-
port and free boundary equilibrium processes. Following some earlier work by M.Peng
et al at ORNL, TSC has been used at Culham to simulate the START compression
sequence but without the presence of the vacuum vessel. The plasma was initialised at a
radius of 58cm with a toroidal current of 40kA, a vacuum toroidal field B, = (0.1/R)T
and neo = 2.0 x lOlQm~3 with parabolic profile. The plasma was allowed to evolve in situ
for lms and then the currents in the PF coils were increased over the next 4.5ms causing
the inward movement of the plasma; the simulation was then continued for a further
1.5ms while the coil currents again remained fixed. During the plasma compression Ed,
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was reduced to (0.033/R)T and 71,0 allowed to rise to 3.2 x 1019m—3 but the profile shape
was kept fixed. Four separate simulations were carried out with various different trans-
port models and values of Zen. The conditions for each run are summarised in Table
II. In all cases x,- = Xe' Despite the different transport models the energy confinement
times at the initial large aspect ratio were similar for each case (TE z 27723 :i: 0.5ms) but
at the compressed tight aspect ratio state the variation was by factor > 6 as indicated in
Table 11. These results are in broad agreement with those from ASTRA even though the
ion transport model was completely different. Fig2 shows variation in toroidal current
[A], electron and ion temperatures [B], major radius [C] and aspect ratio [D] during the
course of the simulation. This again illustrates the greater dependence upon transport
model of the state of the compressed plasma as compared to the state of the initial
plasma.

Case ransport n Zeff Final T3
with Power 7 ms

A es 3.2
A 1.8

p1 0.2
1 an 0.5

Table II Transport Models & Zen for TSC Simulations

Simulations with the TORUS II code [7] have indicated the importance of including the
vacuum vessel in the model showing then the need for higher currents in the PF coils
resulting in the more rapid inward movement of the plasma (37715) and the shrinkage
of the plasma which occurs subsequent to contact with the inner limiter. TORUS H
simulations have also shown that, if plasma resistivity is not taken into account then Ip
may be expected to rise to 150 — ZOOkA during its inward movement; however, when
plasma resistivity is included 1;: is restricted to z IOOkA, in broad agreement with the
TSC simulations.
Figures
1A: PROTEUS Simulation of Plasma before Compression Up = 30kA, R = 65cm)
1B: PROTEUS Simulation of Plasma after Compression (Ip : 200kA, R = 206m)
2: Variation of Plasma Parameters with time during TSC Simulations
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Abstract

The physics of tight aspect ratio plasmas is being studied on two experiments in the
UK: on the SPHEX spheromak (with central rod) at UMIST; and on the START (Small
Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak) device at Culham.

Introduction

Although large proposed devices such as ITER should approach or achieve ignition,
the ultimate goal of economic fusion power may be harder to attain. The very sucessful
JET results indicate good behaviour at the tight aspect ratio of 2.4, but present reactor
designs based on a toroidal containment vessel are limited to aspect ratios of at least 4
by requirements of centre column shielding and breeding blanket thickness. However the
ultimate limit is the ‘Spherical Torus’ [1] having a spherical containment vessel with a
simple rod up the centre to provide the toroidal field. This has aspect ratio of 1.5 or less,
and may offer a simpler, more compact (and hence cheaper) reactor than conventional
designs.

Many changes are expected in the physics of plasmas at tight aspect ratio; most are
predicted to be favourable (eg beta limit; density limit; high ohmic heating) others are
unknown (eg plasma stability sawtooth behaviour) and for one important parameter,
the confinement time scaling, the predictions of the various empirical models vary by a
large factor when applied in this unfamiliar and unexplored region [2]

Experimental evidence is urgently needed to verify or discount these predictions,
and also to improve empirical scaling models by widening the available database. Useful
initial information, expecially on equilibrium properties, has been obtained from the
SPHEX spheromak at UMIST which has installed a current~carrying rod down the axis;
and the START experiment which has now become operational at Culham.
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SPHEX

SPHEX [3] has been modified by the temporary addition of an axial copper rod
carrying up to 601<A (Fig.1), so creating an additional toroidal magnetic field of ~ 50
mT in the region of the magnetic axis (R N 23 cm). It is found that the relaxation
process which creates and sustains the toroidal current is not inhibited by this imposed
field, and indeed the toroidal current rises to over 3 times its value in the spheromak
[4]. This increase allows the plasma to remain near the Taylor relaxed state (a : J/B ~
constant), and since (10 : ‘2/(ngR), qo also increases rather slowly with IROD (Fig.2). The
increased helicity content is reflected in a rise in the voltage on the Marshall gun from
N ilOOV to N 700V, increasing the helicity input rate At = 2‘11)”. The input power is thus
also increased, causing a rise in T6 from ~ 1281/ to ~ 2561’ even though TEE, which is
believed to be radiation limited, remains unchanged.

The plasma magnetic fields continue to show large fluctuations, and although the
detailed structure is altered, some features remain. Bradial shows amplitude decreasing
from the geometric to the magnetic axis, and phase at the magnetic axis trailing that
at the edge (Fig.3). Further work to quantify the power carried by these fluctuations
should give a better understanding of the toroidal current drive mechanism.

START

Construction of START has been achieved on schedule (Oct 1990) and first plasmas
were obtained in January 1991. The main features of the assembly are shown in Fig.4;
the 2m diameter aluminium vacuum tank is inherited from the 1970 TORSO experiment.

START is designed to induce an initial plasma of about 30kA in an octupole null
at major radius ~65cm, and then compress this plasma in towards the centre rod [6].
During this process the current is predicted to increase to over IOOkA. The design central
rod current is SOOkA, giving a toroidal field of 0.17T at 65cm.

In practice however it has been found easier to break down the initial plasma in the
quadrupole null at a major radius of ~45cm formed by the two inner poloidal field coils,
supported by a small vertical field. The breakdown loop voltage is Z 30 volts. initial re—
sults from START are encouraging, and Show that hot compressed plasmas of up to 70kA
have already been obtained. Fig.5 shows typical results. in this discharge, the plasma
moves in to contact the central column graphite limiter at 23.3msec, and maintains an
aspect ratio of 1.5 for a further 2msec. The high value of light emission is produced by
ionised gas surrounding the plasma; highspeed cine film indicates a relatively hot, clean
plasma. Future operation at higher plasma current, featuring major radius compression
coupled with a simultaneous reduction in toroidal field, should enable the properties of
plasmas at tight aspect ratio to be investigated.

Conclusion

Tight aspect ratio toliamak—like equilibria have been generated on the SPHEX
‘rodomak’ and show improved plasma properties compared to the spheromak. Hot
tokamak plasmas at aspect ratios ~ 1.5 have been obtained on START.
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Fig 4. START geometry
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CONFINEMENT PROJECTIONS FOR THE
BURNING PLASMA EXPERIMENT (BPX)
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University, NY, USA, 9General Atomics, Corp., San Diego, CA, USA

The mission of the Burning Plasma Experiment (BPX, formerly CIT) is to study
the physics of self-heated fusion plasmas (Q = 5 to ignition), and to demonstrate the
production of substantial amounts of fusion power (Pq = 100 to 500 MW).
Confinement projections for BPX have been made on the basis of 1) dimensional
extrapolation, 2) theory-based modeling calibrated to experiment, and 3) statistical
scaling from the available empirical data base. The results of all three aproaches,
discussed below, roughly coincide. We presently view the third approach, statistical
scaling, as the most reliable means for projecting the confinement performance of
BPX, and especially for assessing the uncertainty in the projection.

The dimensional scaling approachl11 is based on the observations that the key
dimensionless parameters governing tokamak transport behavior are v' (2 vgolmb), B,
and p‘ (a pile), and that all present theories of transport fall close to one of two
extreme confinement scalings, Bohm (LUCIE oc pr?) or ”gyro-Bohm" (mCrE oc p“3)
when v* and j} are held fixed. Thus it is reasonable to assume that plasmas in
present devices which achieve values of v‘ and [3 which are accessible in BPX can
be used as bases for Bohm or gyro-Bohm scaling of confinement to BPX conditions,
as illustrated in Table 1. [Aspect ratio effects are factored out by using the
experimental resultlzl that nTt depends on i and R/a in the combination (l R/a)]. The
design parameters for BPX are Ft = 2.59m, a = 0.8m, K95 ~ 2, 595 ~ 0.35, ip =
10.6MA, BT = 8.1T, q95 2 3.2, P'CRF = 20 MW. The device and facilities can accom-
modate upgrades in tokamak power supplies such that l = 11.8MA and BT = 9T can
be provided, and in heating power up to 30 MW of ICRIP, or 50 MW of lCFtF + ECH.
Extrapolation based on dimensional scaling gives 0's in the required range, even
with the more pessimistic Bohm scaling, at plasma currents below the nominal
10.6MA operating point. The “starting point" discharges in Dill-D and JET have not
been optimized for this purpose. Developing optimal starting point conditions, and
discriminating experimentally between Bohm and gyro-Bohm scaling, are two key
elements of the BPX Physics R&D Planl3l.

Confinement projections have also been made using simulations based on a
Mufti-Mode modelW which includes transport due to trapped electron modes, ion
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temperature gradient modes, and resistive ballooning modes. This model has been
calibrated against experimental data from TFTR. Dlll-D, JET, PBX, and ASDEX. A
preliminary edge stabilization model to simulate H-mode confinement effectsl5' is
included. The density profile is simulated in an ad-hoc manner to provide a very flat
ne(r). Q~7 is predicted for l = 10.6MA, BT = 8.1 T. The transport coefficients of the
Rebut- Lallia modell‘il however, are very optimistic in comparison with the Multi—Mode
model, giving both xe and x 2 — 3 times lower in the confinement zone
(Xe ~ 0.3 m2lsec vs 0 8 m2/sec), and so implying a much greater predicted Q.

TABLE I

Dlll-D BPX JET BPX
(Bohm — g-B) (Bohm — g-B)

Ft (m) 1.7 2.6 3.1 2.6
a (m) 0.62 0.79 1.0 0.79

2.1 2.1 1.9 1.9
I (MA) 2.0 9.2 4.2 10.0
§T (T) 2.1 9 2.8 9

I/Te 1.29 1.09
nm (x1020/m3) 1.1 7.0 0.56 2.9
1E (sec) 0.21 0.51 — 1.64 1.25 1.24 — 2.23
(3 4.1% 4.1% 2.4% 2.4%
v‘ 0.033 0.083 0.027 0.027
p‘ ratio 0.31 0.56
Pa+ Paux (MW) 12 190 — 58 7.2 36 — 21
Q 7 — oo 25 — oo

TABLE II

Device TEdIaIIEITEFlBS-P TEMHD/IEITERBQ-P
JET 2.10:0.33 1.86i0.35
Dlll—D 1.70:0.13 1.70:0.21
ASDEX 2.23 i- 0.22 (2.73 i 0.30)
PBX-M — 2.05 i 0.26
PDX - 1.56 i 0.33
JFT-2M 1.51:0.16 1.7 i

1.88i0.34 1.79i0.18
(1.95 i 0.42 incl. ASDEX)

At present we judge that the most reliable method for projecting the
performance of BPX is based on analysis of the recently-developed ITER H-mode
databasem. Table II shows the mean ratio of the H-mode confinement data to the
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lTER89-P scaling relation for each machine in the database, sorted by data type. The
data analyzed is the “standar ” dataset defined by the authors (ELM'ing and ELM-
free) further constrained by dW/dt < 0.2Phea, and q95 < 5.0. The ranges in the body
of the Table indicate shot-to-shot scatter, while the ranges in the averages indicate
machine-to—machine scatter. Constraining to the diamagnetic data where available, in
order to minimize systematic uncertainties and fast ion effects, and taking the MHD
data for PBX and PBX-M which had perpendicular and mixed parallel and
perpendicular injection respectively, one obtains a machine—averaged L-mode
enhancement factor of 1.85 i 0.31 (figure 1).
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Figure 1. ITEFi H-mode database for BTE plotted v5. lTEFi89-P L-mode scaling. Data
type (MHD vs. diamagnetic) selected to minimize fast ion contribution.

Scaling relations have also been developed for H-mode data, but we view these
as too preliminary for use as the basis for extrapolation. For typical Q ~ 10 conditions
in BPX (PauX+ PRF ‘Pbrems = 50 MW, n_e = 2.5 x 1020/m) we project 17E = 1. 85x
ITER89- P =X1.01 sec. The DIII-D — JET scalinglel gives 0.961 sec, the ITEFt90-H
ELM-free scaling gives 1.26 sec, the lTEFt90-H direct regression fit to the full
standard dataset gives 1.90 sec, and the random coefficients modell9l gives 1.25 sec,
with an uncertainty of i 26%. This uncertainty is consistent with a 2-step uncertainty
estimate based on combining the 17% uncertainty in the H/L ratio in quadrature with
the 17% uncertainty in L-mode extrapolationliol for machine-averaged performance.
Thus we take as the "standard" confinement extrapolation for BPX 1.85x ITEFi89-P,
with an uncertainty of i 25%. Combining this result with the Monte-Carlo approach to
uncertainties“‘1 in Zen and ne(r) gives the projected range in Q shown in figure 2.
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We conclude that the BPX device has adequate performance to achieve its mis-
sion of determining the confinement physics, operational limits, and a-particle dy-

namics of DT plasmas with 0t power greater than auxiliary heating power, while pro-

ducing more than 100 MW of fusion power. The upgrade capabilities of the device

provide assurance that this mission can be achieved even in the case of unfavorable

plasma performance.
(Work supported by US. DOE Contract No. DE-ACOZ-CH03073)
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ISOTOPE DEPENDENCE OF ELECTRON PARTICLE
TRANSPORT IN ASDEX
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Max-Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, D-8046 Garching, FRG. EURATOM
Association
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introduction

The isotope dependence of electron particle transport in the ASDEX bulk
plasma was investigated using gas oscillation techniques /1/. Ohmic discharges in
hydrogen and deuterium were evaluated for densities up to the density limit, and
some experiments were carried out in helium. In addition, neutral beam heated L-

type plasmas at ohmic target densities corresponding to saturated confinement
could be analyzed by this method for both hydrogen isotopes.

Method

Small density perturbations about equilibrium, induced by sinusoidal modu-
lation of the gas valve, were analyzed for the different channels of the ASDEX
HCN-laser-interferometer. The measured pattern of amplitudes and phase shifts is
compared to solutions of the particle conservation equation, an/at = — V-F + P. A
transport law with a diffusive and a convective flux component F = — D Vn — Vn is
assumed. The coefficients D(r) and V(r) are determined with a crude radial
resolution, using a spatial transport model with constant inner and peripheral
values of D and V/r and a linear interpolation in between. The physical justification
for this model, which seems adequate to the limited number of experimental
chords, is that the central and outer plasma regions normally have greatly different
parameters and often different transport characteristics.The absolute numbers of D
and V for each plasma zone arelgained from a numerical fitting procedure.

Results for ohmic plasmas

Using the gas oscillation technique, density scans including the range of
linear ohmic confinement (LOC), where the energy confinement time TE linearly
increases with density, to saturated ohmic confinement (SOC) were performed for
standard values of plasma current and main field ( 320 kA / 2.17 T ) and standard
wall conditions (stainless steel or carbonized). A clear isotope effect in both
diffusion D and inward convection V was found in all plasma regions, except for V
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in the outer zone, which was comparable for both isotopes. As an example, fig.1

shows the diffusion Dp in the confinement region versus average density for both

hydrogen isotopes.
Particle confinement is superior for deuterium as compared to hydrogen for all

densities, except possibly the lowest values around 14013 cm'3, where the effect

is less pronounced. Quantitatively, the diffusion coefficient roughly follows a law

o< Ar“2 in LOC and ac Ar‘ in SOC, where Ai is the isotope mass. This is

demonstrated in fig.2, which shows the ratio of diffusion Dhyd_ / Ddeut. for the

central and the confinement region as a function of average density.

Results with neutral beam heating

While the quiescent H—phase in ASDEX due to its non-stationary character

did not allow gas oscillation experiments, this technique could be applied to

stationary L-phases. Hydrogen beams up to 1.4 MW heating power were injected

into either hydrogen or deuterium target plasmas at comparable parameters. The

results indicate a continuation of the isotope effect into the L-mode, with an Ar‘

dependence similar to the ohmic phase for target densities corresponding to SOC

conditions. This is illustrated in fig.3, which shows D versus normalized radius for

hydrogen and deuterium cases at different injection powers.

In addition, during the neutral beam phase inward convection V in the confine-

ment region was clearly larger for deuterium, in contrast to the ohmic case, where

no difference was found. This behaviour, which for deuterium further improves the

particle confinement , is documented in fig. 4, showing the inward convection for

the same shots as in fig. 3.

Comparision with helium

During the later experimental phase with boronized ASDEX vessel gas

oscillation experiments were performed in ohmic deuterium and helium plasmas,

allowing a direct comparison of transport in both filling gases. As compared to the

ohmic results with stainless steel or carbonized wall, the absolute values of D

were generally lower with the new wall conditioning, close to the values evaluated

for improved ohmic confinement (IOC) /2/. No clear difference was found between

both gases, although for helium an Ar‘ dependence, expected at the chosen

density, should lead to another factor of two improvement in transport with respect

to deuterium. The values of D, plotted for both gases versus normalized radius,

are shown in fig. 5.

As both Ar and the charge Z are increased by a factor of 2 for helium, these
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results seem to indicate, that the isotope effect in D cannot be described by a pure
mass dependence, but rather follows a pattern cc 2 - Ai'l.

Summary and Conclusions

ASDEX gas oscillation results have shown, that particle transport is often
closely associated with thermal energy confinement /3/. Particle diffusion and
thermal transport share a common density dependence for the transition from the
LOC- to the 800- or IOC-regime. Similarly, a degradation in both energy and
particle confinement is found during the neutral beam L—phase. The comparison
between transport in hydrogen and deuterium plasmas, presented in this paper,
indicates, that the favourable energy confinement of deuterium with respect to
hydrogen also finds its concomitant in particle confinement. Particle diffusion
roughly scales with the inverse of the isotope mass in the 300- and L—regime and
the results for helium suggest an additional Z-dependence.
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1. Introduction
The global energy confinement time of additionally heated tokamak plasmas is empirically well
described by a power law scaling. The physical processes, however, which make transport in a
tokamak behave according to a simple law are not understood. From comparison of parameter
dependences of theoretical transport coefiicients with scaling laws 3. working hypothesis can be
deduced. According to this ansatz, dissipative trapped electron modes (DTEM) could drive
energy transport in the plasma confinement region while saw-teeth dominate the centre and
electromagnetic modes are responsible for enhanced transport at the edge of the plasma.

Beside the isotope eifect, which is not predicted correctly by almost all theories, the absence
of the plasma current as a confining agent and a too strong dependence on toroidal field strength
BM are the most important failures of DTEM theory. Strongly enhanced transport outside the
q=2 surface had to be evoked, introducing a favourable current and curing a too strong Bm
dependence. Tearing or resistive ballooning modes (RBM) have been discussed as candidates
for the transport in this region. Ion energy transport is considered to be enhanced above the
prediction from neoclassical theory due to ion-temperatme—gradient (ITG) driven modes.

The validity of this working hypothesis cannot be unambiguously clarified by comparison
to global energy confinement times. Transport calculations have to be performed and theories
must prove themselves in describing the dependences of local transport coeficients on the
plasma parameters correctly. The following questions are addressed here: (1) Does the power
deposition profile shift to unfavourable regions when density is increased and therefore conceal
a density dependence of the transport coefficient, as predicted from DTEM theory? (2) Is the
temperature dependence of the DTEM transport coefficient the reason for power degradation
of TE and are RBM a possible candidate for enhanced transport in the plasma edge? And
finally (3), is the transport strongly enhanced outside the q=2 surface?

In the following, we try to extract answers to these questions from transport analyses of
well diagnosed ASDEX discharges using the TRANSP transport code.

2. Low Density L—Mode and Density Dependence of the Power Deposition Profile
Three series of L-mode discharges at low densities (r'r.,:=1.3l 2.0, and 2.6x10‘9m'3) have been
analyzed and in Fig.1 their kinetic confinement times are compared to those of OH plasmas.
If we correct for the power dependence according to TE~(.P¢LDt/P0H)_O'58 we obtain the open
squares in Fig. 1. It is interesting that these corrected values fall in a line with the high
density SOC discharges. From this consideration we could conclude that confinement is density
independent and that an additional effect causes T5 to decrease with decreasing density in the
LOC regime.

Analyses of LOC plasmas show that a process contributes to the increase of TE with fie in
the LOC regime which is absent in the L—mode: The ion temperature only slowly approaches
the electron temperature as density is increased. In the SOC regime and the L-mode, ion
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and electron energy content are practically identical. On the other hand, in the L—rnode a
density scan at low is is simultaneously a power scan (see Fig. 2). At the lowest density, shine
through and secondary charge exchange losses lower the absorbed power. However, correcting
for the two difi'erences cannot entirely reconcile the fie dependence of LOC and the lack of it
in L—mode confinement. Also the shape of the power deposition profile does not change much
in the density range of the LOC regime. No indication can be deduced from Fig. 2 for the
hypothesis, that a broadening of the deposition could conceal a. confinement improvement with
density.

In Fig.3a the difiusivities of the discharge with fic=2.0x10mm‘3 are shown. They are
compared with predictions from DTEM [1] and RBM [2] theories. In all discharges there exists
a radial region (0.255 r/a S 0.75) where electron and ion transport coefficients are comparable
in size. In this region also xE from DTEM has its maximum values. The absolute values are
not reproduced by DTEM theory, which predicts a reduction in Xe with density whereas the
experimental values are independent on it or slightly increasing (see Fig. 6b). The discharge at
fi5=1.4X1019m_3 has to be taken with caution, because it is already touching a regime which is
dominated by the hot beam ion population and characterized by more peaked density profiles
with the consequence of impurity accumulation.

At the plasma edge (ll-75$ T/a S 1.), Xe from RBM shows the right radial dependence and
is of the order of the experimental values if it is enhanced by a. neoclassical multiplier (7/53/2).
The dependence with density is opposite to that of the experimental results (see Fig.6c).

Ion heat conductivity is a factor of 3 higher than predicted from neoclassical theory. The
n, value (1); = a, log Tg/Br log n.) is clearly below the critical value 175" for the onset of the ITG
modes, which is taken in its density gradient dependant form with a lowest value of 1.5 [3].
Hence, ITG driven transport cannot explain the enhanced ion energy transport at low 73,.

3. Medium Density L-Mode and Comparison to DTEM Theory
DTEM theory predicts Xe to depend strongly on electron temperature and density:

xETE-MNTZ/Z/nu. Whether this is the cause of the power degradation of the L—mode con—
finement can be investigated in discharges which realize the increase in plasma energy content
with neutral beam heating either at constant fig and increasing Tc or with increasing it; at
constant T... We analyzed power scans on pairs of this kind of discharges. The energy confine-
ment times of both types of discharges obey the common L—modo scaling law. Discharges with
higher density have slightly higher confinement times according to TE~n°'7"l. The absorbed
power is practically identical in each pair of discharges. Although DTEM theory predicts im-
portant changes in transport of up to a factor of 6 the experimental confinement times differ
only by a few % (see Fig. 4). The confinement degradation with increasing T. as predicted
from DTEM theories is not found in discharges where T5 has been changed at constant heating
power, consequently also the degradation of TE with power cannot be attributed to enhanced
DTEM energy transport.

In Fig.3b the transport coefficients of a discharge with PN1=1MW and 'fie=4.4x1019m'3
are plotted. Fig.3a illustrates the trends in transport if fie is increased: Ion energy transport
becomes the leading loss channel in the inner half of the plasma and Xe decreases. But the
electrons are still responsible for the transport in the edge. Xe from DTEM theory follows
the trend of the experimental values in the region where electrons contribute only little to
the total transport. At the edge RBM induced transport is of the right order to describe the
experimental Xe-

The ITG driven mode is destabilized and can qualitatively account for the enhanced trans—
port in the ion channel. Taking into account the influence of ITG driven transport on the
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electron channel [1], yields Xe values which lie factors 5 to 10 above the experimental ones.

4. Energy Transport at the Plasma Edge
The enhanced electron energ transport at the plasma edge does not depend on the location
of the q=2 surface. This is depicted in Fig.5 where the experimental x6 at two current values
(1:420 and 280kA) of an L—mode discharge are plotted. The q=2 surface is moved from r=35
to 27cm without changing the radial shape of X: which is strongly enhanced outside r=35cm.

5. Summary
In Fig.6, the transport calculations of the density scan and a. pair of discharges from the
comparison with DTEM theory are summarized. In the discussion it must be kept in mind,
that these discharges do not belong to identical heating power, as it is indicated in Fig.6b.
We compare radially averaged quantities and the " error bars” indicate the variation of the
functions in the range we used for averaging.

In the inner half of the plasma, ion emery transport contributes more as density is increased
and becomes the dominant loss channel at high densities. The enhancement factor above
neoclassical theory increases with density in the same way as the experimental r),- approaches
the critical value to de-stabilize the ITG driven modes (see Fig. 68.). As in OH plasmas, ITG
modes can describe qualitatively the increasing importance of the ions for the energy transport
in this region.

At low densities, in an intermediate range, xE and x; are of comparable level (see Fig.6b).
There ITG driven modes should be stable and cannot explain the enhanced ion energy trans-
port. This happens in the same range, where DTEM theories predict large transport coeffi-
cients. It is questionable, however, whether DTEM give rise to the same level of ion and electron
transport, since neither the absolute values nor the parameter dependences are in agreement
with the experimental results (Fig.6b). Only at higher densities and in regions where elec-
tron transport loses importance, DTEM induced transport can explain absolute values and
parameter dependences of the experimental Xe-

Fm'thermore, we have shown that the lack of a density dependence of L—mode confinement
cannot be explained by an unfavourable shift of the power deposition profile with increasing
density. The absence of a plasma. current scaling of DTEM cannot be reconciled by the as—
sumption, that strongly enhanced transport particularly outside the q=2 surface introduces
an effective q-depeudent plasma radius. RBM theories (enhanced by a neoclassical multiplier)
predict transport at the edge of the right magnitude but with the wrong dependence on density.

In conclusion, energy transport in tokamak plasmas is probably governed by a. variety of
transport processes with changing importance as parameters change.
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Introduction

nf is an Overall measure of the impurity content in a plasma and can be directly derived from
bremsstrahlung emission. It should ideally be close to 1 to minimize both fuel dilution and
radiation losses. Obviously, the type and amount of impurities depend on the wall material and
also on the long term wall conditioning. In this paper we refer to ASDEX divertor discharges
where the main chamber was covered with graphite tiles; we investigate the influence of
uncoated, carbonized and boronized walls on Zeff profiles.

Zeff diagnostics

The detection system of the Nd:YAG laser scattering device is used to measure the
bremsstrahlung along 16 chords in different broad wavelength bands in the near infrared where
line radiation can generally be neglected /1/. Using the simultaneously measured he and Te
profiles we obtain radial Zeff profiles with a spatial resolution of 4 cm. The statistical errors are
mainly caused by the density measurements and vary in the range between 10% on axis and 30%
in the plasma edge.

Carbon and oxygen density profiles and their Zeff contributions are also absolutely measured by
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) during beam injection and are compared
with the results from bremsstrahlung measurements.

Experimental results and discussion

Zeff profiles are analyzed for different wall coatings and heating methods. The influence of the
different wall conditions on Zeff on axis is clearly demonstrated in Fig.1 for standard ohmic
discharges ( n—e = 3 x 1019 m-3, Ip = 0.32 MA, at = 2.17 T, q3 = 3.3 ). There is a strong
reduction in Zeff from the uncoated to the boronized vacuum vessel. With each new boronization
the central Zeff was reduced and reached 1 after the last boronization (bor 7) which was done in a
gas mixture of 90% He and 10% B2H6. The effectiveness of the boron layer is maintained over a
long operation period; after about 1000 plasma discharges Zeff increases to about 1.3. The
increase of Zcff is faster when strong additional heating is frequently applied (her 5).

The reduction of Zeff due to boronizati‘on is observed over the whole plasma radius. Close to the
separatrix Zeff is about 3 in stand ohmic discharges which is considerably less than for non-
boronized walls. At higher densities (E; > 4.5 x 1019m'3) the boundary ZfiS even less than 2.
The improvement in Zeff correlates well with the rise of the density limit. In the presence of
boronized walls low Zeff values over the whole plasma cross section were also observed with
ICRH, LH and neutral beam injection, both in the L- and H-mode. ln long pulse (up to 3.5 s)
ELMy H-mode plasmas, stationary Zeff profiles with values close to 2 have been measured /2/.
As an example of the improvement of Zeff in an auxiliary heated plasma Fig. 2 shows the power
dependence of the central Zeff in a LH -.heated plasma (HE = 3 x 1019m'3) before and after
boronization. During LH operation the increase of Zcff is halved from values between 3 and 6
(non—boronized) to 1.5 and 3 (boronized), resulting in improved current drive efficiency.
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Impurity profiles

For uncoated graphite walls, a relatively high impurity level is found leading to a significant

dilution of the hydrogen plasma. Under these conditions the main metallic impurity is Cu which

is sputtered from the neutralizer plates in the divertor. It turns out, however, that for medium and

high densities (if; > 2.5 x 1019 m‘3) the contribution of Cu to Zeff can be neglected. Zeff is

determined by low Z impurities (0 and C). Typical impurity mixes for uncoated and boronized

wall conditions of neutral beam heated plasmas (L-mode) are shown in Fig.3. Densities of fully

stripped oxygen and carbon ions were obtained by CXRS with an absolutely calibrated detection

system /3/.

Under uncoated conditions oxygen is the main impurity ion having about twice the Zeff

contribution of carbon. The Zeff profile obtained from the bremsstrahlung measurement and the

profile constructed from the (fully ionized) carbon and oxygen contributions agree very well.

With boronization, the oxygen content is reduced by a factor of 7. The carbon concentration is

also reduced b a factor slightly greater than 2. The Zeff profile obtained from the contributions

of 08+ and C + has now smaller values in comparison with the bremsstrahlung values. The gap

may originate from the contribution of boron to Zeff, which could not be measured directly.

Impurity accumulation

Impurity accumulation in high confinement regimes with peaked electron density profiles (pellet

injection and counter NI — heating) is observed under different wall conditions. In non-boronized

cases it has been shown that metallic impurities accumulate whereas low Z impurities which

mainly determine Zeff do not exhibit such a clear tendency /5/. Zeff profiles show only slight

peaking towards the plasma centre. With boronization, however, a more pronounced peaking of

Zeff is observed. Fig.4 shows for example impurity accumulation after repetetive pellet injection.

Both, Zeff on axis as compared to the half radius value and the soft x—ray signal give clear

evidence for accumulation. The proton density profile which can be derived from the measured

Zeff profile /4/ is still peaked. For counter beam injection (Fig.5) the peaking of Zeff is even

stronger leading to a strong dilution of hydrogen in the plasma centre and a nearly complete

flattening of the proton profile /4/. To understand the differences in the accumulation behaviour in

presence of non»boronized and boronized walls one has to realize that with boronization metallic

impurities are suppressed and oxygen is reduced. In this case we find an accumulation of light

impurities which was possibly prevented by the accumulation of metallic impurities under non—

boronized conditions. A further hint for this explanation is provided by CXRS showing an even

stronger peaking of oxygen as compared to carbon in the accumulation phase. If neon (Z = 10) is

puffed into the discharge the peaking of the oxygen is reduced. This behaviour suggests an

interpretation in terms of multispecies interaction in such a manner that heavier elements tend to

expel the light ones from the central region /5/.
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CURRENT RAMP EXPERIMENTS ()N THE ASDEX TOKAMAK

H. Murmann , U. Stroth and the ASDEX — and N] teams

Max—Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, D-8046 Garching, FRG, EURATOM Association

Abstract

The confinement behaviour of an L—mode plasma in ASDEX is studied under transient
conditions, when the total plasma current is changed on a time scale comparable to the energy
confinement time. The investigation reveals a decoupling of the conductivity — from the current
density profile and shows that the scaling laws derived for steady state conditions can not. be
applied. The analysis of the total energy content of the plasma constituents reveals srrnrlar
temporal behaviour.While the current density diffuses on a time scale determined by the
plasma resistivity , the loss of thermal energy is delayed until the central confinement region is
affected within the q = l flux surface; this is correlated with a sudden change in the sawtooth
frequency and the shape of the electron temperature profiles. When the current is ramped
down, the total energy on the other hand begins to drop slightly earlier; it is also remarkable
that the electron energy exchange across the plasma radius due to sawtooth action occurs
almost simultaneously on a time scale much shorter than skin time or energy confinement
time. The observed delay of the electron energy change indicated by the temperature profiles
depends on whether the current is ramped down or up. In the latter case the response of the
central electron temperature occurs much faster although the central q—value hm: not altered
yet. The current ramp experiments exhibit an interesting tool for clarifying the different
properties and confinement physics of the plasma boundary as compared to the hot core.

Introduction

The transport of thennal energy across the magnetic fieldlines is influenced by the shape of the
current density profile. Thus the profiles of the electron — and ion temperature and density are
controlled by the safety factor (13- An additional constraint must exist to explain the resilience
of the electron temperature profile and its insensitivity to the change of plasma parameters
other than the ratio of toroidal magnetic field over plasma current. This has been studied
previously /1/ by showing that the current density profile cannot be proportional to Te3/2 (r)
in a transient case where the total current is changing in time. A peculiar effect is the fact, that
the change of the total energy of the plasma is delayed considerably against the current (or qa—)
change, when the current is ramped down. The delay is shorter however in the opposite case,
when the current is ramped up. This can be observed on all traces of the electron and ion
temperature vs. time (see fig.2) ; the onset of the Te drop (left picture) moves inward with
time from the plasma boundary (lower trace) to the center r = 0 according to the diffusion
process of the current density shown in fig 4 (top right). The TC profiles remain almost
constant in shape but have the same tendency as the j(r) - profiles : at the beginning of the
current ramp there is a small Te disturbance that diffuses inward with time; the amplitude of
this disturbance is very small, however, and seems to be leveled out by some superior
constraint. In the opposite case, when the current is ramped up, the Te profiles react much
quicker, as seen in fig.2 (right). The development of the profiles is masked by the activity of
sawteeth, however, which propagate much faster across the plasma and cannot be resolved by
the 16 ms time resolution of the laser system. The mechanism, responsible for sawtooth
propagation, is obviously of a different nature and not restricted to diffusion processes. A
possible explanation for this different behaviour during ramp up - or down, is the
development of the current density in these two cases especially in the plasma boundary
region, leading to a very different deposition of ohmic power and heating close to the
separatrix thus causing the different delay times described above. These early experimental
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data do not allow a clear separation of the electrons from the ions. For this reason these
current ramp experiments have been repeated with more diagnostic equipment to be able to
distinguish between the energy transport phenomena through the electron and the ion loss
channel.

The current ramp experiments

The purpose of the experiment was to establish a stationary beam heated plasma in the L -
regime with 2 different plasma current levels, separated by a short transition phase in which
the current is altered. Discharges with a negative and positive current ramp are shown in fig. 1
to 3, The electron temperature and density profiles are measured with NsAG Thomson
scattering every 16.7 ms, the ion temperature profiles were measured by active and passive
charge exchange diagnostic equipment /2/ before, during and after the current ramp, when
the plasma has resumed a stationary state again. The line averaged density has been kept
constant during the discharge. The thermal energy of the plasma was calculated from the
measured Te , he and Ti profiles (see fig 2,3,4). An analysis has been carried out with the
TRANS? code, revealing a slight difference between the temporal behaviour of the ion and
electron thermal energy content shown in fig. 5. There is a small discrepancy between the
calculated total energy Etot = BC + E1 and the diamagnetic signal Edia, but one can see the
tendency that the ion energy Ei begins to drop earlier than the electron energy Be. This
indicates that the loss of confinement is initiated by the ions - the electrons react with a delay
typically of the order of skin time , about 0.1 sec for the L—regime in ASDEX. Rarnping the
current down, reduces the ion temperature by a constant additive value at all radii , while the
electron temperatures are reduced by a constant factor, leaving the profile shape unchanged
(fig 4) . Thus the ions in the outer plasma region seem to be responsible for the energy loss at
the beginning of the transition phase, while the electrons begin to contribute not before the
plasma centre is affected by the current transition. The change of the central ion temperature
derived from the neutron diagnostic /3/ is also delayed by typically one resistive time
constant. A consequence of the delay of the total energy content against the plasma current is a

overshooting of the [3P trace vs. time immediately after the rzunp down phase. In the case of a
positive current ramp this overshooting is much smaller indicating a shorter delay time
between total energy and plasma current.

Summary

- the conductivity profile is decoupled from the electron temperature profile; the shape
ofTe(r) has the tendency to follow j(r) but deviates only little from its normal shape. A
small Te disturbance diffuses radially inward on a resistive time scale;

- the change of energy begins in the outer plasma region with the ions; the electrons
contribute little at the beginning of a transient phase;

- the change of confinement of the bulk plasma occurs synchronously with that of the inner
plasma core after a considerable delay against the current change.

References
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Introduction

RF power in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) has been chosen as the
primary heating technique for BPX. This decision is based on the wide success of ICRF
heating in existing experiments (JET, TFTR, JT—GO), the capability of ion cyclotron
waves to penetrate the high—density plasmas of BPX, the ability to concentrate ICRF
power deposition near the plasma center, and the ready availability of high-power
sources at the appropriate frequency. The primary task of the ICRF system is to heat
the plasma to ignition. However, other important roles are envisaged; these include
the stabilization of sawteeth, preheating of the plasma during current ramp-up, and
possible control of the plasma current profile by means of fast-wave current drive. We
give a brief overview of the RF system, describe the operating scenarios planned for
BPX, and discuss some of the antenna design issues for BPX.

Overview of the RF System

The RF system will provide at least 20 MW coupled to the plasma throughout
the frequency range 50—100 MHz for pulses at least 15 5 long. This is to be provided
by 16 power sources having a power capability of at least 2 MW per unit at 82 MHZ.
Quick frequency change operation will be provided in two frequency bands centered at
82 MHz and 54.7 MHz, with operation at any frequency in the tuning range available
upon reconfiguration of the tuning system.

* Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, U.S. Department of Energy,
under contract DE—ACO5-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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The antenna will be of a ‘hybrid’ design with the current straps and feeders inserted
through a port, while the Faraday shield assembly will be mounted on the vacuum
vessel wall from inside the device (Figure 1). The rationale for this is to maximize
the radiating area of the antenna by permitting the electrically active, current strap
components to fill the port area. This optimizes the k“ spectrum within the limitations
of port size but allows removal of the electrical assembly through the port for ease of
remote maintenance. There are four current straps (a 2 X 2 array) in each antenna
unit and a total of four antenna units. Each current strap is grounded at the center
and driven at top and bottom by coaxial transmission lines. The Faraday shield is
a single—layer, open design (33% optical transparency) which is passively cooled. The
material is high-conductivity carbon-carbon tiles, mechanically attached to Inconel rod.
For an estimated ‘worst-case’ specific antenna loading resistance of 8.3 fl/m (discussed
in section 4) the maximum RF voltage in the system for 20 MW of coupled power is
33 kV.

ICRF Heating Scenarios

The standard operating scenario for bulk heating at full toroidal field (B0 = 8.1 T)
is to use 3He minority heating in a bulk plasma consisting of 50750 deuterium—tritium
(D—T) at p ~ 82 MHz. As the bulk plasma beta rises, direct second harmonic heating
of the T component, which coincides with the 3He resonance, takes over. At the high
densities employed on BPX, and because of the enhanced collisionality of 3Hez‘l', strong
tail fonnation is not expected. This will result in bulk heating of the background ions
rather than electrons. With the high plasma current of BPX, confinement of tail popu—
lations is not expected to be an issue in any case, but it will certainly not be important
for 3He. Because the wave power propagates essentially radially inward from the an
tenna and since density gradients provide an additional refractive focusing, the wave
energy and subsequent absorption are concentrated near the plasma center. Radial pro—
files of power deposition in each species as calculated by the ORION 2D full—wave code1
Show that the heating is indeed centrally peaked with most of the power deposited in
the 3He and T components. The singlespass absorption/reflection/transmission/mode-
conversion has been calculated using a 1D full wavescode.2 Even at the modest density
and temperature of start-up conditions (718(0) : 1.8 X 101‘1 cm'3,T€ = T,- = 4 keV),
the single—pass absorption is N 60% for Wide = 1.5%. At 2/3 field (B0 : 5.4 T),
two heating modes are available, minority 3He at fRF N 54.7 MHz and minority H at
fRF ~ 82 MHz.

Additional RF scenarios will be employed for special purposes such as heating
during the pre—activation phase of BPX using 3H6 in H or 4He majority plasmas at
fRF ~ 54.7 MHz, offsaxis heating during the BT ramp, fundamental D heating in DT
plasmas at fHF ~ 61.5 MHZ, high-trequency minority H heating at far? ~ 123 MHz,
and fast—wave current drive at low field.

Antenna Design Issues

Plasma physics has an impact on ICRF antenna design in two primary areas: an—
tenna loading resistance and Faraday shield design. For a given antenna design with
specified voltage limits, the power that can be coupled to the plasma per antenna is
proportional to the antenna load resistance. This quantity can vary over a wide range
depending on antenna design and is particularly sensitive to details of the plasma den
sity profile. Therefore, considerable effort has been invested in using the Oak Ridge
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recessed antenna modeling code RANT3 to determine the ‘worst-case’ density profiles,
determining loading for these profiles, and investigating the sensitivity of loading to
variations around these difficult profiles. It is known that ICRF loading typically drops
during the transition from L-mode to H-mode and that H-mode density profiles tend
to be very, flat with steep gradients just inside the separatrix and with low plasma
density in‘ the scrape—off region. To model this we use the piecewise linear model shown
in Figure 2. At relevant densities, loading is a decreasing function of volume—average
density, a decreasing function of profile steepness, A —> 0, and an increasing function
of scrape-off length, A..

Figure 3 shows loading versus A for a high—density case near the Greenwald limit
(712) : 4.4 X 1020 m‘3 for various values of separatrix location (i, and AP In all cases
the density at the separatrix is taken as 10% of the peak density. The current straps
are driven out of phase (dipole phasing). It is clear that the critical issue is loading
at the highest volume—average density, with steep profiles (A ~ 0) and with very little
plasma in the scrape-off layer. Therefore, the reference profile for specification of the
RF system is taken as the ‘Worst case’ of a flat density profile, A = 0, with no scrape
off plasma, A, : 0. We see that at the nominal separatrix location, d, : 4 cm, the
minimum loading is 8.3 fl/m. This value must be reduced by an end effect factor of
0.92 as obtained by sealing from measurements on the TFTR antenna.

Another important consideration in antenna design is minimization of ICRF-related
impurities. Theoretical modeling and correlation of calculations with experiment have
indicated that local ICRF impurity generation is dominated by energetic ion impacts
caused by enhanced, RF—driven sheaths.4 The BPX Faraday shield design makes use
of the principles of impurity minimization indicated by this work. In particular, the
front surfaces of the shield blades are made of carbon, a low-Z material with self-
sputtering yield < 1 at all energies with normal incidence; the shield blades are tilted
and contoured to minimize the RF magnetic flux linkage of field lines that intercept the
shield structure; limiters will be strategically placed to minimize the plasma density
near the Faraday shield; and the system has sufficient loading resistance to permit full
coupling power with dipole phasing of the current straps.

Conclusion

The heating scenarios planned for BPX are those commonly used on existing exw
periments (3He and H minority). Adequate single-pass absorption is expected with
quite small minority concentrations (naHe S 1.0%) for minimal fuel dilution. The RF
system design is conservative from a voltage/loading standpoint and makes use of the
latest understanding of impurity influx physics.
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RADIATION ASYMMETRIES OF ASDEX DIVERTOR DISCHARGES
CLOSE TO THE DENSITY LIMIT

E.R. Muller, K.T. Hartinger, H. Niedermeyer, A. Stabler and the ASDEX—Team

Max-Planck—Institut ftir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, D—8046 Garching, Germany

The understanding and control of plasma edge radiation rs important for the realization and
stabilization of a cold layer at the plasma edge for fusion reactors. Plasma edge radiation and
its asymmetries such as the phenomenon of Marfes also influence the density limit (DL) of
tokamak discharges/ l, 2, 3 /. This paper presents investigations of radiation asymmetries
of ohmically heated D2 discharges in ASDEX close to the DL. This includes discharges in
the original DV-I and the new DV—H divertor configuration / 4 /, with uncoated and with
boronized vessel walls.

_ . . l r
In order to study radiation asymmetries, the already existing horizontally viewing l9-bolo-
meter array on ASDEX has been extended by further arrays with 24 more bolometers under
different viewing angles in the poloidal plane (Fig. 1). With the new diagnostic equipment,
local radiation emission can be determined two—dimensionally as a function of radius and
poloidal angle. For data analysis, the one-dimensional treatment by Abel—inversion has been
replaced by a two—dimensional tomographic method. The soft X~ray tomography code / 5 /
had to be adapted to the specific requirements of bolometry, because bolometry deals with
radiation profiles which are peaked at the plasma edge and exhibit asymmetries at the edge.
D . I . . I l I E I . .
In ASDEX, the density limit (DL) is determined in discharges where the line—integrated
density fie is linearly ramped up by feedback controlled gas puffing (Fig. 2). The DL is
defined as the maximum obtainable Hc value before the discharge disrupts. The Hugill dia—
gram in Fig. 3 shows that, with regard to the DL in ASDEX, we have to distinguish be—
tween low—qa and high-qa discharges. At qa < 2.6, the BL is determined by MHD instabil-
ities and we get a DL minimum at qa = 2.1 (with boronization). At (13 > 2.6, the DL is a limit
to edge density / 6/ and we observe the expected linear increase of the DL with 1/qa.

In ASDEX, at qa > 3 the DL is preceded by the formation of a Marfe. A Marfe is a cold
cloud of edge plasma at the plasma inside boundary with locally enhanced plasma density
and radiation emission / 7 /. Usually, in ASDEX (the discharge with q3 = 3.0 in Fig. 2 is a
typical example) the Marfe lasts very shortly and leads to an unstable discharge. Therefore, it
makes sense to define the Marfe Limit (MaL) as that critical density fie where the Marfe starts
to develop, i.e. when main chamber radiation RAD begins to rise steeply. The Hugill dia-
gram of Fig. 3 compares the MaL and the DL of ohmic D2 discharges in DV-ll configuration
with boronized walls.

The MaL is reached when the CHI-line emission (977 A), which is related to the divertor
plasma temperature, after a continuous fall during the density built—up has dropped to almost
zero intensity and when the Du signal in the divertor has saturated (Fig. 2). This means that
a cold and dense plasma has established in the divertor chambers. Prior to the MaL, fie and
RAD start to increase stronger than linearly. Close to the MaL, RAD is typically about 40 %
of the heating power. The major fraction of the plasma energy losses is still guided into the
divertor chambers, as can be seen from the divertor radiation signal DIV.
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Bolometer tomography reveals that discharges at fie values below the MaL devolop signifi—
cant radiation asymmetries (Fig. 4). The angular distribution of radiation in the poloidal
plane exhibits an r1121 component with radiation enhancement at the outer plasma edge and
an m=2 component with radiation enhancement at the top and bottom of the plasma edge
close to the X—points. Since the bottom half of the plasma radiates about 15 % more than the
top half, there is a pronounced down/up radiation asymmetry.

Even at he levels far below the MaL, the degree of down/up asymmetry grows approxima-
tely linearly with is (Fig. 5). But, when fie approaches the MaL the increase of the asym-
metry degree with fie roughly doubles. Then, the bolometrlc chord-intensity at 32 cm plasma
radius through the bottom plasma becomes 70 % larger than the corresponding upper one.
Bolometer tomography locates the local radiation enhancement at the bottom of the plasma
inside the separattix at a = 40 cm and around the entire toroidal circumference. Though it is
observed in the plasma interior, the asymmetry is associated with the X—points, because the
asymmetry vanishes when the plasma is shifted vertically away from the lower X—point and
Vice versa.

Mantras
Only with boronized walls and at extremely high qa values of about 6.0, ASDEX discharges
develop quasi-stationary Marfes (Fig. 6). During the Marfe, fig3 continues to grow over more
than 1 s and reaches much higher r‘ic values (at the DL) than in the pre-Marfe phase (at the
MaL). The transition into the Marfe phase occurs suddenly and is characterized by a steep
rise of main chamber radiation RAD and a sharp drop of the energy flow into the divertor, as
indicated by the divertor radiation signal DIV.

At the MaL of ohmic D2 discharges, RAD does usually not exceed 45 % of the heating
power input POH- During the Marfe and at the DL, RAD attains values up to 75 %. This
value is obtained by bolometer tomography and thus corrected for poloidal radiation asym-
metries (Fig. 7). Radiation losses during the Marie are not 100 % as reported from other
tokamaks/ 8/. During the Marfe, divertor radiation DIV is more than halved, but remains at
about 10 % of POH-

Malena
At qa > 3, the density limit (DL) is usually preceded by a Marfe. At the onset of the Marfe,
the Marfe limit (MaL), main chamber radiation RAD is about 40 % of the heating power.
During the Marfe, RAD reaches about 75 % and there is still a significant energy flow into
the divertor. With boronized walls and only at very high qa (q‘.l = 6.0), the Marfe can be
quasi—stationary.

At the MaL, RAD is enhanced over the linear scaling with 50 which is observed at r‘tc values
far below the MaL. The over~propottional rise of RAD can be correlated quantitatively to a
local radiation enhancement at the bottom of the plasma close to the lower X—point.

The DL of discharges with Marfe is in agreement with our understanding of the DL as an
edge density limit / 6 /. Enhanced radiation power losses in the main chamber due to the
Marfe reduce the heat flow into the scrape off layer. This results in a decrease of plasma
edge density / 9 / and a peaking of the n<5 profile / 10/. Hence, during the Marfe (at the DL)
higher fie values are reached than before the Marfe (at the MaL).

n
/ l / H. Niedermeyer, et al., Contr. Fus. and Plasma Phys. (Proc. 11th Europ. Conf.

Aachen, 1983) Vol. 7D, Part 1, European Physical Society (1983) p. 43.
/2/ ER. Miiller, et al., DRFC Report EUR-CEA-FC-l403 (Proc. of the Sat. Workshop

of the 9th Int. Conf. on Plasma Surface Interactions), Cadarache (1990) p. 117.
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF OHMIC AND ECR HEATED TOKAMAK
PLASMAS IN RTP
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NJ. Lopes Cardozo, A.C. Maas, B.Ph. van Milligen, A.A.M. Oomens, R.W. Polman,
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POM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica 'Rijnhuizen'. Association EURATOM-FOM, P.O. Box 1207,

3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

W
The Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project RTP is dedicawd to the study of transport processes in

tokamaks. In addition to the examination of steady state conditions of plasmas with ohmic and
intense additional heating, a large effort will be made to study the evolution of relevant plasma
parameters in time and space during transient states. Theoretical transport models will be
compared to experimental findings. In this paper we present an overview of the main results
obtained in the first year of physics operation with ECR heating from a single gyrotron. The
diagnostics presently operational are a movable, single-point Thomson scattering system [1], a
19—chord interferometer [2], two ECE detection systems (radiometer and polychromator) [3, 4],
SXR pulse height analysis, a neutral particle analyser, HXR- and visible light monitors.
magnetics, and a 9-point measurement of the single-pass transmitted ECR power [5].

E rim ' ‘ n
The tokamak has a stainless steel vessel with dimensions R0 = 0.72 m, to = 0.23 m and a

poloidal carbon limiter, usually at a radius of 0.164 m. The maximum toroidal field is 2.4 T,
1p S 250 kA and the discharge duration is of the order of 250 ms. Conditioning of the first wall
is done by prolonged baking (T S 150 0C) and standard glow- and pulse discharge cleaning
techniques yielding Zeff = 2 - 3. Some of the results have been obtained with Zeff = 1 - 2 after
boronization of the vacuum vessel with B(CH3)3. Reproducible breakdown is achieved by

using a short (up to 10 ms) ECR pulse. The results reported in this paper have been obtained in
hydrogen plasmas with <ne> = (0.5 - 3).1019 m‘3, Ip = 40 - 120 kA and in the ohmic phase
<I‘c > = (0.4 - 0.6) keV. The electron drift direction is anti-parallel to the toroidal field.
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A single Varian pulse-type gyrotron (60 GHz, 100 ms) is used as a microwave source. It

has been operated at various levels of output power PECR- The transmission line is connected
to a launcher, an open circular wave guide with inner diameter of 63.5 mm. The TH“ O—mode

is launched in the mid-plane perpendicular to the toroidal field from the low field side. Opposite

the launcher is a smooth roof-shaped mirror at an angle of 8° from perpendicular The mode

purity is = 90%, the overall power loss in the transmission line'rs~~ 15%, and the vacuum

FWHM'ls == 3 cm in the centre of the vessel, resulting in a power density 5 40 MW/m3.

Results
The single-pass transmitted power has been measured with a decreasing toroidal field during

the ECR pulse for several values of ne anl during the flat top of the discharge. This has

revealed a pronounced minimum in transmission, when the resonance is located near the

magnetic axis and a smaller minimum with resonance off axis [5]. The plasma behaviour for

central resonance has been investigated in more detail. One of the most striking characteristics is

the high value (up to 4 keV) of Te on axis. As shown in Fig. 1, Te decreases with increasing “e

from the lowest values obtained to cut-off. It is found that Te(0) is nearly independent from

PECR over the range 60-180 kW. The Te-values are confirmed by the SXR—PHA diagnostic.

By comparing Te-profiles at different levels of PECR it is seen that the profiles are almost

identical (Fig. 2). The profiles are sharply peaked with gradients up to 50 keV/m inside r/a =

0.25, while further out the increase is less but still significant The large spread in data points,

which is limited to the central region, is also seen by the central channel of the radiometer.

Thomson measurements of Te(0) as a function of time reveal that the peak values are reached
within 1 ms for PECR = 180 kW and within =‘ 5 ms for PECR = 60 kW. Off axis (r = 4.5 cm)

the increase is much slower. In contrast herewith ECE measurements suggest that the central

heating occurs in less than 50 us, which is confirmed by the time behaviour of the transmitted

power.
The typical time evolution of the ne-profile is illustrated in Fig. 3. It is seen that during the

ECR pulse the profile becomes fiat (often even hollow) in the centre and much broader.

Compared to the ohmic phase the total number of particles increases. The density pump-out in

the centre decreases with increasing ne and POH-

C nfin m n si
A power balance analysis has been performed using an adapted version of the SNAP

transport code from Princeton. The measured input parameters are 1p, V1, PECR’ Tc(r) from

Thomson scattering, and ne(r) from Thomson scattering and interferometry. It is assumed that

B/Bt = 0 and Ti = 0.7 T6 in the ohmic phase (which is confirmed by preliminary NPA
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measurements). The code calculates the ohmic power density P0H(r) based on nmlassical
resistivity, and the classical ion-electron term Pain"). At present a gaussian PECR (r) is
assumed. The energy confinement time 1:13 is calculated from the total stored kinetic energy W
and the total input power, and the effective electron thermal diffusivity is calculated by
Xe = - qe (ne VTe)'1. This yields typical values of Xe s: 2 m2/s (ohmic) and Xe a 4 mZ/s
(ECRH phase). In ohmically heated plasmas 13 is proportional to “e and is consistent with the
Goldston ohmic scaling law (Fig. 4). For ECR heated discharges with <ne> = (0.8 - 1.5).1019
m’3 anl = 60 kA, IE improves by 2 50% if 60 kW ECR is applied. It is interesting to note
that although the total input power is almost constant, a much largerW is confined. Increasing
PECR up to 180 kW does not change the value of W appreciably. The calculated value for m is
confirmed by measuring W(t) after switching off the ECR power.

Qonclusions
Effective ECR heating is found for power deposition inside r/a = 0.15. In general, our

observations on the heated plasmas are in agreement with those reported earlier by ac. 'IFR,
PDX, and TEXT [6]. New to our knowledge are the observations: - the modification in Tc(r)
and in the total stored energy content are independent from PECR? - replacing part of the POH by
PECR without changing the total power improves the confinement.
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The authors are indebted to MC. Zamstorff (Princeton) for making the SNAP code

available and to H.G. Esser(KFA—Jfi1ich) for the advice and assistance rendered with the

boronization. This work was performed under the Euratom-FOM association agreement with
financial support from NWO and Euratom.
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DIFFUSION OF SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRONS MEASURED BY
MEANS OF ECRH AND 2ND HARMONIC ECE O-MODE.

B.C. Schokker, R.J.E. Jaspers. NJ. Lopes Cardozo, and RTP-team

FOM-lnstiruut voor Plasmafysica "Rijnhuizen", Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Introduction
In the study of anomalous transport in thermonuclear plasmas, the diffusion of suprathermal
electrons deserves special attention. From certain energies onward electrons are effectively
collisionless, and therefore follow the field lines. Thus, they can be used to probe the
stochasticity of the magnetic field structure. For high energy, electrons are eventually
insensitive to magnetic stochasticity as their curvature B-drift becomes larger than the radial
correlation length of the turbulence. Hence, by studying the confinement of collisionless
electrons in different energy ranges, both the level of magnetic turbulence and the radial
correlation length can be established.

A study of the confinement of suprathermal electrons has been reported by Kwon et
al, who used measurements of hard X-ray in ASDEXU]. This study focussed on runaway
electrons in the MeV—range, creawd in the start-up phase of the discharge.

In this paper, we concentrate on the transport of suprathermal electrons with an
energy of a few times Te. The advantages of this approach are that a) the curvature B-drift of
these electrons is small, so that the transport is sensitive to small scale magnetic turbulence,
and b) as we shall show, a local study of the diffusion of these electrons can be made using
ECE spectroscopy.

We describe experiments performed in the RTP tokamak, in which ECRH O—tnode
was launched from the low-field side. In this way, a population of suprathermals in the
center of the plasma is almost instantaneously raised in perpendicular energy. This population
is diagnosed by ECE with a grating polychromator in the optically thin 2nd harmonic 0-
mode.

E x pe ri m e n t
The experiments were done in the RTP tokamak (R0: 0.72 m, a: 0.165 m, pulse length >
250 ms) with 137: 2.14 T, 60 kA <11, < 90 kA, ne(0) = 1.7103 1019 m‘3. ECR power was
launched in O—mode from the low field side (60 GHz, 180 kW, < 100 ms pulse length). The
ECR power is deposited in the center of the plasma, and single pass absorption was near
100% [2]. ECE spectroscopy was performed using a 6—channe1 grating polychromator for
2nd harmonic‘O-mode, and a 20-channel heterodyne receiver for 2nd harmonic X—rnode.
Other diagnostics included a l9-chord interferometer, Thomson scattering, soft X-ray
spectroscopy, transmitted ECR-power measurements and magnetics. In the ohmic phase
Te(0) = 0.7 keV, in the ECR-heated phase the central temperature rises to Te(0) == 2 keV (see
Fig. 1) .
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Fig.2 shows the evolution of the ECE intensities at frequencies > 120 GHz, i.e.
corresponding to positions at the high field side of the magnetic axis. In the ohmic phase of
the discharge the O—mode emission shows a constant intensity, attributed to scrambled X-
mode radiation. Upon switch—on of the ECRH, the X—mode emission increases rapidly
(within <4 ms) in all channels, to typically 2 times the ohmic level, due to the plasma heating.
The fast heating is corroborated by Thomson scattering studies. The O—mode emission shows
a similar fast-increase in the channel which is tuned to the resonance layer. For higher
frequencies it also shows an initial fast rise, but it continues to increase at a lower rate for
several milliseconds after the X-mode has reached a constant level. The interesting feature of
this second phase is that the rise time is a function of the frequency: the higher the frequency,
the slower the increase.

Interpretation and modelling
Whereas the initial fast rise of the O-mode intensity can be explained by the increase of the X—
mode emission, the slow second rise phase must have a different origin. A likely explanation
is that the emission is due to suprathermal electrons which have acquired a large
perpendicular velocity from the ECRH in the center of the plasma. The slower rise for higher
frequency. corresponding to a larger distance from the resonance zone, is then attributed to a
diffusion proces. Within this interpretation, a diffusion coefficient for the suprathermal
electrons can be derived from the time lag of the increase between different measuring
channels.

The energy of the suprathermal population can be estimated roughly from the
consideration that the strong O-mode emission must be induced by the absorption of ECRH
radiation. This puts an upper limit to the energy of roughly ten times Te. For this type of
discharge, in the ECR heated phase, the soft X-ray spectrum shows a non-thermal tail at
energies above 15 keV, in agreement with this estimation (see Fig.3). A lower limit is given
by the slowing down time: only electrons with sufficient energy can be observed in the 0—
mode and can retain their energy for the typical diffusion time of a few ms observed.

For this class of electrons, the curvature B—drift is = 0.1 cm, so that the diffusion of
these electrons is sensitive to small scale magnetic turbulence. The frequency down-shift for
these energies (=l-2 cm) is of the order of the fiequency resolution of the polychromator so
that the localisation of the emission is not much affected

A simple model assuming a constant source of suprathermals on the axis, and solving
the diffusion equation in cylindrical geometry with zero population at the limiter, qualitatively
reproduces the trends in the data. Fig.4 shows a fit to the data obtained with this model using
a diffusion coefficient D = 0.5 mz/s for the suprathermal electrons, comparable to the
diffusion coefficient for thermal electrons. Although a reasonable agreement with the
measurements is obtained, we stress that this is a preliminary result, and that more
measurements and modelling is required to come to a reliable estimate of D.

D i sc u ss i o n
With the method proposed in this paper it is in principle possible to study the diffusion of
electrons in an interesting energy range for transport studies. Through the use of ECRH and
the possibilty to diagnose the transport of the suprathermals locally, well defined experiments
can be set up. The interpretation will require much more sophisticated modelling of the
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transport in both real space and velocity space. Efforts in this direction are presently being
undertaken. Another effect not discussed here is that during ECRH both the critical field and
the actual electric field are changed, which can affect the production of suprathermal
electrons. This implies that the diffusive model discussed above gives an overestimate of D.
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SIMULATIONS OF on EFFECTS IN TFTR D-T EXPERIMENTS
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. Experiments with DT are planned for TFI‘R to study plasma conditions near

breakeven and to study effects of fusion or particles. The discharges which should

show the largest effects from the a’s are those with a high D-T fusion rate (the or pro-

duction rate), with a long slowing-down time for the (1's, and with a high plasma cur-

rent to confine the a's as they thermalize.

Simulations of D-T plasmas in TFl'Fl have been performed with the TRANSP

transport code.1 The Monte-Carlo beam-ion calculation was recently extended to

include fusion products. The or sources, orbits, slowing down, and heating of the

thermal plasma can be calculated. Not included in the TRANSP 0L simulation are

charge exchange. accumulation of the thermalized (1‘s, or collisional coupling with

other fast ion populations (D+ and T“).
The simulations considered here are derived from a supershot in deuterium

(#55851). This supershot was selected since it had a current high enough (1.6 MA)

for good a confinement, a very high central Te (12.5 keV) for low electron drag,

maintained a high neutron rate for a long duration, and extensive diagnostic

measurements. The major and minor radii were Fl=2.45 m and a=0.8 m, with a tor-

oidal field of 5.1 T. and q (a) = 5.5.

Two simulations are discussed. The first is a D-T equivalent of the actual

deuterium supershot and the second is an extrapolation to higher neutral beam in-

jection (NBI) power. For both simulations, the D:T ratio of the initial plasma and of

the DO and TO NBI were assumed to be 50:50. For the D-T equivalent, the mea-

sured ne, Te, Ti' and rotation profiles were taken directly from the shot #55851,

along with the measured Zeff' NBI powers. voltages, and full and half energy frac-

tions. For the extrapolation, the NBl power was increased from the actual 24.6 MW

to 35 MW with beam voltages increased to 120 keV. The electron temperature was
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scaled up 10%, the electron density and ion temperature by 20%, the plasma current

by 25%, and Zeff was scaled down as 1/ne.

Results from the D-T equivalent simulation are summarized in the Figures. The

fusion yields were OUT = 0.23 for the D-T equivalent and 0.40 for the extrapolation.

The D-T equivalent simulation is conservative in several respects. Since actual

measured profiles were used, the simulation does not include mechanisms which

might increase the yield. If there is an improvement of confinement in D-T plasmas

due, say, to species scaling, then the increased temperatures or ion densities would

improve the yield. Also on heating will increase Te' Dilution of the D and T may be

overestimated in the simulation due to the assumption that there is only one impurity

species.

The extrapolation should be obtainable when the D-T experiments are done in

TFTR, due to the accumulation of more operating experience, better heating

(increasing the beam powers or voltages, or adding lCFlH), and better wall condition-

ing to control Zeff'

Even in the extrapolated simulation. the heating from the oz's is predicted to be

only marginally observable. The peak values of Ba are 0.3% for the equivalent and

0.9% for the extrapolation. These are large enough that or collective effects such as

the toroidal Allven eigenmode and high—n ballooning instabilities may be observable.

f r n

Reference 1 RJ. Goldston, in Basic Physical Processes of Toroidal Fusion Plasmas

(Proc. Course and Workshop Varenna, 1985) EUR-10418—EN, (CEC, Brussels,

1986) Vol. 1, p. 165.

Eigures

Figure 1 Volume-integrated heating powers versus time. The on heating is

dominated by the beam heating until 4.1 sec. and then by the Ohmic heating.

Figure 2 Components of [5(0) versus time.
Figure 3 D-T fusion reaction rates versus time.

Figure 4 Profile of the D - T neutron emissivities. The profiles are plotted versus ct) E

the square root of the toroidal flux normalized to the value at the plasma boundary.

The value of this variable is very close of the normalized minor radius r/a.

Figure 5 Measured profile of ne, and the computed profiles of ”beam nD, nT, and
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”imp (the impurity was assumed to be carbon).

Figure 6 Profile shapes of the 0. production, density, heating, and [3a.

Figure 7 Ratio of the volume-integrated a heating power to the volume- integrated

power loss rate for electrons and ions separately, and for both. Central ignition

would be indicated when the ratio for the thermal plasma is greater than 1.

Figure 8 Profiles of the Alfven speed and the Alfven frequency, defined as the

Alfven speed / 2 / q /(Fi+r).

Figure 9 Profile of the ratio of the initial or speed and the Alfven speed . This ratio

indicates of the occurrence of toroidal Alfven eigenmode instabilities

Figure 10 Profiles of the or slowing down time and the average 0. energy.
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THE EFFECT OF PASSIVE STABILIZING PLATES ON HIGH B - LOW q
DISRUPTIONS IN PBX-M

M. Okabayashi, R. Bell, M. Chance, H. Fishman, R. Hatcher, R. Kaita, S. Kaye, H. Kugel,
B. LeBlanc, F. Levinton*,l. Manicham, S. Paul, N. Sauthoff, S. Sesnic, and H. Takahashi

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, U.S.A

Introduction

More than 70% of the plasma boundary in PBX-M is surrounded by an aluminum
conducting shell with a thickness of 2.5 cm to stabilize surface MHD modes, especially external
kinks. In this paper, we describe the effect of the passive stabilizing plates on high B - low q
disruptions by measuring the eddy current patterns on the plates with Rogowsld coils mounted
on the passive stabilizer electrical junctions. The study includes (1) an evaluation of the plate
effectiveness by comparing circular plasmas "loosely coupled" to the plates to "tightly coupled"
bean shaped plasmas and (2) an evaluation of the effectiveness of the distance from the passive
stabilizer plate and the plasma surface by comparing the MHD behavior for two configurations
of the passive stabilizer: ”limited poloidal coverage" with L/R time constant = 20 ms and
"extended poloidal coverage“ with UK time constant = 40 ms. The degree of conformity of the
plates relative to the plasma surface should affect the growth of surface MHD modes.

These studies indicate that the duration of the precursor for oscillatory modes prior to the
high B low q disruption was prolonged to = 30 —50 ms (the order of the MR time constant) and
the duration for locked modes was increased = 10-20 ms. However, simultaneous excitation
of n21 and n=2 modes occurred l-2 ms before the thermal collapse and led to the total
disruption. This fmal phase is still under investigation.

connection bars.

1.0 ..
Passive stabilizing plates '

0.8
PBX-M passive stabilizers are poloidally

segmented into 5 elements, as shown in Fig. l 0.6
for a high B equilibrium configuration, with
one break in the toroidal direction[l, 2]. A 40 0-4
cm separation exists between the top and
bottom “hockey stick plates“ (the plates closest E 0-2 =
to the mid-plane on the outboard side near R : £3 , .
1.8 m) to provide physical access for NBI and E 0‘0 -
horizontal midplane diagnostics. In order to t: 0 2 5
allow helical eddy current flow from the top 7 ‘ ’
plate to the bottom plate, 10 electrical 70 4
connection bars are located between the ‘
hockey sticks, every 36 degrees in the toroidal _0 6
direction. Induced eddy currents are measured ‘
by Rogowski coils mounted on these .03 = ,

it
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 [,6 LB 20 2.2

Fig. l PBX—M high l3 configuration with
segmented passive stabilizing plates

»l.0
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The characteristic skin time constant of the plates is =15 ms. In the “extended poloidal
coverage” configuration, electrical jumpers were added between the outermost hockey sticks
plates and their poloidally adjacent plates (“outer cone plates" located at R = 1.6 m). This
arrangement increases the poloidal coverage for the helical current by over a factor of two, and
increases the L/R time from 20 ms to 30 - 50 ms. Other inner passive plates near R = 1.2 m ,
0.75 m and 1.0 m had their top and bottom sections connected in a saddle coil arrangement to
stabilize vertical plasma motion.

Plasma conditions for studying high I} - low q disruptions

When the bean—shaped configuration is produced, the plasma surface geometrically
conforms to the passive stabilizer plates This tight coupling to the passive stabilizers should
affect the onset of surface kink modes. In the present experiments the bean shaped
configuration was produced by flattening the current profile with a large Ip ramp (dip/dt =2
MA/s). The plasma current of 450 -600 RA with a toroidal field of 11 - 13 kG produced low q (
3-4) - high 13 discharges. The typical plasma parameters were B/Bc =35 . B = 4.5 - 6.8 %, 13p
= l -1.5, Ip = 450 - 600 kA, elongation = 2, and indentation z 28%[3]. The plasmas loosely
coupled to the passive plates were only slightly elongated and bounded by the carbon limiters.
The elongation was 1.2 - 1.3 without any indentation. These discharges were near the q=2
limit . The plasma conditions were B/Bc = 3-3.5, B = 3% Bp = 1.5, 1p z 250 kA with a modest
Ip ramp at a toroidal field of 10 — l3 kG.

Effect of distance between the passive plates anti the plasma surface

Examples of the toroidal pattern of the induced eddy current measured by Rogowski coils
are shown in Fig. 2(a,b) for both cases. Most disruption precursors in the loosely coupled
configuration were oscillatory and propagated in the toroidal co—direetion relative to N131 with a
dominant growth time of 100 -200 ps. The duration time of the precursor was comparable to
the growth time.

On the other hand, in tightly coupled cases, both oscillatory and locked modes were
observed with almost equal probability, and grew on a time scale of 10 - 15 ms, which is one
order of magnitude longer than in the loosely coupled cases. The detailed time-behavior is
shown in Fig. 2(c,d); shown are the x-ray and vertical position monitor flux signals and the
amplitude and phase of the n:1,2 components. For loosely coupled elongated plasmas, the
n=l amplitude grew and the phase velocity decreased near the time of the thermal disruption,
while the n=2 amplitude grew very rapidly in the final phase. The n=l phase velocity
decreased and reversed during the thermal collapse phase ( the global behavior is seen in Fig.
Z—a). The locked mode in the tightly coupled case showed preferential lock locations near 250 -
330 degrees as shown in Fig 2—d; the reason for this is not yet understood. The n=2 amplitude
increased 1-2 ms before the thermal disruption. This behavior of simultaneous n=l, 2
excitation seems similar to the loosely coupled case. The vertical plasma position remained
constant during the thermal collapse until the electron temperature was reduced to nearly zero.

Figure 3 summarizes comparisons of the duration period for the weakly and strongly
coupled passive plates vs. the n=l amplitude at the time just before the simultaneous excitation
of n=l and 2 modes. In this figure, the “+” symbol corresponds to the nearly circular loosely
coupled discharges, and the remaining points are for the tightly coupled bean shaped
configuration. The loosely coupled configuration exhibited a two orders magnitude shorter
duration period compared with tightly coupled cases.

Effect of extended coverage of n=l passive stabilizing plates

Figure 3 also includes a comparison of the duration periods for the limited and extended
coverage configurations. The data marked in solid symbols are for the “extended coverage"
configuration with oscillatory precursors (circles) and locked mode (squares). The data
marked in open symbols are for the limited coverage configuration with oscillatory precursors
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(circles) and locked modes (sguares). The duration time for the extended coverage geometry is
longer by a factor of two compared with the limited coverage configuration for both oscillatory
and locked modes. Furthemiore, the oscillatory modes persist for times which are longer by a
factor of two compared with locked modes. These results suggest that the growth time was
increased with the increase of the L/R time and that the decreased skin-penetration time due to
the oscillations improved the stabilizatiing effect. It is to be noted that even locked mode
stabilization took place on the UK time-scale, which is much longer than the skin time of 1-2
ms.

Summary

The analysis of eddy currents in the passive plates indicates that the plates function as a
means for slowing down the growth time in a way consistent with passive stabilization
concepts. This prolonged duration may provide time interval long enough to actively control
profiles and to avoid the strong crash associated with the final disruption. However, during
the final phase just before thermal collapse, the modes grow on a much faster time scale.
These fast growth times may be related to the location of non-linear phenomena, which might
be taking place further inside the plasma where the passive plates are not as effective.
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1. Introduction
Studies of plasma confinement are intensively carried out in many

tokamaks. The transport mechanism is still unclear, but the plasma
transport may be enhanced by plasma toroidicity. L-mode scaling of
energy confinement time [1] suggests this possibility, because it has
fairly strong dependence on plasma major radius ( Ft ) and weak
dependence on plasma minor radius ( a ). On the other hand, a lot of
plasma turbulence theories discuss the effect of plasma toroidicity.
For instance, the diffusivity is proportional to 51-5 for the dissipative
trapped-electron mode [2], and to 50-5 for the collisionless trapped-
electron mode [3], where e is the local inverse aspect ratio r/Ft.

In JIPP T-llU[4], we study the effect of plasma toroidicity on the
transport of neutral beam heated plasmas, changing the minor radius.

2. Experimental Conditions
The minor radius is varied from 24 cm to 12 cm by a rail type carbon

limiter moved vertically. Here. we fix the major radius ( Ft=93 cm ),
plasma current ( lp=88 or 110 kA ) and toroidal magnetic field ( Bt=2.9
T), because there is the strong lp- and R-dependence and no q(a)-
dependence in L-mode scaling. The aspect ratio Ftla is varied from =4 4
to ~ 8. Hydrogen beam with the energy E536 keV is injected
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tangentially , and total deposited power is kept constant for various
minor radii: PNBIESSO kW at Ip5110 kA. The ratio of PNBI to ohmic
heating power is in the range of 1.4-3.5. Plasma stored energy is
measured by a diamagnetic loop, and is also estimated from the
measurements of electron temperature, density and ion temperature
profiles. Two Mirnov probes ( MP ) and four electrostatic single probes
( LP ) are mounted on this movable limiter, to detect low frequency

fluctuations ( f 5250 kHz ) of poloidal magnetic field and electron
density or floating potential behind the limiter. where each probe
position is r/a=1.12-1.25 for MP and 1.05-1.09. for LP.

3. Experimental Results
Figure 1 shows energy confinement time as a function of the aspect

ratio R/a. The confinement time is almost independent of File. Note
that,inthesedischarges,fine 10 ll‘.
averaged electron density "a o 38 RA 1
increases linearly with the a o 110 RA ’_
decrease in the minor radius A . Q '8 b . 2
(from 24 cm to 13 cm ) during 3 6 ° 5 O ’_
beam injection. The data in (v o O 00:
Fig.1 will reflect the R/a- 5‘1.” 4 8 (3? o O 7
effect rather than the :
difference in "e. because the 2 '-
density dependence in L-mode . . . I I . . . I . . I . I . . I
confinement is fairly weak. 03' 4 5 5 7 8
The data in Fig.1 suggest the ma
effective thermal diffusivity

t, 2 Fig. 1 Energy confinement time
(XEH a ”E ) becomes small estimated from diamagnetic

for the larger R/a. The Fad'a' measurement as a function of
profiles of electron and ten plasma aspect ratio. where lp. Bt

temperatures .are 5mm?“ W'"‘ and R are fixed as lp = 88 and 110
the decrease In a, keeping the kA Bt=2.9 T and R=93 c
values at the plasma center
( Te(0)5800 eV, Ti(0)=600 eV ),
while as increases from 3.3x1013 cm'3 to 8.5x1013 cm'3 with the
decrease in a. The radial profile of beam power density calculated from
NFREYA-code[5] changes from fairly peaked profile such as [1—(r/a)2]2
to parabolic one [ 1 - (r/a)2] with the decrease in a, raising the power
density at the center by a factor of two. We calculate the following

simplified local thermal diffusivity: xiiux(r)=-(oe+oi)/(nevre+nivri),
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where 09 and Q are electron and
magnetic surface of minor radius
r [6], because collisional power
flow from electron to ion is
considerably large in these
discharges. We assume ne = ni,
taking account of relatively low

Zeff—value ($1.5). Moreover, we
neglect radiation, charge-
exchange and convection losses.
This Xflux(r) will give the upper
bound near the plasma edge.
Figure 2 shows the Xrlux(f)in the
range rlaSO.8 for various limiter
radii as a function of minor
radius r. The abscissa can be
regarded as local inverse aspect
ratio r/R, where Ft is fixed at
about 93 cm. The confinement of
the plasma with higher aspect
ratio is almost equivalent to the
central good confinement of the
plasma with lower aspect ratio.
This clearly indicates the plasma
toroidicity plays an important
role in tokamak transport. The
results are similar to the data
obtained from Fi- and a-scan
experiments in TFTR [7].

Fluctuations detected in
scrape-off layer plasma
sometimes reflect the transport
of a core plasma. We measure
the relative amplitude of
incoherent fluctuations of
poloidal magnetic field and ion
saturation current. Figure 3
shows the dependence of the
relative amplitudes on Fl/a.
The density and temperature
fluctuations predicted from the
ion saturation current decrease

Maituplanclrlr
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with the increase in R/a, and this feature agrees well with the behavior

of Xflux(r). On the other hand, the fluctuations of poloidal magnetic field
exhibit the reverse dependence on R/a. Electrostatic modes such as
drift-wave mode may be closely correlated to the transport of these
discharges, rather than electromagnetic modes with enhanced magnetic
fluctuations

4. Conclusion
We study the effect of plasma toroidicity on transport properties of

L-mode plasmas changing only minor radius with movable limiter at
fixed major radius. The global energy confinement time exhibits less
dependence on the minor radius. Local thermal diffusivity derived from
the simple transport equation is reduced with the decrease in the
plasma toroidicity. This dependence is resemble to that of relative
amplitude of ion saturation current detected behind the limiter, while
it has inverse tendency for that of poloidal magnetic field fluctuations.

[1] GOLDSTON, R.J., Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 26 ( 1984 ) 87.
[2] KADOMTSEV. B.B., POGUTSE, B.P., Reviews of Plasma Physics Vol 5,
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[7] GRISHAM, L.R. et al., in 17th European Conf. on Controlled Fusion and
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INTRODUCTION
TdeV (Tokamak de Varennes) was operated in 1988 in a limiter mode [1] and

upgraded in 198990 to run in a double or single null poloidal divertor configuration with
neutralizing plates in closed chambers behind an Inconel first wall liner (R=O.87 m, 160.28
m and Ip up to 300 kA). Graphite limiters and divertor plates are electrically insulated from
the liner and support structures for plasma biasing and current injection experiments. A new
pair of internal fast horizontal positioning coils is also available. A comprehensive set of
diagnostics permits detailed impurity and current transport experiments as well as studies of
scrape-off layer physics and plasma-wall interactions under various conditions. A 1 MW, 3.7
Ghz lower—hybrid-current-drive system is currently under construction for long pulse plasma
experiments (~30 sec) scheduled to begin in 1993.

Impurity transport, production and control is the main long term objective of the TdeV
program. Accordingly, the machine can be operated either in a divertor or limiter mode with
full added capabilities for plasma biasing experiments under several configurations. New
plasma facing material testing and studies are also emphasized (boronized graphite, TiC,
composites,...). Plasma current transport is also studied using either perturbation techniques
or fast plasma current rampup or rampdown; this work takes advantage of the very accurate
and fast plasma position control on TdeV. The addition of the long pulse (~30 sec), high
power (1 MW/ma) lower hybrid current drive system will add significant capabilities for
continued studies on plasma current transport, impurity control and material testing.

This paper summarizes significant features now available on TdeV and reports briefly
on interesting results on divertor plasma biasing experiments.

TdeV FEATURES AND PARAMETERS
A cross-sectional view of the machine is shown in Fig.1. Its main feature is the

double null divertor geometry with closed chambers. The divertor triplet coil configuration

Supported by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Hydro-Quebec and the lnstitut national de la recherche
scientifique.
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Figure 1 Cross-sectional view of TdeV

provides very good control of the separatn'x X—point at the divertor throat. The graphite
neutralizing plates are mounted on water-cooled copper heat sinks for the forthcoming long
pulse regime; in addition, separatrix sweeping on the outer plates further reduces the thermal
load. An Inconel liner surrounds the plasma, except for the diagnostic and auxiliary ports and
a large fraction of the inside wall is covered with graphite tiles used as a guard or main
limiter. Movable graphite poloidal limiters are located at the top, bottom and on the outboard
equator; they can be heated to 500 °C or cooled to a fixed temperature during machine
operation. All three limiters and the divertor neutralizing plates are electrically insulated from
the chamber and can be connected in various combinations to three different power supplies
(<600 V, several hundred Amps) for biasing or current injection. The neutralizing plates are
separated toroidally into two insulated halves. Cun'ents or floating potentials on all these
components are monitored together with the current flowing to the two halves of the chamber.

A pair of coils (i6 kA, few ms response time) inside the vacuum chamber
supplements the external equilibrium field coils for good horizontal position control (i1 mm
with a= 0.27 in) during perturbative experiments or rapid plasma parameter changes (vertical
position is stable). For added flexibility, control is performed through gated digital
waveforms and a 0.3 msec dig‘tal feedback loop on all significant parameters (1P, he, RP, Zr,
Vm‘, 1b,“, IDF, IEF, I“, 1m fueling valves ...). Systemwide timing and sequencing is provided
by coded markers on a 1 MHz fiber optic highway clock with in-crate encoders/decoders
available to all diagnostics and subsystems.

At present, the machine is routinely operated with ~1 s pulses every few minutes (11,:
250 kA, qcyl= 3.8, OH flux: 2.5 V—s, R9: 0.87 m, a: 0.27 m and BT=l.5 T). Water cooling
for the coils and power supplies is already adequate for long pulse operation and pumping
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Table 1. sl/ diagnostic set (some are not yet fully commissioned). Emphasis is on
diagnostics for impurity and current transport studies, as well as edge and divertor physics.

-Flux coils Rp(t), IP(I)
-tt—wave interferometer na(t)
'SMM interferometer ne(r,t)
~Thomson scattering Te(r,t)
-Elect. cycl. emission Te(r,t)
-PHA soft X—rays Te, nmy, (r,t)
-Hard X rays suprathermal
-VUV I spectroscopy Ti (r,t)
-VUV ll spectrosct>py nHow
-Charge exchange Ti0 (t)
-Bolometry Pm,(r,t)
-Zm meter Zerr (r,t)
-X—ray tomography MHD, (T,,Z,nQ
-Mirnov coils B0
oC02 laser collect. scat. n,
~SMM polarimetry J (r,t)
-Hu emission Hm,“ling
oEdge visible spectros. n1, v9 (edge)
-Edge Li/C laser ablat. nu, Tc (edge)
-Langmuir probes n,, T, (edge)
-Plate/limiter probes nu, Tc (plate)
-Fast mass spectrometry pressures
-Sniffer probe
~Surface station
-Wall neutral flux
-TV cameras

under development:
'Core visible spectrosc. Ti, ZErr (r,t)
~Neutra1 beam nmnw, J (r,t)
-Edge neutral beam nc, ti) (edge)

samples

fast digital feedback (0.3 ms), magnetic measurements
vertical line densities for feedback
7 channels at 393.6 ttm, 10 kHz profile sampling
multipulse glass (50112), 4 spatial points
2 channels, fixed or fast sweeping frequency
4 independent ch., .5-30 kev, fast radial scan
4 energy channels
Doppler broadening, multi—chflt, r), MCP/anode
MCP/reticon (7t, r), multi-spectral lines
escaping neutrals
16 channels, horizontally viewing array
8 channels, visible bremstrahlung

5 filtered arrays, full 2-D reconstruction 100 kHz
14 poloidal + 4 toroidal coils, $250 kHz
6<k<180cm“, f<3MHz
6 channels at 393.6 ttm
15 ch. poloidal array + filtered TV cameras
filtered diodes, spectro/OMA, spectro/camera
filtered reticon
equatorial, fixed and fast scanning
100 flushmountcd, separatrix position on plate
partial/total, main/divertor chamber
directional fluxes near vessel walls
off-line analysis, 2 retractable arms (div., equ.)
carbon resistance probes (5)
one IR, two visible

CID camera, 2000 < 9, < 7000 A
40 kV, 1A, 200 mA/cmz, H/Hc
~40 kV, thallium beam, electrostatic analyzer

will soon be available in the divertor chambers to control pressure buildup during operation.
Preliminary results indicates that the divertor provides a significant impurity reduction with
typically a 25 % reduction in loop voltage with respect to poloidal limiter operation. Quite
interestingly, a hybrid mode with limiters and energized divertor coils also yields good
impurity control, pointing out the importance of plasma on stray field lines several
centimeters away from the last closed flux surface. Table 1 lists the diagnostic set currently
installed on TdeV with some under development.

PLASMA BIASING EXPERIMENTS
Plasma biasing [2] is a good example of TdeV’s capabilities and flexibility. This
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-130 V bias approach is very promising for controlling
250 the impurity influx to the plasma and

(RA) lp affecting the electric field inside the
3x10?” 1 l 1 ‘ plasma, the latter being possibly related to

(”1-3) fi , H-mode physics. An electrical schematic
2g is I 1 I ' of the setup is shown in Fig. 2a. Biasing

' between —200 and +150 V was applied to
M1 Vt, , , , the upper outer divcr‘tor plate. Other

(au1) 3x central plates, electrically floating, are used to
' ' ascertain that a uniform potential is indeed

(1) u ' I I I applied to the separatrix with respect to the
(Eng WW Chamber walls.

1 ' l I I

104 upper dw' press. Partial results are shown in Fig. lb.(mb)
0 l t t . Global lasnia aramcters such as theP P

(a) (b) 0 time (sec) 1 electron temperature and density profile do
not appear to be affected, although gas
puffing was required during biasing to
maintain the density. Negative biasing is
expected to decrease ion sputtering from

the walls and redtice the impurity influx. This appears to be the case in Fig. lb with a 15—20
% reduction in loop voltage and a significant reduction of soft Xeray emission on all spatial
channels. qt of this improvement must be credited to a significant increase in the divertor
pumping efficiency as can be seen with the pressure buildup in the upper divertor chamber
(unpumped) during biasing. Since the lower chamber pressure was not affected, an expected
ExB/B2 drift in the scrape-off layer can be assumed to be responsible for the pressure
increase. Transport could also have been affected inside the separatrix as suggested by the
microturbulence fi2 (CO2 laser scattering) in Fig. 2b. Poloidal rotation, observed via
spectroscopy on a CH line, is strongly affected by biasing [2]. Velocity shear could then be
responsible for microturbulence stabilization. Velocity measurements also indicate that the
electric field inside the separatrix is indeed modified and is directed oppositely to the field
applied between the separatrix and the walls.

Figure 2 Plasma biasing experiments.
The upper divertor plate is biased to a negative
potential for the duration indicated in (b).

CONCLUSIONS
TdeV, a medium size tokamak with a double null divertor and a full diagnostic set,

is very well equipped for impurity control and current transport studies. The high power
LHCD system now under construction will extend its capability to long pulses with good
current profile control. Plasma biasing with a closed divertor has been shown to be a
promising technique to reduce impurity influx and to study electric field effects both just
outside and inside the separatrix.

References:
[1] RA. Bolton at [1], l2 th Int. IAEA Conf., Vol.1, p495, Nice 1988
{2] P. Couture er al, this conference
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THE INFLUENCE OF HYDROGEN INFLUX TDROIDAL
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In the study of particle and energy balance of a hot toka~
wok plasma. one must take into account the role of neutral hydA

rooen (duteriuml. especially near the wall, where its density -
10: 1011may be rather high. up to N." (10 )cm§.Being the sourceH

of charged particles, the atomic hydrogen at the same time due

to the oharge~exchange processes changes the ionization state

of impurity ions. inc—easing strongly the radiation losses [1).

intue well known processes are used for energy dissipation in
divertor volumes of large tokamaks [2].

In FT—l tokamak experiment (R=62.5 cm, a=15 cm) the role

or poloidal limiters and gas puffing valve in particle ”ecyc-

ling processes was studied. The measurement of radial and toro—

idal distribution of atomic hydrogen density was carried out by

resonance fluorescence and passive spectral diagnostics [3].

In the calculations the ionization flux of hydrogen

atoms.Ql(rl, was presented as a sum of toroidally averaged fluA

Xe? : wall flux Di, limiter flux Q; and gas puffing flux Q;

Fiom our data it is clear that accounting of the additi~

onal hydrogen entering plasma from the limiter and gas pulling

valve increases the flow Qj in comparison With the flow from

chamber wall Q;_1'7 times at rgOJ=l*lOlgm_3and 2‘3 times at

160):2*1013 cm j.[4].

lhu accurate calculation of the radial diffusion coeffici-
ent of charged particles distribution is connected with define

ing all electron sourcesl i.e. the impurity contents are measu—

red, In the experiment on tokamak FT—i the local ionirotion

state was determined spectroscopically With the help of scaning
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relatively calibrated vacuum monochromator VM ( SDOA~BDOOA )i

The absolute calibration was done comparing the Abel—inverted

distribution of L$ line with calculated Ld_intensity based on

Lhw resonance fluorescence measurements of atomic hydrogen den-

sity in plasma. These data and the radial radiation prof—

iles of the oxygen. carbon and nitrogen lines permitted to get

the radial distribution of impurity ions.

The density of ”k” ion of“i” Charge of light impurities is

evaluated comparing the experimentally determined intensity and

the calculated quantity:

, {3—3a - ‘ .~ .. _
lki= fine (i) ki(3)gD + nelrlnki+ldps+ fik1+l NH; Dédv. ll)

l‘heTrin‘tegration is don over volume of the cone of VM DbS'

ezvation Vk.The q XDS. an:j:5are collision.recombination ands'

charge—exchange excitation functions of ps transition of nki

ion:ED5 is the energy of this transition.

lb:citation by electron collisions is the most important in

a hot plasma [5]. But in the plasma periphery (Te; 50 eV, he;
3 .

5X10cm .n =5.1O cm3)recombinational and charge exchange eXCita—
CI

Lion are important also. especially in the case of nonresonant

transitions.

VUV monochromator was used for measurements of emission of

some spectral lines from similar plasma volumes surrounding the

limiter and remote from it. The resonant lines Ld' £1216 A).

OVI (1032 A) and nonresonant one DVII (1532 A) were studied.

1h; ucheme of exuerimcnt is shown at Fig. l. The movable alumi—

nium mirror in a limiter shadow in front of the entrance slit

of a monochromator permits to observe the optical emission of

plasma along chords in the equatorial plane of a torus. from

both sides of a diagnostic cross—section. As Fig.1 shows, the

obsetwation area is 1223 cm in the plane of a limiter. The cor

parison of signals F. obtained in ohmic discharge of FT—l‘ from

the side of a limiter and from the opposite side. in dependence

on the mirror positions angle at Fig l. The position of limiter

s alsc shown thereedges i

Th I'D signals of spectral lines %&' DVI, GVII are presente
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ed. The increased influx of a hvdrogen due to recycling at the

limiter results in the increased emission of Li from the limi—

ter Slde. These results depend on vacuum conditions and the lee

vel of the heat flow on the wall and limiter For example. the

differential signalAiHJ was increased during the LHwexperimuut

(the dotted line on Fig.2). The increased emission of hydrogen

line from Lhe side of a limiter indicates the reinforcement of

hyd: den recycling here due to fast particle [4].

The emission of OVII and OVI spectral lines is also

increased in the direction of limiter side. As a far as the
concentration of Oéand O5ions is constant around the torus this
increased emission of oxygen lines indicates the reinforcement
of charge exchange processes of oxygen ions near—by the limiter.
The increased OVII and OVI line intensity is explained by reac—
tion of charge—transfer excitation of impurity ions [6].There
are the mathematical complications in evaluation of the crosse—

auwtlons of these processes. Nevertheless,the velosity functi—

ons of charge—exchange excitation Pp“ can to present through
ratio of F signals and well-known VEIOSity function qL¢Of hy—
drogen atoms from eq.(1). For example,it's easy to ohtain for
yDVII expression : n7+é:52:(A FOVII/A‘FL&)(EL ,/E52)qL0L .

Thus, the ionisation stats of impurity ions in a toka—
mak plasma can depend on the elevated atomic hydrogen density
in some specific volumes of a discharge, such as limiter and
gas puffing cross sections. This phenomenon must be taken into
account in analysis of the ionisation balance of impurity ions
and in the study of energy losses by radiation.
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THE EXPERIMENTS ON FAST CURRENT RAMPDOWN IN TUMAN-3 DEVICE

L.G.Askinasi, V.I.Afanasiev, V.E.Golant, M.P.Griaznevich,
S.V.Krikunov, B.M.Lipin, V.B.Minaev, K.A.Podushnikova,

V.V.Rozhdestvenskij, N.V.Sakharov, A.A.Fedorov,
F.V.Chernyshev, S.P.Yaroshevich

A.F.IOFFE PHYSICO~TECHNICAL INSTITUTE OF THE USSR ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES, LENINGRAD, USSR

INTRODUCTION. This paper describes the evolution of the
plasma parameters in the TUMAN—B tokamak ( R : 52 cm, a = 22
cm, BT25.'T kG, ne=1—1.5 10‘3cm‘3) in the regimes with fast
current rampdown.In the described experiments plasma current
decreased in 2 times from initial steady state value I = 85 kA
down to 42 kA during the period At = 5—7.5 ms. The time of
current decrease was a factor of 4—6 shorter than the
characteristic time for the diffusion of magnetic field rm.The
typical energy confinement time TE in steady state before the
rampdown did not exceed the values TE: 1—1.5 ms. This means,
that the proportion TE<< At << rm took place. An approximate
estimations show that more than a half of the total value of
I flows inside plasma radius 1‘ = a/2 before the rampdown
piase. The rapid decrease of the plasma current must produce
an appreciable narrowing of the current density profile and
thus help to understand the dependence of the plasma heating
and. the confinement of energy and particles on the 3(r)
distribution in ohmic regime.

Similar experiments performed in TFTR [1] in neutral beam
heated plasma showed that global confinement in Irmode was
insensitive to the current outside r a a/2 but depended on the
current in the core of the plasma. Hence, for fixed I , TE can
be substantial increased relative to L—mode scaling [2] by
peaking the current profile. The rapid I —decrease in TdeV [3]
in ohmically heated plasma showed that the peak temperatures
had a tendency to remain approximately constant although Ip
decreased more than a factor of 5
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. The time evolution of the main
plasma parameters in TUMAN—B current rampdown experiments is
shown in fig.1. The I edecrease was followed by the negative

iductive spike in loop voltage U (fig.1a). If one neglects

the change in plasma inductance L during rampdown phase,
then the amplitude of negative spike in U due to the
variation of the term Ldp/dU only should be a factor of 2
larger than the one observed experimentally. The rude
analysis shows, that the behaviour of U in rampdown phase is

described by the approximately 2-folg increase in plasma
internal inductance 11'

The average electron density, the plasma energy Wl
(fig.ib), measured by diamagnetic loop, and the electron
temperature in plasma core Te0 (fig.1c), defined from the
analysis of the soft X—ray emission did not change
significantly during I —decrease The evolution of the ion

temperature T10 in the vicinity of plasma center, measured by

the S—channel neutral particle analyser (fig.1dj, was the

same. An insignificant change in plasma energy resulted in
appreciable, approximately a factor of 3, rise in a (fig.1b).
After the end of I rampdown a slow decrease of energy and
temperatures with. a characteristic time about 10 ms was
observed.

The comparison of the plasma energy in the steady state

conditions and just after the end of the I decrease (fig.2
shows, that in the last case the values of Wl were 40—50%

higher than for the plasma current plateau 42 RA.

Fig.3 shows the radial distributions of electron density,

observed by the multichannel 2—mm interferometer during

current plateau before the rampdown (1) and at the moments 7.5

ms (2) and 12 ms (3) after the start of the I —decrease. The
external gas puffing remained constant during all period of

observation. One can see, that the decrease in plasma current

was followed by the narrowing of density profiles. The shape

of profile (3) corresponds to the density distribution in the
steady state plasma with initial Ip : 42 RA. Fig.1e shows the
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time evolution of the intensity of Da emission. The
appreciable decrease in Da emission as well as the narrowing
of electron density profiles indicates that the fast current
rampdown results in some improvement of particle confinement.

CONCLUSION. Thus, an essential, a factor of 2, fast
current rampdown did not changed significantly main plasma
parameters — energy, temperatures in plasma center and
density. Apparently, in ohmically heated plasma, as well as in
the regimes with neutral beam injection [1], the heating and
the global plasma confinement are determined by the plasma
current in the core of the plasma. The time of the decrease of
energy and_ temperatures after- the end. of the rampdown was
comparable with the characteristic time for the diffusion of
magnetic field.

plasma parameters in the
experiment with I decrease
from 85 RA to 42 .

Fig.1 Time evolution Of the
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Fig.2 Plasma energy Wi
(from the diamagnetic loop)
versus average density fie.
A — steady state conditions
with I = 42 RA
Q ~ Just after the end of
I decrease from 85 RA to
4 RA.

Fig.3 Measured radial profiles of electron density.
1—current plateau before the rampdown, 2 o, 7.5 ms
after the start of the I decrease, 3 ~ 12 ms after
the start of the Ip decrease.
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COMPARISON OF MEASURED MAGNETIC FIELD PITCH PROFILES ON PBX-M
WITH SPITZER AND NEOCLASSICAL THEORIES

S.M. Kaye, F. Levintonl, R. Hatcher, R. Kaita, B. LeBlanc, and S. Paul

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, NJ. 08543 U.S.A.

Introduction

A fundamental question in tokamak physics is to what extent can plasma current
penetration be explained by either Spitzer or neoclassical resistivity. Knowing the current
profile is crucial to determining the plasma equilibrium and stability. Recent experiments
have shown results indicating better agreement with the neoclassical model [1,2], although
these results were generally based on indirect measurements (loop voltage, location of the
q=1 surface). Measured and calculated magnetic field line pitch profiles from different types
of plasma discharges in PBX-M [3] have been compared for the purpose of addressing this
issue. The magnetic field line pitch is defined as 0L=tan'1[B [Bt]’ and it is measured on
PBX-M by the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) diagnostic [4]. odel field line pitch profiles
were computed by solving the fully time dependent poloidal field diffusion equation in the
TRANSP code using measured Te, ne, and Zeff profiles and assuming either Spitzer or
neoclassical resistivity. For cases in which these two models could be distinguished, the
measured field line pitch profiles were in best agreement with the Spitzer model, especially
near the discharge center, although the results of this analysis clearly indicate that aspects of
the current diffusion may be anomalous.

Data and Analysis

Discharges used for this analysis were steady-state (d/dt=0 for 300 msec), and had
discharge parameteg of R=l65 cm, amid=28 cm, I =350 kA, Bt=l.35 T, elongation=1.8,
indentation=15%, ne=6 x 1013cm-3. Te(0)sz ke , Ti(0)s4.5 keV, and had Pin-=2.5-5
MW of D injection into D+ plasmas in either the co« or counter-injection direction. 6 co—
injection plasmas studied were H-mode plasmas with associated flat density profiles and
confinement times up to 2.5!ITER‘89P [5]. No H-mode transitions were observed in the
counter-injection plasmas even with injection powers up to 5 MW. In these counter-
injection plasmas, radiation losses steadily increased during the neutral beam injection
phase, reaching levels of 70% of the input power towards the end of the auxiliary heating
phase.

Fig. I is an example of a plasma discharge in this operational regime with 5 MW of co-
injection. The onset of injection was at t=250 msec. The H—mode transition occurred at 380

1Fusion Physics and Technology, Torrance, Cal., U.S.A.
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msec, and the good confinement lasted until 490 msec, at which time a Giant ELM occurred

and caused a sudden loss of plasma energy. The plasma energy was further degraded by the

presence of large amplitude continuous MHD mode activity and subsequent mode locking,
as is typical of PBX-M "Id-collapse” discharges. Four other types of discharges were used
in this study; these had only two beams injected, in either the tangential (Rtanzl35 cm) or
perpendicular (Rmn236 cm) direction. This injection scheme was performed in the co and
counter—directions.

The Spitzer and neoclassical5
W model magnetic field line pitch

\0‘——————r-——--.-"-:-'-'-".-'~’~"~'<‘~.r<-3":-~.--— profiles used for the comparison
were calculated by solving the time—

iigifiiigdpggiéiiW—f—l dependentpoloidal field diffusion
o“ . ......... . . equation in the TRANSP code.
2‘ Midplana Du Inputs to the calculation included a
2 .' _ series of 56—potnt Thomson

Divenor Du \ 3 . .
0 - mm" . t scattering Te and ”e profiles obtained

10 13 .3 at different times from a number of
nebar(10 cm ) ‘. . .

5 « similar discharges, and Zcff(r,t) as
0* ~ - - . measured by the tangential visible
2 bremsstrahlung array. TheSt d E 105J t
1- are ”erg“ 0“ as) calculation includes the driven
o . - . i . l . i . l currents (e.g., beam and bootstrap)
100 200 300 400 500 600 as well as the ohmic current.

Time (msec) Of considerable importance to
_ . the calculation, especially in the

Fig. 1) Time history of a 5 MW co—injection plasma relatively short-lived PBX—M plasma
' V discharges, is the initial value (at the

start of neutral beam injection) of qO, The calculations indicate current diffusion times, and
consequently a relaxation to a steady~state condition, on the order of several hundred msec.
Therefore, the calculated field line pitch profiles, especially those early in the neutral injection
phase, are very sensitive to the initial value of (10 representative of the ohmic phase. In
addition, because of this finite current penetration time, differences between the calculated
Spitzer and neoclassical profiles do not emerge until later in the neutral injection phase. Early
in the neutral injection phase, the current profile is still close to that in the ohmic phase. For
these reasons, we will show results only from measurements taken and calculations done for
the period late in the neutral injection phase. The initial qo is taken to be 0.72; this value was
obtained from measurements during the counter-injection experimental run. However, since
the ohmic target plasmas were similar during the co- and counter—injection runs. and since
sawteeth were observed during the ohmic phase of the co-injection discharges, we have
assumed an initial qo value of 0.72 in the co-injection case as well.

Two examples of the comparison between the measured and model magnetic field line
pitch profiles are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The first example is taken from a two beam
counter—injection case approximately 250 msec into the neutral beam injection phase. Plotted
are the MSE irieasurements (stars), and model pitch profiles assuming the Spitzer model with
no bootstrap current (solid line), and the neoclassical model with bootstrap current (dashed
line) as functions of major radius. The absolute value of the field line pitch is plotted;
actually, Bp, and thus on, reverse sign across the current center (azO). For these
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comparisons, the measured and model pitch profiles were shifted with respect to each other
in order to bring the current centers of the MSE measurement (otMSE=O) and the model
(R(Te,max)) profiles into agreement. The shift required was typically of order 0.52.5 cm,
which is within the combined position uncertainties of the MSE and Thomson scattering
systems. Also note that the uncertainties in the MSE measurement are about twice as large at
the edge than near the center. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the measured pitch values on average
are considerably lower than those of the neoclassical model, and, in fact, are in reasonably
good agreement with the Spitzer model at all major radii, for this case. The standard
deviation of the measured points from the Spitzer and neoclassical values are 0.64” and 1.10"
respectively. While, admittedly, both values are small, the comparison clearly indicates
nearly twice as good agreement with the Spitzer as with the neoclassical model.

The second comparison is from
" MSE Measummam’ the late phase of a four beam co-

“ injection discharge, and is shown in
Fig. 3. In this discharge, the beams
were sequentially turned on in 50
msec intervals starting at t=250
msec. The comparison was made at
t=450 msec, 50 msec after the last
beam was activated. The H-mode
transition for this discharge occurred
at t=370 mscc. The discrepancy
between the measured and model

0130 140 150 160 170 130 19:: 200 values in this case is clearly greater
Major Radius (cm) than that in the previous case for

either model. As far as the overall fit
goes, the standard deviations are
0.75” and 1.15“ from the Spitzer and
neoclassical models respectively.

Co , MSE Measuremem, Here again, the overall agreement
72 ‘\ with Spitzer is better than that with
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measurements. In some cases the measured pitch values are lower, but in others they are
higher, than the model values. However. if there is a discrepancy near the center of the
plasma, it is usually the case that the measured values are lower than the model values, 1
indicating slower current penetration than would be expected from the models.

Summary

In summary, radial profiles of magnetic field line pitch measured on PBX«M have been
used to assess the main two models believed to characterize the diffusion of current in
tokamak discharges. In many cases, the discharge parameters are such that a clear
distinction between the two models, Spitzer and neoclassical, can be made. In these cases,
the data agree better with the Spitzer model, indicating an effective particle detrapping
mechanism, although there is evidence that current diffusion is anomalous at least in some
of the cases, as is evidenced by the discrepancy between the measured and model values.
These results suggest caution in assuming the validity of either model in characterizing the
current profile in tokamaks.

The PBX-M project is supported by the U.S. Dept. of Energy Contract No. DE—AC02-76»
CHO—3073.
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IGNITION ACHIEVEMENT IN HIGH FIELD TOKAMAKS

A. Alroldi ', G. Cenacchi ' and M. Rulii "

' - Istiluto di Fisica del Plasma. CNR, Milano (ltaly)
' - Centro Ricerche Energia, ENEA, Bologna (Italy)

Introduction - The possibility of producing record confinement parameters in
ohmic healing regimes by using high magnetic field tokamaks is well known. The
merit fusion factor, nTrE, that, according to recent suggestions (Waltz et al., 1990)
could be ac B,3a5i2, stresses the importance of the high field line. in this frame the
lgnitor experiment conceived and upgraded by Coppi during several years
(Coppi, 1977 and Coppi et al., 1990) combines its promising physics prospects
with a well assessed engineering feasibility. The reference data here considered
( B, = 13 T at R; = 1.3 m) represent an upgrade of the project with respect to that
already studied (Airoldi and Cenacchi, 1991 a), so as to assure a plasma current
flattop ( ID = 12MA) lasting for 4 s. The fusion prospects of Ignitor are contrasted
with those of another high field project: Omitron ( B, = 18T at [20 =1.5m and II: =
13.5MA), supposed to operate with a current flattop of 2 5. All simulations, carried
out using a 1 1 /2-dimensional transport code, begin at full current, magnetic field
and density, and terminate at ignition. Sawtooth oscillations, if not inhibited, con-
trol temperature and density profiles in the center of the plasma, where most of
the fusion power is produced, thus affecting ignition. This work analyzes the in-
fluence on the fusion prospects of the model chosen for the central region.

The models - The transport module of the simulation code solves the diffusion
equations of the electron and ion energy densities, primary ion and impurity
densities, and toroidal current density across the magnetic surfaces determined
by the equilibrium module. All simulations have the magnetic equilibrium con-
figuration relevant to the toroidal current flattop as initial condition. The plasma
evolution is followed only until ignition, or the end of flattop, is reached. The
anomalous thermal diffusion, derived from the profile consistent drift wave model
initially proposed by Tang (1986) and furtherly assessed by Tang and coworkers,
is adopted in the version published by Redi and Bateman (1990). The particle
transport and the other modelling assumptions are described in our above men-
tioned paper. Two impurity species, carbon and oxygen, are explicitely treated;
their content is such that the effective charge, <29" > , results to be :12. The
initial peak temperatures are assumed to be 4 keV.

The following different hypotheses are adopted to study the influence on ig-
nition of the central region modelling:
a) current density profile flattened by enhancing the electrical resistivity in the

region defined by q<0.7 . tn the same region the electron and ion thermal
diffusivities are increased. This model was used all over our previous simulations.
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b) Kadomtsev-like reconnection flattening both temperature and density profiles
in the region defined by {Kaman with preset repetition period At, (
At, : .2, , .45). The choice for qmin spans from .8 lo 1.

c) reconnection model as in case b), but assigning the minimum value allowed
for the safety factor by the condition q(0)min : qmin -» Aq . In the cases con-
sidered: 0.8<qmr,,<1. and Ag = 0.2 .
Table l summarizes the design parameters here considered for the two ma-

chines and some calculated values, specifically the Murakami density limit eval-
uated according to: <nMU\ = ism/Roam, and the Greenwald limit given by
r773, : lp/(naz). The [2 limit, commonly relerred as Troyon limit. has the expression
flmax : g/p/aB,, where 9 assumes the conservative value of 2.5,

Table I - Design parameters and limit values

lgnitor Omitron lgnitor Omitron

Rolm) 1.30 1.50 flattop (s) 4 2
atm) .47 .45 c 2.35 2.31
b(m) .87 .82 q,., 3.21 3.29
(5 .36 .40 <nM,,>(102°m 3) 6.4 7.8
I,,(MA) 12. 13.5 fi;(10’“m 3) 17.3 21.2
3,0) 13.0 18.0 [im 4.9 4.2

Results - By adopting model a), we get for each machine an ignition curve in
the plane (average density, ignition time) that represents the time required,
from the beginning of tlattop. to reach ignition vs. the volume averaged density.
Both curves, obtained under identical transport assumptions, are plotted in Fig.1.
the ignition is defined by the balance between the power delivered to the
plasma by the produced or particles, P, , and all plasma losses. The minimum of
each curve points out, in the hypothesized scenario, the privileged value for the
density ( <n> = 5.4 x tomcm 3 for lgnitor and <n > = 4.8 x 10‘Acm 3 for
Omitron). From previous simulations (Airoldl and Cenacchi, 1991b) it results that
the trend of the ignition curve, when degrading hypotheses are assumed, is a
shrinking in the density range together with a shifting to higher values of the ig-
nition time. For this reason it is interesting to consider the ignition time measured
by the tlattop time for each machine. as in Fig.2. Note that for lgnitor the ignition
times, albeit higher than those for Omitron, are less than 50% of the flattop time.
In all cases the energy replacement time. defined by
z; = WM 5 We + W,)/(P, ~l- Pfl , riW/afl , lies between the values obtained from
the scaling expressions known as Goldston and Kaye-AIl—Complex (Stotler and
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Goldston. 1989). The explicit values for T; . relevant to the cases in Fig.1, span
from .405 to .465 for lgnitor and from .365 to .425 for Omitron,
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Fig.1 - Ignition tlme vs. volume averaged F/g.2 — lgnlt/on time bar flatrop time for
density (tfli‘cm 4) for lgnitor (full line) lgnitor (full line) and Omltron (dashed
and Omitron (dashed line). Ilne).

By choosing the best density values found. calculations were performed by
model b). The results are summarized in Fig.3, where the maximum Q reached (
Q = PMs/Pfl ) is plotted vs the repetition period. The points for which Q > 10 cor—
respond to cases of ignition attained. The better performance of lgnitor when the
reconnection region is smaller (label 1 in Fig.3) is due to the delay in the onset
of sawtooth oscillations. In fact the initial equilibrium condition exhibits q(0)=.93 ,
while Omitron has the initial q(O) as low as .75. and in any case the first recon-
nection is switched on when q(0)=.7 .

Results obtained using model c) are not substantially different from those given
by model b). In fact they confirm that ignition may be attained provided the re-
petition period is greater than .4 s and the reconnection region does not exceed
40% of the plasma pololdal crass-section. Note that the promising outcomes of
model a) depend on the low qmln assumption.

The results confirm that a large width of the mixing region is critical for the
performance of both machines. As these instabilities can prevent ignition even in
a very high magnetic field machine as Omitron, the requirement of suppressing
or, at least, delaying the onset of sawtooth oscillations becomes mandatory. To
solve this problem different authors already suggested pellet injection and local-
ized plasma heating (Bateman. 1986) or a careful planning of the current and
density rise (Coppi et at, 1990). On the other hand, the possibility of obtaining
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long sawtooth—tree periods is confirmed by experimental evidence on JET (JET
Team. 1990).

.10 .20 .30 .40 .50
Repetition period (8)

Figs — Maximum Q reached vs At, . Full lines refer to Ignllor and dos/red lines to Omltron.
The reconnection reg/on extends up to q : .8 (label 1), q = .9 (label 2) and q = 1.
(label 3)

The engineering feasibility of both machines is not discussed here. but in our
opinion the greater constructive problems of Omitron are not compensated by
much better ignition prospects.
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Introduction
The stimulus for measuring the toroidal and poloidal rotation velocities on TCA

(R=O.615m, a=0.18m, Ip=130kA), was the large density rise observed with high power
Alfvén Wave Heating (AWH) [1]. From the measured velocities, we can deduce the
radial electric field in the plasma, a change in which could be responsible for the density
rise. Quartz fibres with quartz windows allowed observations of the CV (227nm) and
CH1 (230nm) spectral lines in second order which are strong in TCA, and are emitted
from r=~2a/3 and in the plasma edge respectively. A 1m Czerny-Turner visible
spectrometer with a multichannel OMA detector equipped with a 24001/mm grating
recorded a spectral line profile every 2ms through the 200ms discharge. On TCA, these
spectral features are completely unpolluted by other spectral lines which simplifies data
analysis and improves the data quality. For the toroidal measurements, opposing
tangential windows permitted measurements with and against the plasma current, and a
long slot window on top of TCA permitted poloidal measurements along near vertical
chords on both the low and high field side of the plasma. When access via a quartz
window was impossible, helium was injected into the discharge and the HeII (468nm)
spectral line was observed in first order.

Results
Fig 1 shows the evolution of the CV toroidal plasma velocity through a discharge

with a large density rise (hard puff), together with the position of the spectral feature on
the OMA and its HWHM both in pixels (1pix=25ttm).

E 35 x a)_ 5 320
E: &
‘ E2% 34 tg 3
a. I

Lu la.)

. . 0 . .
0 0.1 1' [sec] 0.2 0 0.1 [[539] 0.2

Fig I Evolution of the (a) toroidal rotation and (b) ion temperature through a discharge

32
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To determine the absolute velocity, toroidally the plasma was viewed in and against the
plasma current direction and for poloidal measurements the plasma centre was viewed
to define the zero velocity reference. The spectrometer was also regularly calibrated
against a spectral lamp and a correction applied based on the spectrometer temperature,
measured by an array of thermistors. The measured scatter from observing a spectral
lamp during a plasma discharge was ~0.5km/s. The scatter of ~l.5km/s in the CV data
shown in Fig l is mostly due to larger Doppler broadening of the plasma spectral line.
The crosses show the fitted position of each 2ms integration and the solid line is a
weighted smooth across three points which has an estimated Statistical error of
~0‘5km/s. The deduced ion temperature has been corrected for the instrumental function.
Comparing this with a peak value measured by neutral particle analysis of ~330ev the
emission region is ~2a/3.

0 3:937: _ _ _ _,_ ______ x 8 Fig 2 The evolution of the
toroidal rotation velocity, in the
direction of plasma current,
together with the plasma density
through a discharge. The rotation+

V¢
[km

/s]

‘4 é“ velocity ceases to follow the
“E plasma density at the end of the
7:3 discharge when the plasma
'1 current starts to fall.
|§

I I l 0

0 0.1 02 t[sec] 0.3

Before we approached the effects of AWH we studied rotation with normal and
hard gas puffs in which higher final densities can be achieved without plasma disruption.
Fig 2 shows the evolution of the toroidal rotation of Hell and the plasma density.

4 #4100141008
E #40999 40972

e a
“ g

50 —
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_4 I 0 L

0 4 He[10’im3] 8 0 4 fie[10’im3] 8
Fig 3. Traces of toroidal rotation for C111 and CV, for discharges with a lower density
ramp ([3 and 6) and over double the same ramp rate (a and y). where the velocity
locus saturates and tends to zero. This effect is more pronounced at the plasma edge
(CHI). The ion temperatures show that the discharges are otherwise similar.
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The toroidal rotation closely follows the plasma density. In discharges where the density
reaches a plateau, the toroidal velocity also stabilises. This dependence is less direct
when a hard gas puff is used.

Fig 3 plots the measured toroidal velocity against average plasma electron
density for CV and C111 for discharges with different density ramps. For the plasma edge
(C111), two discharges with different ramp rates are shown. For the higher ramp rate, the
toroidal velocity ceases to rise and returns to zero. For CV, the same effect is present,
although we note, as in all the velocity measurements, that the CV velocity reacts less
and more slowly to gas puffing than at the edge. The temperatures are similar in both
cases and it is clearly the ramp rate, and not the value of the density, that is the cause.

Fig 4 shows die poloidal velocity measurements with AWH and a hard gas puff.
Positive velocities correspond to the electron diamagnetic drift direction. To demonstrate
the shot to shot differences, two discharges with AWH are shown together with a hard
gas puff, where the range of other observations is indicated by the shaded region. There
is no clear difference which distinguishes the AWH traces, and the width of the shaded
region is dominated by changes in the density ramp, and the cooling effect of the stronger
gas puffs, rather than AWH effects.
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150 Fig 4 The poloidal rotation with a

hard gas puff (solid lines) and two
cases with high power AWH for a) CV
and b) Hell. The start of AWH is

\100 shown by the vertical arrow, and the
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E of values for discharges with dWerent

50 density evolutions. The io.
temperatures, 0), are also similar
except for the hard gas puff at high

0 I density where there is an auxiliary
0 4 3410’? m3] 8 cooling efi’ect.
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Discussion
The radial electric field may be deduced from the force balance equation on an ion:

VrPi- = v B - v BniZie q, 9 e (b

The contribution from the gradient is estimated to be less than 10% in all our
observations, and much less in the plasma edge. Operation time restrictions precluded a
measurement of toroidal velocity with high power AWH, but since its contribution to the
deduced electric field is ~10%, the error introduced is small. With AWH, no significant
increase in the poloidal velocity, and thus radial electric field, was measured that could
explain the large associated density rise. Good agreement between the values
measured from Hell and CIH (-lkV/m at low density rising to -6kV/m) was observed.
The value deduced from CV was the same at low density and ~1.5x lower at high
density. This is considerably lower than that observed on DIIID [2] which is a larger
machine.

Conclusion
With optimal observation geometry we have measured both the toroidal and

poloidal rotation velocities in the edge and in the bulk of the TCA plasma. Regular
calibration and correction for variations in the spectrometer temperature permitted a
measurement with an error of ~0.5km/s which is an order of magnitude smaller than the
range of measured velocities.

In general, changes in the velocities are observed to be stronger and faster in the
plasma edge than in the plasma bulk. With increasing density, the toroidal velocity is
observed to change sign and follow the plasma density, while the poloidal velocity
increases. These two effects lead to an increase in the absolute value of the radial
electric field. With very strong gas puffing, the toroidal velocity is observed to again
reverse and tend to zero, an effect which is stronger as the gradient of the density ramp
is increased. Comparison between gas puffing and high power AWH does not show a
significant difference in the radial electric field that could be responsible for the large
associated density rise, which still remains unexplained.
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1. Introduction
So far, a number of plasma rotation studies for tokarnaks have been carried out with

strong toroidal momentum input from tangential neutral beam injection (NBI) to investigate the
relation between plasma rotation and viscosity processes [1]. Otherwise, it is also important to
study the toroidal rotation characteristics with much less torque input as compared to the
heating power to see how the plasma rotation is coupled with the heat/particle transport. In H‘-
60, nearly-balanced perpendicular NBI equipped with eight co- and six counter-injection units
in the direction of $15" allows us to study the rotation characteristics under low beam torque
input. In this paper, the toroidal rotation characteristics are investigated for hot—ion mode
plasmas with enhanced confinement obtained at high q regime in JT-60 [2], and compared with
L—mode plasmas produced by co~only and nearly-balanced injections. All these plasmas were
operated with a lower single-null divertor configuration; a major radius of R=2.9 m, a minor
radius of a=0.65 m, an ellipticity of K=1.3. Neutral hydrogen beams up to ~21 MW with a
beam energy of 65 keV were injected for 3-5 5. Profiles of the ion temperature (Ti) and toroidal
rotation velocity (V ) are measured by eight-channel charge-exchange-recombination-
spectrometers (CXRS with a time resolution of 50 ms.
2. Ion Temperature and Angular Velocity Profiles

Figure 1 shows Ti, Tc, ne and Q¢FV¢JR (toroidal angular velocity) values as a function
of flux co—ordinate for a typical hot-ion mode plasma: Ip=0.57 MA, Bl=4.5 T, qcy1=
5a2BJ(RpIp[MA])(1+K2)/2=8.0, Bp=2.4, PNB=21 MW (HO--->H+), the power—balanced ratio
of I’=(Pco-Pcu)/(Pco+Pcu) =O.19 (nearly balanced injection), and ne(0)/<ne>=3.0 (<—> denotes
the volume average). In association with the enhanced toroidal rotation near the axis, the
angular velocity profile is found to be remarkably peaked just inside r~0.3 or r/a~0.4 with the
peaked profiles of Ti and ne.

In Fig.2, a strong correlation between the ion temperature and the angular velocity in
the hot-ion mode is manifested by comparison of Ti and 94, as a function of normalized flux
co—ordinate with the L—mode: the same shot as in Fig.1 for nearly-balanced injection in hot-ion
mode; PNB=21 MW, qc 1=4.2 and Bl=3.0 T for nearly-balanced injection in L-mode; PNB=12
MW, qcy1=4.1 and BI: .0 for co-only injection in L—mode. For the hot—ion mode and the L-
mode with co-injection, the observed 52¢ profile was compared with the absorbed torque
density profile T¢(r) calculated by an orbit—following Monte Carlo code. It is found that the 5%
profile for the hot-ion mode is more peaked than for the torque density profile (see Fig.3),
while the 52¢ profile for the L-mode is broader than for the torque density profile. These
observations imply the presence of some effect except for a direct response of the torque input
on the rotation profile through viscosity process.

In the hot-ion mode, the central rotation velocity V¢(0) is correlated with the central ion
temperature Ti(0) as previously reported [2]. The V4.(O) values also represent an offset linear
correlation with the degree of ion temperature gradient (ATJAr) in the region where the £24,
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profile is peaked, as shown in Fig.4 for the conditions of Ip=0.48 MA, 0.57 MA, Bt=4.5 T,
a~0.65 m, Rp~2.9 m PNB=l9-21 MW (nearly-balanced injection) and qcy1=8-10. This
suggests a correlation between ion thermal and angular momentum confinement with its
improvement. In terms of causality, increase in the toroidal rotation velocity was observed to
precede increase in the ion temperature in some hot-ion mode discharges.
3. Radial Electric Field and Angular Momentum Confinement Time

From the radial force balance equation coupled with neoclassical theory, the radial
electric field is expressed as Er=rB¢V¢/(qR)+(aTi/Br)(n1'1+1-K(V*i))/(eZi), where eZi is the
charge, BI is the radial electric field, m=d(logTi)/d(logni) and K(v:i) is the neoclassical
coefficients depending on the ion collisionality parameter Vt, [3]. The potential difference to the
plasma edge, A(I)(r)=d>(r)-¢(a), can be calculated from the B... As the calculated E, and A<I>(r)
profiles for the hot—ion mode of Fig.1 are shown in Fig.5, the large negative electric fields are
generated in the core plasma in association with the deeply negative potential. From this
evaluation, -eA<D(O)/Ti(0)~0.7-1.2 for hot-ion mode plasmas, so that it can be said that the
negative potential at center is formed to be of the order of the Ti(0) value. Thus, the large
negative electric fields are found to exist in the rotational equilibrium, while the plasma
substantially rotates in the co-direction near the axis.

The toroidal angular momentum confinement time for the plasma region inside r‘=r is
approximately constructed from ‘tq,(r)=<<mHneR2Q¢(r‘)>>/<<T¢(r‘)>>, where <<->>

denotes the volume integral from r'=0 to r'=r. Figure 6 shows the 1.1, profiles as a function of
normalized flux coordinate for the hot-ion mode (balanced injection), L-mode (balanced
injection) and L—mode (co-injection) plasmas discussed in Fig.2. With respect to the profile
shapes, the 14, value for the hot-ion mode is greatly enhanced in the center, but decreases with
the minor radius, though the slight radial increase in I¢(r) is seen for L—mode plasmas. The
global toroidal angular momentum confinement times t¢(a) are compared with the theoretical

values from the gyroviscosity theory [4], t¢gYTO=2ROZZeffeBLI<Ti>, as shown below:
Mode 17¢ (a) [ms] t¢EYY0 [ms]

Hot-ion mode (balanced) 20 76
L—mode (balanced) 10 68
L—mode (co) 75 100

In the balanced injection cases, the experimental values are found to be much smaller than the
theoretical values.
4. Comparison with 3 Modelling Calculation

Recently, a toroidal rotation study with perpendicular NBI was reported in the JIPP«
THU tokamak [5]. They observed negative electric fields for both 00— and counter~injections
and proposed a model of the ambipolar electric field induced by ion losses to explain the
observations. The expression of the ambipolar radial electric field was formulated as
13,3m=a,(ari/ar)/e—(2c,/a2)rT,/c, assuming De=Di (ion and electron anormalous transport

coefficients). where (ii is a neoclassical numerical coefficient around unity and CV is the
peaking parameter. To see whether this model can predict the hot«ion mode profiles in JT-60,
the calculated Era?“ profiles for CV=0 and 1.0 in the hot-ion mode are compared with the Er
obtained in Fig.5 as shown in Fig.7 (a). Furthermore, to see whether the observed rotation
profile can be properly reconstructed from the Eram’ the toroidal rotation velocity profile
balanced with the Bram is calculated from V¢3m=-qR/(eB,)[§i(3Ti/8r)/r+2CVTi/a2], where

§i={m‘1+l-K(V*i)]/Zi-oti. Figure 7(b) shows the comparison of the angular velocity profile
between the observation and the modelling calculation for CV=O and 1.0. These results suggest
qualitative agreement in terms of negative electric field and peaked rotation profiles observed in
the hot-ion mode. However, there is a discrepancy in the central region that the the model
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might predict the decrease in the V with the T1 in contrast to the experimental results discussed
in the previous section. Thus, whi e it is possible for this model to interpret an important part
of the mechanisms in the observed enhanced toroidal rotation, a comprehensive model
including angular momentum transport would be required in JT—60.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

The enhanced toroidal rotation is observed in the JT—60 hot-ion mode plasma. The
observed features are characterized by the approximate linear correlation between V¢(0) and
ATi/Ar (or Ti(0)) and the deeply negative potential at center of the order of the central ion
temperature. The formation of the enhanced toroidal rotation localized near the center is
considered to arise from two effects: 1) increase of co—toroidal rotation due to improvement of
angular momentum confinement, 2) increase of counter-toroidal rotation due to ambipolar
electric fields induced by ion losses. These different effects appear to affect the rotational
equilibrium in the hot—ion mode plasma. As the ion temperature and the density profiles are
peaked, the observed toroidal rotation profile can not directly reflect a momentum diffusion as
predicted in the theory. Thus, for weak torque input experiments, the toroidal rotation
characteristics should be discussed taking into account the effects of the radial electric fields
induced by different ion/electron transport processes.
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The initial experiments on the JT-60 Upgrade tokamak
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Abstract
The physics design review of the upgraded JT-60 tokamak, which can

accommodate a large D-shaped plasma with 1p = 6 MA and the volume of 100 m3, is
described in this paper. The aspect ratio ranges from 3.4 to 3.8 for single-null
diverted plasmas with the ellipticity of 1.5 - 1.8. According to the ITER— 89 power -
law scaling, which predicts the fusion gain proportional to (R/ a ) 1' 4, substantial
contribution of the upgraded JT-60 is anticipated for the confinement study among
other divertor tokamaks such as JET and DIII-D ( R / 8 ~ 2.5 ). The upgrading
modification was just completed, and the initial experiment is starting in March.

Introduction
Confinement improvement and steady-state operation are the major subjects

in tokamak research. Experiments on JT-60, which was designed for hydrogen
operation with the maximum plasma current of 2.7 MA, focused on these studies.
Major results obtained were: (1) fusion product ne-TE-Ti o of 1.3 x 1020m‘3- s-keV,
(2) driven current of 2 MA by lower hybrid current drive ( LHCD ), and (3) current

drive efficiency Tlcd ( = 119 Ip IRF/ PLH) of 3.4 x 1019 m '2- A / W. However,
improvement of plasma performance was required for further extension of the
fusion research.

Since the recent experiments indicate that both energy confinement and beta
improve by increasing the plasma current, the maximum plasma current of 6 MA
for divertor configuration and 6.5 MA for limiter configuration were aimed at, which
are twice those of the original JT-60. These current limits are given by the
condition of qeff > 2. Single null open divertor configurations, together with
deuterium operations, were adopted, since these conditions seem to be the most
suitable for high quality H-modes. Torus input power of ion cyclotron resonance
heating is also increased for the central heating of beam heated plasmas. These
modifications allow substantial improvement of the plasma performances, which
enable us to investigate characteristics of plasma close to the break-even condition.

The beta limit does not restrict the operation regime, since the strflrg toroidal
magnetic field of JT-60 Upgrade allows the maximum possible pressure nTmax of
7 - 9 x 10 20 keV . m ' 3 for the TROYON parameter g = 2.5, which is considered to
be a typical limit for favorable plasma confinement. This maximum pressure will be
the highest among large tokamaks.
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In the modification process, the original poloidal field coils, its support
structures and the vacuum vessel were superseded by new ones to allow single-null
open divertor plasmas with plasma current of up to 6 MA. The existing toroidal
field coils and their support fixtures are used after reinforcement. The existing high
power heating system and the power supply system are used after minor
modification. Neutron shields for deuterium operation are being prepared [1] to
start Dbeam —) D2 operation in July 1991. The upgrading modification was just
completed, and the initial experiment is starting in late March.

Operation regime of the JT-GO Upgrade tokamak
Poloidal field coils are designed to produce 3 types of divertor configurations

as illustrated in Fig. 1 [2]. In the standard mode ( case A in Fig. 1 ), the divertor
plasma with elongation of 1.5 and an aspect ratio of 3.4 can be produced. In the
elongated mode ( case B ), the divertor plasma with elongation of 1.76 and an aspect
ratio of 3.8 can be produced. Case C permits continuous control of the elongation
and the triangularity. However, this option requires an additional power supply.
The objective of these options is to study the dependence of diverted plasma
confinement on the aspect ratio A, major radius Rp, minor radius 3p and elongation
K‘. Goldston scaling claims that

1.75 - 0.37 0.5
TED: Rp ap k . (1)

0n the other hand, ITER-89 power-law predicts
1.2 0.3 0.5

TE“ RP 3p k . (2)

JT-GO Upgrade will provide the database of a large tokamak with a high aspect
ratio, since the aspect ratio of DIII-D and JET are as small as 2.7 and 2.4,
respectively. Figure 2 shows the predicted fusion product based on the recently
re-established ITER-89 power-law confinement scaling. Since the scaling predicts
the fusion gain proportional to (R/a)1'4, relatively high aspect regime ofJT-60
Upgrade ( R/ a = 3.4 - 3.8 ) will substantially contribute to the confinement
database for the next step device.

Fig. 1 Typical equilibrium configurations of the JT-60 Upgrade plasma for
Ip = 6 MA, qefir = 2.2: (A) Standard mode with K: 1.52 and R / a = 3.44,

(B) Elongated mode with K: 1.76 and R / a = 3.83, and (C) Continuous

mode with K: 1.37 and R / a = 3.09.
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To obtain stable discharges with high elongation, it is important to stabilize
the vertical instability. This instability of elongated plasmas can be analyzed with
an average n—index, which is defined by

. 313x
(n > _ _ Raxis 3R

Bizixls J. jib dS

Raids is the major radius of plasma magnetic axis, Bz is the externally applied
vertical magnetic field and j¢ is the toroidal current density. The average n-index
of the elongated JT—60 Upgrade reaches up to - 1.5. The passive index as of coils
and a vacuum vessel must be larger than this average n-index for stable operations
of plasma. In JT-60 Upgrade, the vacuum vessel is not effective in increasing the
value of ms due to the short time constant of dipole current component of the vessel.
Therefore, the horizontal field coil were distributed around the vacuum vessel and
conductors of the vertical field coil are designed to serve as passive stabilizers in the
elongated mode to yield the 115 value of 1.7. The vertical position controllability is
also improved by changing the horizontal field coil power supply from the original
12 phase convertor to a 24 phase convertor and also by accelerating the plasma
feedback system.

(3)

Disruption control, together with particle and impurity control, is crucial to
obtain steady-state discharges. Four sets of sector coils named DCW were provided
both at the inboard side and at the outboard side of the vacuum vessel. Although
the toroidal length of two coils at the outboard side is short, it is used to produce the
non-axisymmetric magnetic field with the dominant toroidal mode number of 2.
This field can produce m = 3 /n = 2 small magnetic islands at q = 1.5 surface as
shown in Fig. 3. Because of the ergodization of m = 2/ n = 1 magnetic islands by the
small-scale disruption, the temperature profile will be changed and studies of
disruption control will be possible as demonstrated in JIPP T—lI U. On the other
hand, successful particle control during H-mode was shown in JFT-2M by using
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externally applied resonant magnetic field of high-m modes [3]. Although the
poloidal mode number produced by DCW is low, an attempt will be made to control
particle and impurity concentration during H-mode and to control edge plasma
phenomena, such as ELMs.

Research prospect of the JT-60 Upgrade experiment
The primary objective of JT—60 Upgrade in early phase of its experiment is

the confinement improvement under favorable impurity control. The other primary
objective from 1994 will be the non—inductive current drive by ECH assisted NBCD
with 500 keV negative NB in combination of bootstrap current and LHCD. The

ability to generate a—particles due to D + 3 He ~—) 4 He (3.6 MeV ) + p ( 14.7 MeV)
reaction with 500 keV D-beam at which the fusion cross section peaks will provide a
good opportunity to study a—particle behavior prior to the D-T operation. A real
fusion reaction of 1 - 1.5 MW range is expected. This will provide more confident
confinement properties of (at-particles compared with the present experiment
producing fusion reaction of ~ 100 kW using ICRF. The energetic single-particle
confinement concerns the effect of non-axisymmetry of the magnetic field of the
reactor grade plasmas. The stochastic ripple diffusion effect may cause rapid
energetic ion loss. The edge of the JT-60 Upgrade plasma will have ~ 2 % ripple.
Detailed orbit-following Monte-Carlo calculations of this process shows ~ 30 % of
120 keV fast ion loss for perpendicular injection in high density discharge,
compared with less than 10 % loss for tangential injection. The experiment will
provide an important data base to evaluate the stochastic ripple diffusion process.
The other important issue of burning-plasma physics concerns the collective
stability of the (it-particle population and its effect on confinement. The negative NB
injection experiment may be able to simulate the relevant physics before attempting
a burning-plasma experiment. The expected parameter range will be V ~ 1.4
VAven and [3 h ~ 3 % at BT = 3 T for 500 keV, 10 MW H—beam, which seems to be
well in the TAB unstable regime.
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Fig. .3 Magnetic islands with m = 3 / n = 2 produced by the DCW coil.
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COMPARISON OF DIMENSIONALLY SIMILAR. DISCHARGES
WITH SIMILAR HEAT DEPOSITION PROFILES“

J.C. DaBoo, R.E. WALTZ, AND T. OSBORNE

General Atomics, San Diego, California

Dimensionally similar scaling is a technique to scale existing tokamak discharges to
larger size, a, or larger magnetic field, B, by fixing dimensionless parameters such as the
plasma [3 and collisionality as well as safety factor q, elongation, and aspect ratio while
varying the normalized gyroradius p. = p/a. Diffusion mechanisms can be classified by their
dependence on p.. The confinement time scales as 7' o: Q‘lp:3 or 335/2 for gyroBohm~like
mechanisms or 1' o: 0‘1 p:2 or Bl/aafi/a for Bohm-lilre mechanisms. Establishing that either
mechanism dominates transport allows one to predict performance for next generation devices
with reasonable confidence without knowledge of the complex and likely coupled transport
mechanisms governing confinement. Statistical studies of global confinement timel'2 have
consistently shown that the standard L—mode scaling is close to or worse than Bohm—like
whereas the majority of theories suggest a gyroBohm—lilre local diffusion process.

During the past year experiments to resolve this difference were performed on DIII—D3
and subsequently on TFTR‘. In each case fixed size and shape L—mode discharges were
compared at low and high B field while adjusting the density n. and power P to maintain
the similarity conditions (I (x B, 11E 0: B4/3, T 0: 82/3). In all cases, the global confinement
time was nearly Bohm-like or worse (1' or B0). However, stand transport analysis with
the simple diffusion equation —-(n. + ni)x,g¢9T/t9r = Pn/S found a gyroBohm like effective
diffusivity Xcfi' or B‘1 in the DIILD case and in a high density TFTR scan. In these cases, the
apparent discrepancy between the T scaling and Xefi‘ scaling was attributed to the markedly
poorer penetration of the neutral beam heating profile at the higher B (and density). This
was thought to be a direct consequence of the simple heat diffusion equation. In apparent
contradiction, a low density TFTR scan with much less change in the beam penetration
appeared to be more consistent with a Bohm—like scaling x o: B'I/S.

Based on the expected result of a simple diffusion model that 1' oc a2/x.fi-, we speculated
that B-scaled dimensionally similar discharges with similar heating profiles should have global
confinement time 1' (X B if gyroBohm like diffusion prevails. This speculation has been tested
recently in a set of DIII—D experiments designed to control the heating profile by verticdly
shifting the plasma off—axis away from the centaline of the neutral beam heating. This allowed
shifted low field, low density discharges to have heating profiles similar to the high field, high
density discharges.

The controlled heating profile experiments were performed in L—mode discharges limited
on graphite tiles on the inside wall of the vacuum vessel with deuterium neutral beams injected
into deuterium plasmM. The plasma elongation is = 1.5 and safety factor at 95% of the edge
poloidal flux 995 = 3.4 were held fixed. A vertically asymmetric discharge shifted up 37 cm
at 1T, 0.7 MA, 3.6 x 1019 m"3 with a total power of 3.9MW was compared with a vertically
symmetric discharge at 2T, 1.4MA, and 9 x 1019 m‘a. Equilibrium flux plots of the two
discharges are shown in Fig. 1. The vertical half width of the neutral beam at the l/e power
point is 26cm at RD. A total power of 15.4MW was required to achieve the dimensionally
similar plasma parameters required. As in previous experiments the total power required to
achieve the similarity condition was closer to that predicted by Bohm scaling P 0: B5,3 than
by gyroBohm scaling P or B. The global thermal confinement time again remained about
constant at 55ms for 1 T and films for 2 T.

up This work was sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACOS—SQERSHM.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium flux plots of centered and shifted discharges.

The dimensionless parameters 5 and collisionality were held reasonably constant. The
temperature and density profiles, normalized to the appropriate scaling with B to achieve con-
stant dimensionless parameters, are shown in Fig. 2. The electron and ion temperatures were
equilibrated in these discharges so a single temperature profile was determined by combining
the electron and ion measurements. Ion temperature measurements are made along viewing
chords through the midplane of the vessel. As a means of obtaining ion temperature measure-
ments closer to the center of the discharge, the shifted plasma was quidcly recentered in the
vessel on a time scale (320 ms) short compared to a fast ion thermalization time (~50 ms).
The Zen- profile was similar in both 1 T and ‘2 T discharges varying from 1.5 on axis to near
3 at the plasma edge. The fraction of radiated power ~45% was similar for both discharges.
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Fig. 2. (a) Temperature and (b) density profiles normalized to the appropriate B scaling for dimen-
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The normalized profile of radially integrated transport power P“. within a normalized
radius is reasonably well matched as shown in Fig. 3(a). In contrast to the previous DIII—D
experiment with differing heating profiles, the effective thermal diffilsivity was not consis-
tent with a gyroBohm model x 0: B“. The single fluid effective diffusivity near the half
radius [Fig 3(b)] remains unchanged and has a nearly Bohm-like scaling. This appears to
remove the remaining experimental discrepancy with the low density TFTR scan. For com—
parison, Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) show P" and effective diffusivity profiles for the previous DIII—D
experiment.2 The values of Xefi' differ by about a factor 2 over most of the profile where P“.
differs by a corresponding factor of about 1/2. This is clearly not observed when the heat
deposition is more similar. Thus it now appears that the effective diffusivity varies with the
heat deposition profile, i.e., simple diffusion does not describe the transport.

To further study the impact of heating profiles on transport and global confinement,
off—axis and central heating was performed during the same discharge. The parameters were
the same as those for the shified 1T discharge. Afier establishing the shifted discharge,
the plasma was then recentered and allowed to reach equilibrium again. The density profile
remained unchanged and the core temperature increased only slightly. The large variation
of the heat deposition profile had little impact on the global confinement time indicating a
simple diffusion model is not adequate. This result is entirely consistent with results obtained
earlier on ASDEX.5 The experiments differ only in that the new DIH—D experiment has a
much larger variation in heat deposition comparing a hollow power density with no deposition
on axis in the shifted case with a peaked power density in the centered case. Further there is
no change in the working gas. Again observe in Fig. 3(e) and 3(f) that while the confinement
time is largely unchanged by variations in the heating profile, the effective diffusivity can be

- changed by a factor of 2 near the half radius and even more near the center. Furthermore
there is evidence in recent DIIliD off-axis ECH heating experiments6 that a centrally peaked
temperature profile can be maintained with little or no net power flow. This could indicate
either the presence of a “heat pinch” or strong marginality to a critical temperature gradient.

In conclusion our initial dimensionally similar discharge B-scaling experiments on DIII—D
showed a Bohm-like or worse scaling of global confinement time (1' or B”) but gyroBohm-
like scaling of the effective local diffusivity (Xefi' or B‘l). We speculated that the apparent
paradox was due to the fact that the heating profiles were not held constant and that a
gyroBohm-hke confinement time (7' o: B) could be obtained with similar heating profiles. Our
recent experiments refute this speculation and do not support the conclusion that the effective
diffusivity is consistent with a gyroBohm~like scaling. Both sets of experiments indicate that
while global confinement time is insensitive to changes in the heating profile, the effective
diffusivity is very sensitive to such changes. These experiments suggest a breakdown in the
notion of a simple local diffusion process and pose an important challenge to theoretical models
which exhibit gyroBohm—like scaling.

1 Christiansen, J.P., J.G. Cordey, and K. Thomsen, Nucl. Fhsion 30, 1183 (1990).

2 Waltz, R.E., J.C. DeBoo, and MN. Rosenbluth, 17”I European Physical Society Meet-
ing, Amsterdam, June 1990, Vol. 14B, Part 1, p. 126.

3 Waltz, R.E., J.C. DeBoo, and MN. Rosenbluth, Phys. Rev. Lett. 65, 2390 (1990).
4 Waltz, R.E., J.C. DeBoo, M.N. Rosenbluth, C.W. Barnes, R.J. Goldston, D.W. Johnson,

F.W. Perkins, S.D. Scott, and M.C. Zamstorff, in Plasma Phys. and Contr. Nucl. Fusion
(Proc. 13"I Intnl Conf. Washington, 1990) (IAEA, Vienna, to be published) CN-53/D-
4—7.

5 Wagner, F., O. Gruber, K. Lackner, H.D. Murmann, et 111., Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 2187(1986).
6 Luce, T.C., R.A. James, A. Fyaretdinov, B. DeGentile, et al., Plasma Phys. and Contr.

Nucl. Fusion (Proc. 13“‘ Intnl Conf. Washington, 1990) (IAEA, Vienna, to be published)
CN-53/E—1-2.
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THE SIMULATION OF ENERGY AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT,
HEAT AND DENSITY PULSE PROPAGATION AND H-MODE

CONFINEMENT IN JET AND A REACTOR

D. Boucher, P~H. Rebut and ML. Watkins

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3EA, UK

Introduction

The simulation of tokamak plasmas is made difficult by a strong and fundamental
coupling between energy and particle transport. In particular, it is practically
impossible to study energy transport without addressing particle transport. It is
necessary to describe correctly not only convective energy losses but also the evolution
of impurities and the effect of Zeff- An overall, coherent and quantitative transport
model is therefore needed, with the interactions between all elements included. The aim
of this paper is to compare such a model with IET results and apply this model to a
reactor.

The underlying phenomenon responsible for anomalous transport

Experimental observations support a model for anomalous transport based on a single
phenomenon and MHD limits. One such single phenomenon is turbulence in the
magnetic field topology which occurs above a certain threshold [1]. In addition, the
resilience of the electron temperature to additional heating suggests that electrons are
primarily responsible for confinement degradation. The critical electron temperature
gradient model exhibits these features and may be formulated as follows: above a
threshold in the electron temperature gradient, the anomalous electron conductive heat
flux, Qe, is defined [2]:

Q: E ' Jaw; = _n:xan,z(V7; — (VTJJHW‘I)
Q: E “ XiVTI

=2z 2" Lz. . f—1+z,, T.

Semi~empirical expressions for Xan,ey and (VTe)cr, have been obtained on the basis of
laws of similarity and a theoretical model for the turbulence in the magnetic topology
[3,4].

Without changing the form of the above expressions, or the numerical coefficients
used, the global plasma properties, temperature profiles and their temporal evolution
have been well-simulated for different plasma conditions in IET (L- and H—modes,
ohmic, N131 and ICRF heating, pellet injection, etc.).

Furthermore, particular experimental details can be tested against specific features of the
model. For example, the temperature perturbation that follows the collapse of a
sawtooth propagates with the diffusivity, Xanp which largely independent of the mode
of operation (L«, H— or ohmic) and is larger, in general, than that obtained from power

Max-Planctt-tnstitut tar Fiasmapngstt,
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balance considerations, x3, because of the presence of the critical electron temperature
gradient, (VTc)c.-. Furthermore, since x3” and (VTacr have different dependences on
plasma parameters, the equilibrium Xe will exhibit a different behaviour (and hence a
different global scaling law) for ohmic discharges (where VTc is comparable with
(VTC)C,) as opposed to additionally heated discharges (where VTe becomes larger than
(VTe)cr).
In an independent analysis of heat pulse propagation [5], it was also conjectured that a
critical temperature gradient would lead to the significant difference observed between
the equilibrium Xe and Xchp deduced from the equation for the perturbed temperature.

Modelling heat and particle pulse propagation

Fig. 1 shows the comparison with experiment of the simultaneous simulation of
temperature and density perturbations following the collapse of a sawtooth in JET Pulse
No: 19617, with 7.5MW of ICRH. The decay of the signal amplitudes with increasing
radius and the time traces agree well with experiment for both temperature and density
perturbations. The inward propagating density pulse is succesfully modelled with a
particle diffusion coefficient, Dan,“ taken to be proportional to xanfl where on
represents the different species (electrons or ions). The constant of proportionality
needed (50.7) is also consistent with the evolution of density following pellet injection.
Note that in the simulations the transient depression (dip) observed in the evolution of
the density perturbation (indicative of coupling between energy and particle transport
[6]) is well represented.

Steady state density profiles and density transport

A more complete model for anomalous particle transport, including also the behaviour
of impurities, must address more than just the diffusive contribution emphasised by the
study of density perturbations. Consistent with the above model for energy transport in
a chaotic magnetic topology, radial particle transport should result, in part, from the
radial projection of classical particle fluxes which flow parallel to the (chaotic) magnetic
field. This will give rise to enhanced radial transport. In particular, impurities, which
are subject to parallel thermal forces, will tend to migrate towards the regions of highest
temperature and modify the electron density profile. In fact, this force acts like an
inward ”pinch" and offers an explanation of the peaked density profiles which are
observed when Dan is large and impurities are present.

This anomalous "pinch" can be checked by a study of density profiles obtained under
various plasma conditions. As shown in Fig. 2, very similar density profiles are
obtained under the quite different conditions obtained in an ohmic plasma with a Zeff of
1.4 and a plasma with 3.5MW of additional heating and a Zcff of 1.7. The model
reproduces well the temperature profiles in the two cases and shows that Xe is larger by
a factor of about two for the additionally heated plasma (Xe E 0.8m25‘1 in the ohmic
plasma, and )9; E 1.5m23’1 with additional heating; both at r/a = 0.85). Dan is therefore
a factor of abOut two higher for the plasma with additional heating (and this is
confirmed by the Da emission) but since the density profile changes little, the inward
”pinch" must increase also by a factor of about two. This is in line with the model of
particle transport which predicts the correct density profiles in both cases (see Fig. 2).

Application to the H-Mode

The above model for energy and particle transport is now used to study confinement in
the H-mode. No attempt is made to achieve a spontaneous transition from the L— to H—
mode. Rather, the features of H-mode confinement are studied by triggering the
transition artificially, by suppressing the anomalous transport in the high shear region
near the plasma edge, and then observing the consequent effect on plasma parameters.
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Fig. 3 shows the effect of reducing transport to its neoclassical value over the first 2cm
inside the separatIiX. With no other adjustment, confinement improves in the core of
the plasma. Furthermore, the establishment of the edge transport barrier leads to
greater impurity retention and, as a result, increased electron density and Zeff, as
observed.

Implications for a reactor

The implications of this model of energy and particle transport and H-mode
confinement for a reactor is shown in Fig. 4. Initially, the improved energy
confinement is beneficial, leading to more alpha-particle heating. Subsequently, greater
helium retention due to better particle confinement offsets this benefit and eventually
ignition is quenched.

Conclusions

In addition to the satisfactory simulation of temperature profiles and their evolution in
JET, it is now possible to simulate and explain detailed experimental features in both
energy and particle transport. The most pronounced example is the simultaneous
simulation of temperature and density pulse propagation and the coupling between
density and temperature equations. This general behaviour is a direct consequence of
including a critical electron temperature gradient in the transport equations. Another
logical consequence of the assumed magnetic topology is an anomalous particle ”pinch"
on impurities which can lead to peaked density profiles. Furthermore, all experimental
features of H-mode confinement can be simulated by the model provided the anomalous
transport is suppressed in the high shear region near the plasma edge. However,
application of the model to a reactor then shows that H-mode confinement does not
expand the ignition domain because ashes and impurities are better retained
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LOCAL TRANSPORT ANALYSIS IN L AND H REGIMES

A. Taroni, Ch. Sack, E. Springmann, F. Tibone

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 3EA, UK

Jutrrtttustitm
In this paper we analyse the transport properties of L—mode and high density H-mode

JET discharges with the same current and very close total auxiliary power input. The analysis
extends previous work [1,2] by considering limiter L-mode discharges that do not undergo an
L-H transition and by including particle transport. We also report on results for the evolution
of equilibrium, current density, temperatures and particle density following pellet injection.

Our study is essentially of predictive nature, based on the predictive equilibrium-transport
code JE'ITO and assuming as a reference the model of Rebut et al. [3]. Comparisons with
results of the interpretive code FALCON are also shown.

The main characteristics of the pulses considered in this paper are shown in Table 1.
Units in the table are 3, MA, T, MW, 1019m‘3, KeV and MJ.

time 1p Bl PlCRl—l PN'BI <nc> T00 T10 Wlot

Highdcnsity 47.5 3.2 3.15 - 7.5 5.5 2.7 3.4 3.8
L-mode, # 20334
Intermediatedensity 50.0 3.0 3.10 8.0 ~ 3.1 7.5 5.1 4.1
L—mode, # 19617
Highdensity 51.5 3.1 2.20 - 7.5 4.6 4.6 5.0 5.1
H—mode, # 21022
Pellctcase 44.2 3.0 32012.3 5.3 3.7 12.0 8.0 5.2
#17749

Tablel

Results Q[ It- and H-mggg transport simulations
The times shown correspond to the final times of our simulations which start in the ohmic

phase and give time dependent results consistent with the experimental ones. We limit our
study to the region which is not directly affected by sawtooth activity (normalised radius
p20.25 in these cases). The simulations considered here are not fully predictive because the
measured effective charge Zeff is used as described in [4] to derive the impurity concentration
This is done to avoid our results to be influenced by the uncertainty still existing in impurity
transport models. The price to be paid is the uncertainty introduced by errors in the
experimental profiles of ne and Zeff- The model of Rebut et a1. [3] (RLW model in the
following) is our reference model. In our code it has been modified in the external region
{20.75 as described in [4]. The code updates the equilibrium configuration according to the
evolution of plasma profiles and to the magnetic fluxes measured at the surface of the vessel.
A consistent geometrical configuration is important for detailed comparisons with experimental
results in x-point configurations and in pellet cases with strongly shifted magnetic axis.

Figures 1-3 show the values of the thermal and particle (hydrogenic ions) conductivities
x and D, respectively, at the final time of our simulations. The range of values of
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x2” = —q / ZnEVTE, where q is the total heat flux, obtained by the interpretive code FALCON
from experimental rather than “predicted" profiles is also presented. An anomalous inward
particle pinch was required only for the L-mode RF case [4]. In the case of the H~mode
strongly inverted nc profiles appear, with large uncertainties in Vpfi/and Zeff. Numerical
instabilities may appear when the factor (VTe /Te +2 Vne / rig) in 255 becomes as small as
observed (see Fig. 4). To avoid this we use a constant value of x6 itapsistent with FALCON
results and allowing to reproduce the measured plasma profiles. 15 is derived a posteriori
and compared with the “experimental” one (Fig. 3). The very low values of D found in the H»
mode are consistent with the values ofthe impurity diffusion coefficient in the same shot [5].
Note also that 35?“, predicted by the neoclassical theory may become comparable to the
“experimental” Xi in the external region, due to the large local density and q.

The difference in the values of transport coefficients in the ICRH and NBI L-modes,
which have similar global confinement properties as shown in Table 1, may look surprising but
it is entirely accounted for by the difference in the power deposition profiles. These are
centrally peaked in the ICRH case but peaked externally in the NBI high density case. External
peaking of the power deposition profile occurs also in the H—mode case, but now transport
does not increase in the external region.

h i ' f h I
Shot 17749 is a typical representative of the so-called PEP (pellet enhanced performance)

L-modes and it is reasonably well diagnosed. However, one problem has complicated past
analysis of this and similar discharges. This is the observed discrepancy, of the order of 0.1m,
(2 25% of the radius of the enhanced confinement region) between the magnetic axis found by
equilibrium identification codes and the observed maximum of TC and Ti profiles, measured by
diagnostics not related to the equilibrium configuration, such as Lidar and charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy. We find that the time evolution of the equilibrium configuration,
computed consistently with the evolution of plasma profiles, does show the required outward
shift of the magnetic axis, and generates at the same time a poloidal field Bp at the “pick up
coils” in agreement with the measured one (Figs. 5 and 6). The shift of the magnetic axis
results from the relatively high central pressure and low central current density. The latter is
mainly an effect of the bootstrap current. A slightly hollow current density profile just after
pellet injection becomes very hollow 1.25 later, immediately before an MHD event reduces the
PEP to a normal discharge. A strongly inverted q-profile may imply stability of the PEP
against ballooning modes and suggests that the MHD event terminating the PEP phase is
related to an instability corresponding to low m, n modes (eg. 2,2 or 3,2). A MHD stability
analysis based on the equilibria and q»profiles found here is required to elucidate these points.

From the point of view of transport modelling, the evolution of the q-profile is consistent
with the one proposed in [3] to explain the local confinement properties of PEPS. Our
simulations have been carried out by reducing transport in the region where Vq is positive.
However, we find that while Xi is neoclassical, within the uncertainties related to the evaluation
of the ICRH power deposition profiles, Xe is close to )5, rather than being neoclassical. These
results are in agreement with previous studies (see e.g. [6,7]). Energy transport in the region
of non-inverted q—profile is consistent with the RLW model and similar to standard L—mode
discharges. Preliminary results of particle transport analysis show that D is also reduced
($0.1m2/s) in the region of inverted q—profile.

(gonclusions
Our study confirms that in the region p S 0.7 the local transport coefficients of ET

plasmas depend directly on plasma profiles and, indirectly, on power deposition profiles.
They do not characterise the plasma regime as L or H according to their value. The H regime is
rather characterised by the absence of increase in local transport coefficients, in the external
region p 2 0.7. The q—profile is likely to play an important role in determining the local
transport coefficients, as implied by the RLW model.
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JET_Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, UK

Introduction. The helium pumping requirements of a tokamak fusion reactor will depend on

the transport of the thermaliscd He“ fusion products (ash) from the core of the plasma where

they are formed, to the edge from where they are removed. In order to achieve a steady-state

ignited plasma such that the a-particle production rate is balanced by the He removal rate, it
may be shown that the condition rP(l'le)/1.-E$lOs must be satisfied (in the usual notation),

where s is the helium pumped fraction (eg./1/). rp(l~le) is governed by helium particle transport

and also by the helium particle source profile, including recycling. Thus from the reactor
physics viewpoint the relationship between particle and heat transport is of fundamental
importance; the behaviour of the ratio of particle to heat diffusivity D/z also has significant
implications for theories oftokamak transport.

The successful operation of one ofthe two neutral beam injection (NBI) heating systems
on JET in “He and 3He at lZOkV has facilitated the simulation of the production of helium ash
in the plasma core, by virtue of the excellent penetration of the He“ beams (Fig.1). The use
of NBI as a helium particle source is intrinsically more satisfactory than gas modulation
experiments, since the deposition profile of the He“ beams is precisely known and is spatially
distinct from the source due to_ helium recycling. Once the source profile is known, the radial
flux of He“ ions can be determined from the temporal and spatial evolution of the measured
He“ density profile nHE(r,t),

Measurement of He“ density by charge exchange spectroscopy on JET. JET has initiated a
comprehensive experimental and theoretical assessment of atomic data required for a
quantitative analysis of CX spectra. Particularly in the energy range below 50 c/amu,
different theoretical approaches and new input from experimental sources have led to a
significant revision (up to factors of 3) of excitation cross-sections for the Hell transition at
4686A (cf/20. The JET atomic database - including multistep processes for the neutral beam
stopping in an impurity dominated plasma - has been completed in 1990.

Two fiducial cases for the measurement of absolute llc2+ densities were tested
successfully in the 1990 campaign. In the first instance (Hel+ being a minority) the total
number of Hez+ measured in a radial profile was compared to the total particle number
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deposited by He" NBI. In the second case, using a pure He discharge the total number of
electrons contributed by He was compared to electron density profiles measured by LIDAR
Thomson scattering. The results indicate that absolute measurements accurate to within 30%
of the expected He2+ densities are attainable.

In addition to CX excitation processes, competitive processes such as beam halo and
plume effects /3/ need to be taken into account. The plume effect may - in principle ~ lead to
a significantly enhanced signal and therefore to a distortion of deduced radial profiles. For the
JET viewing geometry the plume effect is estimated to be less than 20% in the standard
magnetic field configuration, as used in the present experiments, but may reach enhancement
factors up to ~5 above the true value of nHe(r) when 13¢ is reversed.

Results
1. The simplest type of experiment in the present work was conducted as follows. A short
(~0.55) He" NBI pulse (~3-6MW) was applied to a low to moderate density D plasma
(<n,>~l-3x10”m_3), sufficient to produce an average minority concentration nus/n¢~10%.
The evolution of nH.(0) was measured via a central CX viewing chord whose sensitivity had
been absolutely calibrated. Fig.2 shows time traces of parameters of interest in this type of
experiment, for a sawtoothing L-mode discharge. The main features of the data are the fast
decline of nHt(0) after the He" NBI pulse, followed by approximately steady-state conditions
(the graphite top X-point tiles with which these plasmas predominantly interacted did not
pump helium to any appreciable extent). The central decline is consistent with a redistribution
of He2+ due to the combined effects of sawteeth and transport. Fig.3 shows a fit to nm(0,t)
calculated assuming only that the He2+ flux be given by the usual model Le.
Fun= -Dr.rVn”E+n.,ev. The fit shown is for Dc"(r) = 0.4(1 +2r2/a’) mzs" and v=0. The radial
form ofthc diffusion coefficient follows that adopted in previous modelling ofelectron density
transport in JET /4/. The fit to nHe(0) is not particularly sensitive to realistic values of v
(assigned a radial form also given by /4/, which necessarily vanishes on-axis). The model
calculation is performed in 1-D cylindrical geometry for a Hel+ source profile corresponding
to the Heu NBI deposition profile; 100% of the edge efflux of helium is redeposited according
to an exponential-like radial profile of scale—length ~lOcrn. The temporal behaviour of
nuc(0) is well reproduced, and also the absolute value. On the reasonable assumption that

a(r) relaxes to an approximately flat shape in the steady-state phase when there is no central
source (as is necessarily predicted by the calculation in Fig.3) the absolute agreement gives
confidence in the measurement of n..=(0). Fig.3 also shows the edge Ilel emission which is a
measure of helium recycling, and the model calculation ofthc edge efllux normalised to it; the
time dependence is well reproduced. The helium recycling increases from a low level to a

steady»state value, reflecting the change in n.,e(a) resulting from the combined effects OfNBI
fuelling (which although centrally peaked, still deposits He1+ near the edge, Fig.1) and the
relaxation of the nH.(r) profile. The basic result of this experiment is to demonstrate a
favourable characteristic time for transporting He2+ from the plasma core to the edge. This
is evident both from the time constant of the decline of nH.(0) and also from the value of
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DE”; based on the results of a heat-flux analysis of a similar L-mode discharge,

lm/Dm~2 — 3. It is expected that sawteeth, present in the discharges of Figs.2 and 4 (and
indeed in all the experiments in the present work) play a significant role in the redistribution

of the injected helium; this will be further investigated in future experiments in sawtooth-free
plasmas.

2. The same experiment as (1) was also performed in the H-mode, for which the observed

behaviour was more varied. In general, the decline of nn¢(0) was less marked than in the
L-mode case. In some ELM-free cases there was a tendency for nm(0) even to increase after

the central helium NBI source was stopped (Fig.4). The I-Iwmode in Fig.4 is also interesting

because of the low heating power after the He" NBI was switched off, and the steady or even

slightly falling m. It may be noted in Fig.4 that the Hell edge emission exhibits a reduction

in level during the I-I-mode phase, similar to the usual Da signature (also shown). This gives

a direct indication of increased helium particle confinement. For the H-mode, the edge

transport barrier is important in determining the global particle confinement time for He2 +,

in addition to the bulk transport properties. In this context, ELMs may provide a mechanism

for enhancing the helium loss rate; in the present experiments the helium density behaviour

of I’I—modes with ELMs was more like that of the L-mode in character.

3. Minority helium density profiles have been obtained in D plasmas fuelled by He" NBI
similar to the discharges of Figs.2 and 4. In general it was difficult to relate the measured
I“He to n“. and Vnn. (or any other driving term) due to the effect of sawteeth occurring

between successive measurements of nH¢(r).By comparing the time-averaged nH,(r) profiles
before, during, and after the I-Ie° NBI pulse, the changes Anm(r) and A(VnH,)(r) may be
determined. These quantities can be related to the (known) changes Ankh) resulting from the
application/removal of the He‘J beams. The results show A(VnH.) is negative in response to
positive arm, implying a conventional diffusion coefficient, of order Imzs". More
experiments, particularly in sawtooth-free discharges, are required in order to deduce accurate
transport coefficients and to identify additional driving forces.

Conclusions. Effective removal of I-Ie2+ from the core of L-mode discharges has been
demonstrated, using centrally deposited IIe“ NBI particle source and local CX measurements
of me. Preliminary indications of different behaviour in 1-1 and L mode plasmas have been
observed, and the roles of both sawteeth and ELMs are identified as important issues for
helium removal.
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LOCAL CONFENEMENT 1N NEUTRAL BEAM HEATED JET DlSCHARCES
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D Stork and M von l-iellermann
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Abstract
A database containing some 150 predominantly neutral beam heated discharges has been

analysed. A scaling of the central ion temperature Ti(o) with Pnbi 133/ N has been found (Pnbi is the
beam power, TE the (diamagnetic) energy confinement time and N is the number of particles). The
central confinement of hot ion H-mode plasmas is found to be much better than that of hot ion
L—mode plasmas. Density profile peaking increases with Pnbj/N, reflecting the effect of beam
fuelling.

1. Introduction
Up to 21 MW of deuterium Neutral Beam Injection (NBl) heating has been applied to JET

plasmas, in discharges limited either materially (Carbon or Beryllium surfaces) or by a magnetic
separatrix (single or double null X-point). The deuterium beams have been injected at energies of 80
or 140keV. For typical JET plasmas 60-80% of the beam power is absorbed by the ions. This leads to
ion temperatures higher than electron temperatures and at low density it has been possible to
generate hot ion plasmas with Ti(o) ~ 20keV while at the same time Te(o) s lOkeV.

lon temperature profiles have been measured with the charge exchange recombination
spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostic at JET [l]. A typical exposure time is lOOms which is too long to
observe the ion temperature sawtecth. Measurements yield some sawteeth averaged ion
temperature in the centre and for the local transport analysis we shall distinguish between
s'awteelhing and sawtooth-free discharges.

Some 150 pulses have been analysed, using a local power balance analysis, which used
PENCIL beam power deposition profiles. Time derivatives are included, but not convection.
Convection is, however, estimated ignoring changes indensity profile shape and Zeff because the
data are insufficient for all these pulses to calculate the convection with confidence. The results of
this estimate have not been included in the calculation of Xi-

This paper extends earlier work on a limited number of pulses [2,3].

2. lon Temperature Scaling
Figure 1 gives the central ion temperature versus beam power per plasma ion. Clearly, the

H-modes reach higher temperatures with less power per ion. They are actually close to
temperature saturation: If we assume that 30% of the beam power is lost to the electrons and the
remaining 70% is thermalized without any loss, than the predominantly 80kV beams lead to a
temperature of 2/3 x 0.70 x 0.78 x 80 = 29keV, where 22keV has actually been achieved with BORV
beams only. The factor 0.78 stems from the fractional composition of the beam at the Eb, lib/2 and
Eb/3 values (Eb = lon source acceleration voltage in kV). Figure l, with its huge differences in Ti for
the same P/N suggests a scaling with confinement: Indeed, Fig. 2, which gives Ti versus PIE/N (TE
is the energy confinement time) gives a better relation. The PEP (Pellet Enhanced Plasma)
featuring in these graphs is an enhanced central confinement mode as a result of pellet injection [4].
This mode features a very peaked central density (> 8 x 1019 m‘3) and has been achieved in both
predominantly NBI and RF heated discharges [5].
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3. Local Transport
The fact that Ti(0) scales linearly with global energy confinement time shows that not only

edge transport is improved during the H—mode, but also confinement well inside the plasma.
A pedestal in Ti is not sufficient to explain the difference in Ti(o) between L and l-l-mode. To prove
this, we give in Fig. 3 the local power balance for all these plasmas:

1 0.3a 8(gnikTi)
VT1(0.3a) versus “(0.2%) J’Pions‘Pi dv

o
where Pions is the beam power density to the ions and Pie the ion-electron equipartition. The slope

of a data point with the origin is 1/(AXi) where A is the flux surface area (A E 42 m2 for r = 0.3a).
A slope of 10 in the units of the graph corresponds to Xi = 1.5 m2/s. To avoid too much uncertainty in

the analysis, only plasmas with Pnbi>6MW, ni(0.3a) > 1019 m'3 and <ne> < 4 x 1019 m"3 have
been plotted. Sawtooth free plasmas are plotted in black.

Most Lemode data all have a very similar slope, hence a similar n, independent of the

amount of power per particle. x15 1.6 mZ/s. Some inner wall plasmas, the so-called "Jolly good
shots" [8], have a significantly better central confinement and often reach H-mode values.

The H-mode data fall roughly into two groups. The first group has a low power per plasma
ion, a low Ti and Xi is better (i.e. lower) than for the L-mode. The second group are the good hot ion
H-modes: high T3, high power per plasma ion which is, however, offset by a steep rise in n and
often Ti as well. They are all in the upper left corner of Fig.3. Xi is extremely low for these
plasmas similar to values obtained in reference shots with the TRANSP code [6]. Convection (ie.,

particles flowing outwards, taking their thermal energy with them) is dominant in the centre,
which means that conductive transport is even lower and could reach neoclassical values. Most of
the beam power goes to increasing stored energy in the central plasma or is carried away with the
particles. These plasmas are terminated by carbon or Beryllium catastrophe [7] or by loss of
H—mode (often triggered by impurity influxes). Ion thermal transport apparently improves with
increasing T,- for H~modes.

Figure 4 gives radial profiles of Xi for hot ion plasmas in L and H-mode, sampled from two
separate experimental campaigns. It is clearly seen that H—mode transport is not only reduced in
the outer plasma (the "pedestal" idea of H—mode confinement) but also in the centre of the plasma.
These central values are overestimated because convection is not subtracted from the power balance.
FALCON benchmark runs on a hot ion L-mode and a hot ion H-mode suggest that convection is twice
as large as conduction for both cases at r = 0.3a and reduces strongly at larger values of r. That
would bring I-I-mode confinement in the centre down to 0.1 mZ/s. Neoclassical conductivity is around
0.03 mZ/s.

A similar graph for confinement at r = 0.3a, can be made for the electron power balance.
Because there is less power flow to the electrons, the uncertainty in transport coefficients is large, of

the same magnitude as Xe itself. Typical values are 0.5 mZ/s for hot ion H-modes and 1.1 mz/s for
hot ion L-modes. Data are given in Fig.5. To obtain the best accuracy possible, only electron
temperature profiles measured with the LIDAR Thompson scattering diagnostic have been plotted
in the graph. Further, only points with nc(0.33) > 1019 m’3, <nc> < 4 x 1019 m’3 and Pnbi > BMW
have been included.

4. Density Profile Peaking
The beams provide a significant particle source in the centre of the plasma, especially at low

plasma density. 10MW of 80kV deuterium beams provide 8 X1020 atoms per second in the whole
plasma, compared with a typically 1021 ions target plasma for a hot ion shot. As the deposition
profile is peaked, the centre of the plasma is rapidly filled with hot ions resulting in high Ti and a
degree of density profile peaking. Figure 6 gives the profile peaking (defined as nc(o)/<ne>; <ne>
is the volume averaged electron density) as a function of Pfibi/N. Density data are from LIDAR.
The increase of density peaking with P/N is obvious, both for L-modes and for l-l-modes.
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A dependence of Xi on ne(0)/<ne> could not be established. The L-modes all have similar
Xi for a wide range of P/N and Ti, whereas ne(o)/<ne> changes strongly over the P/N range. Also
for H-modes, which have a more complex behaviour of x1] no trend with density peaking can be
established. Density peaking is purely a beam fuelling feature, and in itself useful, because it
enhances the beam power deposition in the centre of the plasma.

Conclusions
We have demonstrated a crude scaling relation for the central ion temperature as Ti(0) ~

Pnbi‘CE/N We have shown that the central ion confinement does not depend on power per particle.
Hot ion H—mode plasmas can enter a regime where Xi is extremely low and all input power either
flows away as convection or is stored as plasma. Finally, density peaking in hot ion plasmas is
associated with beam fuelling.
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INTERPRETATION OF HEAT AND DENSITY PULSE PROPAGATION
IN TOKAMAKS

A.C.C. Sips, N.J. L0pes Cardozol. A.E. Costley, G.M.D. Hogeweijl, and J.O'Rourke

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA, U.K.
1FOM lnstituut voor Plasmafysica ”Rijnhuizen", The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses two key issues in current research on sawtooth induced heat and

density pulse measurements in Tokamaks and their interpretation. First, heat and density
pulses in JET and TEXT show different qualitative behaviour implying substantially different
transport coefficients [#1. Second, a new description ofthe heat pulse has been used to describe
measurements on TF R, and it has been claimed that these measurements can not be
simulated with the widely used diffusive model [2]. In this paper, we show that consistency
between all these measurements can be obtained assuming a diffusive propagation for the heat
and density pulses and using linearised coupled tranSport equations.

ANALYTICAL TREATMENT: LINEARISING THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
By linearising the transport equations around a steady state, the contributions of the

diffusion terms become dominant, since the scale lengths of the perturbations are small
compared to the gradient lengths of the steady state profiles. As a result the relaxation of a
localised perturbation of the electron temperature and density profiles can, to good
approximation. be described by a set of two coupled diffusion equations:

%= AWZ with: z=[.ll1.:;-rlI-g] (1)

Only dependences of the particle diffusion coefficient (D) and the thermal diffusivity (x) on Vn
and VT appear in the linearised matrix; A11=Diflc, A12 = (BD/BVTXTo/nowno, A21 :
(2DinC/3) + (Zax/36Vn)(no/T0)VT°. and A22: 2/3(xinc + A12). Using the incremental
diffusivities in the diagonal terms:

Dine: D +53%a Xinc: X+%TVT0 (2)

The spatial distributions of the initial perturbations of the electron density and temperature.
induced by the sawtooth are to good approximation identical. Hence, the ratio a =
(nl/no)/(T1/To) is independent of the minor radius, and the initial perturbations can be
represented by a vector in the nl/no — Tl/To plane (see Fig.1). The eigenvectors of the matrix
A are also shown in Fig 1a. In general, a sawtooth excites a combination ofthe two eigenmodes.

All measurements of heat and density pulses in JET have been analysed using the model
described above [3]. The coupling between the heat pulse and density pulse in JET is observed
as an initial dip on the main density pulse which evolves with the slow eigenvalue of the coupled
equations (Fig 1a).

INTERPRETATION OF DENSITY PULSES IN TEXT
The heat and density pulses in TEXT propagate at the same speed and have identical

ishfpe at every radial position. This behaviour is maintained in a wide range of plasma conditions
1 . Hence
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r11/”0(t)= aTt/To (t) (3)
where a is a constant. This implies that the initial condition for the heat and density pulses is an
eigenvector of the coupled equations. In this case, the heat and density pulses are governed by a
single diffusion coefficient (eigenmodezl and propagate at the same speed through the
confinement zone. Using this relation in t e coupled equations (1). we find:

A22‘A11= aAat—Atz/a (4)
where the value of a at TEXT is normally quoted as 0.3 [1]. It is not possible to find a unique
solution for the matrix elements from this equation.

The measurements in TEXT have been simulated numerically. using linearised coupled
equations. to assess the possible values for the matrix elements. The off—diagOnal term A12 is
determined by a least squares fit of simulated pulses to the data. for fixed A22 (2 mfi/s) and for
the ratio A22/A11 ranging from 1 to 10. The results thus obtained are in good agreement with
the analytic expression in eq. 4 (Fig. 2).

The experimentally observed identical behaviour of the heat and density pulses over a
wide range of discharge can be explained from the results of these simulations when A22 > A”.
Consequently, the density pulse is governed by the fast eigenmode of the coupled equations.
Any analysis which does not take the coupling into account will lead to incorrect conclusions
(e.g.:DinCe Xinc . Also. the observed discrepancy in TEXT between densit ulses launched by
the sawtooth an density pulses induced by other perturbative techniques 4fcan be explained.
since the sawtooth driven density pulses are governed by the lar e eigenvalue (a 2 m2/s).
whereas other type of density perturbations are determined by Dino e 0.8 mZ/s).

By expressing the particle and energy fluxes in terms op and VT the transport matrix M
can be derived from A. This transport matrix M is very similar for TEXT and JET.

Fast T/T T/T 'iast' eigenvector
‘ 0

a ergenvactor Perturbation b ' 0 . .. .
vector 1 W Initial perturbation vector

\ i ________-

'Fast‘ contribulion to \ 'last component of
temperature perturbation \ temperature _

\\ perturbation 'slow‘ eigenvector
\
\‘ Slow
‘\ eigenvector ‘slow‘ component of
\\ temperature

'Slow' contribution to _ ___ perturbation
temperature perturbation I ”mo ______

l .
l :r

or '_ I
‘r l . . .

. , _ :4 i lastcomponontotdensrty
Fag. mnmbugcT 1° I l perturbation
densrty penur aion 'Slow' contribution to 'slow' I t Id 1 m b t'

dens“), penumafion componen o ensrype ur aion

Fig. I: The initial perturbation of the density and temperature represented in the
nl/no—Tl/To plane. In JET {Fig a) both fast and slow eigenmodes are launched, whereas in
TEXT (Fig b) the sawtooth launches the fast eigenmode.

INTERPRETATION OF HEAT PULSES IN TFTR
The heat pulse can also be described using the full transport equations and temperature

profiles. It is generally found that a simulation using the diffusion coefficient (xeff) derived from
power balance analysis leads to a slower propagation of the heat pulse than experimentally
observed. Therefore a temporary enhancement ofthe thermal diffusivity needs to be introduced
to explain the measurements.

One type of temporary enhancement of x has been used by TFTR and is based on the
assumption that the sawtooth crash induces a transient increase in the level of turbulence in the
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0.4—
Fig. 2: The value of A1;

A 03- required to describe the
”1' TEXT heat and density
3% pulse for ualues of Agg/A“
< 0.2- ranging from J to 10. The

solid curue represents eq.
(4), the dots the numerical

o.1- f estimates with an indication
i g of uncertainty on Am.

00 é i e 2': i0 12a
AIR/AH

plasma [2]. For TFTR pulse 30904 x is enhanced in the centre of the plasma. a few ms after the
sawtooth crash:

X = X9” (1 + 150 exp(—t/0.001)exp(—9.6r2/az)), (5)
with: Xe“ = (0.3 + 3.8r2/32) exp(—1.1r2/a2) t: 0: sawtooth crash
In Fig. 3 the numerical simulations of the heat pulse. reproduced at JET using the above

equations are shown. There are clear discrepancies between the measured amplitude of the
heat pulse at r = 0.65 m. This discrepancy was not obvious in [2] since the simulations were
normalised to the measurements [5]. In addition. the enhanced X decreases the temperature in
the centre significantly after the sawtooth collapse, yielding an incorrect initial condition for the
relaxation of the temperature.

0.0 '{ r = 0.00 m _
-1000.0 -t A
M Fig. 3: Simulation of the

’9 -2ooo.o - ___,,—~’ - TFTR heat pulse with Xeff
3 300 0 /‘\\ r = 0.40 m _ as in eq. 5. The solid curves
In ' represent the data, the
E" 150.0 dashed curves the JET
.3 simulations using the
° 0.0 TFTR model, the dotted
.2 150.0 curves the published TFTR

simulations (after scaling)
75.0 [2]

0.0
0 10 20

Time (ms)
There is a further discrepancy with the measurements 200 ps after the sawtooth collapse and
the simulations (Fig. 427. It is not possible to modify the model for X in order to describe the
heat pulse. even when t e enhancement of x is limited to a region around the mixing radius.

Generally, the time dependence required to describe the heat pulse should be different at
different radii outside the mixin radius, such that the enhancement is slower further away from
the mixing radius. This type 0% enhancement is similar to the change in Xe” implied by the
results using linearised equations: the thermal diffusion coefficient is a function of the local
temperaturegradient [6].
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1000.0 _I
Fig. 4: Comparison of the
measured perturbation of
the Trprofile, 200 as after
the collapse (solid line),
with the simulated
perturbation of the Te
profile at 0.2 ms {dashed
line) and 3.0 ms (dotted
line). For x8” eq. 5 is used.
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A good fit to the TFTR data is obtained with the diffusive model using linearised coupled
transport equations [3]. The measured Te evolution just outside the mixing radius can be used
as a boundary condition, or the heat pulse can be reproduced starting from an initial localised
perturbation in the centre of the plasma. with a mixin radius equal to the measured radial
extend ofthe initial perturbation ofthe Te—profile (Fig. 5%.

0‘0 'l r = 0.00 m
1000 0 l """"A i | ---- Fig. 5; Fit to the TFTR

3 4000.0 _ heat pulse using coupled
v 250.0 _ linearised transport
3, equations. We find that
= 125.0 - X1110: (1.0 + NWT/(1)) forM
5 T>Tmix rmix = 0.34 m).
w 0.0 Couplin to the slow density

i— 30-0 pulse. dashed curve), no
40- 0 coupltng (dotted curve).

0.0
0 10 20

Time (ms)
CONCLUSIONS
Even though the heat and density pulses in JET and TEXT appear to be substantially different,
the measurements can be simulated consistently assuming a diffusive pmpagation of the heat
and density pulses. using linearised coupled transport equations. The transport coefficients
obtained are very similar for JET and TEXT. Similarly. the measurements of the heat pulse in
TFTR can be described using the same model. This model has an implicit time dependence for
the Xeff on the time—scale of the heat pulse. It is not necessary to invoke an explicit time
dependence for X6”.
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COMPARISON OF THE IMPURITY AND ELECTRON PARTICLE TRANSPORT
IN JET DISCHARGES
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JET Joipt Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 SEA, U.K.
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The transport of impurities in tokamak discharges is known to be
dominated by a large diffusivity, which is between one and two orders of
magnitude above the neoclassical values. Analysis of steady state
impurity profiles yields a uniform diffusion coefficient Dt a 1m lsec.
However steady state profiles are only sensitive to the ratio of Dimp to
the convective velocity (Vimp) in the absence of sources. Temporal and
spatial resolution of transient events are needed to separate Dimp and Vimp
in the plasma core. Cases have been reported [1] where a strong reduction
of Dimp is required in the central region to account for the experimental
data. In JET these cases extend to a wide variety of plasma conditions.
This paper sets out to draw together the disparate observations of reduced
transport in the plasma core into a general picture. A consequent
prediction was that the electron density profile should be peaked during
the early current rise, which has been found to be the case. This and some
results of modelling with reduced core diffusivity are described in the
final section. -
Reduced impurity transport in the core of JET discharges

This reduction of the impurity diffusion in the central region of the
discharge is detected unambiguously in JET when impurities are seen to
accumulate in the centre of the discharge. This occurrence is correlated
with electron density profiles well peaked on axis, with the absence of
sawteeth activity and with central values of the safety factor q(0) > 1.
These conditions are often met after pellet injection [2]. In such cases,
where high deuteron density gradients are attained in the central region,
large neoclassical inward velocities arise for impurities leading to their
progressive accumulation in the plasma centre over a time scale of
lto 2 sec. The high level of peaking reached by the impugity density
profiles implies that Dimp be lower than values around 0.1m/sec within
r = 0.4-a.

On a longer time scale and in connection with less pronounced electron
peaking, impurity accumulation has also been detected in the early phases
of the discharge before the sawteeth activity starts [3].

No impurity accumulation is observed during monster sawteeth. However
this cannot be interpreted as evidence of high central Dimp. In fact, as in
these cases the electron density profiles are nearly flat in the centre,
there is no substantial neoclassical pinch on impurities: the intrinsic
impurity density profiles, therefore, are not expected to peak markedly
during the sawtooth period.

Positive evidence of a reduced diffusivity zone in ICRF heated pulses
during monster sawteeth, and in sawtoothing Ohmic ones, is obtained in
impurity injection experiments [4]. In such cases a fast propagation of the
injected impurities from the plasma periphery to about I = 0.4-a is
observed. From this radial position the propagation of impurities proceeds
at a much slower pace, showing a sharp transition of Dimp down to levels 20
to 30 times lower than outside over a distance not larger than 0.15 m. A
sharp transition over such short distances is also required in the cases
described before.
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Sawtooth free targets for additional heating are produced
occasionally in JET. During the heating, the same pattern in the profile of
the diffusion coefficient has been identified by the analysis of an
impurity injection experiment in one of these pulses.

An important transition to low levels for Dimp in the plasma centre is
also deduced from the analysis of impurity injection experiments in H-mode
pulses [5]. Another notable case where this feature is clearly identified
is the impurity depletion phase following the back-transition to L-mode
after long lasting H—modes [6].

To evaluate the evidence summarized above, it is important to consider
that the central zone of reduced transport and the sharp transition for
Dimp are only likely to appear directly in the impurity density profiles
a) during transient events (e.g. imp. injection) or b) when important
convection effects in the centre lead to strong shaping (accumulation) of
those profiles. In most cases the electron density profile is not peaked.
Therefore the distribution of impurities is expected to be at most very
mildly peaked in the centre. Furthermore the sawtooth activity counteracts
the development of any structure in that region because of its well known
spreading effect on particles.

Two conclusions can be drawn about the core reduction of Dimpl i) the
marked transition of the anomalous effects on impurity diffusion is clearly
demonstrated in a variety of confinement modes, operation scenarios and
plasma parameters including values of q(0), q’ in the central region, He
and Te and their gradients; ii) no cases have been identified yet without
the reduction of Dimp in the core. It should be added that the central
values of Dimp are generally close to neoclassical predictions [2,4].
Reduced electron transport in the core of JET discharges

Evidence of a marked reduction of the electron particle transport in
the centre after pellet injection has already been reported from JET [7,8].
In those cases a particularly low thermal diffusivity in that region has
also been observed. The modifications induced by the pellet on the plasma
conditions have been interpreted as a necessary condition for the
achievement of reduced energy transport in that region. If this same
assumption were made also for electron particle transport, a marked
contrast would emerge with the impurity transport that we have shown to be
affected by such an important reduction of the anomalous transport in a
large variety of cases.

In fact it is difficult to prove or disprove the existence of this
zone of reduced diffusivity. The considerations described above for the
impurities are equally true for the electrons. However the difficulties are
greater because the only neoclassical convective effect expected is the
Ware pinch whose strength (measured in terms of the parameter v-r/D)
relative to the neoclassical diffusivity of electrons is much smaller than
the corresponding parameter for impurities: therefore much smaller levels
of peaking in the centre are expected for the electron density, if any.
Furthermore a correct analysis in terms of diffusion demands a high space
and time resolution. In particular the profiles obtained from Abel inverted
interferometric data, due to the limited space resolution of this
instrument, often involve large distortions on the density gradients, which
induce large systematic errors in the deduced transport parameters.

In particular central protuberances as those in the LIDAR profiles of
fig 1 are strongly attenuated in general in the profiles from the
interferometer. It is worth noting the similarity between the two peaks
observed during the early phase of the discharge and after the pellet
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injection respectively. While the latter (t=47.5 see) results from the
external fuelling of the central region by a 4 mm pellet injected at
45.5 sec in an ohmic pulse, the former (t=4l.5 sec) must have developed
spontaneously and persists until a first small pellet is injected 3 sec
later. This feature is not just an occasional occurrence: a high central
peaking comparable to that of 41.5 sec is observed in all LIDAR profiles
available in the JET data base for the early phase of discharges with
modest edge fuelling. If the Ware pinch is causing such a peak, the
particle diffusion coefficient Dp must be suffering a strong reduction
betwe n r/a = .5 and .3 and its value in the centre must be about
.03 in /sec, the same value that can be deduced for the post-pellet phase.

Results from a simulation of a long time interval during this pulse
are indicated in the figs 1 to 3. The code used integrates the particle and
current transport equations simultaneously. Neoclassical resistivity is
used and the Ware pinch is calculated selfconsistently. The shape and
values of the Ware velocity profiles are not strongly sensitive to the
particular shape chosen for the initial current distribution. Furthermore
the pinch itself has only a minor influence on the time evolution of the
post-pellet profiles. The absolute independence on time of the Dp profile
required in the simulation is probably only a coincidence and would almost
certainly be removed if the precision and the repetition rate of the LIDAR
profiles were higher than presently available. More important it seems to
us the finding that a sharp transition in the value of D]: is found before
the injection of a pellet and that this feature is very general in the
early phase of JET discharges. A comparison is shown in fig 3 between the
Dp profile and and the profile for Dimp required for the description of the
accumulation of the intrinsic impurities (Ni and C) in the same pulse after
the pellet injection. The lower levels of the two diffusion coefficients
Dimp and Dp in the centre are close to their neoclassical values for Ni and
for the electrons respectively.

According to our previous discussion on the possibility of
unambiguously identifying a zone of reduced diffusivity in the centre of
the discharge, other candidate pulses for our search are those with monster
sawteeth and low density pulses with deep neutral beam fuelling. Due to the
high central temperature in monsters, to the consequent low parallel E
field and low Ware pinch, only a minimal density peaking is exPected which
is consistent with the experimental data. For the low density beam fuelled
pulses, due to the frequent sawteeth and to the low acquisition frequency
of LIDAR profiles, the experimental data analyzed so far are not conclusive
on the existence of a reduced diffusivity zone in the centre. It must also
be noted that we have no data from impurity injection experiments in such
cases for a detailed local study of the impurity transport.
Conclusions

We have shown that a sharp reduction of the anomalous diffusivity of
impurity ions in the plasma core is a very general feature in JET
discharges: indeed no cases have been identified yet where the absence of
this feature can be ascertained. Furthermore we have demonstrated that the
post-pellet phases are not the only cases where the same feature is present
in the profile of the electron diffusion coefficient: indeed this is
generally present in the early phases of the JET discharges and preexists
to the pellet injections. The analysis of other plasma conditions from the
presently available JET data base is made difficult by unfavourable
experimental conditions. Specifically devised experiments and diagnostic
arrangements seem to be required.
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PARTICLE AND ENERGY TRANSPORT PROPERTIES DEDUCED
FROM THE PLASMA DYNAMIC RESPONSE
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To face up the difficulties encountered in understanding the tokamak transport
phenomena, the study of the plasma dynamic response appears as a promising approach. Very
often the use of this dynamic response is limited to the evaluation of the characteristic
coefficients of a given transport model, by matching the simulated and the actual temporal
evolution of the plasma parameters. In this paper we will present a more objective and more
deductive methodology. It will be shown that the identification of the transfer function of the
system in an appropriate form allows to elicit fundamental properties of the transport processes
and to validate or discard potential transport models.

Formalism and analysis method
The basic step is the identification of the transfer function of the system. Details about the

employed method are reported in [1]. We recall here that the continuity equation for a
transported quantity y takes the general form :

w= x(r,t) + Ly(r,t) (1)

where x is the corresponding source term and L the transport operator describing the associated
flux. L is assumed to be a linear time independent integro-differential operator acting on the
spatial variable. This general form covers the usual convective and diffustve terms and we will
show that its linearity and stationarity are not severe constraints. If the source term is separable
(x(r,t) = x(r')u(t)), the transfer function of the system is given in the Laplace variable by :

H(r,s) a$= E1; 3l (2)
The poles and the residues pH and yn coincide with the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the
transport operator with an appropriate normalisation condition :

pn yrm = L yrr) , xtr) = Z yrr) (3)
n=1

It is important to note that (a) the poles do not depend upon the radius, so that the formalism can
be applied directly to line integrated or non calibrated measurements, that (b) the eigenmode
profiles do not depend on the source term distribution, so that the analysis extend also where the
source does not vanish and that (c) any waveform for the excitation signal u(t) can be used, so
that a wide variety of perturbations can be considered. Using the system identification technique
1 present address : Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, CH<1007 Lausanne, Switzerland
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described in [l]. the transfer function can be experimentally deduced in the prescribed form (2).
This yields to a diagonalised representation of the transport processes, without invoking any
particular transport mechanisms. In tokamak physics context, this constitutes a blind and
therefore less biased approach to the problem.
3-

H

L. .i
37.8 38 38.2 38.4 Time [s] 37.8

Experimental results

4 to 20 pellets (600 m/s, 1-4 Hz)
are injected in ohmic Tore Supra plasmas
(R:2.38m,a=0.75m B=3.8T,I =1 — 1.5 MA, ne0 = 3 x 1019111332). "Fae
electron density n and temperature T are
measured with a 5-channel interferometer
and a 6-ehannel Fabry~Pérot interfero-
meter (fig. 1). The ablation duration (0.5
ms) is shorter than the sampling period
(1-2 ms) allowing to consider the exci-
tation u(t) as a Dirac function. Column
displacement is negligible.

The transfer function identification
is limited by the sampling rate and the
noise level to 3 poles. It has been
experimentally checked that (a) the plasma
response can be reproduced with poles
independent of the radius, according to
eq. (2) and that (b) the system is linear by
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showing that identical poles can simulate both small and large amplitude perturbations (particle
content increase from 5 to 100 ‘70).

Transport modelling
We will first establish two simple properties of the transport operator that will elicit a

coupling between particle and heat transport. In such a case the eigenvalue equation is :
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want
The first peculiarity of this system is that its poles are shared by both n and T ; this is
experimentally verified by comparing the poles obtained with independent transfer functions
(fig. 2) or by trying to simulate the dynamic response with identical poles for both parameters
(fig. 1). In addition if the four operators of eq. (4) are homotetic, then the eigenmodes group in
pairs, in the sense that (n1, n ) and (T1, T ) display the same first order radial eigenmode
profile, while (n , n4) and in}, T4) disp ay the next order one. Inspection of the raw
experimental profiles (fig. 3) demonstrates this second property for the three first eigenmodes.
These observations are strong evidence for a coupling between particle and heat transport,
whatever the underlying mechanisms are.
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Under these circumstances, the following form for the 0""
particle and heat fluxes will beevaluated: """' I " slow

r __ D D n _ v0 n 0 .(q)” (x, K+)V(T) (0U)(%nT)+(yTI‘ (5) o 1/. 1
The diffusive term coefficients D, D+, K, K+ and the abnormal pinch velocities V, U depend not
only on the radius, but also on the local parameters n, Vn, T, VT, since these parameters vary
during transients. These coefficients are appropriate to treat complex situations such as
turbulence induced transport or critical gradient model, which recently gained a large credit.
This general model is then linearised for small perturbation around a steady state (indexed 0),
leading to the following eigenvalue equations :

1 0 0 0 I111 ’Vm rVnT nn Drrn DnT nn
iTOi'w 0 an Tn)+Vi’l/‘tn'VtT Tni+v DrnDtT]V(Tni (6)

The elements of the 'V and D matrices are 6231?: to deduce combinations of the transport
coeffic1ents and their functional derivatives [2]. e damping due to the variation of the ohmic
power is introduced by 1711-. A modification in the recycling conditions is limited to the neutral

n

TnPn
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penetration depth and does not influence the analysis in the observed region.
Eq. (6) is repeated for each identified pole and solved to evaluate a selected set of

transport coefficients. In addition, a given model can be validated if eq. (6) is reasonably
satisfied for all these poles, in which case this model can explain the plasma dynamic response
in detail. This validation criterion is illustrated for the purely diffusive model (7: 0, ’V: O)
which is approximately the situation retained to study the propagation of the sawtooth induced
perturbations in JET [3]. The diffusion coefficients (fig. 4) compare qualitatively well with
those of JET, featuring also a large ratio between ’J)1T and ’D n, a negative DnT and a positive
QT". However the difference in these coefficients evaluated1 with fast or slow poles (fig. 4)
questions the validity of this model, or at least its linearity.

Applying this kind of argument on all the possible combinations of the transport
coefficients and their functional derivatives, we established that the models that can most
satisfactorily explain simultaneously the slow and fast dynamic response involve either D and
D+ or a particle diffusion coefficient D depending on n and VT, both with y = 5/2. The latter
model leads to the following linearised transport coefficients (fig. 5) :

8D 8D 3KDnn=D;®nr=Vno——;’VnnIVnoa—;Drr=K+VT0—+YT0'DnT (7)
BVT n BVT

firm [ml/s] e—fig. 5 . Lineanscd transport coefiiuerrtr of eq. (7).
" ~DnT('ID/n0) [ml/S ~ -Vnn[m/s] Drscussron

1-5 - s This choice is further supported by the following points :
(a) the coefficients DnT and ’Vnn should be very small in the
flat density profile region (r/a < 0.4), a property satisfied
without having been imposed (fig. 5) ; (b) the positive sign of
rVnn indicates a decreasing article diffusion coefficient when n
is increased, a feature that as been elicited by a lot of scaling
laws ; (c) similarly the sign of DnT implies that the same

- coefficient increases for steeper temperature profiles, a
dependence suggested by theoretical models involving
turbulence thresholds ; typical values for 8(1n D)/a(ln VT) and
8(ln D)/B(ln n) lies between 1 and 2 ; (d) these dependencies
end in a non linear transport model, corroborated by steady
state observations such as confinement degradation or profile
resiliency. Note that this linearised analysis does not allow a

J separate evaluation of the thermal conductivity and its
0 II: 1 temperature gradient dependence (eq. (7)). In our case a

vanishing combination has been found apprOpriate.
In summary we elaborated a formal link between the experimentally identified transfer

function of the plasma and the underlying transport mechanisms that allows to deduce properties
of these mechanisms and to test transport models.
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DETERMINATION OF LOCAL TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS FROM
ANALYSIS OF STEADY-STATE PROFILES AND FLUXES.

ION LOSS CONES AND PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN TJ-I TOKAMAK.

WW, C.Pardo, F.Tabares and B.Zurro.

Asociacién EURATOM-CI'EMAT para Fusion. 28040 Madrid. SPAIN

Particle and heat transport analysis is an important task in order to make meaningful
comparisons between experiment and theory. In this paper a method to obtain transport
coefficients from experimental stationary profiles and fluxes is presented. This method can give
values of particle and heat transport coefficients and its coupling. We assume that the linearized
kinetic equation is a good description of fusion plasmas, even when we include non-
neoclassical effects. From this linearized equation and assuming that the effect of anomalous
processes over Ware pinch, and related bootstrap current, is not important we can obtain the
following general approximate expressions for the total particle and heat anomalous fluxes:

1"AN=1"—rNC ; EA1=~13,ut,(1+ot1]+vm
n n T

_ Q n' T'QAN =Q—QNC . "AT"=—(a+%)[DAN(;+(a+1)?)+VAN]
With these expressions we have for each radial point two equations and three parameters.

To obtain a solution one more assumption is necessary. Several assumptions are applied:
a Minimization of anomalous coefficients: 2(D2+V2+a)=minimum
b Constant coefficients: D,0t=constant, V+otDT'/T=Vor/a
c Fluctuations, from quasilinear theory in the plateau regime[1]: 0t=—O.5
d Non ambipolar transport: VkDEfl‘ with Er experimental radial electric field

As an example this method is applied to the experimental profiles[2] and fluxes in the TJ—I
tokamak ( R=30cm, a=1OCm, ISGOkA, BELST, ohmically heated ) shown in figures 1 and 2.

1. Electronic Density and 2_ Particle and Heat
n (m'3) Temperature m TJ'I T (ev) Q (wm'z) Fluxes in TJ—I l"(m"s'1)

41019 1 . , . 350 3105 l t l t 3102‘
I \ — 300

19 ; .3 10 _ fi
- 250 5 21: ‘_ \ ~—> 210 r 2 10

21019 l \ _ 200
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The results are strongly dependent on the assumption made, as can be seen in figures 3 to
5. It is concluded that in order to make comparisons experiment—theory, it is necessary to use
experimental coefficients obtained with an assumption coherent with the theory that is being
compared. So, it is not adequate to compare coefficients given by fluctuation theories with
experimental values obtained with the assumption of constant coefficients.
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Fluctuations

From the results of ref[l] for transport induced by fluctuations and the values of D and V
obtained in this work with the assumption c, we can estimate the poloidal phase velocity and the
intensity of the electrostatic fluctuations needed to explain the transport: '

~ 2
v eB n 2 k3 ed)_=_ _ ; D= _ __
D v9T V4pv‘[zk" 'l‘
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6. Phase velocity ( m/s ) 7- NWT: ( %)
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Phase velocity is shown in figure 6 together with its value corrected by plasma rotation
with the experimental EB] and the electron diamagnetic velocity. The agreement between this
two later velocities is very good, and we can think in drift waves as a candidate to explain the
transport. Values for ke are estimated from Va and frequency values given by reflectometry
experiments, while kn is taken as 1./qR. The parameter keps is around 0.5 in the bulk plasma
and lower (0.01) in the border. The resulting fluctuation levels are shown in figure 7 together
with the predicted by the Kadomtsev limit for drift waves taking kr=ke. As can be seen the
agreement is good except in the region close to the plasma border, were the quasilinear theory
it is not applicable. In order to make a drastic conclusion as 'nansport can be explained by drift
waves in the plasma bulk' we need a more precise detemiination of experimental fluxes and
profiles together with complete measurements of k, (D and fluctuation levels inside the plasma.
This analysis with estimated values is used only as an example of the capabilities of the method.

Ion loss cones

Ions with kinetic energy larger than a certain critical value, can be trapped in a banana
orbit which hit the limiter ( a toroidal belt in TJ-I ) and become lost. This critical energy
depends on the distance to the limiter, on the den-zipping collision frequency and on the plasma
rotation. The strength of this process on ion particle transport near the last closed magnetic
surface can be calculated as:

BN 4 eXP(-u2) 1 ' aN— ———nv l.——ex —u —— ; F =——- ~ 5(at)... e 9o< pt » .2 .. its)...“
being u=v(critical)/vt. Expressions for calculating u can be obtained from ref[4] plus the
condition in collisionality, and easily extended to include the effect of radial electric field . In
this work it is shown that the ion loss cones can take account of a significant part of particle
transport although the plasma ions are not in the banana regime. The main parameter is the edge
ion temperature that will be higher enough to make important the ion loss cones.

Assuming than ion temperature is given by Artsimovich scaling law in the center and
follows a smooth transition to Ti=2Te in the border, the obtained ion loss cones flux is shown
in figure 8, calculated with the experimental E, and with Err—0, together with the experimental
particle flux. This ionic temperature is compatible with experimental estimations based on
charge-exchange spectroscopy and Hi3 wings. The experimental radial electric field Er was
obtained from the measured rotation by doppler shifts of impurity lines. Due to the experimental
difficulties, the values close to the border could be affected of large errors.
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As we can see the ion loss cones can only explain feasibility one portion of the flux. We
can assume that the other portion is due to the intrinsically ambipolar mechanism and that the
electron transport is made of these ambipolar mechanism plus another one non ambipolar.
These second Mid unknown mechanism is needed to balance the ion loss cones flux and to
determinate the radial electric field. The analysis of transport coefficients can be made separately
for the ambipolar and no ambipolar fluxes, but we need a further assumption: the contribution

A52

The agreement with the zero electric
field case is very good. With the experimental
E1- the ion loss cones gives approximately half
times the experimental flux. Since electrons
cannot escape in this way from as deep inside
the plasma as ions can, a negative radial
electric field must be present as it has been
experimentally founded. Furthermore the ion
loss cones is a poloidally asymmetric process
than could be the explanation of the observed
asymmetries in Ha signal.The scaling with
density and magnetic field is also in good
agreement with the experimental one as can be
seen in figure 9.

8. Particle flux ( m'zs'I )
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to the energy flux of the non ambipolar transport mechanism.
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DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTRON HEAT DIFFUSIVITY FROM TEMPERATURE
PERTURBATIONS IN FT AND FTU TOKAMAKS

F.Berton', A.Bruschi+. F.Buratti. C.Imperiali'. F.Remanelli, Q, ”disco

Associazione EURATGM-ENEA sulla Fusione. CRE Frascati.
C.F. 65 I-00044 Frascati (Rome) ITALY

* ENEA Guest

+Associazione EURATOM-ENEA-CNR
IEP. Via Bassini 15. 20133 (Milan) ITALY

EXEEEIMENIAL_EE§HLI§ . The evolution of electron temperature perturbations
following the sawtooth collapse has been measured at different radial
positions by Electron Cyclotron Emission and used to determine the
electron heat diffusivity eP in FT and FTU tokamaks.The eP values
obtained on FT. using the time-to-peak (ttp) method /1/ have been compared
to the ones (XePB) resulting from steady state power balance. Power
balance analysis performed under the assumption of neoclassical ion
transport yields a Xe profile which shape is a strong increasing function
of radius /2/. while its product with density slowly increases; for any
fixed radius in the transport dominated region, xePB is an inverse
function of the line average density n in the "linear"c0nfinement regime.
i.e. for E < 1020 m'3 /3/, while in the "saturated" regime it remains
roughly constant at Xe r 0.5 m2 sec'1.The value to be compared to eF is
the volume average over the diffusion region XEPB : it increases strongly
for decreasing edge safety factor. since the diffusion region is pushed
outwards by the increasing sawtooth mixing radius rm .

TAB. 1

n 1020 111'3 q. x35? xm tex(m5) ton(ms)
0.64 4.47 1.56 0.60 15.51 4.801.35 4.46 0.36 0.36 5.40 5.63
1.92 4.28 0.42 0.29 2.79 4.091.14 3.44 1.02 0.80 6.10 5.990.66 3.67 1.42 1.15 7.70 3. 21.97 3.30 0.61 0.74 2.45 6.792.57 3.46 0.47 0.57 2.31 7.090.80 3.13 2.34 1.50 3.89 5.271.41 3.09 0.00 0.91 2.33 5.181.91 2.85 0.82 1.02 2.45 6.071.30 2.64 1.40 1.21 3.27 7.492.00 2.55 1.85 1.90 1.35 4.512.57 2.56 0.76 0.71 2.37 9.011.26 2.40 1.39 1.46 4.60 5.76

The work presented in ref. 2 has been revisited. since a systematic
error in the measurement of electron temperature profiles has been
removed. A good agreement has been found between XeHP and xePB . the
ratio ranging between 0.8 and 1.6 (Tab.l and Fig.1) for all discharge
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types excepting one characterized by high edge safety factor (Qa t 4.5)

and low density (i = 6.4 'lOw), for which eP/XGPB : 2.6.
Data from FTU have been collected at high qa and low E ; power balance

calculations give XEFB up to four times smaller than eP . but they are
still in a preliminary stage. XeHP shows an inverse dependence on E and is
well aligned with data from ET at qa > 3 (Fig; 2).

LA

3 E
5’ m FTU

+ ' m 0 FT
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.02— A Q :—2 a Em
C — Oz .
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tex/tp n

Figure 1. +) Raw experimental Figure 2. XQHP VS. line
V. HF/ PB from the ttp averaged density from FT and BTU.alues of Xe Xe
method. A) Values corrected with
formula (4) when appropriate.

LTMITS 0F TH? TTP METHOD FOR FT AND FTU . During the relaxation following
a sawtooth crash. electron temperature at r > rm reaches a maximum in a

finite time tp(r); it is well known /1/ that XeHP can be inferred from the
slope of tp vs. r2:

xEP: Ar2/9 A:D _ (1)
The main conditions underlying expression (1) are: l) the sawtooth

crash only gives prompt heat deposition for r < rm; 2) there is no
electron-ion heat exchange: 3) the perturbation to the local ohmic power
input is negligibile. 4) Xe is independent from temperature and
temperature gradient.

The violation of condition 1) would give a strong overestimation of ep
as observed on TFTR /4/; we analyzed some FTU shots at high time
resolution and we did not find any evidence of such a behavior.
Conditions 2) and 3) have been examined together in the past. assuming
that both give rise to a dissipative term in the perturbed heat transport
equation /5/; it turned out that eq. (1) can overvalue eF- Finally if
condition 4) is violated the effect of terms associated to the Xe
perturbations should be accounted for; this will be discussed later.

In order to check expr. (1) when conditions 2) to 4) are not

satisfied. we solved numerically the coupled equations for electron (T9)
and ion (Ti) temperature perturbations
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3 Bi {I NI) NE'Ti 3 1 TETx ~ 1 3Xe~ x0: '; =—rn T — -—n—- T. —rn Tc+n T T 2
2 n at x6 6 [ex 2 [a{ T1. c 8T8 8T, (1 e ()

9,

3 3T; _ 1‘ ~' Te'i 3 Te‘Ti~
inw—trnXiTi‘“ t _§nTL Te (3,

OX 2 EX

in which tex = mi Toi/3me, tog = nTe/ njz and A =aA/Ek. We have
considered a deuterium plasma with Zeff = 1. Considering first the Case
with constant coefficients, it can be shown that if t = tex/ tD << 1 .
electrons and ions behave as a single fluid with a heat diffusivity
XGHP = (Xe+ xi)/2, so that if xi<< Xe _then eP < Xe

In order to assess the importance of ion temperature perturbations. we
solved (2) and (3) keeping only the first two terms in the rhs. Initial
conditions for $9 followed the Kadomtsev sawtooth model. while two

different i.c. for ions were considered: a) ¥i(r,0) = ¥c(r.0h
b) ¥i(:,0) * 0.. Expression (1) was then applied to the solution ¥e(r,t):
it turned out that for t > 1 , expr (l) is accurate to within 3%, while
for I < 0.2 the asymptotic condition holds: for intermediate 1 the result
depends on the i.c. on ions (Fig. 3): in particular assuming cond. b) for
I >> l.the results are qualitatively similar to the ones from /5/. while
for smaller 1 the deviation is on the opposite side. A simple correction
formula valid for I > 1 is: ‘

L —1

Xe = xflfl/ 8texX§P + [1+[f2/ 8texx§P)2]2} (4)
This equation can be easily generalized in order to include the

ohmic power perturbation replacing tex’l by td‘l = tex’l + toy'l.

J
L4

1.2 /
g :52 -
g 1.0 5
\ \ .
D. Q.
.C .C

E 0.8 3
L) .C 1 _
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0.6 _

0.4 0 . l ' l '
O 2 4 6 8 O I 2 3

tex/tp ‘11
Figure 3. eP/xeP51 A)for i.C. a)
+) far i.c. b); .) from JETTO code. Figtlte 4 Effect of an explicit

temperature dependence in Xe with

exponent (11 -
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The effect of variable coefficients (with Xe following the N607
Alcator law), of the third term on the rhs of (2) and (3). and of
realistic initial conditions was investigated by using the JETTO code /6/;
the results are shown in fig.3.

The minimum I value reached in FT was 0.7, so we conclude from Fig.2
that the accuracy of the ttp method was to within 30%.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATUPF AND TEMPERATUPp GPADTENT. The effect of a deAendence
of Xe on Te and Te' has been studied for a low density case in which the
effect of the ohmic and exchange power is negligible. For the sake of

simplicity we have assumed a model (Xe : co qéTeal(Te')az with q being the
safety factor) which reproduces the most important features of
microinstabilities based models. It can be shown that due to the
temperature gradient dependence. Ze overestimates Xe by a factor
(1+ uz). while the Te dependence produces the convective term in Eq.(2).

Assuming a narrow propagation region. such a term yields to a
correction similar to Eq.(4) with tax replaced by t” with:

2 2

.1 I’m—Pei Tc -1 PO“ 3
t=a —*4r+X‘— x=a —.~%x+vu l n'r e 1‘ u l n 1 e 1 T

° 3 (5) e a (a)
where Eq. (5) is suited for low density (Te >> Ti) and Eq.(6) for high
density (Te t T1). The effect of varying the exponent ml is shown in Fig.

4. Note that. upon increasing a; , the equilibrium temperature profile
becomes broader and the correction associated to t“ becomes smaller.

An analysis of the heat pulse propagation has been also made for a
more general microinstability based model /7/. In such a model the
electron heat flux is the sum of an outward convective term and of a
diffusive term. It can be shown that the temperature gradient dependence
is associated to the ratio between the convective and the diffusive terms
and corresponds to a moderatly negative exponent alexcept for the case of

flat density profile and high q (peaked Te profiles),for which lufl<< L
Therefore while TG and Te’dependences tend to compensate each other in most
of the cases (yelding a ratio eF/xePB close to one), at high q and flat

density discharges eP/XEFE turns out to be a factor 2~2.5 for a1=l - 1.5

QQNQLHSIQNE The electron heat diffusivity as measured from heat-pulse
propagation agrees with the one from steadyrstatc power balance in almost
all of the FT operation space. The agreement is lost at low density and
high (13 in both FT and FTU; those results are consistent with a
microinstability based transport model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An investigation of the isotope dependence of x, on ASDEX revealed that the values of x,
in hydrogen and deuterium were the same Within the limits of experimental accuracy [1]. This
study in hydrogen, deuterium and helium has been continued on TEXTOR. The 11 channel
ECE diagnostic measures the temperature perturbations generated by sawtooth crashes in an
ohmically heated plasma. Averaging over the one second flat top phase improves the signal to
noise ratio to the extent that differences in the radial profile of xr are able to be inferred. Even
though the values of x, found in each of the three gases are greater than the values calculated
from power balance [2,3], the basic relationship between the energy confinement time and the
value of x, deduced by heat pulse propagation can still be explored.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Shown in Fig.1 is the density dependence of the energy confinement time in hydrogen and
deuterium in the TEXTOR tokamak. The saturation of the energy confinement time with
increasing density in deuterium and much better confinement in deuterium plasmas has been
of interest to experimentalists [4,5] as theory predicts a deterioration in confinement with an
increase in isotope mass. Using heat pulse propagation analysis to investigate the role of
electron heat transport thus complements this activity.

Numerical modelling of heat pulse propagation with the forced boundary value method [6]
uses the temperature perturbations generated by a sawtooth crash measured by the innermost
channel of the ECE diagnostic outside the mixing radius as the driving term. Typically 2
channels on the inside and three channels on the outside of the plasma major radius are
available for analysis. The radial positions of the ECE channels on the outside of the plasma
major radius were typically located at r = 0.4721, r = 0.58a and r 2 0723.. The radial profile of
x, is the free parameter to be found with the time evolution of the temperature perturbations
being the constraint to the best fit procedure. Shown in Fig. 2 are two radial profiles of
x, that are representative of the class of profiles considered. For the flat profile of x., it is
found that the predictions for the outermost channel at r = 0.72a, in particular the decay of
the temperature perturbation, is only marginally effected the magnitude of x, at r = a. In
deuterium, hydrogen and helium the relative temperature perturbation, (ST/T for a density of
fir, : 1.8 — 2.0 x10'”m’3 at r = 0.5a was 0.05, 0.03 and 0.04 respectively.

1—213
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In Fig. 3 the sensitivity of the analysis is demonstrated. Using the innermost channel as

the forced boundary, then the calculated value of the temperature perturbation (dashed line)

and the measured temperature perturbation (solid line) can be compared at the outer radial

positions for various radial profiles of x,. For this deuterium discharge at low density ( fi, = 1.4

x Iflmm’:3 ), it is clear that a flatter profile of X4 is necessary to obtain a. good fit. In contrast

it is clearly shown in Fig. 4 that the opposite is the case for a discharge in hydrogen. Here, a

broad radial profile of )0. that markedly rises with minor radius is necessary to obtain a good

fit. Consistent observations for the inner and outer set of channels outside the mixing radius

are found.
At low densities where the energy confinement time increases almost linearly with density, it

is found that the flat profiles of x, yield the best fit to the measured temperature perturbations.

in deuterium, the value of X1 at r = 0.5a decreases from 11.0m2/s to 3.0 ml/s as the line averaged

density is increased from it, : 1.4 x 10“'m"‘ to n = 1.8 x IO"'ru“" and the energy confinement

time increases from 57ms to 76ms. A similar trend in helium at low densities is also found,

with a decrease in X, at r = 0.5a as the density is increased and a flat profile of x, giving the

best fit to the measured temperature perturbations. As the density is increased in deuterium

to it. = 2.7 x IOMm’V‘, increasingly broader profiles of x, are needed to fit the measured

temperature perturbations, with a value of x, = 3.0 m'l/s at r = 0.5 a.

Over the density range analysed so far ( fi, 2 2.0 x 10'”m"‘), broad profiles of x., with

values of 3.0m3/s at r = 0.53, were needed to fit the temperature perturbations in hydrogen.

Further experiments at lower densities in hydrogen are planned.

It is worth noting that the relative temperature perturbations in deuterium are larger than

those in hydrogen and therefore the perturbation in the temperature gradient is larger. Aver—

aging a millisecond before and after the crash in discharges at 2.0 x 10mm“ it is found that

the temperature gradient rises by 6% and 11% respectively with an absolute value before the

crash of 26eV/cm and l7eV/crn respectively. The stronger pertrurbation of the temperature

gradient in deuterium discharges could be the reason that the lower values of x, for deuterium

discharges obtained from global power balance are not found.

Despite the stronger increase in temperature gradient in deuterium it is observed that a

broad profile in Xr and therefore larger values of x, at the plasma boundary are deduced for

the hydrogen discharges. It is accepted that transient transport anlaysis yields values above that

calculated by power balance. In this case however the situation is that the perturbation with

lower amplitude yields higher values of x, at the plasma boundary. Such a simple comparison

in this case is complicated by the higher frequency of the sawtooth oscillation in the hydrogen

discharge. Recent results from ECRH modulation experiments suggest that x, deduced from

transient transport analysis may be a function of both the frequency and amplitude of the

perturbation [7].
When comparing deuterium discharges with low density and discharges where the energy con—

finement time saturates again the relative temperature perturbation decreases and in addition

the sawtooth frequency decreases. Despite the tendency towards milder plasma perturbations,

the transition from flat xr profiles to broad x, profiles is observed. Such deductions from

transient tranSport analysis must be necessarily cautious given that comparisons of absolute

amplitude are complicated by the assumptions used which are expected to give Xr values larger

than that calculated by power balance. However the indications are that a comparison of di-

scharges under conditions where the absolute amplitude would be expected to be less effected

by the perturbation still leads to the deduction of an increase in the absolute value of x, at

the plasma boundary.
In the X mode the optical depth is approximately proportional to the product of the electron
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density and temperature. For a given ion species this results in the small variation of optical
depth as the density range is scanned. In any case, variations of optical depth would lead
to errors in the assigned temperature and consequently to false estimates in the amplitude of
the temperature perturbation rather than the observed change in propagation speed of the
perturbations which are then interpreted as being due to broader Xr profiles.

3. CONCLUSION

Experimental determination of the radial profile of x, by heat. prepagation analysis would
suggest that the increased values of x, at the plasma edge may be the governing factor in the
saturation of the energy confinement time with increasing density seen in deuterium and would
also suggest that a deterioration in electron confinement at the plasma boundary is the cause
for the difference in energy confinement time between hydrogen and deuterium discharges.
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COMPARISON OF ANOMALOUS MOMENTUM TRANSPORT WITH PARTICLE
AND ENERGY TRANSPORT ON ASDEX

A. Kallenbach, G. Fussmann, H.M. Mayer K. Krieger, K.H. Steuer, U. Stroth
and the ASDEX—Team

Max—Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D~8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

1 Introduction

The experimentally observed anomalous fluxes of energy, angular momentum and parti-
cles in a tokamak still lack of a quantitative theoretical description. A possible explana-
tion lies in the imperfect description of nonlinear transport phenomena by quasi—linear
theories. While the calculation of absolute values of local transport coefficients fails.
the comparison of predicted and measured parameter dependences and relations among
different transport coefficients may help to identify the nature of the underlying physical
mechanisms. In this paper, we investigate the momentum diffusivity and especially its
relation to the diffusion coefficient of impurity ions.

2 Experimental results
2.1 Momentum transport

The radially averaged momentum diffusivity 74, (8 < r < 34cm) for neutral—beam—
heated ASDEX L«mode discharges can be written as1

n = 1.7.1102“ -a;°-” .25?“ -Ip_0'65 (mz/s, MW, 1019 m-a, amu, MA),
rmse:12%. (1)

where AC” is the mean plasma mass per electron. The search for a simple expression
for the local momentum difiusivity'(the spatial resolution of the velocity measurement,
5 points/minor radius, is quite low) led to the expression (regression analysis of
X¢(r = (1/4, (1/2, 3/4a)

X.3 = 5-13.09“ main) -°-84-(q/B.) °~8 ("f/s, MW, 1019 771—3, amu, T)
rmse=18%. ('2)
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The radial as well as the current dependence are quite well reproduced by the term 3?:
which corresponds to the poloidal magnetic field via B, = fi . gt,“

2.2 Comparison to particle transport

Radially averaged diffusion coefficients for various impurity species were determined
by harmonieal analysis of gas oscillation experimentsz. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of
D(51‘+) with Y4, from Eq. 1 as a function of heating power. Good coincidence is found
for the absolute value as well as the power dependence. The density dependence of the
diffusion coefficient of various impurity species in ohmic discharges is compared to the
prediction of Eq. 1 in Fig. 2. Again, good coincidence is found, independent from
charge and mass of the impurity species. Momentum and ion diffusion seem to underly
the same physical mechanism. The electron diffusion coefficient, obtained from gas
oscillation measurements3 is about a factor of 2 smaller than the momentum diffusivity,
but exhibits similar parameter dependences.

While the neoclassical diffusion can be neglected in the comparison of Figs. 1 and 2
(Dmm < X¢/10), it is interesting to check the relevancy of the neoclassical inward
drift velocities of impurity ions. Under the assumption that D;m,,(r) is equal to the
momentum diffusivity X¢(r), we have calculated vim, of 08+ for steady state conditions
of three L-mode discharges with different values of I, and B, via

%.1
6r 77.n”imp = Din-p ' (3)

Profiles of X¢(r) obtained from measured rotation velocities are shown in Fig. 3. Density
profiles of fully stripped oxygen are taken from CXR spectroscopy and bremsstrahlung
measurements (see Fig. 4). The drift velocities obtained are Well above, but of the same
magnitude as the neoclassical values (Fig. 5).

2.3 Comparison to energy transport

Coincidences of momentum and energy transport are found in a comparison of global
confinement timesl, which are always equal within a factor of '2, and in local transport
studies using the TRANSP code. While the effective thermal and momentum diffusivi-
ties are about equal in the transport region, the latter takes lower values in the central
part of the plasma. A possible explanation may be the lower neoclassical value of X¢ in
comparison with x; and the smaller influx of sawtooth activity on momentum transport.
However, owing to the large experimental uncertainties, more data have to be analyzed .
to obtain systematic results.
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3 Conclusion

The comparison of measured diffusion coefficients of impurity ions with an empirical
scaling law for the radially averaged momentum (L—mode) diffusivity showed agreement
in magnitude and experimental parameter dependences. Both transport processes can
be attributed to an anomalous transport mechanism: The neoclassical momentum dif—
fusivity is generally (with the exception of some controversy concerning the gyroviscous
contribution) believed to be small, and the measured diffusion coefficients of impurity
ions are more than an order of magnitude higher than the neoclassical values. Radial
drift velocities of 08+ ions were calculated under the assumption that even the local val—
ues of Xd> and Dim? are equal. The drift velocities obtained are higher, but of the same

order of magnitude as the inward drift velocities calculated from neoclassical theory.
From the comparison, it can be concluded that neoclassical effects may influence the
impurity transport even in L-mode plasmas where the diffusion is completely dominated
by anomalous effects.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF LOCAL TRANSPORT
COEFFICIENTS IN OHMIC ASDEX DISCHARGES

E.SIMMET, U.STROTH, F.WAGNER, H.U.FAHRBACH, VV.HERRMANN,
O.J.W.F.KARDAUN, H.-M.MAYER AND THE ASDEX TEAM

Max-Planck—Institut fi'ir Plasmaphysik,
EURATOM Ass, D-8046 GarChing

1.Introduction
Tokamak energy transport is still an unsolved problem. Many theoretical models have
been developed, which try to explain the anomalous high energy—transport coefficients.
Up to now these models have been applied to global plasma parameters. A comparison
of transport coefficients with global confinement time is only conclusive if the transport
is dominated by one process across the plasma diameter. This, however, is not the case
in most of the Ohmic confinement regimes, where at least three different transport
mechanisms play an important role. Sawtooth activity leads to an increase in energy
transport in the plasma centre. In the intermediate region turbulent transport is
expected. Candidates here are drift waves [1] and resistive fluid turbulences [2]. At
the edge, ballooning modes or rippling modes [3] could dominate the transport. For
the intermediate region, one can deduce theoretical scaling laws for TE from turbulent
theories. Predicted scalings [4] reproduce the experimentally found density dependence
of TE in the linear Ohmic confinement regime (LOC) and the saturated regime (SOC),
but they do not show the correct dependence on the isotope mass [5]. The relevance of
these transport theories can only be tested in comparing them to experimental local
transport coefficients. To this purpose we have performed transport calculations on
more than a hundred Ohmic ASDEX discharges. By Principal Component Analysis
we determine the dimensionless components which dominate the transport coefficients
and we compare the results to the predictions of various theories.

2.Experimental Data Base
For all discharges measured radial profiles for both electrons and ions are available.
The density and temperature of the electrons are measured with a Thomson scatter-
ing laser system. The ion density profile is calculated from the bremsstrahlung Zeff
profile and the quasineutrality equation under the assumption that the main impu—
rity components are carbon and oxygen. This assumption is well fulfilled for Ohmic
discharges with line averaged densities above 1.5 — 2 - 1013cm_3. A neutral particle
analyzer with active beam technique is used to determine the local ion temperature
from the measured charge exchange fluxes.
The current profile, which gives the local Ohmic power input onto the electrons, is
calculated from neoclassical resistivity including the neoclassical bootstrap current. In
the energy balance, profiles for radiative losses of the electrons, ionization and charge—
exchange losses, treated by a Monte Carlo code, are included. All data have been
taken in stationary plateaus and averaged over a few hundred ms. Local and global
results of experiments and transport calculations are stored in a data bank and used
for statistical analyses.

3.Scaling of Global Confinement Time TE
Using this data bank we obtained scaling laws for the global confinement time TE.
The linear confinement regime, with fi < 3 - 1013cm_3, and the saturated regime were
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fitted separately. In these regimes TE scales as

_ Z (0 _TELOC ~ 70.314}, 0'65-Bt0-22-Aio'48-( effif )11954) 0.51

TESOC ~ fi0'13-1p_0‘10-Bt0'25 .Aioss , Zen—0'10 ,

where 1'1 is the line averaged density, B; the toroidal field, Ip the plasma current,

A,- the isotope mass and Zeff(0) the central value of the effective charge. Since in

the LOO-regime Zeff varies strongly with FL and Ip we used the principal compo—

nent (@1354) , which roughly corresponds to the impurity content. In the SOC

Zeff(0) does not depend on other parameters and is used without changes. In both

regimes TE depends on the isotope mass with similar exponents opposite to predicted
values from drift wave theories.

4.Linear Ohmic Confinement LOC
At low densities, electron and ion energy transport can be separated. In Fig.1. we
compare measured T,- to predictions of neoclassical theory, using multipliers for the

ion heat conductivity, x,- = XiF - Xine", x,F = 1 to 2 . In the linear regime the ratio

between experimental and predicted values is close to unity for xiF = 1. Higher than
neoclassical transport can be excluded.
As for the electron heat transport a large number of interfering theories exists, statis—

tical analyses of the local Xe of the intermediate region have been performed to get the
dominating parameters. At least five different radii have been used for each discharge.
Following the idea that the heat diflusivities can be described by a leading term with
the correct dimension and a function of dimensionless local quantities, models of the
form

Xe(T) ~ DB(7') ' V(T)* a‘ 'fipO‘)‘12 'P(T)* “3 ' (10)“ '€(T)“5 'Ai“6 ' Zeno)”

are used, where DB is the Bohm diffusion coefficient, 11* the electron collisionality, fly

the poloidal beta, p* = lie-iii the normalized gyroradius at the sound velocity, q the
‘

safety factor and e the inverse aspect ratio. In the intermediate region an analysis of
the principal components leads to the result, that only four parameters are needed to
fit the data base. The other parameters can be cancelled or their exponents can be
fixed at a certain value, except the electron collisionality and the isotope mass, which
are the dominating parameters. Omitting the collisionality or the isotope mass gives
unfavourable fits. Fixing an exponent of another variable only leads to a rearrangement
of the rest of the exponents. Following the ’gyro—reduced’ formalism with the leading
term DB - p* [6] the exponent of p” is chosen to unity. The best statistical fit for the
intermediate region is, see Fig.2.,

Xe N DE my,” o.75¢o.os,flp—0.saio.o7,Ai-oseionrZen—osmium , R = 0.98.

As the poloidal beta is strongly correlated in the LOC regime to e, A; and Zeff, an

alternative fit with similar quality using 6 instead of flp is

Xe N DB _ pt _ u» o.90¢o.oe , £1.62io.10_Ai—1.19i0.08 , Zeff-0.54:t0.11 , R = 0.97.
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Including more than four varying parameters does not improve these fits furthermore.
Comparison of these scalings to theoretical relations shows, that only two candidates
are compatible with the experimental results (Tab.l). Resisitive fluid turbulences with
X6 N DB - p* - 11* - 3,71 have similar dependences on 1/“ and [31,. The theory coming
next to the second formula is the collisional drift wave theory with Xe N DB - p" - 11*
and without any flp—dependence. The isotope dependence is wrong for these models,
as it is for all used turbulent theories. Due to the coupling of the parameters in this
regime a single leading transport mechanism cannot be deduced from the fits above.

5.5aturated Ohmic Confinement SOC
For higher densities (SOC), electrons and ions are strongly coupled and T,- is close
to T6 over the whole cross-section. The error bars are too large to separate the two
channels. Although a. comparison of experimental data and predicted ion temperatures
in Fig.1., shows good agreement with neoclassical transport. However, higher ion
energy transport is possible, owing, for example, to the presence of the 7],- mode.
In this domain we analyze Xe+i = Xe + x,- with the motivation that it reflects the
characteristics of the dominant loss channel. The same method as above gives the
following least squares fit of the added heat conductivities in the intermediate region
Xe“ N DB'pt_l/* 0.71:!:0.06_ flp—osaionr Ai~0.67:h0.05, Zen—01240.10 , R : 0_97_
An analysis of Xe under the assumption of neoclassical ion transport leads to a very
similar relation. As it can be seen by principal component analysis, the poloidal beta
is one of the dominant parameters. Replacing 11*, Lip or A,- only creates unfavourable
fits. Comparing this fit to our result for the LOC shows that they are only slightly
different with small deviations for A, and Zeff- Here resistive fluid turbulences agree,
except for the isotope dependence.

6.Summary
The results of these analyses show that the ion heat transport can be described by
neoclassical theory in the LOC regime. The electron heat conduction shows a negative
isotope effect, giving the positive exponent in the TE—scaling. Statistical analyses
show that in both regimes resistive fluid turbulences with an inverse flip-dependence
could play an important role in the intermediate confinement region. Trapped electron
modes, predicting zero or negative exponents for 11*, seem to be more unlikely in both
regimes. In the LOC also collisional drift waves may contribute to the electron heat
transport. Comparing the results of the LOC and SOC regimes gives an indication,
that the electron transport mechanism does not change from low to high densities,
but currently it is not yet clear which mechanism causes the saturation in the energy
confinement time.
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Tab. 1: Seating of the electron heat conductivity with the dimensionless parameters
p‘ (‘gyro-reduccxt’ formalism), II“ and lip, according to various transport theories
and to statistical analyses.

Theories and statistical results Xe ~

Collisionless drift wave DE p‘ I/‘O‘0 flpo'o

Collisional drift wave DB p‘ In“) [3,,”

Collisionless trapped electron mode DB p‘ V'O'D fipo‘o

Dissipative trapped electron mode DB [2' 11“”) flpo'o

Resistive fluid turbulence DB ,0“ “1.0 @710

Resistive ballooning mode DB [3‘ V‘l'o lip”)

Least squares fit for the LOC regime DD p“ 11*0'75flp—0'83

Second fit for the LOC regime DB p‘ 11“” ‘BPOD

Least squares fit for the 500 regime DD p* I/‘0‘7lflp_0‘33
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Introduction
Since it was realised in 1977 [1] that the heat pulse induced by the sawtooth collapse can be
employed to measure the electron thermal diffusivity (x), the interpretation of the results has been the
subject of discussion. This discussion was ldndled by the discrepancy between the heat pulse
deduced x“ and the value obtained from power balance analysis (7593). Many different ideas have
been brought forward to explain this discrepancy. These involve: i) the technique of deriving xHP
from the data; ii) the basic difference between a dynamic (heat pulse) experiment, which yields the
incremental diffusivity (3611‘) and a static (power balance) evaluation, which measures the effective
diffusivity (x333; and iii) the possible effect of off—diagonal elements in the transport matrix.

It has also been suggested that after a sawtooth collapse residual turbulence enhances
transport for some time. A model based on this idea has been put forward by Fredrickson et a1 [2]
who describe the heat pulse in a high power TFI‘R discharge with a x that has an explicit time
dependence, found by trial and error. They conclude that this analysis proves that sawtooth induced
heat pulse propagation does not give information on the normal transport processes.

In this paper we first analyse the difference between xi“ and x°ff , and we show that
through the VT-dependence x0“ has an implicit time—dependence: during the heat pulse 75°“
increases. We make a brief investigation into the various methods that are used to derive the
diffusivities from pulse propagation, and we evaluate the effect off-diagonal temts in the transport
matrix can have on the evaluation of the incremental diffusion coefficients. Finally, we show that the
hypothesis that residual turbulence due to the sawtooth collapse governs the propagation of the heat
pulse can be rejected on the basis of experimental data.

Perturbative vs Steady state analysis
A power balance analysis evaluates fluxes and
gradients, e.g. the effective electron thermal diffusivity
is determined as the ratio of the electron heat flux (qe) penumuon
and the product of the electon density (ne) and i _______
temperature gradient (VTe): x6“ = qe/(neVTe). qe

he
at

llu
x

I

. /
represents the total heat flux carried by the electrons, in / z 1
general it is not possible to distinguish convective and I /) Xeft / . penumaflon
diffusive contributions to the flux. Perturbative “r
experiments, on the other hand, yield an evaluation of eff n gradT
the incremental diffusivity x‘mc: aqaamevre) [31. this X. . . . . . j perturbation
basrc difference is illustrated in Fig.1. _____/

Fig.1 If the heat flux is not proportional to nVT, xi“ :5 xeff _________.
and xeff varies (hiring the heat pulse n gradT

l
I
I
I
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If qe is a nonlinear function of nVT, which is generally the case, it can be linearised near the

equilibrium value by separating a diffusive and a convective flux:

' Qe = “XOVT + t{com
yielding

eff = + .9a in; =
X Xe nVT X X0

It is clear that the perturbative experiment evaluates only the diffusive flux, and that the effective
diffusivity is a function of VT.

Local power balance analysis in a series of discharges with different power levels can yield

qe as a functionof nVT. Studies in JET show that xi“; exceeds x63 by a factor of up to 5 in ohmic
plasmas to less than 2 for high power [3,5].

The dependence shown in Fig. 1
implies that x?” increases during the heat 150.0
pulse, in first order proportional to the
change of the local VT. Fig.2 shows that 75‘"
the evolution of VT is similar in shape to
the heat pulse and travels slightly ahead
of it. The variation of VT can be much
larger than the variation of T itself, due to
the short gradient length of the
perturbation.
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Many authors have attempted to find xHP=xPB for heat pulse propagation. Yet, the first
expectation should be that x39 is an estimate of xi“, whereas an“ is an evaluation of xefi. As shown
above, these cannot be equated, and the experimental result 90m > x93 is consistent for all known
methods to evaluate local transport. A different question is how accurate the experimental

determination of 7000 using heat pulse propagation is. Below we discuss sources of systematic errors

in the evaluation of 76”.

Analysis Methods
The analysis of heat and density pulses assumes that the fluxes can be linearized in the gradients near

the equilibrium values. Originally the sawtooth heat pulse was treated as an initial value problem, and

it is questionable if the linearization is correct in the mixing region. In principle it is more correct to

treat the heat pulse as a boundary value problem, taking measured temperature evolutions near the

mixing radius and the limiter as the boundaries [6]. However, it is generally found that with the

initial value solution a very good fit to the Te(t) just outside the mixing radius can be obtained, so that
both methods outside of this radius become practically identical. The reason is that the recovery of

the temperature in the central part of the profile is a proces that is slow compared to the heat pulse: in
the central region the change of VT is but small and linearisation is justified. However, the value
found for xinc in the centre is for the situation with very low VT. At JET, this value is found to be

low, typically 70““ <O.5 m2/s. This result is corroborated by modulated ICRH experiments [7].
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Various different methods have been developed to analyse sawtooth heat pulses. These include the
time-to-peak method [1] which uses the phase velocity of the heat pulse to determine 9611’, the
extended time—to-peak [4] which uses both the phase velocity and the radial decay. The latter method
includes the possibe effect of electron-ion energy exchange and gives a local evaluation of xm’ . This
method has been checked against full transport simulations [8]. More detailed analysis can be
performed by full numerical modelling. For this purpose a comprehensive code (ACCEPT) has been
developed at JET, which includes the effects of coupling between heat and density pulses [9].
Finally, by Fourier analysis of the heat pulse an evaluation of ac“? can be obtained as a function of
the harmonic frequency in the signal [10,11].

It has been shown for JET-data that the extended t—t-p method, the numerical simulation with
the ACCEPT-code and analysis with the Fourier method all give consistent results [11]. In summary,
the techniques of deriving xHP have been cross-checked where possible and found in agreement. The
systematic errors in these analyses are estimated <10 %, the experimental error is typically 10 to 20
%. Not discussed here are systematic errors due to calibration errors in diagnostic systems, such as
errors in the identification of the position of the measuring volume.

Effect of Coupllng of heat and partlcle transport on the
determlnatlon of Incremental dllfuslvltles.
The coupled heat and density pulses are described by two coupled diffusion equations: Btu = A Wu
where the 11: (fi/no,T/'To) and A is a 2X2 matrix [4.12]. If A is diagonal, n and T are eigenvectors
and D"JJC and 90““ can be determined directly from the measured heat and density pulses: x“? is an
estimator for xi”, and DDP is an estimator for D1”. If A is not diagonal, there are two effects. First,
the shape of the heat pulse is deformed by the influence of the density pulse, and vice versa. This
may introduce an error in the determination of the transport coefficients, which can be different for
the different methods of evaluation. Second, the heat and density pulses are now governed by the
eigenvalues of A, and these do not coincide with xi“ and Dinc any more. Both effects have been
evaluated in a study of coupled transport in IET[12], which showed that 76” gives a systematic
underestimate of 70““ by 10 - 20 %, whereas DDP underestimates Dinc by =30%. Coupling has been
invoked to explain the discrepancy between 1,93 and ac“? (implicitly equating xeff to xi“), but as
shown above, the effect of coupling on the value of x“? is small. The same conclusion was reached
with Asdex data [13]. Under some circumstances, the effect of coupling may be very important for
the density pulse: in TEXT, both the heat pulse and the density pulse appear to be governed by the
same eigenvalue of A, so that the density pulse gives an evaluation ofxi“ rather than Dinc [14,15].

Summarizing, with simultaneous measurements of heat and density pulses the matrix A can
be resolved. and 90“" and Dinc can be derived without systematic error. If only the heat pulse is
measured. coupling introduces only a small systematic error in the estimation of 90““. The derivation
of Dim from the density pulse, however, can be impossible due to coupling.

Temporal enhancement of 75 due to rlsldual turbulence after the
sawtooth crash.

A general question not addressed so far is whether transport just after a sawtooth collapse is
representative for the plasma or not. Observations such as bursts of density fluctuations and rapid
loss of runaway electrons during the crash indicate that the transport may be temporarily enhanced.
The time resolution of such measurements has been insufficient to determine if these phenomena
coincide with the sawtooth crash, or may remain for a significant time. A careful analysis of
sawtooth heat and density pulses can answer thisquestion.
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First, the values of xi” and Dinc found from pulse propagation agree with those obtained from other

perturbative experiments, such as modulated ICRl-I and pellet injection [16]. This rules out the

possibility that a specific enhancement of the turbulence level associated with the sawtooth collapse

dominates the heat and density pulses.
The same conclusion is reached by analysis of models that describe the evolution of the full

Te-profile. Since in general xHP>xPB , solving the transport equations with x=rxPB leads to a slower
propagation of the heat pulse than is observed experimentally. Therefore a temporary enhancement of

x should be introduced. A generic form of x is given by:
x= xPB { 1+ f(r)exp(—t/r(r))}

An attempt to fit the TFI'R heat pulse with this form is published in [2]. The best result was obtained

with 'v=lrns and f(r)= 150exp(—9.6r2/a2), but this still gives a very poor fit to the data [15]. We have

varied f(r) and 12(1‘) in a trial-and—error procedure. From our investigation we concluded that to fit the

data it is necessary to have a relatively small enhancement. which travels with the heat pulse. This is

precisely the implicit time dependence offf in the diffusive modelling. This is no surprise, because

we already knew that the diffusive modelling gave a very good fit to the data, and implied this time-

dependent x3”. Thus by making a best fit using a generic timevdependent form for x, we recovered
the behaviour that is implicit in the diffusive modelling.

D I s c u s s l o n
In principle one could maintain that the sawtooth collapse induces an enhanced diffusivity

which happens to be such that the resulting heat pulse has a diffusive character. In this case, the

sawtooth heat pulse would not give valuable information on transport in the plasma in general.

However, this interpretation is highly unlikely, because a) other perturbative methods give the same

value for the incremental transport coeffici fits, and b) the values found for xi” are corroborated by

local power balance analysis.
In conclusion, we find that the sawtooth heat pulse is adequately described by linearising the

heat flux near the equilibrium. No other temporary enhancement than that implicit in the diffusive

model need be invoked to explain the measurements. Ballistic contributions as proposed in [2] are

not supported by the data. Comparison of different perturbative experiments, and comparison with

local power balance analysis, shows that heat pulse analysis does measure the incremental diffusivity

characteristic for the plasma.
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Introduction
Since the energy deposition onto the divertor in the fusion reactor is

huge, we must understand the behaviors of boundary plasmas both in
steady state condition and during the MHD instabilities. The scrape-off
layer plays an important role on the energy transport to the divertor and
the particle fuelling to the main plasma. In this paper, we discuss the roles
of the scrape-off layer on the energy and particle transport in the JT-60 L-
mode discharges.

Energy transport due to MHD instabilities
The heat flux measurement to the divertor has shown that the energy

transport from the core plasma to the divertor plate due to MHD
instabilities, such as locked modes and disruptive instabilities, is large
enough to be seriously considered when a fusion is designed. In beam-
heated lower—X point divertor discharges, resistive instabilities often show
quasi—stationary behaviors which are referred as locked modes. It is found
that this MHD instability degrades the core energy confinement
significantly due to the enhanced energy loss channel to the plasma
periphery when the amplitude is as large as 539 IBa~ 1%.( Fig.1) The
energy transport measurement during the quasi-steady mode shows that
40% of input power is lost by the helical structure of the MHD instability
which sweeps the divertor plates. The fluctuation of the heat flux density is
4 times larger than the heat flux at the steady state at the divertor plates. In
the case of the termination of the discharge by the major disruption, more
than half of thermal energy stored in the core plasma can be released
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around separatrix in a few milliseconds due to a resistive MHD instability.
More than 300MW/m2 is released to the divertor at the energy quench and
the surface temperature of divertor plates rises from 300°C to more than
1200 ”C in 1 millisecond.

Fig.1
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Energy and particle behavior onto the divertor
We found in beam—heated discharges that the ratio of the power

deposited at the divertor plates to the input power is up to 45 % in the
electron density 116 < 3.5x1019 m'3 regime and it is reduced to less than 30
% in high electron density regime where the remote radiative cooling is
effective at the divertor. The width of scrape off layer deduced from the
FWHM of heat flux is typically about 1.5 cm in the discharges with PNBI”
12MW and ne ~ 3 x 1019 m'3. In LHCD plasmas at the steady states, 40%
of injected power are deposited at the divertor. The width of the heat flux
decreases with auf power up to 4MW. The width of scrape off layer is
estimated to be about 1.5cm with PRF~ 4Mw and me ~ 3 x 1019 m-3.

It is found that the particle and energy transport are effectively
controlled by changing X-point height in beam heated discharges. As large
as 20% reduction of the temperature rise of divertor plates is obtained by
vertical swing by 5cm at 2H2 in the discharge with 20 MW of beam power
for three seconds because the effective heat flux density is reduced. It is
also found that more than 10% of the core plasma density can be controlled
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in beam heated discharges by changing X point height. Since longer
distance from the plate causes the larger shielding efficiency of neutral
particles at high X point operation, lower plasma density is obtained than
lower X point operation.( Fig.2)
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Fig.2
The time evolution of the plasma parameters parameters
during X-point swing discharge.

In beam-heated discharges, the asymmetry in particle recycling between
inner divertor and outer divertor is enhanced and it is reversed when the
ion grad-B drift direction is reversed. We also found that the heat flux to
the divertor shows the reversed asymmetry which also depends on the
direction of ion grad-B drift. These asymmetries in particle recycling and
heat flux indicate the enhanced particle fluxes due to collisional transport
driven by the temperature gradient along the magnetic field in the scrape-
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off layer play an important role on the particle recycling[1].
The IDC regimes ( Improved Divertor Confinement ) were found in JT—

6O [2] and were obtained in the discharges with high density and high
neutral beam power when ion grad-B drift is toward the X-point. The
growths of the IDC phenomena are associated with the reduction in heat
flux and the increase in the radiation loss due to the carbon accumulation
only at the inner divertor. The particle pinch due to the collisional particle
transport is expected to be enhanced by the asymmetry in heat flux which is
caused by the radiation loss at the inner divertor. For the experimentally

observed asymmetry in heat flux density at the divertor 5Q = 3OOW/cm2,
the growth rate of the plasma density is estimated to be an order of
seconds. The value is consistent with the experiment. Thus the collisional
transport seems to be dominant process to improve particle transport in the
IDC phenomena.

Conclusions
The behavior of the boundary plasmas on the energy and particle

transport is studied in JT-60 L-mode discharges. The MHD instabilities
degrade the core energy confinement significantly due to the enhanced
energy loss channel to the plasma periphery. The particle and energy
transport are effectively controlled by X-point height in the .beam heated
discharges. The enhanced particle fluxes driven by the temperature gradient
along the magnetic field in the scrape-off layer play an important role on
the particle recycling and the IDC behaviors.
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Introduction
Global confinement characteristics of L-mode are well summarized as a power scaling,

like I'I'ER89[1]. In order to extrapolate reliability of the scaling to future plasma regimes,
however, one needs to understand physics for local confinement in tokamaks, capable of
describing global confinement scaling. The present work is intended to contribute to this
important topic by analyzing profile data more systematically and by attempting to find
mechanisms which are essential for the L-mode transport. In JT-60, beam heating experi—
ments use hydrogen beams and nearly perpendicular, balanced NB injection
((Pco-Pc)/(Pco+Pc)»-=O.2 ). These features enable a direct study of transport properties
of the L-mode plasma. Indeed, data for hydrogen plasmas should be useful in considering
the isotope effect presented in the global confinement scaling. Perpendicular injection results
in centrally peaked heat deposition profiles up to medium density so that we can study the
density dependence of thermal transport under almost constant heat effectiveness.
Furthermore, because of balanced injection, the local transport properties can be inferred
without taking into account the plasma rotation effect.

Experiments
In order to study the thermal transport properties of L-mode plasmas, systematic experi-

ments were performed in a wide range of plasma parameters. For divertor discharges, major
radius, R0 = 2.9 m, minor radius, a = 0.64 m, elongation, K = 1.4, the plasma current,
11) = 1.0 ~ 1,8 MA, the line averaged electron density, in = 1.2 ~ 5.0><1019 m-3, total input
power including Joule and neutral beam heating power, Pabs = 13 ~ 16.7 MW, and for limit-
er discharges, R0 = 3.0 m, a = 0.88 m, K = 096,1p = 1.0 ~ 2.7 MA, a, = 1.2 ~ 6.5x1019 m‘3,
and Fab, = 3.0 ~ 17.4 MW. The toroidal field, B, was 4.5 T in all experiments. The plasma
configuration was slightly shifted 0.1 ~ 0.2 m inside, compared with the normal discharge
configuration [2], for better accessibility of diagnostics to the central region of the plasma.
The characteristic feature of the consistent data set for limiter discharges is that the electron
densities are increasing with heating power due to the neutral beam particle source. On the
other hand, for divertor discharges, the power scan could be performed with almost constant
electron densities (3.O><1019 S 6,, S 4.0)(1019 m'3).

Transport Analysis
First, the density dependence of the thermal component of stored energy, W“, is

considered. Figure 1-(a) shows the diamagnetic measured stored energy,wd as a function of
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the density for 1.0 MA, divertor discharges with fixed beam power of 2.1 to 2.6 MW. As the
L—mode scaling indicates, Wd is independent of the density. However, Wu, which is estimat—
ed by subtracting the beam component from the diamagnetic one, apparently increases with a
rise of the density, as shown in Fig. 1-(a). So there should be some improvement in the plas—

ma confinement as the density increases. The thermal diffusivities at half the plasma radius
indicate the reduction of the ion thermal

06 .I I . I I . I I 1 I rI I 1 I I I I 1 - I . I: diffusivity, Xi, with increasing density (Fig. l—(b)).

=3 i PF?“ 1'16 MW (3) On the other hand, the electron thermal diffusivity
E: 0 4 :_ Wd : Xe does not seem to be reduced. Even with much
E3 ' 2 g a higher heating power of 11.1 to 13.7 MW in 1.5
E MA divertor discharges, we can also see Wu,
3 0.2 :— é increase with the density [3]. Xi still seems to be a
5 3 E decreasing function of the density, although the
‘0 0 EI I I I 1 I I . I , I . . I; separation of the transport loss channel becomes

6 g‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ibis slightly difficult because of the high density. Since
Q 2 ion g the JT-60 neutral beams are nearly perpendicularly
E 4 _ g injected, the deposition profiles are centrally
Z : G peaked and remain essentially unchanged, during
E the density scan. Therefore, the reduction in Xi
N 2 :— E suggests that the density dependence of Wm is

electrgn E mainly due to the improvement in the ion thermal
0 i144. ‘ 1.4.4443 transport with increasing density. This density

0 fi:(X101§m,3) 4 5 dependence of the ion thermal transport, however,
Fig. 11(8) Density dependencies of the dia— confuses the correct parameter dependence of the
magnetic measured smmd energy, W.1 and thermal diffusivity. Accordingly, in the local
the thermal component of the stored energy. transport study presented, we have paid careful at-
wm for divertor discharges with 10 MA and tention to the density.
the fixed beam powers of 2.1 MW to 2.6 Next, the ower de endence of the confine-
MW. (1)) x5 and Xi at half the plasma radius. p p

ment, which is the most basic parameter depen-
dence shown in the L-mode scaling, is studied. Figure 2—(a) presents the kinetic stored
energy, Wk including the beam component, Wb against Wd for 1.0 MA, divertor discharges
in the density region of he = 3.0 - 4.4X1019 m’3, only two shots have a density higher than
4.0x1019 m‘3, accompanied by higher heating power of around 15 MW, and the other shots
are in the relatively narrow density region of 3.0 ~ 4.0)(1019 m'3. The reasonable agreement
shown in Fig. 2—(a) gives us confidence that we have an accurate estimate of the thermal
stored energy, as well ' 3 the evaluated beam component. In order to separately determine
global confinement characteristics of ion, electron, and fast ion, the kinetic stored energy is
decomposed into those three components, and they are shown as a function of the total heat~
ing power in Fig. 2-(b). From this figure, it is found that the electron and beam components
increase with a rise of heating power. The ion stored energy, however, slightly increases,
and the increment of ion energy to the total power is only one~third that of the electron
energy. The slight increase in the ion stored energy cannot be ascribed to the proton dilution,
because values of Zeff are still less than two for powers less than 15 MW.
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Local thermal transport analysis provides a
better description of confinement properties of
plasmas with substantially different heating
powers. Figure 3 shows ion and electron thermal
diffusivities at half the plasma radius as a function
of the total heating power, for those shots referred
to in Fig. 2 with Pabs < 15 MW. We can see that Xi
significantly increases in proportion to the heating
power, while Xe gradually increases with the
power. In this regard, Xi is about three to four
times X: at around 10 MW. Therefore, the
enhancement of Xi with increasing heating power
represses the increment in Wi, resulting in the deg—
radation in confinement of L-mode plasmas.

Comparison with transport driven by Th - mode
The ion temperature gradient instability, Tli—

mode, has been proposed as one of the highly
probable candidates which are responsible for
such ion anomalous transport[4]. A comparison of
measurements with theoretically predicted ion
temperature profiles has been done for NB-heated
discharges using analysis and simulation codes.
We employed a model proposed by Dominguez
and Waltz [5]. Figure 4 shows comparisons of cal-
culated ion temperature profiles with measured
ones, for heating power scan in 1.0 MA divertor
discharges. The predicted ion temperature profiles
are in good agreement with observations. In gener-
a], reasonable agreements between predicted and
observed ion temperature profiles are achieved for
various discharges with higher 1}) [6]. Accordingly,
the contribution of strong electrostatic turbulence
produced by the driven modes to the ion heat
diffusivity is very successful in explaining the
observed response of ion temperature profiles to
heating power changes.

In limiter discharges with low I]; of 1.0 MA,
however, the predicted ion temperature profiles by
the 1li - mode turbulence model becomes higher

than observations. Ion transport enhanced by a factor of four is needed to explain measured
profiles. This discrepancy might be caused by the possibility that Xi for limiter discharges es-
sentially has strong Ip dependence, because the transport model used does not explicitly have
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the 1p dependence. At
present, this problem is still
open.

Conclusion
It is now generally

acknowledged that heat flux
through the ion channel may
be important in determining
confinement. The deteriora—
tion in the energy confine-
ment time with increasing
auxiliary heating power is
mainly due to the degradation
in ion energy transport. It is
found that the ion thermal dif—
fusivity has clear dependence
on the density. This cannot
be excluded even at medium
density. The ion anomalous
transport is partly explained
by the ion temperature gradi-
ent mode. On the other hand,
parameter dependence of Xe is
essentially indeterminate,
because in hydrogen plasmas,
the ion anomalous transport is
so dominant in the power bale

ance that the electron transport is masked by the ion transport characteristic.
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A combination of theoretically derived transport models,[le5] called the Multi-Mode
Model, is used in the 1—1/2-D BALDUR transport code[6,7] to simulate tokamak dis-
charges. The present version of Multi—Mode Model consists of effective thermal diffu-
sivities resulting from a combination of trapped electron and ion temperature gradient
(1],) modes, which dominate in the core of the plasma, together with resistive ballooning
modes, which dominate in the periphery. It is found that L»mode and H—mode plasmas
can be simulated with the same core transport model, with changes only at the edge.

Several different Multi-Mode Models have been successfully calibated against a wide
range of experimental data. In these models, the trapped electron mode contribution is
based on the model used by Dominguez and Waltz[8] with modifications suggested by
Rewoldt, Tang, et al.[9,10] The ion temperature gradient driven turbulence (7],-~mode)
contribution is modeled by either the Dominguez and Waltz form[8] or the Hamaguchi
and Horton theory.[11] Resistive ballooning and resistive interchange modes are mod-
eled by the Carreras and Diamond theories.[12,13] In each version of the Multi-Mode
Model, the coeflicients and thresholds in these contributions were adjusted to match the
experimental data and were then held fixed for a consistent set of simulations.

Figures 1 and 2 show the profiles and effective thermal diffusivities for a TFTR
L—mode simulation. For this simulation, the parameters were R = 2.58 m, a : 0.92
m, 1,, = 1.8 MA, B = 3.76 tesla, cge = 4.3, Paux = 16.8 MW from 2.8 seconds on,
fie = 4.26 x 1019 rn‘3 at 3.65 seconds, and Z,“ : 1.8 with carbon impurity. Figure
1 shows the simulated temperature and density profiles as a function of major radius
compared with experimental datafrom TFTR. (For this simulation, the theory-based
models were used to predict the temperature profiles while an empirical particle transport
model was used to produce a density profile to match experimental data.) Figure 2 shows
the electron and ion effective thermal (liltusivities as a function of flux surface half-width
and the contributions due to trapped electron modes, 7],- mode, and resistive ballooning
modes. A detailed description of the transport model for this simulation is given in
reference [5].

It is an essential feature of this simulation that the sum of the three contributions
produces an effective thermal diffusivity that increases monotonically from the center

lWork supported by the U. S. DoE Contract No. DE—AC02—760HO—3073 and DE—FGO2-88—ER53269.
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of the plasma to the edge. Removing any contribution would produce a local thermal
barrier, which is not observed in the experimental data for L~mode plasmas.

It is found that the scaling of confinement with heating power results from the Tea/2
dependence, which is characteristic of collisionless trapped electron modes and 7].- modes.
The role of resistive ballooning modes and the value of 77; relative to the threshold value
does not change noticeably in the outer half of the plasma. as the heating power changes.

The scaling of confinement with current in this model results mostly from resistive
ballooning modes, which intrude further into the plasma as the magnetic q-value in—
creases at the edge. As the plasma current is reduced, the effective thermal diffusivity
due to resistive ballooning modes is increased while the diffusivity due to trapped elec—
tron and 7).- modes is reduced because the central temperatures are lower. The shear
dependence in the Hamaguchi—Horton model for 1],-—mode transportfll] plays very little
role in the L—mode shots simulated.
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Fig. 1. Electron temperature, ion tem- Fig. 2. Contributions to the electron
and ion effective thermal diffusivities as a
function of flux surface haltwidth. Con—
tributions are shown from trapped elec—

perature, and electron density as a func»
tion of major radius from BADLUR simu»
lation TLD2Y1 compared with experimen»
tally measured data from Thomson scat—
tering and CHERS for TFTR L-mode shot
4132-5 (SNAP try 5).

tron Inodes (TEM). n; mode, and resistive
ballooning modes (RB). The total (TOT)
also includes the neoclassical thermal dil»
fusivity.
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Figure 3 shows the temperature
and density profiles as a function of
major radius for the simulation of the
JET H»1‘n0de #15894. In this case,
both the temperature and density pro-
files were simulated using a combina-
tion of theory»based transport models.
The boundary conditions at the top of
the pedestal were determined accord—
ing to the timeedependent model for
H-modes presented in reference [15].
The magnitude (but not the shape) of
the temperature profile is somewhat
sensitive to the value of the bound
ary temperatures. It is found that H
mode, L-mode and OH plasmas can be
simulated using the same core trans-
port model, with changes only at the
edge.

The objective of this research has
been to find a combination of theory
based transport models that can be
used to predict temperature and den-
sity profiles for a wide range of exper-
imental data. It is clear that better
theory-based models are needed, es‘
pecially to improve the prediction of
transient effects and supershot pro-
files. Also, a more accurate model
is needed for the boundary values of
temperature and density at the top
of the pedestal for both H-mode and
L-mode plasmas. As new models be
come available, they will be incorpo
rated into our work. However, the
present class of theory»based models
has been found to work remarkably
well in predictive simulations of es~
scntially steady state Ohmic, Lmode,
and H-mode plasmas.
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NON-DIFFUSIVE HEAT TRANSPORT DURING ELECTRON
CYCLOTRON HEATING ON THE DIII—D TOKAMA.Kt

C.C. PE’I‘TY, T.C. LUCE, J.C.M. DE HAAS,l R.A. JAMES,t
JOHN Loan, K. MATSUDA, R. Pause, AND R. STOCKDALE

General Atomics, San Diego, California

Of central importance to magnetic confinement fusion is the understanding of cross-field
heat transport, which is usually modeled as a diffusive process down a temperature gradient
with a small additional convective term due to particle transport. This paper reports results
from oH-axis electron cyclotron heating (ECH) experiments which cannot be adequately de-
scribed in this fi'amework. In particular, net heat appears to be flowing up the temperature
gradient in the electron channel.

Electron cyclotron heating experiments at 60 GHz have been carried out in the DIII—D
tokamak with launched power levels up to 1.4 MW. The ECH launch system, located on the
inside wall at z = +13 cm, launches the extraordinary X—mode in a Gaussian pattern with a
12° half width. Eight antennas direct their power at 15" and two antennas direct their power
at i30° with respect to the major radius. The orientation is such to drive current aiding the
Ohmic current for normal operation.

For the ofl‘laxis ECH experiments described here, the waves launched from the inside
wall must first pass through the fimdamental cyclotron resonance before they reach the plasma
center. A 3-D ray tracing code1 calculates that single pass absorption near the fundamental
cyclotron resonance is strong (60%—90%), while absorption near the plasma center is negligible.
The ECH power has a very narrow spatial deposition profile (full-width at half-maximum 0.05-
0.10 a); the location of the ECH power deposition can be changed by changing the toroidal
field of the plasma. If the electron heat transport is purely diffusive, then off-axis ECH should
result in an electron temperature profile with a sharp change in gradient at the heating
location, as observed for off-axis ICH on JET.2 In DIIl—D, however, the electron temperature
profile is found to remain strongly peaked, even in the extreme case of 69% of the total input
power deposited outside the the normalized radius ,0 = 0.7.

The electron temperature profile and ECH deposition profile for an L-mode plasma
where 63% of the ECH power is deposited between p : 0.5—0.6 on the first pass are shown in
Fig. 1. Also shown is the simulated electron temperature profile assuming that the electron
heat transport is purely difl-‘usive (details of this simulation will be discussed later). Strongly
peaked electron temperature profiles for ofi'~axis ECH deposition are observed for fundamental
heating in both L—mode and H—mode plasmas, and for low-field O—mode as well as high-field
X-mode launch. The peaked temperature profile of Fig. 1 cannot be explained by "profile
consistency"3 since the shape of the electron temperature profile varies with the ECH depo-
sition location. In general, the electron temperature profile becomes more peaked the more
on—axis the ECH deposition is.

The electron heat balance has been analyzed using the power-balance transport code
ONETWO,‘ which determines the primary ion diffusion coefficient, the ion conductivity, and
the electron conductivity by solving the ion particle balance, ion heat balance, and electron
heat balance equations, given the particle densities and the ion and electron temperatures.
The heat balance for electrons can be written as

(v ' q!) = (Qol’lm + Qau‘x — Qes' " Quad) y (1)

1‘ This work was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—ACOS-BQERSIIM
and W—7405—ENG-48.

Permanent address: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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where () denotes an average over a magnetic flux surface, and

q: = “"eXEBVTa + {lfiuw v (2)

is the total electron heat flux. The term QHOW is assumed by ONETWO to be the convective
heat flux, a negligible loss term for the core region in DIII—D. The total electron and ion heat
fluxes determined by ONETWO are shown in Fig. 2 for the same case of off—axis ECH as in
Fig. 1. The ECH power not absorbed on the first pass is assumed to be distributed over the
portion of the plasma where there is an ECH resonance. The indicated error bars are due
to uncertainties in the electron and ion temperature, the electron and ion density, and the
radiated power. The total electron heat flux is negative within error bars from p : 0.34 to
p = 0.48. The electron and ion heat difi'usivities determined from the electron and ion heat
fluxes are shown in Fig. 3. In order to support the observed electron temperature profile, x}:B
drops dramatically inside of p = 0.55 (the resonance location) and becomes negative. The ion
channel does not display this unusual behavior.

The plasma current-density profile is modeled by ONETWO using the magnetic diffusion
equation and is consistent with the measured electron temperature profile. Since a sawtooth
model is not included in the analysis, the actual current-density profile is probably broader
than the modeled profile, and the total electron heat flux therefore more negative near the
plasma center. Although the power balance analysis is performed assuming steady-state
conditions, a simulated time evolution of the response of the current-density profile to electron
heating displays no transient effects that would significantly alter the steady-state results. No
change in the plasma internal inductance is measured during ECH, and the ECH deposition
is well outside the q = 1 surface. Even if the Ohmic power profile is actually more peaked
than behaved, which could explain the measured central T,, a sharp change in the electron
temperature gradient at the ECH heating location should still be observed (Pohm = 0.25 MW
compared to PECH = 1.10 MW).

i

Because diffusion opposite the temperature gradient is unphysical, a different method
of determining the conductive loss from the relaxation of the electron temperature profileKS i
is used. When the ECH is switched on, the electron temperature profile evolves to a new i
stationary state. The electron heat balance equation during the temperature rise can be
expanded assuming Tz(p,t) = Tg(p) + T1(p,t), where T0(p) is the equilibrium temperature
profile during ECH. Assuming that the first order heat flux is purely diffusive, and neglecting
perturbations to the Ohmic source and electron-ion coupling terms, results in the first-order
electron heat-balance equation

% (neTl) : v - (nefvrl) . (3)

[0
10

3

Since ne is inde endent of time for ECH L—mode and since T1(p, t) is measured, Eq. (3) can
be solved for X3 (p), assuming x313 is independent of Te. This “time dependent” X: is shown
in Fig. 3 for comparison with x. determined from power balance analysis. Note that there is
no unusual behavior in x31) near the ECH deposition location.

Assuming that xeTD governs the equilibrium conductive loss allows the electron temper-
ature profile to be simulated for off—axis ECH deposition, as shown in Fig. 1. The measured
central T6 is twice that expected if the electron heat transport were purely difiusive. In ad-
dition, using XID in place of XEB in Eq. (2) allows Eq. (1) to be solved for the “auxiliary
power” profile (i.e., the apparent input power other than Ohmic) required to support the
measured electron temperature profile against known losses. The total auxiliary input power
determined in this way is nearly identical in magnitude to the actual ECH power, but the
apparent deposition location is shifted significantly inwards from the ECH resonance (Fig. 4).
It is important to remember that the deposition profiles from ray tracing are well supported
experimentally from local heating rates determined from ECE and soft x—rays, as well as from
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Using QECH from ray tracing along with x3” in Eq. (1) allows the non-diffusive term
qfiow in Eq. (2) to be evaluated. The non—diffusive power flowing through a flux surface with
surface area S is then determined from Pa“, = qfiowS. The non‘difiusive power profile is
shown in Fig. 5 for a three point scan of the ECH resonance location. Negative power means
that the flow is towards the plasma center, thus Pfiow has the characteristic of a “heat pinch”.
The non-diffusive power is seen to increase monotonically with p up to the ECH resonance
location, outside of which it is zero. Because the ion heat balance appears to be unafiected,
and because the density profile is unchanged during the ECH pulse, it is unlikely that this
inward power flow can be explained by an E X B particle pinch.

The ECH results presented here indicate a general lack of dependence of the global
energy confinement time on the auxiliary power deposition profile. This result may ease
technology requirements for ECH systems because off—axis heating on the low field side of a
tokarnak allows the use of lower frequency (and therefore less expensive) gyrotrons. It may
also be beneficial to heating scenarios in which monochromatic ECH is applied during the
toroidal magnetic field ramp up since it allows peaked temperature profiles to be achieved at
an earlier stage of the discharge.
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A MODEL TO EVALUATE COUPLING OF ION BERNSTEIN WAVES
TO TOKAMAK PLASMAS

M. Brambilla‘, A. Cardinalil', R. Cesariol

' Max-Planck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik
Euratom Association — D 8046 Catching — Fed. Rep. Germany

T Frascaty Energy Research Center — ENEA
Euratom Association — I 00044 Etascati — Italy

Introduction. Higher order Bersnstein waves have wavelengths comparable or
shorter than the thermal ion gyroradius. To describe their propagation in inhomoge-
neous plasmas therefore one should solve an integrodifi'erential wave equationm. High
order differential wave equations valid in the immediate vicinity of a cyclotron har-
monic have also been proposed”. Use of these equations to evaluate coupling of high
order ion Bernstein waves with external antennas is diflicult, however, since it is not
clear which boundary conditions should be imposed at the plasma edge.

Model wave equations. To circumvent this difiiculty, we have used the following
set of model wave equations (1, y and z are the radial, poloidal and toroidal directions,
respectively; since curvature and shear are neglected, the last two are ignorable and
allow a Fourier decomposition; lengths are measured in units of c/w):

d dE z,ydE 2—E(a' d3; dzyy)+n (47E: —i6Ey)

+ in" [1113(s + 0E”) — (idEdz oddE: )] +inz% — inunZEE,

dE dE+ (n3 + n3 — S) E3 + tug—3;" + iDEy + Zinyr (73! 411mg) = o
d . dEm (rd—Eu

(16 dz adm
—) + n2 (i6Em + aEy) (l)

. (1E; _ dE—in,, [% (GE—16E”) — (a da: —z6d—zy)] —nyn,Ez +nz—d(fE,,)

, dEg, . dzEy d dE .+271.” 3: —1DE$— 1"n+(2— S)Ey~2-&;[T(~d—f—myEz)]=0

d2E— dx; +(n5—P)E,=o

where S, D, P are the elements of the local dielectric tensor in the zero Larmor radius
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approximation, while the hot plasma terms are defined as follows:

n=+oon

a—_ a. + Za- Z:—:r(")(i--) (—zo.-z(m,..-))
n=—oo

n=+w (2)
r23.- _: ,—r<5>(t->(—zo,-Z(xm>>

with In; = (w — nQ¢,)/k"v,h,-, and

(0) -A' Ai (6) I __,\. 1
F11 = Ifl(AI) 6 I — 76|n|,1 P11 = [In<’\‘) _ Ifl()‘l)l e I '_ §6|n|,1 (3)

Also 3,, = a):“vac/292 c2, and A“ ——kfi_v,ha/Q¢2m, with lei evaluated by solving the
local dispersion relation for the Bernstein wave The electron contributions are limited
to first order in the electron Larmor radius:

— Efle T 3 T: g “,6: 1750212741) 6— 63 2 _ficwnee ‘32eozl(ze0) (4)

All other electron terms and the ion contributions to P, 7' and 5 have been neglected.

Except for these minor simplifications, the system (1) reproduces the exact dis-
persion relation in the homogeneous limit. Although not derived rigorously from the
VlasoviMaxwell equations, it should be a good approximation provided that the Lower
Hybrid resonance is not in the domain of integration. At the same time it has the same
structure as the familiar Finite Larmor radius wave equationsl3]. Thus boundary and
radiation conditions are easily imposed. In particular, at the plasmaevacuum boundary
continuity of the tangential field components and vanishing of the kinetic part of the
power flux provide the correct number of boundary conditions, and ensure conservation
of energy.

Applications. As an example, we have implemented the model wave equations in a
modified version of the FELICE code to evaluate coupling with a metallic loop antenna
oriented parallel to the toroidal magnetic field. One can distinguish two coupling
regimes, depending on wether the density at the plasma edge is well below or above the
density corresponding to the Lower Hybrid resonance nLH 2 5.3 1015(L112/Q,2 —1) 32/11;
(MKS units). With metallic antennas the latter situation is probably not realistic, but
it might be achievable with waveguide launching. A code to deal with this case is being
developed.

In our examples the magnetic field at the plasma boundary is 6.45 Tesla, and the
frequency is 450 Mhz, intermediate between the fourth and fifth cyclotron harmonic
of H+. The antenna is located 0.5 cm away from the edge itself, behind an ideal
Faraday screen, and 7.5 cm from the wall. It consists of a T—loop feeded at the center
and shorted at both ends, so that the current distribution is antisymmetric, as required
to optimise coupling to slow waves.
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In the first case a scrape—off thickness of 5 cm has been assumed, with n = 1019 m—3
and T = 100 eV at the separatrix, and e—folding length of 2 cm. The outward radiation
conditions have been imposed 1 cm outside the LH resonance, which in turn is located
2 cm outside the separatrix. While the model is not able to predict what happens at the
resonance, reflection from this layer is not expected; due to the very short wavelengths
the validity of the outward radiation conditions should not be questionable.

Under these conditions, cold slow waves with knc/w S 1 are launched with good ef-
ficiency. Fig. 1 shows E: for a partial wave with n" = 2: wavelength and amplitude are
just as expected from the local dispersion relation. Fig. 2 shows the radiated n" spec—
trum: it closely recalls the one from a mmwaveguide Grill with phase Ad) = 180°.
The Fourier spectrum of the current is appreciably broader, implying that waves with
large n" are poorly matched. Interestingly, the total radiated field (superposition of 61
toroidal x 11 poloidal modes) has little to do with the partial field of Fig. 1: instead,
one recognised resonance cones, although not very sharp ones because low frequency
and low n” imply that electromagnetic effects are important. The loading resistance
reaches several Ohms, and increases rapidly with decreasing edge density (Fig. 3):
again a similar behaviour would he expected for a waveguide launcher in this regime.
Note that these results could have been obtained with a cold plasma model, but not
with the FLR model, which predicts complete reflection from the LH layer due to a
spurious very short wavelength root at low densities which does not exist in the full
hot plasma dispersion relation.

If on the other hand the edge density exceeds the LH resonance, the efficiency of
coupling is strongly reduced, because the ratio E,,,/Ez of the BW is much larger than
that of vacuum waves. As a consequence a large amplitude evanescent cold slow wave
is first excited, which rapidly dies out leaving a Bernstein wave with much smaller
amplitude. This is clear from Fig. 4, which shows E,c assuming a density ne = 1019
m"3 at the plasma boundary. Since the perpendicular wavelength of BWs is practically
independent from n”, in this case the total radiated field shows all the features predicted
by the dispersion relation. The radiated spectre is similar to the low density case, but
the resistance is only 0.015 Ohm: any non—ideal absorption efiect not included in our
model would completely wash out this tiny radiation loading.

We conclude that coupling of BWs is only possible at edge densities below the LH
resonance. Wether absorption at the resonance layer can be avoided cannot be an-
swered with the present model.

[1] Sauter 0., Vaclavik J., Skifi F., Phys. Fluids B 2 (1990) 475.
[2] Imre K., Weitzner H., Plasma Phys. Contr. Fus. 31 (1989) 1227.
[3] Brambilla M., Plasma Phys. Contr. Eis. 31 (1989) 723.
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FLUCTUATIDN MEASUREMENTS BY LANGMUIR PRUBES DURING LHCD
DN ASDEX TDKAMAK

J. Stackei", F. Sbldner, L. Giannone, F. Leuterer and
ASDEX team

Max—Planck—Institut for Plasmaphysik, Garching bei Monchen
*Institute of Plasma Physics, Prague, Czechoslovakia

ABSTWRACT' The level of edge electrostatic fluctuations decreases and the
global particle/energy confinement improves during lower hybrid current dri—
ve (LHCD) regimes on ASDEX, when the total power remains below the initial
UH power level. For higher powers, the fluctuations increase noticably,
whereas the global confinement is returning to its UH value. The observed
increase of fluctuations is poloidally asymmetric and is caused by local
power deposition in front of the grill antenna.

INTRODUCTION Generally, deterioration of the global confine—
ment is observed during LHCD at sufficiently high LH powers.
However, at low densities, an improvement of the global energy
/l/, /2/ and particle /3/ confinement has been observed for LH
powers lower than the initial DH value. A significant reduction
of electrostatic fluctuations at the plasma edge was observed
in /4/ under similar conditions.
Here, the edge electrostatic fluctuations and the global par—

ticle/energy confinement are investigated simultaneously during
the LH power scan.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT Experiment was performed in the LHCD
regime at f : 2.45 GHz. The LH antenna (phasing A9: 900) con-
sists of two independently powered parts, denoted as the upper
and lower grills.

The electrostatic fluctuations are monitored by a Langmuir
probe, located near the equatorial plane, 3 cm outside the se—
paratrix (to protect the tips from damage by suprathermal elec—
trons) and 210 toroidally away from the LH antenna. The flux
tube connected with the probe crosses the plasma in front of
the lower grill (Fig. 1). In connection with an analog correla—

tor, the probe (with three poloi—
WEW FROM OUTHDE dally separated tips) allows us

UPPER GRllt‘
‘ ' «I

___ l.‘:_. l
\\&‘ “ mwm emu T“\~«\\
\\Ha nelic \. . (w~\‘\_ , __———+\\\lines

Fig. 1

to monitore the rms—values of
density (fie)~and poloidal elec—
tric field (Ep) fluctuations as
well as the radial turbulent flux
P, induced by the cross—field
drift EpXBtDr /4/.

The fluctuation data could be
oualitatively compared with the
global particle confinement,
assuming the fluctuation‘induced
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Fig. 2 Evolution of the shot
$ 31601 with the LH power scan.
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flux as the dominant loss channel
tp ~a.ne/r.

EXPERIMENT The fluctuations have
been studied in regimes with Btor:
:2. B T, TD 2 420 kA (q(a)= 3. 2%1
The density he = 1.3.101cm
far below 'the ASDEX LHCD densityS
limit 'n'e(2.4 GHz)wl.5.1013 cm-

The experiment was aimed to de—
termine the variation of the elec—
trostatic fluctuations with LH po—
wer. To avoid scattering of expe—
rimental data, the LH power scan
was performed during a single
shot. The LH wave was launched in
eight power steps, covering a
broad range of powers with respect
to the initial 0H input, starting
from PLH«P8H (Fig. 2a). Duration
of each step was sufficiently lon—
ger than the global particle/ener—
gy confinement times.
During the LH power scan, the

loop voltage, and consequently the
residual UH power (PgH), decreases.
The total power PTUT = PLH + PUH
decreases at first below PB , rea—
ching its minimum at PLH i 4 kW
(Fig. 2b). At the same time, the
central electron temperature dec—
reases only slightly. The line
average Zcff = 1.5 is nearly con~
stant during the major part of the
power scan.
Electrostatic fluctuations
(Fig. 2f - 9):
For the first four power steps,
the fluctuations are reduced noti—
ceably The reduction is maximal
at PLH = 74 kW, where the relative
level of density fluctuations n/n=
=0. 22 represents about 75 % of its
DH level. The Ep— fluctuations~are
reduced by 10 % compared with EBHE
£10 V/cm.

The fluctuation levels increase
substantially for the last four
power steps, when PLH%]flD kw. The
increase is more pronounced for
Ep— fluctuations, which rise up to
Ep i 50 V/cm. The relative level
of density fluctuations reached

In/n = U. 8 the last power step.
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A similar increase is observed in the fluctuation—induced flux
P .
However, it should be emphasized that the strong jump of the

fluctuation levels occurs together with the switching of the LH
power from the upper to the lower grill. In order to clarify
the importance of the relative position of the probe and of the
active grill, the sequence of the waveguides power—supply was
reversed. It has been found that for PLH: 100 kw, the fluctua—
tion level is considerably higher, when the lower grill, direc—
tly connected to the probe through a magnetic flux tube, is
activated. This indicates a strong poloidal asymmetry in the
enhancement of the fluctuations.

The local modification of the edge plasma during LHCD can be
observed directly from photos (Fig. 3), showing a bright zone

just in the front of an active
grill. This effect is attributed
to local power deposition inside
the LH wave cones due to nonlinear
effects /5/. In addition, some en—
hanced light emission is seen from
bands extending in toroidal direc—
tion. The poloidal pitch corres—
ponds to a helix with the rotatio—
nal transform q(a). The probe lays
inside the bright band connected
with the lower grill. Therefore,
the parameters measured with the
probe during the activation of this
grill should be strongly influen—
ced by local nonlinear processes.
Global confinement (see Fig. 2c—e)
The feedback controlled density
increases slightly during the first
four power steps. The total flux
M GAS of neutral atoms is reduced

Fig. 3 The tangential view
of the LH antenna. Both grills
are acfive Uithis parficular' by a factor of two at PLF : 74 kw.

case. Simultaneously, the D“— spectral
line intensities from the main

chamber and divertor regions decrease during the first part of
the LH—power scan as well. Light and heavy impurity radiation
decreases as seen from C111 and soft X—ray radiation. Moreover,
Zeff drops near the plasma edge. Therefore, an improvement of
the global particle confinement is concluded for PLH 574 kw.

The signals, characterizing the global particle confinement,
start to return to their initial UH values during the second
half of the power scan, indicating qualitatively the same beha—
viour of T .

The globaE energy confinement time'TE (Fig. 4) is determined
as a ratio of the total energy stored in the plasma (derived
from magnetic measurements /l/) and the total power. An increa-
se of the total energy WTUT 2 WBULK + WTAIL appears due to the
creation of suprathermal electrons by the LH wave. The laser
light scattering data show that the energy stored in the bulk
electrons does not change appreCiably.
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The resulting global energy confinement time starts to increa—
se at low LH power levels, reaching its maximum at the fourth
power step. Then, it decreases to its initial value. For still
higher power, 'CE is already deteriorated with respect to the
TUH /l/.

_ ‘ :fi CONCLUSIONS Simultaneous measure—
? @Le’“ T ments of edge fluctuations and glo—

t , .x bal confinement during the LHCD
,/‘{7777777777 "U-"w‘ show:

i) For the low LH powers (PLH<gPBH),
‘ the level of electrostatic fluctua—

m; ‘ tions is considerably lower than in
j 1 the target plasma. Simultaneously,

i . the global particle/energy confine—
s‘—————-VA:s~A--fir ment improves. The observed increase
1 fwd“ H of'tE can be attributed to superior

“1 ,RM‘ MK T confinement of the suprathermal elec—
‘ Y WRJ\ trons. The energy confinement of the
3 F--------------- ~wiw bulk electrons seems to remain close

Mg / ‘ to the DH level. The maximal reduc—
J ‘ tion of the fluctuations and the

mg g fin best confinement is reached at the
‘ _:4rf——1 minimum offlthe total power, when the
5 ‘ l T— 7 ' ‘fi product F.Ep (proportional to the

HMED] fluctuation—induced flux P) drops
by a factor of 1.5. It is consistent
with the estimated increase of T
(up to factor of Z) and TE (by a
factor of 1.6). It suggests a link
between the level of fluctuations
and the global confinement also for
LH current drive regimes.

ii) When the LH power increases above PLH : 74 kw, the global
confinement times decrease gradually to their initial 0H vas
lues. At the same time, a turbulent region, localized in a mag—
netic flux tube crossing the mouth of the active grill, appears
at the plasma edge. It seems to be caused by local power depo~
sition in front of the grill antenna.

TE
[m

s]

Fig. 4 The total energy
and the global energy cons
finement time during the
LH power scan.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF RUNAWAY ELECTRONS AND
MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS ON HL-l TOKAHAK

GONG Dingfu YANG Qingwei DONG Jiafu
YANG Shikun SHANG Zuoyu WANG Zhanhe

XU Guangbi ZHENG Yongzhen

Southwestern Institute of Physics
P.O.Box 432 Chengdu, SICHUAN, Post Code 610041 P.R.China

INTRODUCTION

The runaway electron has been studied.It shows that the safe
factor qa passes through 10.0,9.0,....5.0 values at plasma margin. It
is also measured that the perturbation of the runaway electron is
correlated sawtooth oscillation of soft x—ray and sawtooth oscillation
of surperthermal electron radiation.

In the second part of this paper we'll discuss that correlation
between the mirnov perturbation and density fluctuation shows that the
macroscope MHD instabilities is responsible for the particles and
energy loss and a new magnetic fluctuation at the margin of the plasma
which was found in the experiment.

BEHAVIOUR OF THE RUNAWAY ELECTRONS

The HL-l tokamak is a medium size tokamak (R=1.02M,a=0.2M) with
thick copper shell (d=0.05M), which has good confinement on plasma and
runaway electrons which are usually with energy Ex=l-2Mev.

The hard X-ray from limiter bursts during the plasma current
rising phase when there are very severe perturbations of magnetic
configuration at the margin of plasma column and the safe factor qq is
near a number of rational values. It shows a close correlation
between runaway electrons and plasma MHD instabilities. when the q“
passes through the different rational values, such as
10.0,9.0,8.0,7.3,6.7,5.7‘ and 5.0 on HL-l _tokamak. The runaway
electron loss indicated by the hard X-ray burst increases very rapidly’
(Fig.1,Noz9384). This indicates that the local disruption could
change the magnetic energy into the kinetic energy of some electrons,
this leads to the hard x—ray burst, and the confinement time[1] of the
runaway electrons depends a bit on qA and the diameter of the limiter.

In long pulse discharge (>or=900ms) the energy of the hard X-ray
increases gradually, but the intensity of it is almost a constant at
the begining of the hard X—ray rising stage as shown in (Fig.2(a),
Noz9216). It could be explained by non-collisions model between
particles[2]. They are still accelerated when the runaways are no
longer produced. on the contrast the intensity keeps still almost
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constant while the energy decreases obviously at the tail part of it
(Fig.2(b),No:9365). Maybe the reason is that hard X—ray intensity
doesn’t change, but there are some decelerating mechanism or the lost
part' are compensated by the continuosly produced runaways which have
lower energy. Thus they reach the dynamic balance. Especially, the
newly produced runaways are more than the lost ones.

The strong correlation between sawtooth oscillation of soft X—ray
and sawtooth oscillation of the hard x—ray shows that the internal
disruption could bring about the runaway electrons and the delay time
is about 180us (Fig.3,No:7967).

We also determined the correlation between oscillation of the
hard x—ray sawtooth and radiation oscillation of the superthermal
electrons(8.2—1OGHz) (Fig.4,No:8217)[3]. The mean period is about
1.2ms, generally the correlation between them is good.
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MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS

The magnetic coils, which was fixed in the plasma SOL region,
could use to study the edge magnetic fluctuations. It has been
shown[4] that the macroscope MHD instabilities and the edge magnetic
fluctuations associated with the density fluctuations in previous
work. The high level correlation between density fluctuation and
mirnov perturbation indicated that the vast of particles and energy
was lost by the macroscope MHD instabilities. The density
fluctuations was great in this case. Compare with this, the density
fluctuations was restrained when the discharges was without mirnov
oscillation.
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We have found another kind of macroscope MED perturbation which
is different from the mirnov's in the experiment also. This kind of
MHD,perturbation, and, the relations between density fluctuations has
been stuied in detail. The typical character frequency of the mirnov
perturbation is about Skflz in HL—l tokamak. Its amplitude was about
is/Bg=1%. Compare with this, the character of frequency of this kind
of MHD perturbation is about ZOkHz, the mode numbers of poloidal is in
the region of 8<m<40, and the amplitude is about 1/10 of mirnov's (as
shown in Fig.5). From the Fig.5, we found that its amplitude is
unchanging at one shot of discharge. The spectrum of this kind of
magnetic fluctuation and density fluctuation show that its
cross—correlation value is about R=0.7 (given in Fig.6) and the
density's amplitude is greater than without the mirnov's and smaller
than the density fluctuation within mirnov perturbations. The
Fig.5(d) shown that AMVwK<O.l, it has the characters of typical
macroscope MED perturbation.

From the Fig.7, we found that, this kind of MHD perturbation's
frequency is dependence on' 1/fig, and qq, where the he is the line-
average of electron density and q1 is the safe factor in the edge. It
conform to the electron diamagnetic drift frequency :
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fed =mVila/(2771:: 9“: 31)

then, we notice that faul/ne and l/rs. Of cause, the r,xl/qa in
commonly. But, we could not observe the relations between frequency
of this kind of MHD pertuebation and toroidal field 8;. In factor,
the existence of drift-tearing mode make the magnetic field oscillated
which at the local singular surface in the diamagnetic drift
frequency. The amplitude of this oscillation do not grow up when the
input and output energy is balanced.

The phynomena of this experiment indicated this kind of
macroscope MHD fluctuation came from the plasma column. In factor,
the developed magnetic island which in the plasma could emit the
electic field ( aB/at=—vxi ). This field have the electrons
compelling motioned, and lead to the density fluctuations. Usually,
the density fluctuation's frequency spectrum was flatten rapidly by
wave—wave interaction and Landau damping. We also found a frequency
peak in the density fluctuation spectrum which was compelling motioned
is in the mirnov perturbation frequency region, when the magnetic
island was too large. However this kind of MHD instability would grow
to the mirnov perturbations if the plasma supply enough energy to the
magnetic island.

REFERENCES:

[1] F.Wagner, G.Fussmann et al., 14th EPS Conference, Madrid (1967)
Part.1 P.222 -
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OPTICAL VISUALIZATION 0F MAGNETIC ISLAND STRUCTURES AND

COMPARISON WITH A MAGNETIC TURBULENCE MODEL

H.W.Drawin and M.A.Dubois

Association EURATOH-CEA sur la Fusion Controlée
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Cadarache
F-13108 St. Paul - les - Durance / France

ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional intensity distribution mappings of pellet ablat-
ion cloud trajectories reveal irregular shapes which are interpreted as the
first direct visual observation of pre-existing magnetic island structures
in the hot core of tokamak plasmas. The apparent erratic character of these
features is compared to a theoretical model of magnetic turbulence.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental observations are based on the following facts: when hydro-
gen (deuterium) pellets are injected into tokamak plasmas, their ablation
undergoes strong fluctuations in space and time. Time-integrated photo-
graphs of the ablation clouds show a series of radially displaced luminous
striations extending on the average along the local magnetic field lines.
The emission is essentially due to Balmer line radiation from neutral H (D)
atoms. With neon doped pellets, the striations extend over longer distances
since neon ions diffusing further also contribute to the radiation. When an
ablation cloud is viewed with an oblique angle 1 relative to the injection
plane, the striations appear at radius r with an angle a‘(r) relative to
the toroidal field direction. By measuring a'(r) at different radii it is
possible in most cases to obtain the true magnetic field angle «(r) and,
thus the radial profile of the safety factor q(r) [1-3], in good agreement
with q(r) obtained by other methods. Pellet emission photographs taken on
TFR from 1984 to 1986 show cases where a from one or more striations
changes more rapidly along the toroidal direction 2, but on average each a
follows the local q(r) value. Recent pictures of ablation clouds of D2
pellets injected into TORE SUPRA (TS) also exhibit these features. For TFR,
the pictures were taken on 'Polaroid' films, while for TS a CCD camera is
used. - For calibration purposes a screen with lines in both toroidal and
radial direction was introduced into the toroidal chamber and photographed
at the same angle as the ablation clouds. For both the TFR and TS ablation
clouds, the light intensity" has been scanned in radial direction at
different toroidal positions and the intensity maxima have been plotted
leading to a two—dimensional intensity mapping in the (r,z)—plane.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 1 shows an intensity mapping with 4 striations in TFR discharge Nr.
94351 for a deuterium pellet doped with 1% neon injected during the current
plateau. Injection is from left to right where x and y are the photometer
scanning co—ordinates. The broken line between the two dots indicates the
true toroidal direction; the distance between the dots corresponds to 23 cm
in the toroidal chamber in the injection plane. The scanning axis is at an
angle of 12 deg. relative to the true radial direction which is perpendicu—
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lar to the broken line. y=lZO mm corresponds to r = 12.05 cm, y = 140 mm
to r = 13.57 cm in TFR. The striation on the right side is relatively
straight and its inclination relative to the toroidal direction leads to
q(r) a 2.3. The next striation to the left clearly shows radial deviations
from a straight line which are outside the experimental uncertainties, but
the 'overall direction' still shows an inclination relative to the toroidal
direction associated with a resonant surface near q=2. The intensity maxima
of the two striated features on the left side show radial excursions which
resemble magnetic islands as they are known from projections of magnetic
surfaces on the (r,6)—p1ane. Within the experimental errors, they are situ—
ated near q = 2.The toroidal length of the two island—like forms is
approximately 6 cm with a radial extension of approximately 0.7 cm. The
experimental conditions of this discharge are identical to those of dis-
charge Nr. 94349 described in [1b]. No irregular striations where found in
this discharge in the same radial region.

Multipellet injection is currently being carried out on TS. Figure 2 shows
intensity mappings of 5 striations of the 4th pellet injected into TS dis—
charge Nr.2687. (There are more striations, but only the most interesting
have been plotted). Also shown are the toroidal and radial reference lines.
Injection is from left to right. The two striations on he right side are
straight lines. Since observation is nearly perpendicular to the injection
plane the angle u' is too small to see the pitch angle. The 3rd striation
shows radial excursions and a splitting of its lower half. The two striati-
ons on the left yield a picture of an apparent optical island-like structu-
re. From the measured values of BL, Ip, R0, Ne(r,t) and Tb(r,t) one calcu—
lates q(r,t).It is found that the island-like feature appears at q z 2
within the experimental errors. - It should be mentioned that the picture
of the first pellet in this series, which has a different penetration
depth than the 4th one, also shows an island-like structure near q 2 2.

Further results of our experiments are: the striations seen on pictures of
ablation clouds can optically form an x-point due to optical crossing of
striations. It seems, that these apparently irregular structures occur more
often at low than at high electron density. The exploited pictures yield
irregular structures in the region of q z 1.5 and 2. The features seem to
be erratic.

INTERPRETATION - A possible theoretical model
It is very likely that these structures are due to small magnetic islands.
The crossings would not be true x-points, but projections of radiating
fluid tubes rotating around a magnetic island, see Fig.3

It is well known that high-m number tearing modes and micro-tearing modes
are stable under normal tokamak conditions. Other possible instabilities
have been considered in the litterature,with negative results. The case of
the thermal filamentation instability [4—5] has been reexamined,with promi-
ing results:in [6], we consider a system of non—linearly interacting chains
of islands created by local cooling of island cores and, thus negative cur-
rent perturbations.The island cores consist of nested KAN torii and are im—
bedded in a stochastic sea (the Chirikov parameter being slightly above
unity). The stochastic sea exhibits anomalous transport, while only colli-
sional transport acts inside the island cores.0ur analysis can be sketched
briefly as follows (see Fig.4).
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1. We relate the half. width ear of the island core to the half width am: of
the virtual separatrix (i.e. the separatrix which would exist in the ab—
sence of adjacent perturbations).

2. We establish the relation between 605 and a current perturbation éJ
which can be related to a negative temperature perturbation 6T(p) inside
the island using the Spitzer resistivity.

3. We make an energy balance of the island core (i.e. for p < 50r) taking
into account a) thermal conduction with a collisional Xe value inside the
island remnant (consisting of nested KAN torii); b.) Joule heating which
is weaker than outside due to the negative éJ: c.) Impurity radiation of
power Prad with one (several) impurity species: Prad = f Nesrad(Te)dV.

We find that if frad(Te) is maximum for a temperature To < Tout, the local
temperature of the stochastic sea, a stable solution of the core non linear
energy equilibrium state may exist, with a éor such that the Chirikov para-
meter is slightly above unity, ensuring the coherence.

If we use values of the parameters (density,temperature,loop voltage, etc.)
typical of present day tokamaks, we find island widths of order ~ 1 cm, in
agreement with observations. The erratic character of the observations is
in qualitative agreement with dynamical models of non—linearly interacting
systems of islands [7].

The pitch of the radiating fluid tubes, computed from the observed inclina-
tions, is too short to be explainahle by magnetic field line rotations
around the islands (it would need a huge éJ). Although a full understanding
is not reached, we believe that a poloidal fluid velocity around the island
cores is present. The diamagnetic drift is the more likely candidate, but
momentum balance has to be verified.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: It is a pleasure to thank M.S.M.BENKADDA and T.EVANS for
contributions and stimulating discussions.
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Fig.3.Schematic representation of 1observation conditions which canexplain the formation of island~ 1like structures in the focal plane
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HIGH FREQUENCY MAGNETIC MODES AND PARTICLE
TRANSPORT IN ROTATING AND LOCKED TOKOLOSHE PLASMAS

D. E. Roberts, G. W. van Vuuren, D. Sherwell, ,1, D. Fletcher,
G. Nothnagel, M. J. Alport‘, J. A. M. de Villiers.

Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa, P.O.Box 582 Pretoria 0001 R.S.A.
‘University of Natal, Durban 4001 R.S.A.

Introduction

We report studies of edge Be activity and electrostatic fluctuation induced particle
transport in Tokoloshe tokamak plasmas during controlled mode locking with external
coils. The measurements were made during strong Mirnov activity (Be/B9 > 1%) with
two tearing modes present in the plasma (m/n : 9/1 and 3/1) and q¢(a) 2 3.3. The
B]; measurements were made with a set of twelve coils at different 0, which could be
positioned at one of two toroidal locations, another set of eight coils with closer spacing
(A9 : 10.4")7 and a single 1%,; coil which could be moved radially. The particle transport
was estimated from it and gt, measured with a four tip Langmuir probe. Data was nor-
mally recorded with a 1 MHz sampling rate and for transport and Bo coherency analyses
at least eight blocks of data of length 128 as were used.

Results

Typical traces from four 83 coils during external coil induced mode locking are
shown in Fig. l, with the inset showing a distinctive frequency, f" 2 60 kHz, well above
the Mirnov frequency (fM < 8 kHz). The amplitude of this high frequency component
is a maximum at 0 2 7r, unlike the Mirnov amplitude which peaks at 9 2 0. Measure-
ments at two toroidal positions suggest these in = 1 shifts are not helical (Le. 77. : 0).

Typical Bg power spectra from rotating and locked island phases for q¢(a) 2 3.3
are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respectively. The former spectrum is completely dom-
inated by the low frequency Mirnov activity which is broadened by the external coil
induced slowing down of the rotation frequency. The locked phase shows the absence
of Mirnov activity and a broadband spectrum, typical of many tokamaks, peaking at
2 50 kHz and falling off at higher frequency as 2 f‘71 with n 2 3. Superimposed on this
spectrum is a peak at 2 70 kHz(c.f. Fig. 1) which is clearly seen to be a mode from the
high coherency between two adjacent By coil signals (A6 2 25°). The measured cross
phase yields a poloidal mode number m 2 5.5 (see also below) and the coherence time is
very long (> 17.3, where TE 2 1.5 ms). The high frequency mode is much less significant
in the rotating phase, as seen from the reference coherency calculated from random test
data for the same analysis intervals. Nevertheless a second harmonic is also apparent on
many shots (eg. Fig. 2).

The Mirnov activity and the HF mode clearly both have an m = 3 structure
strongly distorted by the low aspect ratio toroidicity (Fig. 3). The measured separation
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of island ’0’ points symmetric about 9 = 7r is in good agreement with a toroidal calcu-
lation, A00 = 27r/m — 26 sin(27r/m). For m : 3 this gives an effective 711 near 0 = 7r of
21r/A00 2 5, consistent with the correlation analysis result. The measured radial decay
of E, for the HF mode is also consistent with n} z 3. Unlike the Mirnov oscillation, the
HF mode is clearly non-propagating (Fig. 3), B91] ~ cos(f2gt) cos(30 + 6), during both
locked and slowly rotating Mirnov activity.

The electrostatic fluctuation induced transport, measured 5 mm into the plasma
from the limiter, showed no correlation with the HF mode (or the Mirnov frequency)
but a significant increase in particle flux following locking (Fig. 2 and Fig. 4). There is
also a large change in plasma potential but a less significant. change in 729.

Discussion

The dominance of the HF mode during the locked phase suggests it could arise from
‘bouncing of a tearing mode about the locking angle, 1'. 6. B9: B00 sin(m0 + 71¢ + 6)
wheIe 6: 61+Qot for a rotating mode, 6 -— 62 for a locked mode and 6—_ 62+A¢ sin Qul
for a locked mode bouncing toroidally about 62 with amplitude Ad) and frequency Q”.
For A45 << 27r and 00 — 0, this would give Bg__N AoflyBgo cos(QHt) cos(m0+n¢+62)—
A462 DREW/2 sin(2QHt) sin(m19+n¢+62). Thus, for the fundamental frequency, B0'15
modulated'1n time by cos(QHt) and'in 0 by the edge tearing mode helicity, as observed.
The ratio of the HF mode amplitude to that of the Mirnov mode before locking is then
Bag/BUM = QHAqi/Qo. From the observed ratio (Fig. 2) we obtain no 2 1°. The
amplitude of the first harmonic is Ao/2 times smaller than the fundamental, which is
also roughly consistent with observations.

The fx E restoring force for a small displacement in ¢ leads to oscillation with
frequency 52H oc ”(ADJ/(MI! about the locking angle, where I; is the locking current
and a is the proportion of the total mass, 111, of the plasma involved in the motion.
For or = 1 we obtain 9;; ~ (In. This implies that only a small fraction of the plasma
around the edge 3/1 island may be involved in the ‘bouncing’ (a S 0.01). Bouncing in
the poloidal direction would also be consistent with the observations. The fact that the
HF mode can be seen before complete locking may indicate that the edge 3/1 island is
then locked, while the rotating field is due to the 2/1 mode. The latter has a large 3/1
field component at the wall, due to the low aspect ratio of 2.17, and it is possible that
this component is not reconnecting at the 3/1 surface due to the differential toroidal (or
poloidal) rotation between the 2/1 and 3/1 rational surfaces.

A striking feature of the locking with external coils, is the (usually) rapid onset
of a minor disruption, which appears to be triggered by loss of wall stabilisation of the
edge 3/1 mode, followed by a long delay (often >> TE) before a major disruption which
is triggered by rapid growth of the 2/1 mode. This delay is clearly far too long for the
disruption to be the result of a direct MHD effect like less of wall stabilisation. The
transport measurements so far indicate it is precipitated by the marked change in the
plasma edge parameters as a result of the locking.
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DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS AT THE SAWTOOTH CRASH IN
TFTR‘

R. Nazikian, N. Bretz, E. Fredrickson, Y. Nagayama, E. Mazzucato
K. McGuire, H.K. Park, G. Taylor, A. Cavallo, M. Diesso, and J. Felt

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton, NJ 08543 USA

1troducti0n
Broadband transient density fluctuations at the sawtooth crash, propagat—

g in the electron diamagnetic drift direction, have been observed in the interior
'ICRH and low power lTBl heated deuterium plasmas in TFTR. Density fluc—
Lations during the sawtooth crash were. measured using an X-mode scattering
'stem operating at 60GHz [1]. Within the spatial and temporal resolution of
,e scattering system (A2 2' 30cm for lie 2 7Cm_1), transient (100,15) enhanced
ansity fluctuations are modulated with the period of the sawtooth precursor
ggcsting fluctuations are enhanced in an extended region around the x—point
the m=1 island.

In a number of theoretical studies, it has been suggested that enhanced
rbulence may account for the rapid crash times and anomalous heat pulse
opagation rate observed on many tokamaks [2,3]. In a previous study using
32 laser scattering, enhanced density fluctuations were found to be correlated
.th the period of sawtooth oscillations (but not with the much faster period of
e m:1 precursor), and it was argued that the heat pulse propagation may be
,hanced by an increased level of drift wave turbulence [4]. In a. recent study
L TFTR, it was suggested that Xe need only increase transiently in the core
the plasma to account for the rapid evolution of the heat pulse following the

ash [5]. The present observation of transiently enhanced fluctuations in phase
th the m=1 precursor is qualitatively consistent with such a model.
erimental Overview

Fig. 1 illustrates the typical scattering geometry used in this experiment.
1e relevant plasma. parameters are BT23T, Ip=1.2MA, ne (O):3.5X1013cm’3,
(U):4.0keV, R0:260cm (with 15cm Shafranov shift), a:95cm and there is
'IVV of ICRH with no NBI. These plasmas were chosen for their long sawtooth
ash times (~400ps) which allowed for a complete poloidal rotation of the mzl
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mode through the crash. Central density and electron temperatures collapse by

approximately 3% and 20% respectively through the crash. The (1:1 radius is
located at r/a20.2 (close to the inversion radius) as inferred from the Inidplane
grating polychromator (GPC) measurements of the radial extent of rotating
helical hot spot before the sawtooth crash.

In these plasmas. the period of the 111:1 mode is essentially unchanged
through the crash. The GPC is displaced ~ 56 deg. toroidally from the scat-
tering volume. For the data presented in this paper, the scattering volume is
displaced approximately 50 deg. in the poloidal direction from the outer mid—
plane in such a way that a field line near the scattering volume maps into the.
outer midplane at the GPC toroidal position. The approximate poloidal loca—
tion of the x—point relative to the scattering volume is inferred from GPC and
horizontal X—ray camera measurements of the. location and helical pitch of the
hot spot at the inversion radius.
Results

Fig. 2 shOWs the correlation between high frequency bursts of fluctuations
observed on the scattering system and peak electron temperature at the outer

midplane R:293 cm near the inversion radius as measured by the GPC. Note
that no enhancement of fluctuations is observed at the time of the central tem~
perature collapse at R:27G cm or when the temperature peaked at the inner
midplane. Furthermore, two distinct bursts of density fluctuations are observed
during the crash corresponding to the x—point appearing twice in the region
around the scattering volume. For core fluctuations, 1'L/ 'n ~ 0.005 [1], while the
peak enhanced fluctuation level during the crash can be 5}: this level averaged
over the entire scattering volume.

Comparing power spectra for two very different wavenumbers both during
and just before the crash (of. Fig. 3) indicates a strong enhancement fluctua-
tions with approximately a linearly dispersive poloidal propagation relative to
the plasma motion as may be observed from the bandwidths of spectra for two
oppositely directed wavenumbers. The propagation is in the electron diamag—
netic drift direction with an inferred phase velocity of V9 2 2.5 X 105cm.s—1. The
scattered power is enhanced ~ 10x at the. peak of fluctuations in narrow time
window of ~ 10,115. Fluctuations before. the crash propagate in the electron dia-
magnetic drift direction but with a phase velocity consistent with bulk toroidal
rotation. Fig. 4 shows the correlation between the location of the scattering vol~
111110. and the. inferred location of the x—point during enhanced fluctuations at the
sawtooth crash for a range of shots with similar characteristics. The correspon—
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mee is very good given the various uncertainties associated with the spatial

solution of forward scattering diagnostics operating in the poloidal plane.
*iscussion

\Vhether these transient fluctuations have any role to play in the anoma-
usly short crash times or in the enhanced heat pulse propagation times 0b-
lrved on TFTR is still an open issue. The transient r11:1/n=1 distribution of

thanced fluctuations at the inversion or 111ixing radius is certainly consistent

ith time dependent Xe models of heat transport. Where Xe may rise dramatically
: long as the helical 111:1 perturbation persists. In studies on TFTR for a Wide
nge of discharges, up to a 40X enhancement in local Xe was needed to model
.e rapid heat deposition outside the mixing radius [5].
. a recent theory of the sawtooth crash, the anomalous current diffusion is
ediated by a. current convective instability at the x-point [3]. However, the
letuations observed in our experiment are in the drift wave range (kgp, ~ 1)
hich are. most likely enhanced by a. strong reduction in Ln near the x—point
the crash time, assuming some mixing length condition holds. Enhancement
the drift wave turbulence at the inversion radius is qualitatively consistent

.th models of core localized transiently enhanced thermal difliision. However,
rther information is required on the precise spatial distribution of fluctuations
-fore reasonably accurate estimates of the local variation in Xp can be made.
so, future work will need to focus on how the level of transient fluctuations
ale with the crash time over a. Wide range of plasma conditions.
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LONG WAVELENGTH DENSITY TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN TFI'R BEAM-
HEATED DISCHARGES”

W“. S. F. Paul+, D. R. Roberts", Y. J. Kim“, N. Bretz+. D. Johnson+.
R. Nazikian+, and G. Taylor+

*Dept. of Nuclear Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 U.S.A.
+Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ 08543 U.S.A.

Introduction
Despite extensive studies over the past decade, the basic mechanism which causes the

anomalous cross-field transport observed in all tokamaks has not been conclusively identified.
There is considerable expectation that the cause lies in low~amplitude fluctuations of the
equilibrium plasma, possibly due to drift-wave turbulence [1,2]. Previous measurements [3]
in TFl'R from microwave scattering have indicated that the density fluctuation spectrum is a
monotonically decreasing function of k.L for all It; 2 2 cm], and the peak power in the
turbulence spectrum occurs in the long-wavelength range of It; S 2 cm‘l, which has been
inaccessible with standard fluctuation measurements. In an effort to further characterize the
density turbulence in TFI‘R and its relation to local plasma transport and confinement, a novel
Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) [4] density fluctuation diagnostic system has been
employed to study long-wavelength density fluctuations and turbulence in TFTR discharges
with high-power auxiliary heating. The purpose of this experiment is to measure and
characterize plasma density turbulence in the range k_Lp < 1, and thus complement the
microwave scattering measurements.

The Beam Emission Spectroscopy diagnostic measures the fluctuations in light emitted by
an injected neutral beam as it penetrates into the hot plasma core region. For TFTR plasma
parameters and a 60 keV/amu hydrogenic neutral beam, the beam neutrals are collisionally
excited by proton and impurity ion impact; hence the observed fluctuations in the light
intensity reflect fluctuations in the local plasma ion density in the volume defined by the
intersection of the neutral beam and the optical sightline used to observe the beam. With
careful choice of beam-plasma viewing geometry, resolutions of 1—2 cm in both the radial and
poloidal directions are possible. A 15-channe1 detector system has been installed on TFI‘R
[5], and it allows simultaneous observations with spatial separations as low as 1.5 cm in the
radial and poloidal directions. Each channel integrates all wavenumbers in the fluctuation
spectrum from kL = 0 to ~1.5 cm-l (kip S 0.5). Cross—correlation measurements between
channels allows determination of the coherence lengths of the observed fluctuations and their
apparent direction of propagation in the plasma. The 15 channels can be redirected between
shots to allow full coverage over the plasma minor radius.

The BES system became operational near the end of the 1990 experimental campaign on
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W, and the emphasis of the first studies has been on the characterization of the observed
density turbulence. We concentrate here on the results of a detailed radial scan of the
fluctuation spectra obtained for a standard L-mode plasma in TFTR, and on variations of core
and edge turbulence as a function of injected beam power.

EmcimentaLRasults
The results discussed here involve a standard low~B L-mode TFI'R discharge, with 1p:

1.0 MA, B; = 4.8 T, PM = 9.6 MW (nearly balanced), R = 2.45 m, a = 0.80 m, and q(a) =
7.5. The density fluctuation measurements were made in a 256-msec integration time, during
which all discharge parameters were constant. No MID) or sawtooth activity was present

Power spectra of the local density fluctuations are shown in Fig. l for several radii. The
power spectrum decreases monotonically from f = 5kHz until it merges with the photon
statistical baseline in the 50-100 kHz range. As the position is decreased from the limiter
radius, the spectrum initially increases in amplitude and broadens in frequency. In a narrow
region near r/a = 0.9, a broadband structure centered around 40 kHz appears. In the core
region, r/a < 0.9, the detectable fluctuation spectrum narrows to the 5-50 kHz range.

Figure 2 shows the total integrated density fluctuation amplitude as a function of radius in
the plasma cross section. At the plasma edge region, 0.9 < r/a < 1.1, fluctuation levels reach
up to am z 10 %. As r/a decreases further to 0.5 < r/a < 0.9, fi/n drops abruptly to levels of
1% or less, and then either remains constant or drops slowly as the central core region is
approached. Perhaps coincidentally, the electron density scale length shows a sharp drop in
the region of the sharp rise in fi/n at the plasma edge region.

The radial correlation length of this turbulence is less than 1 cm at r/a = 1.0, and increases
as r/a decreases, reaching values of 5.6 cm at r/a = 0.5. Poloidal correlation lengths have been
measured at r/a = 0.95 and 0.70. At both positions, their values are comparable to the the
radial values at those positions (i.e., 0.7 and 2.3 cm, respectively), implying roughly isotropic
turbulent structures.

Cross-phase (Arp) measurements between channels separated in the vertical (i.e.,
poloidal) direction indicate propagation in the ion drift direction for all radii in the plasma
frame of reference. However, the measured phase velocity in the poloidal direction, vph =
ruAtp/Az, is found to be equal to the projection of the toroidal rotation velocity on the vertical
direction, v9 5 vqtr/qR, to within the 10% uncertainty in the measurement of the rotation
speeds. Thus, to lowest order, the observed spectrum is generated by nearly fixed structures
in the plasma frame traversing the fixed observation point in the lab frame, and our
observations are consistent with no propagation in the plasma frame.

Finally, a scan of Pinj allows the study of any correlations between this low frequency
density turbulence and the global plasma confinement time. Since “CE ~ Pinj 4/2 in these L-
mode discharges, a scan in PM effectively provides a TE scan. Figure 3 shows plots of the
total density fluctuation amplitudes versus 12}; in the core region (r/a = 0.7) and the edge
plasma region (r/a = 0.95) for Pinj = 2 - 20 MW. No effort was made to keep a constant
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plasma density in this scan, and ne increases monotonically as Pinj increased. In general, the
global confinement time decreases as the core fluctuation level increases, while there is no
evident relation between TE and the edge turbulence level.

1: . .

Overall, the long wavelength spectrum in the hot plasma core of these L-mode discharges
is dominated by relatively large—amplitude structures whose spatial extent is large and
increasing as one goes into the hot plasma core region. The amplitude of these density
perturbations in the plasma core region are correlated to the plasma confinement time. These
structures appear to nearly purely growing in the plasma frame, although the present data set
does not allow a detemtination of their average lifetime. This picture of large, slow
disturbances in the plasma leading to enhanced local transport contrasts with the conventional
model of small—scale drift—wave turbulence at relatively high frequencies in the plasma frame.

The relatively simple picture of long wavelength turbulence presented above is
complicated in the plasma edge region by the appearance of a mode propagating in the
electron-drift direction with large poloidal and short radial correlation lengths. More complex
turbulence spectra can also arise in other operating regimes in TFI‘R. While low frequency
turbulence similar to that described above is evident in the enhanced confinement hot-ion (i.e.,
supershot) operation regime in 'I‘FI‘R, higher frequency semi-coherent modes also arise in the
core region of supershot plasmas, and these modes may be coincident with high Bpol
operation. In a similar vein, the low-field , low—current discharges used to study excitation of
the Toroidal Alfven Eigenmode in TFTR [6] show the presence of both the nearly stationary
modes at low frequency in the plasma frame and moderate frequency (20 — 80 kHz)
turbulence propagating in the electron drift direction deep in the plasma core region.

Future studies in TFI'R will consist of detailed parameter scans in different confinement
regimes to quantify the relation of these long-wavelength fluctuations to local plasma
transport, and to provide comparison to relevant theoretical models of plasma turbulence.
Comparisons to other fluctuation diagnostics on TFTR, such as the microwave scattering
system and the newly-installed microwave reflectometer, are also planned over a wide range
of TFI'R operating conditions.

#Supported by U.S. DOE Grant No. DE-FGOZ-ER53296 and Contract No. DE-AC02-76-
GHQ-3073 ‘
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DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN 0HHIC-, L-HODE, AND H-HODE
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J. Gernhardt, L. Giannone, F. Wagner, H. Zohm, and ASDEX Team,

MPI fur Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, Garching, Germany.
* Institut fur Plasmaforschung, Universitat Stuttgart

The 119 um laser scattering device on ASDEX was used to investi—
gate the direction of propagation and temporal development of
density fluctuations. A description of the scattering system and
a summary of previous results is given in [1].

Results from the ohmic phase:

Frequency spectra show an asymmetry which becomes more pronounced
with increasing electron line density. By matching the scattering
system to the magnetic field pitch on the torus inside and
outside, respectively, the dominant part of the scattered power
could be localised on the low field side. The resulting pro-
pagation is in the electron-diamagnetic direction and changes
sign when the torodial field is reversed, which is in accordance
with the assumption of an electron—drift wave. At high densities
(SOC—regime) a mean propagation velocity of 1500 m/s is observed
in the dominant k-range comparable to the mean el.diamagnetic
drift velocity in the gradient region. Making use of the decrease

in phase velocity predicted for drift waves at sufficiently high
wavenumbers we estimate an upper limit for the poloidal rotation
of 500 m/s. Over the whole density range no separate ni—feature
was observed.

Results with NI—heating:

The analysis of the broadband microturbulence is complicated by
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the presence of coherent MHD activity which has to be identified

by independent diagnostics. In general the frequencies of these

coherent magnetic oscillations are seen with laser scattering and
in many cases also with microwave reflectometry [2].

a) The L—phase:
Disregarding the contributions from coherent MED—activity we

observe that the wavenumber spectrum shifts to lower k—values

compared to the ohmic phase. The total scattered power increases

and with co-injection the frequency spectra are shifted to the

apparent ion-diamagnetic direction. If modelocking occurs,

toroidal rotation is stopped and the frequency shift is drasti—

cally reduced.

b) The L—H transition:

In the frequency— and wavenumber range characteristics of the

L-phase the scattered power is reduced in both the horizontal

channel (equatorial plane) and the outer vertical channel

(separatrix region).
Fig.1 shows the L-H-transition as indicated by the Da radiation

in the upper divertor chamber.In this shot transport into the

divertor is repeatedly reduced before the transition finally

occurs. The scattered power in the dominant wavenumber and
frequency range follows closely the Da signal within 100—200 us.
In Fig.2 measurements in the horizontal channel (poloidal
orientation of the scattering wavevector) show an increase in the

frequency shift towards the apparent ion-diamagnetic direction.

Fig.3 shows the development of the high frequency component which
begins z 300 us after the build-up of the transport barrier when

the level of Du radiation in the divertor has reached the H—mode

level.
At present there is no theory for drift wave turbulence in steep

gradient regions where the gradient length is comparable to, or

smaller than the wavelength of the fluctations.

c) The H—phase:

The fluctuation level can strongly increase again in the course
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of the quiescent phase to levels considerably above those of the
L—mode without significant changes in confinement. This increase
is due to coherent MED—modes with frequencies up to 30 kHz,
and/or narrowband incoherent fluctuations at frequencies around
50 kHz observed close to the separatrix.
Poloidal, perpendicular and toroidal velocity components for
impurity ions have been determined spectroscopically in the edge
region of ASDEX [3]. The consequences of the radial E-fields thus
determined for the propagation of drift waves are not clear at
the moment.
ELMS are characterised by a precursor oscillation and the
broadband turbulence during the ELM [4]. The appearance of
precursor oscillations at 100—200 kHz causes a drastic reduction
of the high frequency short wavelength component around 1 MHz,
even if no ELM evolves as seen in Fig.2. During the ELM the
fluctuation level of frequencies up to 300 kHz increases as seen
in Fig.1.

Conclusions:

In ohmic discharges the density fluctuations propagate predomi—
nantly in the electron-diamagnetic direction and change direction
with NI co-injection. A strong drop in total scattered power
together with a further increase in the frequency' shift is
observed after the build~up of the transport barrier. Similar
observations have been reported on other tokamaks (e.g. [5]). Due
to the finite spatial resolution of the scattering system the
variation of the fluctuations with local parameters cannot be
sufficently resolved to confirm their nature.
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1.INTRODUCTION
In the study of transport in magnetically confined thermonuclear plasmas, perturbative methods
have become an important tool. In contrast to power balance analysis, which only measures
effective diffusivities, perturbative experiments yield incremental diffusivities, and allow the
determination of off-diagonal elements in the transport matrix. Here we consider three methods
for the analysis of sawtooth induced heat and density pulse propagation.The first derives the
diffusivity from the time-torpeak of the pulse, making also use of the radial decay of the
amplitude [l]. The second solves the linearized transport equations numerically and makes a
full fit to the measured traces [2], treating the perturbation either as a forced boundary problem
or as an initial value problem. The third is based on Fourier analysis of the signals [3,4] and
provides the diffusivity as a function of frequency from the phase velocity and amplitude decay
of each harmonic component . The three analysis methods are sensitive to different aspects of
the data: the t'tme-to—peak method uses only the part of the signal around the maximum, the full
curve fitting gives more weight to the tail of the pulse, whereas Fourier analysis allows to
separate contributions of different parts of the pulse into different frequency ranges. In Sec.2
of this paper we illustrate the type of information that Fourier analysis can provide and we
compare the three methods for JET data. In recent years, it has become clear that diffusive
cross-coupling between particle and energy transport may be important [5]. In Sec.3 methods
are developed to reconstruct the transport matrix through Fourier analysis of temperature and
density perturbations in cases of significant coupling.

2. FOURIER ANALYSIS IN THE LIMIT OF NO COUPLING
Previous work [4] showed that Fourier analysis of ET sawtooth induced heat pulses gives
reliable results in a frequency range limited by distorsions of the pulse tail at low frequencies
(i.e. below 20 Hz) and by lack of cross—coherency at high frequencies (i.e. above 50-120 Hz,
depending on x). The high x/D values (x/D~10) and low D values (D~O.l-0.4 mZ/s) observed
in JET [2] imply that a slow component in the temperature perturbation due to coupling would
be barely visible above the low frequency limit. Temperature perturbations can then be Fourier
analyzed under the assumption of negligible coupling. In this limit, the linearized transport
equation for a single harmonic component of the temperature perturbation, Tm, takes the form

no(%'m+-i-)Tm~V(noxVTm+n0UTw)=0 (1)
Here x is the incremental diffusivity, nO the equilibrium density, 1/t an effective damping rate
and U the incremental heat pinch velocity, which are all functions of the plasma minor radius.
Approximate expressions for the derivatives of the phase (tp) and amplitude (A) of Tm can be
derived in cylindrical geometry [6] when the effects of damping, heat pinch velocity and spatial
gradients are small:wfifi)

-lt+%(ri+.l+aw+t>l= tea~I
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where r,,=-no/nb, k = (Btu/2x)"2 and
I2

=_2-+; i;_L+U+X -EL-L_LL‘
‘30)1 k2 2 r In 2x X r rn X

is a generalized damping term which scales as 1/0). We can then understand that, while the
effect of damping disappears at high frequencies, other terms may still affect A‘IA, inducing a
difference between A'/A and tp'. A more refined treatment of all effects in Eq.l [7] yields the
following expression for x

, —1Fast—aates—mama}
valid over a wide radial range. This expression for x, with U=x'=0, has been used for the
analysis of JET heat pulse data. An example is shown in Fig.1, where the x values obtained
with the extended time to peak method [1] and with the ACCEPT code [2] are also shown. The
results of all methods agree within their uncertainties. The absence of frequency dependence of
the x values from the Fourier method is consistent with the assumption of negligible coupling
effects in the observed frequency range. This type of result is what we generally find for ET
data; a different result obtained from the preliminary application of this method to old JET data
[4] has not been confirmed by a more extensive analysis [6] of more recent and better
diagnosed heat pulses. The influence of the (U+x') term can be determined from the difference
between (p' and A‘/A. As shown in Fig.2, these are equal within error bars (o¢v=oAv/A=iO.7
m‘l, corresponding to i10% around 50 Hz), which implies U+X'< 6.5 m/s. This is an
interesting result that could be improved when data of better quality become available. Also, in
this particular case, the effect of damping is seen to be negligible above 20 Hz.

3.FOURIER ANALYSIS IN THE PRESENCE OF COUPLING
The analysis of JET density perturbations or of heat pulses in machines with smaller x/D
values may require an extension of the Fourier method to include the effect of coupling. Below
we show how the elements of the 2x2 transport matrix can be determined. We consider the
coupled transport equations for heat and particle transport, taking only the highest spatial
derivatives [5]:

Btu=£V2u (5)
where u=(v , ’r) : (ii/no , T/I‘O ) and flis the diffusive transport matrix. The solution of Eq.5
is a superposition of slow and fast purely diffusive components

I\ Au = o o + q) (p A (6)
where 9?:(85, 1) and (p =(E(P, l) are the eigenvectors of matrix )4 relative to the eigenvalues )Lo'
and MP. From the knowledge of 80, sq), 2.5 and My, matrix H can be reconstructed[5].
Two methods for the determination of it based on Fourier analysis are considered. First, we
observe that, if fit is diagonal. v and “c are eigenvectors. Fourier analysis of any perturbation
will in this case show frequency independent x and D, which coincide with the eigenvalues of
fit. If It! is not diagonal, the diffusivities (1) found by Fourier analysis of the temperature and
density perturbations will be frequency dependent (see Fig.3). The coordinate transformation
required to diagonalize flcan be determined by applying the Fourier method to a weighted
superposition of v and t measurements. There are two superposition ratios for which the
resultant diffusivity 7t is frequency independent. These ratios yield the eigenvectors of fit, the
corresponding diffusivity are the two eigenvalues. Thus 51 is determined. This reconstruction
method has been tested with simulated heat and density pulses, using the transport matrix
£11=1, £22=4, 57112: -O.2, 1421: 4 and a ratio of initial perturbations 0t=vo/1:o=0.3. Fig.4
shows that the eigenvectors are well determined by the minimum of the standard deviation of
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the frequency dependent diffusivity : c32=<?t2>-<)t>2 where < > denotes averaging over
frequency. The test matrix was accurately reconstructed from the simulated data (see Table I).
An alternative method is based on the simultaneous best-fit of the frequency behaviour of the
x(w) and D(u)) obtained from Fourier analysis of temperature and density perturbations. The
harmonic components of density and temperature are modelled by the sum of the two slab-
model exponential solutions for the slow and fast components

v... = vmoti5m0vexpt-zotx-xo)) + “Pew-w] (7)
1m = 1:0)q [6m016xP(_z c,(x-xo» + exp (-zq,(x—xo))] (8)

where
(D .2cm): [my] *0

and 5m0V=Vmog/Va)oq), 5w01=tmgnmo¢ are the (a priori complex) ratios of the slow and fast
components of density and temperature at frequency (0/21: and at x=xo where the boundary
condition is assigned. 8mm, and 80m are linked to the analogous ratios 5v and 51 defined for
the eigenmode analysis in the time domain [5] by

l-y l-y

avzsmovp‘an‘o) 81:8mor(7"c/l(p) (9)
where the exponent ydepends weakly on the spatial shape of the initial temperature and density
perturbations and is found to be y~0.72 for typical perturbations. The parameters ho, MP, 6mm,
and 5mm (and hence 5v and 81 ) are identified by the best-fit together with the mixing radius
position x0. From these and from the independent knowledge of (1, matrix It can be
reconstructed, according to [5]. The results of the application of the method to the same
simulated case are reported in Fig.5 and Table I. The first method has the advantage of being
independent of the type of the density and temperature perturbations, the second relies on the
assumption that they are equal but allows, in principle, the determination of 7&5 and M, from
either temperature or density measurements. Clearly, both methods give the correct results
when applied to simulated data. The sensitivity of both methods to experimental uncertainties in
the data is presently under investigation.
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Input Method 1 Method 2
£11 1.0 1.0 1.07
£112 -.2 -.19 -.16
221 4.0 4.05 4.26
3122 4.0 3.99 4.07
MP 3.704 3.72 3.82
Kg 1.296 1.287 1.32
8Q, -.O74 -.069 -.060
Eo' -.676 -.670 —.646

Table I
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TWO PHASE REDUCTION OF MICROTRUBULENCE AT THE
TRANSITION INTO H—MODE MEASURED ON DIII~D*

R. PHILIPONA, E.J. DOYLE, N.C. LUHMANN, JR., W.A. PEEBLES, C. RETTIG,
K.H. BURRELL,’ R.J. GROEBNERJ H. Mirrsmaoro,1 AND THE DIII—D GROUP

Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research
University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024, U.S.A.

At the L-H transition in the DIH—D tokamak, a two phase reduction of microturbulence
has been observed. A first, rapid (@100 ps) suppression phase of microturbulence in a narrow
region of the plasma edge is followed by a second, bulk turbulence reduction phase in the
plasma interior, with a relative turbulence reduction (13/11.) of 250% below L—mode level. This
second, slow reduction phase (within 10’s of ms) correlates with the results of recent transport
studies on DIIl—D, suggesting that transport coefficients decrease in a comparable time scale
in the same region in the plasma. We have established a quantitative relationship between
frequency shifts in far infrared scattering measurements and E x B plasma velocities measured
with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy. The measured profiles correspond to a
positive radial electric field, in the interior of the plasma, which predicts a frequency shift
in the ion diamagnetic drift direction of the same magnitude as that actually observed in
the scattering data. This analysis, together with results from reflectometer measurements,
radially locate the density fluctuations and reflect their time evolution.

DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUM ENTS
Density fluctuations are measured using FIR collective Thomson scattering and reflec-

tometry. The far infrared scattering system1 is based on a 245 GHz (A = 1.22mm) twin
frequency laser and uses a heterodyne detection technique which enables us to determine
the propagation direction of fluctuations. Three receiver channels are available to study
poloidally propagating fluctuations along the entire midplane of DIII—D in a wave number
range of 2 5 kg S 16 cm“. This system, with its good wave number resolution but moderate
spatial resolution at low wave numbers, is complemented by reflectometer systems,2 which
have a. larger wave number sensitivity, but very good spatial resolution. The homodyne re-
flectometer system utilizes seven discrete O—mode channels spanning from 15 to 75 GHz and
a. frequency tunable X—mode channel (50—75 GHz) with corresponding critical densities of
0.28-7.0 X 1019 m4.

Ion temperature and toroidal and poloidal rotation profiles are measured using a mu]-
tichord, high spatial resolution charge exchange recombination3 (OER) system. From these
measurements, the radial electric field E, is inferred using the lowest order force—balance
equation for a single-ion species

(l/Zlnl) BpI/arzeEr—e/c (14,39 —‘Ug B4,) , (1)
where Z1, 12.], and p1 stands for the charge state, density and pressure, respectively. Hequency
spectra from poloidally propagating density fluctuations, recorded by scattering diagiostics
in the laboratory frame of reference, are known to be Doppler shifted“ due to E, induced
plasma flows. Calculating E, x B plasma velocities enables us to determine these frequency
shifts. The turbulence mode frequency in the plasma frame w, and its propagation direction
and phase velocity can now be determined, subtracting the Doppler shifted part (up from the
measured spectra in.

* Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DE—FG03<36ER53225 and
DE—ACO3—BBER51114.

' General Atomics, San Diego, CA.
: Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
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wa=w—wp with NDZ—CkgEr/B¢ . (2)

However, in the measurements shown, any reference to ion or electron propagation refers to
a propagation in the ion or electron diamagnetic drift direction measured in the “lab frame”.

FREQUENCY SHIFTS RELATED TO E, X B FLOWS
General characteristics of density fluctuations measured in Ohmic DIII—D plasmas5 are

comparable to results from other machines and are in qualitative agreement with density gra»
dient driven drift wave turbulence. Figurel shows scattering spectra in Ohmic discharges as
well as before and after the L-H transition. Neutral beam injection increases the fluctuation
level at low wave numbers. Due to increasing plasma rotation in the L—mode phase, fluctua-
tions are spread over a broad frequency range and the center of the bulk of the fluctuations is
located on the ion diamagnetic drift side. After the L-H transition, a rapid reduction of low
frequency fluctuations is observed and the center of residual fluctuations is rapidly shifted to
the ion side. Spectra measured at k9 = 2.5 cm‘1 show a smaller frequency shift (relative to
5 cm'l) as would be expected from Eq. (2). These fluctuation spectra as well as reflectometer
and rotation data were measured during a series of single-null divertor discharges with I, :
1.6 MA, B. = 2.1 T and SMW of D° neutral beam power co—injected (same direction as Ip)
into a D’l' plasma.

A negative (inward pointing) radial electric field was inferred in the plasma edge, between
normalized p (p...) of 0.85 and the separatrix. Field values of 0 to —100V/cm in L—mode
[Fig.2(a)] are changing to more negative values of 0 to —400 V/cm in H—mode. However, in
the interior of the plasma, E, was found to be positive (outward pointing) in these co—injection
plasmas. In the interior, an increase of E, after the transition is mainly due to an increase of
the toroidal rotation and to a lesser extent to the flattening of the pressure profile in H—mode.
Positive E, together with the total magnetic field induces E, x B plasma velocities and hence
Doppler shifts on fluctuation measurements in the ion diamagnetic driit direction. Negative
electric fields, as observed in the plasma edge, produce shifts in the electron diamagnetic drifl:
direction. Figure 2(b) shows profiles of the calculated frequency shifts to be expected on
scattering spectra for kg = 5cm‘1.

Mixing length estimates and experimental evidence locate the bulk of the fluctuations
outside pn = 0.6, where according to our calculations, large, radially dependent E, x B velocity
shifts are to be expected. Frequency shifts observed in measured scattering spectra, are known
to be composed of E, x B velocity shifts and possible shifts due to phme velocity changes
of the turbulence. However, changes in phase velocity are expected to be small compared to
E, X B velocities and are, therefore, neglected. Hence, assuming a fixed mode frequency for
Ohmic, L—mode, and H—mode turbulence, a comparison of measured and calculated frequency
shifts allows us to radially locate the bulk of the density fluctuations.

In L-rnode, 7ms before the transition, measurements at k9 : 5cm‘1 show the center
of the bulk of the fluctuations to be shifted by about ZOOkHz to the ion side. Calculations
predict that amount of shift around p... of 0.8 . Four milliseconds after the H—mode transition,
measured spectra show the center of the remaining fluctuations shifted by about 600 kHz to
the ion side which according to the calculations, locates them to pH = 0.78. Error bars on the
inferred electric field of :|:70 V/cm result in error bars of about i250kHz on calculated shifts
at kg = 5cm‘1. Accordingly, by comparing the measured and calculated frequency shift and
including the above mentioned error calculations, we locate the bulk of the fluctuations to be
within Pn of 0.7 and 0.9.

i.c
‘n
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TWO PHASE REDUCTION OF TURBULENCE
An initial fast suppression phase of rnicroturbulence at the plasma edge is best observedby reflectometer measurements6 (Fig. 3). At 1862.7ms, a fast drop within @100 ,us together

with the first decline of Da emission is shown by all channels 540 GHz. The 50 GHz channel is
delayed by more than 1 ms before its reflecting layer is shifted into the suppression zone by the
steepening of the density profile. Reflectometer measurements indicate the suppression zone to
be between pn = 0.9 and the separatrix. The far infrared scattering channels which integrate
over a larger plasma region appear to see a smaller drop of the fluctuation level during this
first suppression phase. However, these observations are in agreement with the result of our
rotation analysis which indicate that the bulk of the fluctuations is inside p,I = 0.9.

A second phase of microturbulence reduction, subsequent to the fast build up of the
transport barrier, reduces the bulk of the turbulence in a much slower time scale (Fig. 4).
Within tens of milliseconds fi/n drops more than 50% from its pretransition level. A sig-
nificant increase of fluctuations to about L—mode level is observed during the ELM, and in
a transition-like time name the fluctuations resume the H—mode level. A predominant in-
crease of turbulence at low wave numbers in L—mode, and a stronger suppression of high wave
number fluctuations in Hemode suggest a narrowing of the wave number spectra with neutral
beam injection.

This second slow reduction phase correlates with recent transport measurements made
on DUI—D73 An improvement in local transport, predominantly in the electron channel, has
been found in the same plasma region, with an evolution over a similar time scale. The
increasing E, x B velocity shear in the plasma interior after the LE transition, correlates
with the measured broadening and frequency shifts of the turbulence spectra, and may be
responsible for the observed reduction of microturbulence.

SUMMARY
A two phase reduction of microturbulence at the transition into H—mode has been mea-

sured on DUI—D. These turbulence reductions have been related to the evolution of radial
electric field induced plasma flows which may cause the suppression. A first fast suppression
phase of fluctuations is observed with the formation of the transport barrier in a narrow re-
gion at the plasma edge. In a second slow phase, the bulk of the turbulence, localized in a
region of p" of 0.7 to 0.9, is measured to be markedly reduced within 10’s of milliseconds after
the transition. This slow reduction phase of microturbulence correlates with improved local
transport, measured on a similar time scale and in the same location in the plasma.
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ELM PRECURSORS ON DUI—D“

E.J. DOYLE, K.H. BURRELL,t T. LEHECKA, N.C. LUHMANN, JR.,
H. MATSUMOTO,’ T. OSBORNE,T W.A. PEEBLES, R. PHILIPONA, AND C. RETTIG

Electrical Engineering Department and Institute of
Plasma and Fusion Research, UCLA, CA 90024, U.S.A.

0n DIlliD, density and magnetic fluctuation precursors are routinely observed
prior to the occurrence of a variety of different types of edge localized modes (ELMs).
Identification of these instabilities may provide a way to identify the limiting plasma
mechanism(s) responsible for ELM activity, and thus significantly improve our un~
derstanding of the H—mode. Such an understanding is highly desirable as Himode
operation is one of the approaches to breakeven on current machines (JET), while
the design of the next generation of ignited devices assumes H—mode like confine-
ment (BPX and ITER).(1) ELMS(2) are currently an unavoidable feature of H—mode
operation, and they play a large role in determining the quality of the plasma dis—
charge; ELMs are marked by sudden, repetitive spikes in recycling light, during which
the II—mode transport barrier is reduced and particles and energy are expelled from
the edge plasma region into the scrape-oil layer. Consequently, ELMs degrade the
plasma confinement and are thought to be the limiting mechanism on the improved
performance observed during H—mode.(1) At the same time, however, ELMs can also
be beneficial in controlling impurity accumulation; by controlling ELM frequency, a
10 s quasi steady state discharge has been achieved on DIII—D.(3) Thus, an improved
understanding of the ELM trigger mechanism may lead to advances in ELM control
and hence improved plasma operating parameters.

The precursors observed on DIII—D are of different types depending on the
variety of ELM: Before giant ELMs, where the edge plasma is close to the ideal
ballooning limit, both an increase in the general broadband density turbulence, and
the appearance of quasi-coherent modes, have been observed. These features appear
on a time scale of up to 30:50 ms before the start of the ELM, and the increase in
density fluctuations occurs in the high density gradient edge plasma region. Before
“Type III” ELMs, where the edge plasma is well below the ideal ballooning limit,
coherent modes of 50120 kHz center frequency are observed, on time scales of up
to 10-20 ms before the ELM. The radial extent of these modes appears to grow as a
function of time until the edge plasma is perturbed, triggering the ELM.

INSTRUMENTATION

As the results presented below depend largely on the spatially localized measure-
ments provided by the reflectometer system, the fluctuation diagnostics employed on
DIII—D are briefly reviewed. The reflectometer system normally used for fluctuation
studies on DIII—D is an O—mode, homodyne system utilizing 7 discrete channels span-
ning15—75 GHz, with corresponding critical densities of2.8 X 10” to 7 X 1019 m'3.(4)

* This work was sponsored by General Atomics Subcontract SC120536 under U.S.
Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC03-89ER51114, and by U.S. DOE Grant
No. DE-FG03»86ER532‘25

1 General Atomics, San Diego, CA 92138 U.S.A
‘ Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.
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The GUNN sources in this system are only narrowly tunable in frequency, so the crit-
ical densities are essentially fixed. The spatial resolution of refiectometer measure-
ments has been both theoretically predictedf” and experimentally determinedf” to
be localized to the vicinity of the critical layer. This spatial localization can also
be directly observed in the reflectometer data on DIII—D, where reflectometer chan-
nels with critical layers lying within ~ 1 cm of each other generally exhibit very low
cross-coherence. Thus, by using the multichannel reflectometer system, a detailed pic-
ture can be formed of the radial variation of density fluctuations in the DIII—D edge
plasma region during H—mode operation. The other relevant fluctuation diagnostics
on DIII—D are an FIR, scattering system,(7) and both poloidal and toroidal arrays of
Mirnov probes. The multichannel, heterodyne FIR system operates at 1.2 mm and
provides wavenumber and spatially resolved measurements over a poloidal wavenum—
ber range of 2.5—16 cm". At k = 10 cm”, the radial spatial resolution is £20 cm.

TYPES OF ELM
A description of ELM activity is complicated by the large variety in size, fre-

quency, and type of ELM encountered. On DIII—D, at least three different types of
ELM have been identified“)

1. Type 1, “Giant ELMs.” These occur when the edge plasma reaches the ideal
ballooning limit”) Their repetition frequency increases with power and target
density, and decreases with increasing current. They are marked by large Dc.
spikes (above L—mode levels).

2. Type II, “Grassy ELMs.” These are irregular, high frequency, low amplitude
ELMs, which appear when the plasma is in the connection region between the
first and second stable ballooning regimes”)

3. Type III. These occur in plasmas well below the ideal ballooning limit and are of
medium amplitude. As the input power is increased, their repetition frequency
decreases and they disappear.

All the available data on DIIliD suggest that giant ELMs are a transient return
to L~mode; the fluctuation levels, edge rotation, density and temperature profiles all
return to L—mode like conditions.“°)

ELM PRECURSORS

In contrast to the L-H transition 1(10) edge fluctuation spectra are generally ob—
served to change prior to (rather than coincident with) the first modification in Dc,
emission at an ELM. For giant ELMs, the general broadband turbulence level on the
edge reflectometer channels is observed to slowly increase before the ELM, with time
scales of up to 30750 ms before the start of the ELM itself. This may be due to the fact
that the quantities governing the reduction in edge turbulence during the H—mode, E,
and v9, saturate shortly after the Lil transition, whereas possible fluctuation driving
terms, such as density and temperature gradients, continue to increaseilo) It should
be noted that this increase cannot be explained by the (theoretical) dependence of
the reflectometer signal on the density gradient,(5) as this would predict a reduction
in the measured signal level during this period. In addition, quasi-coherent precursors
are on occasion observed before giant ELMs, sometimes with a “bursting” character.
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By contrast, quasi-coherent fluctuations are routinely observed before Type III
ELMs. These precursors have center frequencies of 50—120 kHz and are observed up
to 10—20 milliseconds before the ELM. An example of the coherent features observed
in reflectometer spectra when these precursors are present is given in Fig. 1. Again,
these precursors are only observed on edge reflectometer channels, indicating that
they are localized to the high gradient edge region. These coherent reflectometer
signals are strongly correlated with Mirnov probe signals, from which toroidal mode
numbers of 6—12 have been deduced, and are also observed by the FIR scattering
system. In addition to being localized to the plasma edge, the signals also appear
to have a ballooning character, i.e. the magnetic signals are strongly Weighted to to
the outboard midplane. While the precursors referred to above clearly occur on a
resistive time scale, the changes at the initiation of the ELM itself occur on a more
ideal time scale (typically 5 300;”). Another observation about both forms of ELM
precursor is that the maximum time before an ELM at which a precursor is observed
is proportional to the time between ELMs. This suggests that when ELMs are less
frequent, the relevant plasma instability is simply being approached more slowly; e.g.
giant ELMs occur more frequently as input power increases, the pressure profile builds
more rapidly, causing the instability to grow more quickly.

However, the most important feature of the quasi-coherent precursors is that
their radial extent appears to grow until the edge plasma is perturbed, triggering an
ELM. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the precursor can be seen to initiate on
the 1.3 and 2.0 X 1019 m'3 channels, and then spread sequentially to lower density
channels, until the perturbation appears to reach the separatrix, triggering the ELM.
Note that the highest density channel displayed (3.1 X 1019 m‘a), does not observe
either the precursor or the ELM itself, thus demonstrating the edge localized nature
of both phenomena. Attempts to identify these modes are currently underway, and
will be greatly facilitated by the recent commissioning of a new multipulse Thomson
scattering system on DIII—D. This system can provide profiles every 25 ms, which
combined with other profile diagnostics (CER etc.), and reproducible plasmas, can
provide a very detailed time history of Ti, Te, n, and pressure profile evolution in the
critical period leading up to the ELM initiation. Detailed data on profile evolution
should be available by the time of the EPS conference.
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STUDY OF EDGE ELECTRIC FIELD AND EDGE
MICROTURBULENCE AT THE Ir—H TRANSITION IN DIII—D"l

P. GOHIL, K.H. BuaaELL, E.J. DOYLE,1 R.J. GROEBNER, N.C. LUHMANN,l
W.A. PEEBLES,l R. PHILIPONA,T AND ELP. SERAYDAEIAN

General Atomics, San Diego, California

Experimental studies of the L-H Transition in the DIII—D tokamak clearly show that the
edge poloidal rotation velocity and the shear in the edge electric field increme dramatically
at the L-H transition, and that the edge density fluctuations are simultaneously suppressed
in a narrow region just within the separatrix. The greatest changes in the poloidal rotation
and electric field are within 3 cm of the separatrix and overlap with the region of suppressed
microturbulence. Furthermore, this zone of sheared electric field and suppressed fluctuations
also marks the location of the transport barrier, as indicated by the increased gradients of
Ti, 71,, TI and the carbon density atter the transition. The shear in the edge electric field is
maintained later into the H—mode with the sign of the electric field remaining negative as a
result of the pressure gradient contribution to the total electric field becoming more significant
than the rotational term, which becomes more positive with time into the H—mode.

Theoretical studies of the L—H transition have focussed on the role of the radial electric
field in suppressing microturbulence at the plasma edge which then leads to improved edge
confinement}—3 The theory of Shaing and Crumea predicts that a negative radial electric field
or a positive value of dE, /d1- could suppress the microturbulence. Biglari, Diamond and Terry4
indicate that an increase in the magnitude of the shear of the poloidal rotation could suppress
microturbulence, although they do not specifically point to a bifurcation condition relevant
to the L-H transition. Previous experimental data from DIII—DE'7 and JF'l'.‘-2Ma indicate
increased poloidal rotation, :19, and a more negative radial electric field at the transition,
and reflectrometry measurements on DIII—D indicate suppression of density fluctuations in a
narrow region at the plasma edge at the transition?” These observations of the importance
of the radial electric field at the transition are substantiated by experiments on CCT11 and
TEXTOR12 where transitions to H—mode plasmas have been produced by inducing a radial
electric current by intersecting a biased electrode into the plasma.

The measurements of the ion temperature and poloidal and toroidal rotation in the
DIII—D plasma are carried out by active Charge Exchange Recombination (GER) Spectroscopy
of Doppler shifted and broadened line emission from the C VI ion resulting from single charge
exchange interactions with atoms fiom the injected neutral beams used for plasma heating
purposes.13 The OER system comprises 32 viewing chords of which fifteen intersect the plasma
edge and span the separatrix. Eight viewing chords intersect the edge in the poloidal plane
in an inter-weaving arrangement. Seven chords lie in the toroidal midplane with a chord to
chord separation of 0.3cm for T; memurements and 0.6cm for poloidal and toroidal rota-
tion measurements. This is an improvement in spatial resolution over previous experimental
results presented in Ref. 7 where the chord to chord separation was 1.5cm for the rotation
measurements and 0.8cm for the ion temperature measurements. The nominal spatial reso-
lution is 0.5 cm. The minimum integration time is lms, limited by the signal strength of the
C VI emission lines for the given plasma and neutral beam parameters studied.

The electric field is determined from the CER rotation data using the lowest order force
balance equation“ for a single species,

E, : 111;“: (6—6?) —(1.TX EL ’

This work was sponsored by the US. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE—ACOS—BBERSIUA.
1 University of California, Los Angeles.
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where n1 is the ion density, Z,- is the ion charge number, e is the electron charge, P1 is the
ion pressure, 1:; is the ion fluid flow velocity and B is the total magnetic field. Whereas the
pressure gradients and poloidal rotation velocities of different ion species may be different,15
the value of E, determined from the above equation applies to all the plasma species.

RESULTS

The evolution of the profiles of the radial electric field through the L—H transition is
shown in Fig. 1. The distinctive feature is that the shear in the radial electric field at the
plasma edge increases substantially at the L—H transition. The time steps are 3ms and reflect
the integration time of the measurements. The times of the profiles are shown with respect
to the time of the L-H transition. The shaded region marks the 0.5cm uncertainty in the
magnetic dtermination of location of the separatrix at the midplane. The radial electric field
is zero or slightly negative in the L—mode, but becomes substantially negative within a shear
layer of 3 cm inside the separatrix at the LE transition. Simultaneously with the increased
shear of the radial electric field at the L-H transition, the gradients of the ion temperature,
T;, and the carbon density are observed to increase as shown in Fi s. 2 and 3. These profiles
are characteristic of neutral beam heated hot—ion H—mode plasmas, a with relatively low edge
electron densities giving rise to high edge T.- values. Within 2ms of the L—H transition, the
edge T.- gradient has increased significantly from the L—mode value and continues to increase
such that the T; values are nearly doubled 23 ms after the transition. Measurements of T,-
at 100m after the L-H transition show T,- gradients of lkeV/cm just within the separation.
The gradients of the edge carbon density also exhibit substantial increases after the transition
as shown by Fig. 3, which incorporates a relative chord to chord intensity calibration of
the detection system. The spatial steepening of the profiles occurs over the region which
corresponds to the shear in the radial electric field and marks the location of a transport
barrier formed at the transition.

Figures 2 and 3 also indicate that the
edge carbon pressure gradients become very 20,0
large with time into the H—mode. The im-
portance of this behavior is shown in Figs. 4
and 5, which show the edge radial electric
field profiles and just the value of E, de— 10'0 T
termined from only the 11 X B term, respec-
tively, as they develop in time later into
the H—mode. With the evaluation of E,
from just the edge rotation (Fig. 5), the
edge radial electric field increases and actu—
ally becomes positive about 65m after the
transition mainly as a result of the increas-
ing toroidal velocity at the edge. However,
with the inclusion of the pressure gradient
term of E,, the edge radial electric field re-
mains negative just within the separatrix
and the shear in the electric field is main-
tained through the H—mode(Fig. 4). The
spatial extent of the shear layer in the ra— .301) '
dial electric field and the transport barrier 2.25 227 2-29 231
formed at the edge are then obviously in-
terdependent later in the H—mode and this R (ml
result emphasizes the importance of includ-
ing the pressure gradient term in the de—
termination of E,. At major radius R S - - -
2.26m, the radial electric field becomes pos- Sizswfh ,lsflfief fifgfi'fi:
itive as a result of the increased toroidal L.H transition.
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rotation velocity towards the center of the plasma where a frequency shift due to strong
positive electric field is consistent with FIR scattering data.17

The simultaneous occurrence of electric field shear, fluctuation suppression, and trans-
port reduction is in agreement with theories that predict the stabilization of edge turbulence
by sheared poloidal flow.3'4 However, the bifurcation theory of Shaing and Crume predicts a
scaling of the width of the stabilization layer with poloidal gyro-radius, i.e., with the plasma
current, but the width of the shear layer determined from reflectrometry data was basically
the same in plasmas with 0.8MA and 1.6MA current. Therefore, the mechanism for the
production of the edge radial electric field through ion orbit losses at the plasma edge needs
to be improved.
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FRAMING CAMERA STUDIES OF THE EDGE IN
ROTATING AND LOCKED TOKOLOSHE PLASMAS.

,l. D. F etcher, D. E. Roberts, D. Sherwell, G. Nothnagel, M. J. Alport‘,
J. A. M. de Villiers.

Atomic Energy Corporation of South Africa, P.O.Box 582 Pretoria 0001 R.S.A.
‘University of Natal, Durban 4001 R.S.A.

Introduction
We report on the use 011a framing camera to study the edge plasma of Tokoloshe

tokamak during both high (Bo/Bo 2 0.5%) and low (Ba/Ba S 0.02%) Mirnov activity.
The purpose of this study is to determine the position and structure of tearing modes
locked at the plasma. edge by an external resonant Z = 2 or t’ = 3 winding, as well as pos-
sible coil induced islands and to characterise macroscopic bright filaments in the plasma
edge. The camera is used to look tangentially at the fully poloidal limiter over the entire
minor cross-section of the plasma. The framing rate was 5 1000 frames per second with
shutter speeds between 20 and 200/13.
Observations

Framing camera pictures of a reference shot show very clearly the contraction and
inward motion of the hot central region together with the expansion of the Ho, annulus
during a thermal collapse which ultimately leads to a major disruption [1]. Also seen in
the Ha halo are poloidally distributed, stationary (f9 S 10 Hz) localised, bright filaments
in the plasma edge. These filaments are seen most clearly in the outer half of the plasma
edge, appearing soon after current profile peaking. They persist to the disruption, often
becoming more intense closer to the disruption. To enable a quantitative analysis, cine
frames were digitised and computer enhanced [2]. These were analysed for the harmonic
content of the poloidal intensity distribution profile at the limiter radius (Fig 1). A broad
spectrum of modes centred about m = 24 is seen. This spectrum of modes is due partly
to the low aspect ratio of Tokoloshe (R/a = 2.17), and the asymmetrical interaction
of the plasma with the limiter. The filaments appear to lie along the field lines with a
helicity consistent with q¢,(e) ~ 3.5. A preliminary correlation analysis of the intensity
distribution for consecutive frames puts a lower limit on the coherence time of individual
filaments of : 1ms.

The 6’ = 3 coil is energised during high Mirnov activity by a pulse with peak current
of €100A and duration ,2 10 ms, which is sufficient to lock the tearing mode for z '2 — 7 ms
before inducing an early major disruption. Cine pictures show localised stationary bright
regions with an (m : 2)-like mode structure (Fig 2) which persist to the disruption and
Often become more intense just prior to the disruption. The disruption occurs within one
frame interval (5 1ms). These bright regions show a change of position and intensity
when the helical coil current is reversed. For the 34,, IP, If = (— — +) configuration [3] the
preferred locking orientation results in poloidally localised bright regions on the inside,
whilst the (— — —) configuration gives more diffuse regions of greater poloidal extent
on the outside. Fieldline tracing calculations show that these distortions are consistent
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with a low aspect ratio machine. Similar locking positions and intensity distributions are

obtained if the t’ = 2 coil is energised during high Mirnov activity by a current pulse

of 1800A. The locked structure can also show limited poloidal rotation with an effective

poloidal velocity no ~ 120 ms"1 (cf. vertumov ~ 1.2 X 104ms‘1).
\Vhen a short duration (3 3ms) current. pulse is used, a locking orientation which

is independent of the sense of the helical coil current direction is observed. A probable

explanation is that the plasma locks to the coil field, then unlocks, and re-rotates to lock

to a stray field.
To study coil induced islands during low Mirnov activity, the f = 2 coil was ener-

gised by a current pulse of 1400A. This coil current is just below that normally required

to precipitate a major disruption [3]. However, cine frames showed no evidence of changes

in the poloidal Ha intensity distribution compared to a reference shot.
Discussions and Conclusions

The filamentary structure seen on Tokoloshe for ohmic, limiter discharges is similar

to that reported by ASDEX [4] for ohmic, divertor discharges. However, the analysis so

far suggests that the filaments are caused by a high m-number coherent mode(s), possibly

due to a stationary island chain at the plasma edge. This could be caused by either a

stray field, or a resistive instability, rather than by random density fluctuations [5].
The locking position of an island is determined by the phases of the island and extcre

nal coil field. However, on Toltoloshe during high Mirnov activity both m = .. and m : 3

islands are present. Also, the f : 2 and £7 2 3 coils have m : 1,2,3 field components,

thus the resulting locking position is determined by a combination of these eliects and

both coils could give a similar locking position.
The lack of evidence of coil induced islands during low Mirnov activity is probably

due to the [act that at the time that the coil is energised. the thermal collapse is well

advanced and the Ha annulus is already very bright and broad so that any additional

modulation of the intensity is masked by the dominant bright halo.
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Fig. 1(a) Typical frame 28 during low
Mimov activity showing the filamentary
structure, most clearly visible at the top
of the image. The dark regions corre-
spond to high Ha intensity on the film
(inside refers to the major axis).
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Fig. 1(b) Poloidal intensity distribution at the limiter for frame 28 showing
that the filaments are present for all poloidal angles, but most noticeable in
the second quadrant.
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Fig. 1(a) Harmonic analysis of the intensity distribution for frame # 28.
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Fig. ‘2 Computer enhanced images of frame 15 — — + (a) and frame 11
—— — (b) showing the difference in the locking position as well 33 the poloidal
extent of the locked structures.
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Fig. 2(C) Poloidal intensity distribution at the limiter for frame 15 — — 'i‘
configuration showing two very distinct, localised peaks on the inside.
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intensity.
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H. Y, W, Tsui, H. Lin, M. Meier, C. Ritz, A. J. Wootton

Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, Texas 78712, United States of America

Introduction
Tokamak, Stellerator and REP confinement systems have similar topology but differ

markedly in their equilibrium configurations. Experiments to date show that the particles and
energy losses in these systems [1,2,3] are higher than those predicted from (neo)c1assica1
theories. The anomalously high particle and energy fluxes are often attributed to turbulence-
induced transport. Although experimental results indicated that fluctuation-induced fluxes are
significant in the edge plasma of these systems, it is not known whether the driving
mechanisms or the origins of the turbulence are the same. Here, we compare the edge
fluctuations and their associated transport by applying similar Langmuir probe diagnostics
and analysis techniques to discharges in TEXT Tokamak, ATF Stellerator and ZT4OM RFP.

Langmuir Probe Techniques
The Langmuir probe array [4] which contains 4 probe tips provides simultaneous

information on density, potential and electron temperature. Two of the probe tips are
connected in a double probe configuration and the other two are floating independently. For
small level of fluctuations, probe theory gives

11 _ isat 1Tea - r; ' 7r, (1)
cfpp = etpf + oil}, (2)
Te = C(C-P+'(~Pf)/1n2 (3)

where a = ln(\J2m;/1rmc) for a perfectly absorbing plane probe and (p+ is the floating potential
of the positively biased probe tip of a floating double probe system. For equation 3 to hold, it
is necessary to have the double-probe bias voltage much larger than the electron temperature
to ensure the collection of ion saturation current. These equations assume that all quantities
are measured at the same location. In practice there is always some finite separation between
probe tips which can introduce phase errors. It is necessary to correct for the phase error
unless the probe-tip separation is small compared to the wavelength of the fluctuations. To
extend the triple probe method [5] to measure temperature fluctuations, we rewrite eq (3) to
first order in kid; and kidg assuming k" << ki for the probe configuration as shown in
Figure 1:

:6 _ E ik—Ldz e_¢f rig—(11133;, 4Te ‘ Te ‘ ln2 Te ' 21n215al H
where T9," = e(ti>+ - (pf)/ln2 is the apparent or the uncorrected temperature fluctuations and 1ri
is the perpendicular wavevector. To illustrate the finite probe separation effect, we use data
from the edge of ATP and plot in Figure 2 the It; dependence of the fractional change in ITJI
when (12 is changed by 2 mm (i.e. using (if from floating probe B instead of A in the triple
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probe method, see Fig. 1). Here, we use the value of kl obtained from the cross—correlation

of the two floating potentials. The difference which reflects the uncertainty in ITe*l
measurement caused by the finite probe separation increases with Ikil and is about 50% at k_L

of 200 ml. The measurement of Te in ZT40M is not affected by the finite probe separation
because of the much smaller k1 ~ 10 ml.

Edge Parameters
This comparison is limited to the plasma edge inside the last—closed flux surface

(LCFS) away from the scrape-off region. Table l summaries the edge parameters in the
three devices at r/rs = 0.95 where r5 is to the radius of the LCFS or the shear layer.

TEXT ATF ZT40M
145 = 200kA ECH 14p = 120 RA

fi=2x1019 m-3 fi=0.5x1019m-3 fi=1.7x1019m‘3

B (T) 2 1 0.13

qa 3.3 1 0.02

n (1019 m3) 0.2 0.1 1

Te (CV) 30 25 . 25

Ln (mm) 30 40 20

1111: (mm) 35 40 2 80

Vph (103 Ill/S) - 3 - 1.5 - 80

VEXB (103 111/5) - 2 - 0.5 S 20

Vde (103 m/s) -1 -1 -20

k1 (m—l) 250 200 10

klps 0.1 0.1 0.05

Ell/n 0.2 0.1 0.5

(Tel/Te ~ 0.1 ~ 0.2 0.4

k-Pfi/re 0.3 0.2 1.0

,nB ~ 10'5 ~ 10*3 -02
1" (lollm-ZS-I) 0.5 0.1 10

Table 1: Edge Plasma Parameters at r/rs = 0.95 in TEXT, ATP and ZT40M.
Negative velocities are in the electron diamagnetic drift direction.

The three types of discharges differ markedly in their equilibrium configurations which
translate into differences in the magnetic fields and the edge qa. There are notable difference
in the edge density but not as much in the edge temperature among the three plasmas. The
density scale length (Ln) and the temperature scale length (Ll-e) are comparable except that
LTe tends to be longer in ZT40M. In both TEXT and ATP, the measured phase velocity of
the fluctuations is comparable to the sum of the equilibrium Exfi rotation and the electron
diamagnetic drift in contrast to that in ZT40M where the phase velocity is many times that of
the electron diamagnetic drift and that of the equilibrium EXB rotation. Although kl is much

smaller in RFP, kips = 0.05 — 0.1 in all three cases. They all have significant level of
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fluctuations in density, potential and temperature. In ZT4OM, the magnetic field fluctuations
of the internally resonant m=l modes cause density fluctuation lfil/n = (a/Ln)l§r|/B where Ln
= n‘lan/ar and are responsible for a large fraction of the observed density fluctuations. In
contrast, the magnetic field fluctuations in TEXT and ATF are too small to cause significant
level of density fluctuations through the coupling of flux surface perturbation to the
equilibrium gradient.

Electrostatic Approximation

The parallel electric field En = -V”(§ - N/at reduces to E“ = -V”C0 for electrostatic
modes for which the induced electric field is negligible. For this approximation to hold, it is
required that Infill >> tart/art or 1&2 >> (Duo/T] = (m/veipe/cfl. This condition is violated in
the edge plasma of ZT40M. In TEXT and ATP, the criterion is generally satisfied in the
scrape-off—layer (SOL) and is marginally satisfied in the region further in from the LCFS.

Similar conclusion can also be derived from the experimental measurements of
fluctuations by comparing the electrostatic part atTil = lkuél = lkixQS/LSI (where x is the
effective radial mode width) with the electromagnetic part lair/at! = lwfir/kil. Here, (5
corresponds to (1),, in eq.2 above and an estimate of it firom the measured (bf requires a proper
correction for the Te component. With ki = 10m'1, m/k = 5x104trt/s, B = 0.13T, [Erl/BI =
0.02, It'tll =10V and assuming kn = 0.1k in ZT4OM, we found that the electromagnetic
component lair/at! = 130V/m is an order of magnitude larger than the electrostatic component
IVHQSI = lOV/m. For TEXT, the two components can become comparable as shown in the
estimate in Table 2 where we have used k; = 250m‘1,Ls = 1.5m, co/k = 3x103 m/s, B = 2T
and the island width for x.

lfirl/B llpl x = w lvllml lav/3d

(V) (M) (V/m) (V/m)
data from sor 10-5 15 (I) 0.5 1.2 0.06

estimates inside LCFS 10-4 2 1.6 0.5 0.6

Table 2: Estimates of electrostatic and electromagnetic components of E” in the
scrape-off region and an estimate of the maximum electromagnetic contribution
in the edge region inside the last-closed flux surface.
(1) an upper bound

Although the induced parallel electric field may not be negligible in the edge region inside the
last—closed flux surface, the extend of its effect on the turbulence has yet to be identified

Conclusions
There are significant levels of density, electron temperature and potential fluctuations

in the edge plasma of TEXT Tokamak, ATF Stellerator and ZT40M RFP. Particle transport
induced by the electrostatic fluctuations is important in the edge of all three devices. The
measured phase velocity is dominated by the equilibrium Exfi rotation in TEXT, less so in
ATP and not at all in ZT40M. A velocity shear layer is not observed in ZT40M. The edge
fluctuations in ZT4OM are better described as resistive MHD activities. In TEXT, the
criterion for electrostatic approximation is satisfied in the scrape-off region and may become
only marginally satisfied in the edge region inside the last-closed flux surface.
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MULTl-CHANNEL LANGMUIR-PROBE AND
Ha-MEASUREMENTS OF EDGE FLUCTUATIONS ON ASDEX

H. Niedermeyer, A. Carlson, M. Endler, L. Giannone, A. Rudyj, G. Theimer
and the ASDEX-Team

Max-Planck—Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
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Introduction

The anomalous transport observed in tokamaks is caused by turbulent fluctuations, the nature
of which is still poorly understood. Diagnostic difficulties are one major reason for this lack of
understanding, at least with respect to the bulk plasma. The plasma edge, however, is
accessible by several diagnostics permitting localized measurements of different parameters
with good spatial and temporal resolution. For this reason one can hope to obtain enough
information about edge fluctuations to permit the development of theoretical models. Different
ranges of plasma parameters and the lack of closed magnetic surfaces distinguish this plasma
zone from the bulk plasma. Edge turbulence might well involve other mechanisms than the
turbulence in the bulk. Although transport in the bulk plasma receives more attention transport
in the edge plasma and edge physics are very relevant for reactor design. The realistic hope to
find a solution and the importance of the problem for the next step in fusion research are
reasons for the strong effort in this field on many tokamaks.

Like in many limiter tokamaks Langmuir probes were used in the ASDEX divertor device for
measurements of the floating potential and of the ion saturation current. Under certain
assumptions the electron density and the plasma potential can be derived from these data.
Observation of the Ha—light emitted from the edge in the vicinity of a neutral gas source yields
information about the electron density. While probe measurements are more suitable for
quantitative evaluations including the calculation of the local particle flux the Hat—method is not
calibrated and integrates radially over the edge. It is however applicable in situations where
probes fail because of excessive heat load. With 16—channel arrays both methods permit spatial
correlations and wavenumber spectra to be determined without any further assumptions.

Experimental findings

A detailed description of previous ASDEX results and references to work done elsewhere are
found in /1/ and /2/, a summary is given in /3/. Here we summarize these experimental findings
together with new results and our conclusions.

Density and potential fluctuations are observed. Both are sufficiently strong and correlated in
such a way that they might well cause all of the gross radial particle diffusion in the edge. A
more precise statement is not possible (not only for ASDEX) because of poloidal and toroidal
asymmetries and because the assumption of negligible temperature fluctuations necessary for
the evaluation is hardly justified as could be shown on ASDEX with a novel method for
fluctuation parameter measurement /4/.

In both directions perpendicular to the magnetic field the fluctuations are correlated within about
1 cm. In a direction which agrees with the field direction within the accuracy of measurement a
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85% correlation is found between the midplane and the divertor. The connection length is about
10 m. Zero time delay is found for maximum correlation. We cannot exclude a small fraction of
fluctuations with a short correlation length along the magnetic field nor can we exclude that the
direction of maximum correlation differs from the direction of the field. The most likely
explanation and the basis of further considerations however is that the turbulence is essentially
2‘dimensional perpendicular to B, that is the structures are flute—like. This leads to the
conclusion that drift waves are probably not involved in the edge turbulence. The potential drop
necessary to generate the Eafield perpendicular to B is most probably localized in or close to the
sheath at the divertor plates and any theory must include or should even be based on the physics
in front of the target plate.

Frequency spectra are broad with essentially all the power in the range up to a few 10 kHz and
a monotonic decay observable up to the 100 kHz—range, also for wavenumbers around zero
(see Fig. 1). This broadening reflects the finite lifetime of spatial structures. The temporal
correlation length is shorter than the mean period. A mean velocity can be defined in several
ways to describe the poloidal propagation of the fluctuations. This velocity is in the order of
100 m/s to 1000 m/s and is directed in the ion drift direction outside the separatrix. Around the
separatrix the velocity changes its sign. Fig. 1 shows k—(o-spectra computed from potential
measurements with a 16—pin Langmuir probe array at different radial positions in an ohmic
discharge. The velocity shear is clearly indicated by the different shear (DOppler shift) of the
spectra. While the spectrum 1.5 cm outside the separatrix is narrower there is no change of the
spectrum in the separatrix region aside from the different shear. In particular the spatial
decorrelation in the velocity shear layer as reported elsewhere is seen to be an artefact of the two
point analysis commonly applied.

loco-spectra very often show structures apparently indicating different processes. High-
frequency fluctuations around 200 kHz with rather short wavelenghts and propagation
velocities in the order of a few 104 m/s in the electron drift direction are often observed. Also
low-k MHD-modes are often seen. We consider these effects as independent of the turbulence
responsible for transport and try to filter them out when evaluating the data.

There is no indication of an intrinsic time scale or length scale in the spectra or temporal—spatial
correlation functions <f(t,x)-f(t+t,x+8)>. Frequency integrated k-spectra decay with about 1/1»:2
above a certain k-value. The inverse of this edge-k coincides roughly with the width of the
scrape-off layer and a decay according to a power law excludes the definition of a scale length.

In double null discharges the fluctuations appear only in the outer boundary layer. In single null
discharges the inboard boundary layer is no more separated from the outboard layer and
fluctuations appear there also. One might conclude that the inner boundary layer is inherently
stable indicating the bad curvature on the outside as an essential component of the driving
mechanism. This might however not be the only possible explanation for this asymmetry. If the
transport in the bulk plasma is strongly inboard-outboard asymmetric, the inner boundary might
simply not be fed with particles or energy in the double—null case and therefore appear quiet.

A study of the dependence of characteristic fluctuation parameters on plasma parameters should
allow identification of the physical processes involved. The relative fluctuation level ri/n is the
simplest fluctuation parameter. From the temporal-spatial correlation function of a fluctuating
variable f one can define a poloidal propagation velocity v, a temporal correlation length i: and a
spatial correlation length 5.1: is defined as the decay time of the spatial maximum of the '
correlation function (which shows a nearly exponential decay), that is we measure the decay
time in the frame of reference of the moving fluctuations. The k—co—spectra display the same
information as the correlation functions and do therefore not permit to define additional
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parameters. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of characteristic parameters derived from Ha-
measurements in ohmic discharges on the line averaged electron density and on the plasma
current at fixed toroidal field Reduction of B from 2.17 T to 1.24 T at fixed density and plasma
current results in an increase of 5 by a factor of 2.3 and of t by a factor of 1.3.

Basics of a proposed model.

Guided by the experimental observation we propose to consider the following picture as a basis
for a theoretical model.

The scrape off—layer consists of flux-bundles interrnixing randomly. Only bundles close to the
separauix are fed by energy and particles. At some small distance from the separatrix there is no
perpendicular diffusion or heat conduction. Instead the macroscopic diffusion and heat
conduction is caused by the random drift of flux bundles. For the flux bundles at some distance
from the separattix the models derived for scrape-off layers apply: pressure balance along the
field up to the pro-sheath close to the divertor plates, classical electron heat conduction along the
field, acceleration of the plasma to the local ion sound speed in front of the target plate, energy
losses through the sheath and by atomic physics processes in the pro-sheath. The electrostatic
potential is nearly constant along the magnetic field lines and mainly determined by the electron
temperature at the sheath. In a turbulent state the temperature distribution at the target plate is
random. This causes random electric fields perpendicular to B and a random EXB-drift.

As the simplest assumption we suggest that the plasma has no intrinsic spatial scale length nor
time scale. The scale length of the fluctuations is given by the width of the scrape-off-layer, the
time scale is given by the energy confinement time of the scrape-off layer (energy stored in the
scrape-off layer divided by the power throughput). The turbulent diffusion coefficient is
proportional to the product of the characteristic dimension and a characteristic ExB-drift
velocity, resulting in a Bohm«like dependence on the temperature in front of the plates and on
the magnetic field. The poloidal propagation velocity is caused at least to a major part by the
radial electric field caused by the temperature gradient in the boundary layer.

Applying this Bohm-like diffusion formula and the equations for the physics parallel to the B-
field for the scrape-off layer as a whole we get a self-consistent model allowing the prediction
of the width and confinement time of the SOL which we assume to be proportional to the
characteristic parameters 5 and 1: of the turbulence. Under realistic simplifications the set of
equations can be easily solved. The parameter dependence of 5 and 1 from the calculation is
indeed in fair agreement with the dependence found experimentally. The model therefore might
contain the most important effects. From the density dependence of the measured propagation
velocity we must conclude, however, that more effects have to be included. The zero—crossing
of v indicates that two independent velocities counteract each other.
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1. Introduction

The performance of tokamaks operating in the H-mode [1] crucially depends on the ELM
(Edge Localized Mode) behaviour of the discharge. On DlII—D [2] and ASDEX [3] it was
found that only in ELMy discharges with a carefully optimized ELM repetition rate stationary
conditions could be achieved. Nevertheless, the nature of the ELM as an MHD phenomenon is
not yet clear. 0n DIlI—D, giant ELMs occur at the ideal ballooning limit while grassy ELMs
are found in the connection region of the s — a diagram pointing towards resistive ballooning
modes [4]. On the other hand, on PBX»M it was found that ELMs appear in discharges which
were analyzed to be ballooning stable and an MHD stability analysis indicated that ELMs
could be connected to low—n pressure driven ideal kink modes [5]

The general features of ELMs in ASDEX are summarized in ref. [1].The MHD phenomena
accompanying ELMs on ASDEX are described in ref. [6], [7] and [8]. In this paper we present
the results of further studies on the MHD characteristics of ELMs.

2. Phenomenology of ELMs on ASDEX

The occurence of an ELM leads to a sudden outflux of particles and energy. This outflux
manifests itself as a spike on the D,I light in the divertor. The rise time of the Dc. signal is
typically about 50-100 as, the half-width of the signal ranges between 100 and 400 ps. The
rapid loss of energy causes an inward motion of the plasma. In case of grassy ELMs the ELM
frequency (repetition rate) is comparable to the half-width of the Dc. signal.

The pivot point for the change in the electron temperature profile introduced by an ELM
is at a — r = 4 cm (the plasma minor radius a being 40 cm). It is the same for two different
values of the edge safety factor (q¢:3.1 and 4.1), indicating that the ELM is not connected to
a certain (rational) q~surface.

The energy loss caused by an ELM can be mesured in terms of the poloidal beta, fip. A
single ELM can cause a loss in [3,, of the order of 5%. Such a loss is also typical for a soft minor
disruption. During such an event, however, a positive current and negative voltage spike due
to the decrease of poloidal flux is observed. ELMs do not show such a behaviour, indicating
that the current profile is almost unaltered by the ELMs.

The electron pressure which is measured on ASDEX in intervalls of 17 ms reaches the highest
values at the edge in quiescent phases. With the onset of ELMs the edge pressure gradients are
rapidly reduced. Between ELMs the edge gradients rise but are far from the values obtained
in quiescent phases. ELMS can also appear right after the H-transition at still low pressure
gradients. In agreement with our preceding studies [1] we therefore cannot attribute even
singular ELMs to the ideal ballooning limit. We have, however, no measurement of the edge
pressure with a spatial resolution better than 2.5 cm.
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If the H—transition is not triggered by a sawtooth, the transition conditions may fluctuate
leading to a sequence of short L- and H-phases prior to the final H—transition. This phase is
dubbed ’tithering’ H~rnode. ELMs can diagnostically easily be discriminated from the spiky
nature introduced by the ’tithering’ H-mode.

In ref. [1] it was stated that ELMs lead to an enhanced toroidal asymmetry of the heat flux to
the divertor plates. This statement was due to a misinterpretation of the results. More recent
measurements with ELMy Il-phases lasting for seconds, rule out large poloidal or toroidal
asymmetries [3].

3. MHD Mode Characteristics

In this section we present results on the MHD mode characteristics of ELMs using a fast (up
to 3 MHz) data acquisition system. From this diagnostics, the temporal sequence of a single
ELM is determined as follows:

Fig. 1 shows Da-traces from different locations as well as the soft—X—ray emission from
the edge (r=a, outside the ELM inversion radius), the electron temperature at r=a/2 and a
magnetic signal (3,) from midplane outside. A high frequency (110 kHz) magnetic precursor
oscillation can be detected followed by a highly turbulent phase. From integrated magnetic
signals we find that the growth of the precursor is nearly exponential with a growth time of
~50ps. As only few magnetic probes were available for the fast data acquisition, modenumbers
or the propagation direction of the precursor could not be determined. Nevertheless, a rough
indication of the m numbers involved can be estimated from the comparison of data from
Mirnov coils which integrate the signal over their length of z 15 cm and data from printed
circuit coils (integration length 0.3 cm). From this comparison We can state that the precursor,
as it is detected with both coils, has an m. number below a 20 while the turbulent phase of the
ELM must have higher mode numbers as it is hardly resolved by the Mirnov coils clue to the
integration efl'ect.

Note that the last cycles of the oscillation are also seen on the soft-X—ray trace. Also, density
fluctuation measurements at the plasma edge detect the oscillations. This precursor is not
always seen as clearly as shown in the example above. Particularly at low q it is masked by
the occurrence of additional MHD activity as described in ref. [6] and [7]. Nevertheless, the
precursor was observed prior to all ELMs we examined (about 5 different parameter settings).
Moreover, in the quiescent H-phase, sometimes a growing magnetic oscillation with the same
frequency is seen. If this oscillation does not reach the amplitude as shown in figure 1, no
ELM evolves. In this case, where the precursor grows and then again vanishes, no effect on the
confinement properties of the H»mode is detected although the level of density fluctuations at
very high frequencies (z 1 MHz) is reduced. We therefore conclude that the precursor oscil—
lation does not change the transport barrier whereas the ELM rapidly alters the confinement
properties in this region owing to the turbulent phase following the precursor.

The ELM manifests itself on the magnetic fluctuation signal as a broadband turbulent phe-
nomenon with frequencies reaching up to 300 kHz. Fig 2 shows a contour plot of the temporal
evolution of the frequency spectrum of the magnetic flucuations. The precursor is seen as a
narrow line at about 180 kHz, the following turbulent phase lasts about 250m (roughly the
duration of the ELM as deduced from the D" emission).

This phase is identical with the outflux of heat and particles into the divertor. The phase in
which the magnetic oscillation changes from the precursor to the turbulent phase is identical
with the onset of the drop in Te at r=a/2. The heat pulse arrives at the separatrix about 30m
later (seen on the outer soft-X-signal). An analysis of several ELMs shows that the transport
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barrier is reduced within typically 10~50 ,us. The rise of the Dc, signal in the midplane and in
the divertor is nearly coincident, the lag of the divertor signal, if any, is of the order of 30/15.

The frequency of the precursor oscillation is rising with the plasma current and does not
vary between ELMs at different pressure gradients. There is a slight rise of the edge electron
pressure with plasma current (at constant qa).

The MHD nature of the ELM is in qualitative agreement with the model of the 7peeling-
mode’ given in ref. [1] and might therefore be a kink-like motion due to a cluster of resistive
ballooning modes. The measured magnetic turbulence suggests that during the ELM the
magnetic configuration is altered. On the other hand, measurements show that around the
X—points the configuration is not destroyed. It is therefore likely that the turbulent zone is
located in the midplane outside where the unfavourable curvature of the magnetic field lines is
especially important for pressure driven modes. These modes then lead to the observed increase
in transport which we suppose to be mainly convective as it happens on a fast timescale. These
transport properties also clearly distinguish an ELM from the L-mode so that in our opinion
ELMs are not temporary H-L-H transitions (as e.g. the ’tithering’ H-mode). The MHD mode
scenario mentioned above has been shown to be very sensitive to wall stabilization effects and
might therefore explain the fact that the ELM behaviour of ASDEX H-mode discharges is
critically dependent on the plasma position (major radius R0). A radial outward movement
of the plasma column from 120:1.66 m by 2 cm changes a steady state ELMy H»mode into a
quiescent one.

4. Conclusion-

We have shown that the ELM consists of a coherent precursor oscillation followed by a
turbulent phase. While the precursor does not change the confinement properties of the H-
mode, the turbulent phase leads to a rapid (z 10-50 us) increase in transport across the
separatrix. The findings are consistent with the picture of a kink-like precursor motion leading
to a turbulent state consisting of resistive ballooning modes as described in ref. [1].
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Conventional plasma turbulence theories are based on the assumption of weakly
interacting waves and use the random phase approximation. The fluctuation distribu—
tion in this case is quasi Gaussian and no long-lived structures, maintained through
self binding forces, exist. The difficulty in identifying a turbulence model to describe
the edge fluctuation characteristics in tokamaks may be a result of using such oversim-
plifying assumptions. Coherent structures violate these conditions. They have been
found in neutral fluids and have also been studied in a cylindrical laboratory plasma.1
In tokamaks, granular structures have been observed in the edge,2 but no detailed
statistical studies have been done so far.

In the edge of the TEXT tokamak, the probability distribution for fluctuations of
the floating potential as measured by Langmuir probes, is shown in Fig. 1a. The
distribution of the potential fluctuation is close to Gaussian (solid line in the figure)
with a skewness S = (t[33)/[(¢2)]3/2 = —0.2 $0.2 and kurtosis K : (r;"9“)/[(9292)]2 = 3.2 :I:
0.3. With a conditional averaging technique3 using higher order correlation functions,
a limited set of experimental data has been analyzed in more detail. This technique can
test a condition Cmd which is theoretically predicted to lead to long lived structures
(such as a substantially negative potential dip trapping positive ions). For the simplest
condition, the occurrence of a potential dip Cam = (,0d at the reference point (F, t),
the conditional potential at position 17+ 5 and time H— 7' is given by

‘P(F+ 51t+T)Ctmd : <W<F+fist+T)l‘p(Fit) = 50607141) ' (1)

A Taylor’s expansion around :p(1",t) may be used to approximate (007+ [It + 7-):
N

W+ m + T) = 2M5, Twat). (2)
"=1

This expansion minimizes the mean square error between the estimated value (sym-
bolized by the hat (T)) and the actual (measured) value of the potential <p(f'+ ,6, t + 7-)
when the unknown coefficients, 01,,(5, 1-) satisfy a set of m : 1, N equations:

N

Z: 01,105. T)(90’"+"(F, t)) = (90"‘(i 0905+ 5.15 + T)) - (3)
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Solving the set of equations for the coefficients 01,,(5, T) the conditional average for the
condition (pf, t) = (paw; is found:

N
@(fii7)wnd = 2101107: T)§0:ond ' (4)

n:

Note that the conditional average can be estimated for several conditions, once the
coefficients an(§,r) have been computed.

In the analysis presented here, we keep terms to third order, N : 3. The mea-
surements are taken during the flat top phase of the discharge, where the fluctuations
are stationary, i.e. statistically independent of t. We thus take advantage of the long
record length with respect to the correlation time and ensemble average over many
time segments. To vary the probe separation pm; in poloidal direction we make use
of the long correlation length in toroidal direction and rotate the signal probe with
respect to the reference probe on the same flux surface. The scan in pm; is obtained
over successive and similar discharges.

The structures with substantial negative excursion in the floating potential are
slightly longer lived (Fig. lb) than the positive potential spikes (Fig. l.c). The eddy
turnover time Teddy for ions in a negative potential dip is comparable to the ambient
correlation time T60" of the turbulence and slightly smaller than the lifetime mfg of the
structures, Teddy 2 Tea" 5 ”mfg. This is indicative of ion trapping.

To optimize the TEXT data analysis technique and to determine its sensitivity we
use data generated with a numerical simulation code.4'5 The computer code models
dissipative drift wave turbulence using the model equations6

%V12w=a(go—n)+CVfL/J , %1L=a(<p—n)—sg—:. (5)

The nonlinear terms arise from the E X B convection as d/dt = 6/613 + V); - Vi and
vE E 2 x V”). Here a = 9(5c2 is the adiabaticity parameter depending on the paral-
lel electron conductivity, C is a damping term, and It is an inverse scale length for
the unperturbed density profile.6 The adiabaticity parameter describes the degree of
linear coupling between the density and potential equations. In the adiabatic regime
(a >> 1), the equations for n and (p are tightly coupled and the functions are virtually
indistiguishable. In the hydrodynamic regime (u << 1), the equations behave in a
similar manner to two-dimensional hydrodynamic turbulence with the equation for n
responding much like a passively advected scalar.

This set of equations allows a control of the coherent structures. For 0: << 1
intermittent structures in density and potential are generated. For a = 0.01 the
kurtosis of potential fluctuations is K 2 4.4 and the skewness is S : ——0.1, while
a >> 1 generates fluctuations with K 2 3, S 2: 0 and no visible longlived structures.
Fig. 2a shows the motion of a few structures in the x-y plane over their life time
Thfe >> Teddy for a case with a = 0.01 . The probability distribution is shown in
Fig. 2.b. The conditional potential of the simulation data is computed with the same
technique applied to the experimental data. The result is shown in Fig. 2.c. A negative
condition was used, but a positive condition gives similar results for the correlation
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length and time. This is also reflected in the symmetric probability distribution. We
find the size of the structures to be well estimated, but the estimated life time Tlife is
much smaller than the true life time of the structures mfg. The reason is the random

walk of the structures (see Fig. 2a), which is not accounted for by the simple condition
which has been used in the analysis.

To summarize, we find the edge floating potential fluctuations to be close to Gaus-
sian distributed. The conditional sampling technique shows that positive potential
spikes are slightly shorter lived than negative spikes. For the negative spikes we find
Teddy : Ta," 5 mfg. Present experimental data thus indicate that longer lived nega—
tive potential spikes may be present, but are probably not a dominant feature of the
edge plasma of the TEXT tokamak. The analysis of the computer simulation data
with known coherent structures reveals that the conditional sampling technique is ca—
pable of correctly estimating the size of the structures, but can largely underestimate
their lifetime Tfifg, because of the random motion of the coherent structures in the x—y
plane. More sophisticated conditional sampling is required. Improvements in the data
analysis techniques to confirm structure lifetime calculations are in progress.

Work supported by the US. Department of Energy.
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The ablated matter propagation along the field lines during pellet ablation is observed
With a five chords interferometer toroidally located at -1t/3 of the pellet injector ($2.5m 0n the
discharge axis). The distance between two chords is 16.5cm and their l/e total width 1.7cm
(see Figure 1). The time resolution is 16lts and the sensitivity better than 3 1017m‘2. The
beginning of the fast acquisition is triggered by the pellet itself (nevertheless, due to the
uncertainty on the pellet velocity, the time at which the pellet enters the discharge (to) is only
known with an accuracy ofilOOtls) and its maximum duration is 20ms. About SOOps after the
pellet enters the discharge, the experimental signals exhibit a steep increase (in one or two
steps, each of a duration of order 100115). Excepted in a few cases for which a strong
oscillation at a typical frequency of 0.5kHz was detected during several ms, a new quasi-steady
state is reached after =lms. The importance of the measured perturbation and the details of the
sequence described above depends, for each chord, on both the q profile and pellet penetration.
The measured quantity is the increase of the line integrated density for times larger than to:
5nl(t-to)=nl(t)-nl(to). An example is displayed Figure 2 for the shot TS 2696 (chords n0 l, 2,
3 and 5), The main discharge (He) parameters are: lp=0.7MA; BT=2.5T; a=0.75m;
Tc(0)=1200eV; ne(0)=5.75 1019m‘3. The flight pass of the pellet (D2) is Lp=0.5m
(corresponding to an initial radius rp=l.16mm) and its velocity is Vp=607i9m/s.

MODEL
These observations are analysed with a self-consistant model whose only input

parameters are the magnetic structure of the discharge, the main characteristics of the plasma
(Tc(p), ne(p), eventually complemented with a poloidal rotation of frequency Q(p)), the pellet
velocity Vp and its total penetration Lp (no absolute measurement of the pellet mass is
available). The successive steps of the computation are described below:
-1- The pellet radius rp is adapted to fit the total penetration depth given by the classical
NGS model [1] to the experimental value Lp. Since, for known pellet radii, the computed flight
passes are generally larger than the experimental values, the above procedure can yield an
under-estimation of the pellet mass, and thus of the simulated 5nl‘s.
-2- For 20 radial points along the pellet trajectory, the bulk ionization degree, the expansion
dynamics (radius: R and half—length along BT: Z) and the main parameters (temperatures and
density) of the plasmoid (i.e. the quantity of pellet material released on an individual magnetic
surface) are computed using a MHD model close to that described in [2]. The latter is modified
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to take into account the fact that, on a time scale of less than 1ms, the strong perturbations of
the background plasma parameters influence the plasmoid expansion. This can be seen on
Figures 3 and 4 where are displayed, for the pellet of fig.2, the time evolution of Z and of the
electronic and ionic temperatures in both the plasmoid (TeO and Ti0) and plasma (Te°° and Ti°°)
at the location of maximum ablation. The half-length of the plasmoid Z exhibits several strong
oscillations before to steady at an asymptotical value of 260m (fig.3). They are due to the
alternative compressions which result from the relaxation of the plasmoid—plasma system inside
the finite volume associated with the considered magnetic surface. The global relaxation time
(=25ms) is mainly determined by the electron—ion collision time Tel. Indeed, it can be seen on
fig.4 that the plasma and plasmoid electronic temperatures are equalized in less than 1.5ms and
that the ionic temperatures become comparable in z7ms (after averaging over the few
compressional oscillations). Nevertheless, due to the weak collisional coupling between
electrons and ions, the thermal equilibrium is only reached after =0.ls, with a l/e folding time
of =25ms. In its present state, two phenomena limit the validity of these computations for long
time scales: (1) no dissipation due to the plasma viscosity is considered which likely over-
estimates the above mentioned oscillations and (2) the global radial transport is neglected. In
these conditions, one can consider that this model is no longer relevant for time intervals longer
than 2ms after the pellet injection.
-3- For each chord, the increase of the line integrated density is computed in the exact
discharge geometry (given by the IDENT C equilibrium code). Due to the fast parallel
expansion of the plasmoids, their halfvlength can reach several hundred of meters in a short
time: in the case presented Fig.3, Z(1ms)=300m which corresponds to 22/27tRo=40 toroidal
turns. For the simulation presented in the next section, only the contributions of the first 15 are
explicitely taken into account (the contributions of the 25 remaining are averaged on 1 poloidal
turn). In a poloidal plane, in addition to their motion due to the rotational transform, the
plasmoids are assumed to move with a velocity 21t(p) immediately after their ionization. In
absence of measurements of the plasma poloidal rotation, the profile Q(p) is the only free
parameter of the model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two models computed with the parameters corresponding to the data of fig.2 are

displayed Figures 5 and 6. In the first simulation (fig.5), Q(p)=0 everywhere inside the
plasma. The main discrepancies between the experiment and this simulation are: (1) the lack of
the double peak around (t—to)=600lis on the signal of chord n°1 (51111) and (2) the poor relative
level of the signals of chords n°2 (5a) and 5 (Snls) for (t—to)>750]Js. In the second case
(5 g6), the poloidal rotation frequency profile is adapted to best fit the measurements and all the
features of the experimental signals can be clearly identified on the simulation. Note the
presence of the double peak on 5n11 and the nearly equal levels of 5n12 and 5n15 for (t-
to)>750},ts. Moreover, the fact that 5n12>5n15 for 750tts<(t—to)<900p.s and the relative
position in time of the different peaks are fairly well reproduced. The residual discrepancies
remain: (l) the steepness of the density increase, which is larger for the models than for the data
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and (2) the absolute value of the 5111's for large (t-to) which is under—estimated by a factor of =2
in the simulations. The first one is easily understood if one's consider that n0 and n°° are only
volume-averaged values and that the density gradient is therefore infinite on the plasmoid—
plasma junction surface. The second results mainly from an under-estimation of the pellet mass
and, possibly, from an over-estimation of the plasmoids parallel expansion at large times, due
to the fact that the friction forces between two adjacent flux tubes are neglected in the present
state of the model.

The poloidal rotation frequency profile used in the second simulation, Elm/a), is
displayed Figure 7. It corresponds to a rotation in the direction of the electronic diamagnetic
speed and exhibits a maximum at p/a=0.55 which seems well constrained by the data. Such a
behaviour of a pellet density perturbation was observed in T10 and led to similar conclusions
[3]. The domain of p/a investigated is limited by the radius of maximum pellet penetration
towards the center of the discharge and by the small amplitude of the density perturbation for
p/a>().85. The error bars plotted on the figure are estimated on the basis of computational
tests. Interpreted as an EXBT drift. this poloidal rotation implies the existence of a radial electric
field of order of magnitude 3.5kV/m around p/a=0.5. The poloidal rotation frequency
associated with the plasma (He) ionic diamagnetic velocity before the pellet injection is also
plotted for comparison.

REFERENCES:
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[2] L.L.Lengyel, Phys. Fluids 31 (1988) 1577
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1. INTRODUCTION

A large part of the experimental programme of TORE SUPRA has been devoted to ohmic
)lasmas studies in many configurations. These experiments were restricted as far as the particle
:ontent is concerned by the "density limit" [1]. This limit appears to be a strong function of the
onic species, the fuelling method and the plasma edge characteristics. Typical exemples of this
Ire shown in ergodic divertor and multi-pellet experiments [2]. The experimental procedures such
[5 different type of gas and pellet injection during the ergodic divertor pulse are described in the
text section : the fueling efficiency is reduced if the edge deconfinement produced by the ergodic
iivertor is accompanied by some pumping by the wall. At the same time, the high-recycling zone
rehaves like a radiating layer, especially since it becomes cooler with ergodization. The
:imultaneous use of pellet injection and edge field lines ergodization should yield a convenient
vay to control both plasma density and radiative losses.

I. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The general observations concerning the ergodic divertor experiments have been
:ummarized in ref.[2]. In particular, a modification of the energy transport was given evidence in
he edge ergodized layer, inducing a strong decrease of the electron temperature there. The edge
)article transport will be shown to change to a lesser extent. An important feature of these
:xperiments consists of the new connexion between the plasma and the wall, as imaged in the
teat load pattern derived from the wall I.R. thermography [3].The somewhat intricate particle
)alance will be descibed as follows,depending on the fuelling method :

a) Helium fuelling
-In Helium discharges, the recycling coefficient stays always very close to 1.

Consequently the averaged density depends essentially of the total amount of gas injected, the
‘uelling efficiency remaining large (close to 80%). When the ergodic divertor is activated (fig.la),
he volume-averaged density deduced from I.R. interferometry decreases only by 10 to 15%.
fhe measurements (r/a < 0.75) from the Thompson scattering system [4] show a dominant
iecrease at the edge (35 to 40%) and hence a much smaller effect in the bulk. When Helium is
hen puffed in at a constant rate, the density increases linearly, its profile remaining unchanged.
Fhe main effect of the ergodic divertor is to decrease the confinement time in the edge Tedge to a
mine when ergodized Tedge(E.D.) as (the bulk confinement staying the same):

Tedge(E.D-)/Tedge = (Nedge/Nb)(E-D-)/(Nedge/Nb) (1)

‘ General Atomics, San Diego, Ca (USA);
. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge.Tn (USA)
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where Ned e/Nb is the ratio of the particle numbers in the edge and in the bulk. If the edge
channel 0 the Thompson scattering system is representative of the edge average,
Tedge(E.D.)/Tcdgc = 0.65.

The gas puff (up to 7.5mbar.l/S for Zs) allows an increase of the radiated power by factors
up to 2, i. e. from 0.4 to 0.8 MW when the ohmic power is about 1.5 MW. If the gas puff is
stronger, a disruption occurs with a sudden and large increase of the radiation loss.

b) Deuterium fuelling
-In Deuterium discharges, the observations depend on the plasma

configuration [5] : if the plasma is leaning on the modular limiter located on the low-field side,
the application of the magnetic perturbation causes a density decrease as shown in figure 1b.
This depends on the wall status and may reach 50%. An important feature is its reversibility once
the magnetic perturbation is off. When leaning on the high—field side graphite wall, the effect is
generally the opposite. This is very similar to the observations made when the plasma is moved
from one configuration to the other, as encountered in Tore Supra [6] or JET [7]. The ergodic
divertor induces a new equilibrium with the wall, which is intermediate between the two
configurations. The pumping effect by the wall causes a quasi—immediate decrease at the edge
whereas it is delayed in the bulk where the particle confinement is unaffected by the ergodization.

The gas puff is very uneffective in this case. In experiments where up to 10 mbar.l/s were
introduced through the valve, the fuelling efficiency, defined as the ratio of the plasma content
increase divided by the gas puff, stays close to 1%! For larger gas puff, the marginal fuelling
efficiency increases likely due to a better penetration, until a disruption will occur.

The application of the ergodic divertor allows a general decrease of the total radiated
power, only the outer edge showing a large increase. This seems related to its decontamination
properties discussed at this conference [8]. When the gas is puffed in, the edge radiation is
enhanced. This occurs gradually, the size of the edge radiating layer increasing. If the gas is
introduced up to the situation when the total radiation loss reaches the ohmic input, a disruption
occursOn the contrary, an early enough stop of the injection may prevent the disruption
occurence even when 80 % of the power is radiated at that time. It should be stressed that the
edge electron temperature which is affected by the ergodization to a large extent keeps on
decreasing during gas injection below 50 eV at r = 0.94 a.

c) Pellet injection experiment
When the discharge is fuelled with pellet injection by means of a centrifugal

injector built by ORNL (600 m/s, up to 10 Hz, 2.5 1020 D0 per pellet), much larger densities are
obtained (7.10 9 H13) in ohmic plasmas (1p = 1.65 MA ; Bt = 3.5 T). The observations are very
similar in situations where the ergodic divertor is applied or not. An example is given in fig. lc
where series of pellets is injected in Tore Supra ; the ergodic divertor acts from t= 3.6 s.The
fuelling efficiency is about 1 in that case ; the pellets are injected mid—radius and thus beyond the
ergodic layer. The radiative loss is generally connected to the density increase but it appears that
the wall plays a major role by pumping the additional particles. This can be sustained for about 50
pellets in 2 typical shots, corresponding to 2 1022 particles. Once this value reached, the
discharge may disrupt very suddenly. A means to recover is by achieving l or 2 shots in Helium,
thus desorbing a part of the implanted gas ; the fact this part is very scarce is now under
investigation. It should be stressed that the pellet injection produced much more peaked plasma
density when the ED. is on : the core density increases by a factor 6 when the edge one is limited
to 3. In fact, this peaking decreases when more and more pellets are injected. The recycling
deduced from the Ha measurements behaves like the edge density during the shot as confirmed
by the increase of the apparent particle confinement time T * deduced from the density decrease
rate after the pellet ablation ; moreover, a gradual shot-to 5 0t increase can give evidence of the
wall status evolution. The edge electron temperature is rather low as usual when the ergodic
divertor is activated but remains larger than 70 eV. At the same time, the central temperature
decreases from 2.5 keV to 1.2 keV. The plasma cooling is thus general.
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the various configurations studied in this paper, very different density behaviour were
shown. This is true especially for the "density limits". An interesting way to consider it can be
deduced from the evolution of the fraction of power radiated in the plasma. This implies of course
a similar level of "natural" contamination in the plasma, which is taken for granted when the
conditioning of the wall is considered as good. In that respect, figure 2 shows the ratio of the
radiated power deduced from the bolomeuic measurements to the total ohmic power input as a
Function of the parameter M.q where M = n—éR/Bt is the Murakami parameter, Fe the line-
averaged density and q the edge safety factor. For ohmic plasmas in Deuterium and Helium, this
results in curves yielding limits of M.q, respectively 9 and 25. When the ergodic divertor is used,
:he edge radiated power is further increased when the density is raised, leading to a lower limit:“or M.q : 6 in Deuterium and 15-20 in Helium. It should be stressed that the path to this limits is
somewhat different as pointed out in the former paragraph. If pellet injection is used, the M.qimit remains similar in Deuterium. In this case, the ergodic divertor does not affect the results
irastically ; a far more important factor is the wall status as far as its Deuterium saturation is
:oncemed. This explains why at some time the radiation suddenly increases, the "knee" in the:urve depending on the wall preparation and its evolution.

The most interesting feature of these experiments is that they allow to study these limits in:ases when either the edge can be drastically modified or the bulk affected without large
modification of the edge (at least transiently). The ergodic divertor induces a strong
ieconfinement in the outer part of the plasma, where the electron temperature is lowered, and therarticle transport is somewhat affected, In addition, the connexion to the wall becomes more
liffuse, yielding a new equilibrium with the wall. The particle content of the plasma variesrecordingly. If one tries to counterbalance this by edge gas puffing, one finds that the screening
)roperties of the ergodic layer M the wall pumping prevents any efficient density control.t/loreover, the high edge recycling M the already lowered temperature are essential factors forhe creation of a strongly radiating layer.

An alternative to raise the density consists of injecting pellets. The limitation comes here
tom the necessity to control the sum of recycling plus fuelling. Till now, only the graphite wallvas used to pump particles, which gives a definite limit of about 50 pellets. Without enough:ontrol, the density increase results in the general cooling of the plasma and finally its disruption.This could be alleviated in the future by increasing the power input with auxiliary heating, and by,ctually pumping out the particles with pump limiters.

Both the density control and limits are strongly dependent on the conditions prevailing athe edge of the plasma. The use of the ergodic divertor combined with bulk and edge fuelling,ctive and reliable pumping may yield relevant experimental situations, where, in addition,mpurities and radiation losses might be controlled.
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ENERGY CONFINEMENT OF HIGH-DENSITY
PELLET—FUELLED H»»-MODE PLASMAS IN ASDEX

V. Mertens, M. Kaufmann, R. Lang, R. Loch, W. Sandmann
K. Biichl, H. Murmann, O. Vollmer, ASDEX—Team

Max-Planck-Institut ffir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association,
D-8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Introduction : .
Previous investigations on the divertor tokamak ASDEX (R = 1.65 m, = 0.40 In)
revealed that repetitive pellet injection (PI) can significantly improve the plasma per-
formance, especially the energy confinement time TE. However, the achieved enhance-
ment in TE degrades, as shown earlier, from about 2 in the ohmic regime down to ~1.3
in the high auxiliary power heated L—mode case [1].
H—mode discharges, on the other hand, exhibit even at the highest auxiliary heating
powers a confinement gain of up to 2 compared with the corresponding L-mode [2].
The object of this paper is to examine the possibility of combining the favourable con-
finement properties of both regimes (PI, H-mode) by means of injecting pellets into
NBI heated H-mode discharges. Similar investigations have already been performed
on JFT—2M [3] and recently on JET [4]. Auxiliary heating by ICRF was also applied
on these machines.
Both discharge types are characterized by strong deviations of their electron density
profile shape from the ”standard” profile. Commonly PI discharges show markedly
peaked profiles but gas-puff (GP) fuelled H-mode discharges relatively flat ones. If the
intrinsic confinement behaviour of both regimes is linked to the density profile shape,
these beneficial properties may be difficult to combine.

Experimental Parameters and Plasma Performance :
During the experiment parameter scans over the range 1.7 g Bt/T S 2.0, 320 S
Ip/kA S 420 in double null magnetic separatrix configuration were conducted with
boronized vessel walls. The neutral beam heating power was limited to PNB 1:2.0 MW.
Up to 30 Dg-pellets, each contributing 2 - 10”’m‘3 to the volume-averaged density, are
injected into a single discharge with a time interval of 33 ms. The line—averaged density
exceeds Fla 2 1 - 102°m'3. The resulting peak electron temperatures are below 1 keV.

Typically, H—phases are studied which start during the PI cycle. Owing to the tempera-
ture reduction accompanying PI prior to the H—mode transition the pellets penetrate, in
contrast to earlier experiments with smaller pellets [5], deeply to about half the plasma
radius. The pellets trigger instantaneously high ELM frequencies, i.e. ”grassy" ELM’S
with uELM z 1—2 kHz, which are similar to those observed on GP H-phases close to the
density limit. Although during the H—mode the particle confinement time is normally
strongly improved, the high densities and the ELM’s lead to a recycling
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coefficient smaller than 1. During the density build-up with PI an additional moderate

gas-puff (GP) is applied, which is significantly lower than the amount of gas needed to

drive a conventional H-mode discharge into the density limit. It is mainly employed
to reduce the impurity influx. This motivation is difierent from the experiments with

PI into OH and L—mode discharges where it is found that a sufficient auxiliary GP
is the prerequisite to attain successfull high densities and improved energy confine—
ment [1]. In contrast to high density GP H-phases, where large sawteeth repetitively
eject the impurities from the plasma centre, PI fuelled discharges lose this self cleaning
mechanism and the effect of the "grassy” ELM’s is not strong enough to prevent ac-
cumulation. Nevertheless, the fraction of the total radiated power to the input power
Prad/Pmput is slightly lower for the PI discharges (z 0.4) than for the conventional
fuelled high-density H-modes (z 0.5). Although PI has a beneficial elfect on the energy
confinement, low central temperatures of PI discharges result in similar neutron yields

as in the corresponding GP case.

Profiles :
The density profiles during the conventional H—mode tend to be very flat with steep
edge gradients (fig. 1). The absolute densities closely inside the separatrix reach close
to the density limit values of up to 7 - 1019m_3 despite ELM’s. The profile peaking
factor Qn = n5(0]/(n¢)uoz is as low as w 1.1.

20
Fig. 1: Electron density profiles of PI ELM’y Il—mocle
(solid line) and GP fidashed line) high-
densx'ty H-mode disc arges with ”grassy”
ELM’8. _.
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Deep fuelling by PI produces bell shaped profiles in the central region on top of the edge
pedestal as shown in figure 1. The density scale lengths An = —n¢/Vna are reduced

in the bulk by about a factor of 5, whereas beyond r 2 0.3 m they are very similar
in both fuelling scenarios. Qn grows with PI to m 1.5. This is, however, much lower
than the maximum peaking attained in the PI L—mode (Q5 z 2.5) [1]. The peaking
during the H—mode cannot only be explained by the sawtooth suppression alone but
also requires an improvement of the central particle confinement.
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In parallel the temperature profile shape is not affected by PI. Only in late phases
z 400 ms after the transition into the H-mode strong central radiation can lead to
flattened or even hollow Te profiles. The central peaking of the rte-profile, i.e. the
reduction of A” alone, does not reduce the ratio of the density to temperature scale
length 116 (z m) below 1, which might indicate the suppression of the transport channel
associated with the ion temperature gradient driven turbulence. Only in the case of
radiation induced Te profile flattening 1]; falls below 1 in the bulk (r S a/2).
The Homode particle confinement, further improved by PI and the sawtooth suppres-
sion leads despite the ELM’s to undesired strong impurity accumulation. This is clearly
demonstrated by the peakedness of the normalized bolometric radiation Fwd/n: and
Zn” profiles shown in figure 2. Spectroscopic data indicate that light impurities (i.e.
oxygen) as well as heavy impurities (mainly the target material copper) accumulate.

Fig. 2: Z3” and normalized radiation 4
profiles Prod/n, of the same discharges
as in figure 1 showing clearly the im-
purity accumulation of PI discharges.
Line styles are defined in figure 1.
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Confinement :
The resulting H-phases with Pl last up to 400 ms (~8 confinement times) and end,
if they do last not too long, with an H- to L-transition otherwise in a radiative col-
lapse. The confinement times are compared with those of high-density GP H—mode
discharges which show generally a moderate TE-improvement compared with the L—
mode (TE/rgold3‘°"[6] N 1.4). On ASDEX the maximum improvement factors of
about 2 are only routinely attained in conventional ELM-free H—modes [2] at signi-
ficantly lower densities, normally not subject to pellet fuelling experiments. With PI
only, rE-enhancements of 10 % to 15 % could be achieved (fig. 3) despite successful
peaking of the central density profile.
The PI H—mode combines some confinement properties of PI L—mode and standard
H-mode discharges. On one hand, the rE-improvement seems to be more favourable at
low qfl as found in the L-mode. On the other hand, the beneficial density dependence
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of TE of the PI L-mode discharges [7] could not be attained, T3 is independent of 71:.

Fig. 3: TE normalized to ndatm 2.5
of PI {solid symbols) and GP \I J
gpen symbols) L- (squares) and I

_ {stars} phases as function 2.0 pellet-
oft 6 total heating power. , $11! d

2 -mo e

5:: 15
F ‘ - -.

gas pul'i *— E1 D________

1.0 D ------U9-

0 1 P... [MW] 2 3

Conclusion :
It is found that PI into H-mode discharges can produce a regime of improved plasma

performance which combines characteristic beneficial properties of the H—mode and the

pellet mode. The density and temperature profiles in the edge indicate that the well

known transport barrier at the boundary is unaffected by P1. The improvement of TE
with P1 results from a further confinement enhancement in the central region. The
increased central particle confinement, however, aggravates the problem of impurity

accumulation and correlated central radiation losses.
The achieved confinement times with PI do not exceed the values obtained in standard
ELM-free H—phases. This lack of further improvement, which is significantly lower

than in the PI L-mode, may be attributed to the only moderate peaking of the density

profile shape, which might not be enough to suppress the rig-mode driven transport.

This is consistent with the observation that TE does not correlate with the profile

peaking.
Similar low global confinement improvements with PI are also found on JFT-2M [3]
and JET (4].
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IMPURITY PELLET EXPERIMENTS IN TEXT

S.C. Meg 2001, G.G. Castle, B.A. Smith, M.E. Austinl,
D.L. Browerz, J.Y. Chen3, G.A. Hallock, ML. Walker

Fusion Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA,
1Auburn University, Auburn AL, 2Institute of Plasma and Fusion Research, University of
California, Los Angeles, 3Institute of Plasma Physics, Academia Sinica, Hefei, PRC.

1. INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Low Z impurity pellets are injected into ohmic TEXT discharges. A persistent m=1

structure, somewhat akin to snakes in JET, is often observed after injection. Observed pellet
ablation is compared with the predictions of an improved neutral shielding model. A model for
the observed trajectory curvature and striations (modulated ablation) is proposed. This leads to
novel diagnostic applications of pellets including the possibility of measuring profiles of the
snprathermal density and energy, safety factor q, and suprathermal D.L which may be a
measure of internal magnetic fluctuations (possibly responsible for anomalous transport).

Cylindrical pellets of Li, B, C, Na, Mg, Al, etc. are injected radially into TEXT (R0=1 m,
a=0.26 m, circular TiC limiter) from the outside midplane using a one stage pneumatic gun.
We demonstrate for the first time central injection of LiH (a room temp. solid) which we
strongly suggest be considered for reactor fueling using the low Ti reaction LiT+D [1] since its
heat of sublimation, mechanical strength, attainable pellet velocity, and penetration depth are
superior to those of frozen tritium. Pellets with an equivalent spherical radius Rp=70— 300 um,
mass mp=3-90 pg, and velocity vp=40-700 m/s are injected into H, D, or He discharges
with prepellet parameters fic=1-8 X1019m'3, Te(0)=0.6-2.0 keV, BT=1.5 -2.8 T, qa=2- 8.
Te(0) drops well before the pellet reaches r=0 suggesting a higher than normal X6 (the "cold
wave" seen with H; pellets). The pellets increase He by 0.05-6X1019m'3 (1 -600%); up to
400% without disruption. Rp is determined either by optical microscopy or a 1 ug resolution
analytic balance, and verified by noting a density rise commensurate with particle accounting.
The pellet trajectory and penetration depth K is determined from digitized CCD camera images,
and vp is measured with an 8 channel photodiode camera. 9» varies from 6 to 52 cm (the
plasma diameter) depending on plasma and pellet parameters.

30 . . . . . . . .
_ .1 _

E, 20 — ° -. _
5

’< - ‘ ~ 0. . ‘. _
0' 0 O

10 - . .
500 1000 1500 2000

T00» (9V)
Fig. 1. Carbon pellet penetration 7» vs. Te(0) for rp=120 it, vp=240 m/s, fie=2x1019m'3.
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Experiments in which RP, vp, fie, Te(0), and material (heat of sublimation) are each varied
independently yield the expected qualitative behavior in X as in Fig. 1. T6 and ne profiles are
also measured allowing detailed comparison with an ablation model. The pellets have a
constant radial velocity but curve toroidally with 0.1<v¢ (r=0)/v,<5. Reversing IP and
tangential view photos confirm a helical acceleration along field lines in the electron drift
direction. Striations in visible continuum and line emission (width l<w<10 mm) are apparent
particularly for larger pellets and fie<3 x1019m'3. More pronounced dips in ablation light are
sometimes observed near l'q=l (w<l.5 cm) and possibly near I'q=2.

2. CURVATURE, ABLATION, AND STRIATION PHYSICS
The pellet trajectories can curve due to a heat flux asymmetry 5 resulting from lp. The

momentum balance is Pp=Pe-Pg i.e. the momenta of the pellet, electrons stopped by the pellet
(negligible), and the ablating gas (rocket effect). The resulting pellet velocity v¢ is

t
*3 2J§v ——v dt4! 4 g 0rp

where vg is the gas velocity. For a Vlasov-Maxwell equilibrium with Ln=LTe we find

8 = 2 l v3 f(v) dv / J |v|3 f(v) dv = % x]; 5—3} «trim/rem) z 0.05 to 0.20
where the drift velocity uD=J(0)/ene(0). Note 8 which depends on v3 is dominated by
suprathermals and is very sensitive to the form of f(v). For a drifted Maxwellian 5 is 3.7 times
smaller. A comparison of the predicted final toroidal deflection M with carbon 7» vs. Rp data
shows good agreement over the range of 7t._|_=0 to 10 cm when a constant factor g representing
uncertainty in f(v) is adjusted for best fit (g=1.95 in this case). M increases with Rp because 5
is greater near r=0. M for C pellets is greater than for Li, as observed, because the toroidal
acceleration a¢m vg2/(marp), with ma the atomic mass, is higher due to the greater ablatant
temperature and smaller typical rp.

The ablation data is compared with a neutral shielding [2] simulation code which integrates
the heat flux along the observed pellet trajectory using measured nc and Te profiles.

7Vcode xexp

Qeode= OJ‘QOQ APO») dk cp = JQOV) ApiO‘code/Xexpn) d)» RQEQcode/Qexp

where he“, , Mode are the observed, predicted penetration, and AP is the pellet surface area.
The pellets consistently ablate faster than predicted, see Fig. 2 (even using prepellet Te profiles,
not accounting for the cold wave) though RQ—>l for larger or faster pellets which reach r20
(Isa). The anomalous heat flux varies from 10% near r=0 to 80% near r=a. Consequently we
modified the ablation model to account for suprathermal heat flux, variations in magnetic
shielding fB as rp—> gyroradius, finite connection length LC and heat flux on rational magnetic
surfaces, and nonspherical pellet shape. The effective heat flux qc[{=(f13n +0.5 Cm“, where
qtm is the background thermal flux, 11 is the neutral shielding for thermals, l; the suprathermal
enhancement factor. A Bessel function profile is assumed for Cm nSJO(Kp)[Es/Te(p)]3/2,
where n3 is the suprathermal density at r=0 of a monoenergetic population of energy ES.
K=2.2 is determined using RQ vs. r from the 9» vs. Rp data. From the magnitude of RQ and
pellet parameters we can fix nsEs3/2 using a Bethe—Bloch model for the electron energy
deposition efficiency 6. For a typical C pellet £—>0 above 150 keV. Limited x—ray pulse height
data of us constrains the relevant ES< 100 keV. For 100 keV we find nS/ne(0)=2><10‘4. A
lower limit on BS is provided by noting that low E5 results in pellet surface heating. If the
entire suprathermal flux (mainly in the electron drift direction) were at 30 keV, more than 10
times the observed Vq, would result. This consideration yields ES > 55 keV. So
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ns/ne(0)=2><10‘4 at ES=55-100keV with a Jo(2.2p) profile can explain the observed edge
ablation enhancement and is consistent with the curvature data. If we produce a runaway
discharge with high ne(E>500keV) but normal ne(E<100keV) (possible because 1:13 increases
monotonically with E) no significant effect on ablation or curvature is observed, consistent
with the picture that runaways pass right through the pellet and do not contribute to curvature

350

or ablation.

8 — o —
_ O Oa? _

4 _ . . _

_ . 0. 0‘. _
. O O . C0 . . . . . .l

1 00 1 50 200 250 300

Rp (#m)
Fig. 2. RQEQcoda/Qfi,‘p vs. RP for vp=350 m/s Li, BT=2.2 T, Ip=220 kA, fie=3 x1019m'3.
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Fig. 3. 0t vs. 9», E=50keV, vp=230m/s, Rp=220t1, BT=2.8T, Ip=320kA, fie=8x1019m'3.

Striations in pellet ablation light can be associated with finite LC on rational magnetic
surfaces. We extend the model of Pegourie and Dubois [3] by deriving an analytic expression
for the heat flux attenuation at for a realistic f(v), accounting for DJ” and by adding
monoenergetic suprathermals. These fast electrons can be depleted in a time shorter than
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IFe/vp, but gained by DJ_ which for high Es should be dominated by magnetic fluctuation
driven transport. For a Boltzman energy distribution

11’ no

a=iJ‘[1——8-Jz4cxp(—zz)dz]dr wherex= —m—e(Lc/1:)2/Te
Ir 0 3,]? x V 2

Lc=21tRmV1+(r/Rq)2 and q=rn/n. 0L can be expressed analytically in terms of parabolic
cylinder functions. We account for Di with aD=l+(tx—l)exp[-Dntu/rp2] with tu=Lc/ve.
The striation brightness modulation is quite sensitive to DD (Fig. 3) and may serve as a
diagnostic of internal magnetic fluctuation induced transport. Our data is consistent with
D“: 0.2m2/s which assuming Rechester-Rosenbluth diffusion yields a mean internal
Ems/B4) SlxlO'4. A high precision q(r) diagnostic may be possible by fitting model q
profiles to ablation rate profiles.

3. PELLET INDUCED m=1 OSCILLATION
Long duration (t5160ms >> IE), large amplitude (soft x-ray AA/ASSO%) m=1

oscillations often occur after injection (Fig. 4). For the TEXT m=1 events (vipers), sawteeth

are invariably suppressed, with the perturbation localized within rq=1. Typically Ane/ne=3%,
ATe/Tc=10% and AA/A=35%. Vipers rotate in the electron diamagnetic direction with a
frequency =7 kHz. Over 100 vipers (=30% had I>30 ms) were observed after C, Li, Al, and

Mg pellets for a wide range of plasma parameters, 2.7<qa<4.7, but most reliably (50%
success) for BT=2.5 T, lp=300 kA with large rp==200 u carbon pellets. Two distinct growth
rates for the soft x—ray m=1 oscillation are observed; ysiowz0.3ms‘I and Yfasl=0.8m5'1.
yslow=mxm3/57A2/5 the Furth, Killeen, Rosenbluth linear tearing mode rate, while was;
zmRl/Z’YAl/Z the Kadomtsev nonlinear rate, with YR the resistive rate and ”YA the poloidal
Alfven rate. It seems likely that vipers are simply a saturated m=1 resistive kink mode.
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Fig. 4. m=l mode — Central soft x-ray brightness after a Rp=200 ti carbon pellet at 305 ms.
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PELLET ABLATION STUDIES IN THE TCA TOKAMAK
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ABSTRACT Pellets with a variation in size of an order of magnitude and of
injection velocity ofa factor of4 were injected into a Tokamak with a range of
plasma current and density. The penetration into the plasma has been measured
against these parameters. Contrary to most ablation models, only weak scaling was
found which suggests that the pellet ablation process is dominated by other factors.

Introduction
The injector installed on TCA (R = 0.615 m, a = 0.18 m) was used to inject frozen

hydrogen pellets with a large range of velocities ( 200 - 800 m/s) and a wide range of
size (3 x 1018 — 3 x 1019 particles), into a wide variety of target plasmas. One of the
main goals of this flexible system was to study pellet penetration as a function of the
parameters which most frequently appear in scaling laws. Thus, in this paper, we
concentrate on the pellet ablation process, rather than the effect on the plasma.
Although a wide range of visible diagnostics were used to monitor the injected pellet,
the Hydrogen Balmer-alpha (Hat) emission monitored with a diffused fast
photomultiplier acquisition is used to define the pellet penetration. The pellet velocity
was measured before and during the ablation process and used to transform the
ablation time into distance.

Experiment
Several experimental runs were performed in which the pellet size and velocity

together with the deuterium target plasma density and plasma current were varied over
as wide a range as possible. Most of the theoretical models of pellet ablation can be
summed up by a generic scaling law:

_ ‘ m V3
Penetration length n —:

“C

(IP
”f

1P

where mp is the total number of particles contained in the pellet, Vp is the pellet
velocity, Ip is the plasma current and me is the central density.

In order to extract the dependence of pellet ablation on individual parameters in
Figl we selected discharges in which only one of these parameters changes
significantly. Apart from the dependence on the plasma current, there is surprisingly
little variation in the penetration depth.
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The plasma current must be reduced to ~60 kA (q(a)~5-6) for the pellet to
penetrate to the plasma centre. At full current (~130 kA; q(a)~3) most pellets were
ablated at or before half the minor radius. Although we have plotted only the greatest
penetration achieved by a pellet, the Ha line intensity was often highly peaked near a/2
indicating a localised region of high ablation. At 60 kA, where we have deep pellet
penetration, the Hot line intensity shows a peak followed by a low intensity region
before the machine axis. Pellets that passed the plasma centre were observed to
continue with a far reduced ablation rate, suggesting that this region of the plasma was
already cold.

The pellet size is seen to have little effect on the penetration (Fig 1c), and there is
only a small tendency to increasing pellet penetration with increasing pellet velocity
(Fig 1d). Extrapolating this dependence, a pellet velocity of ~1500 m/s would be
required to reach the plasma centre. However, the validity of this simple extrapolation
is cast into doubt by the presence of several nonlinear and highly localised enhanced
ablation phenomena which were often observed during pellet ablation and seemed to
increase in magnitude with increasing pellet velocity .

We would expect the penetration to decrease with increasing target density,
although Fig 1b shows if anything the opposite dependence. Fig 2 highlights this
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conclusion, where the normalised Hot line intensity is shown for two pellets of similar
mass (~l.5x1019 poles) and speed (~720 m/s) injected into two different target plasma
densities. If the light intensity is assumed to be proportional to the local ablation rate,
injection into lower target density (Fig 2a) shows a monotonic ablation rate, whereas
injection into a higher target density (Fig 2b), shows a series of localised features
which we term "positive striations". There was little difference between the profiles as
measured by a 4 channel FIR interferometer, which leads us to conclude that the
density gradient may determine the existence of striations. Fig 3 shows the number of
these striations plotted against the central target plasma density where a striation is
defined as a maxima which exceeding a certain threshold between two minima. The
number of striations increases with the plasma density and the intensity of these
striations also increases, reaching 70 % 0f the maximum intensity at high density.
Comparison of shots with the same, and different, plasma currents did not yield a direct
dependence of the location to the rational magnetic surfaces

ne (0) =4.0 10’9m'3

ne (0) = 2.5 10’9m‘3

a a / 2 0
Plasma radius

F. re 2.‘ Normalised Ha emission intensi or two similar_lgu_
pellets injected into plasma Wilh different densities.

Discussion
The above description becomes less simple as we look at the additional

experimental data. We have observed different penetration distances under similar
conditions, which cannot be accounted for by errors or uncertainties in the
measurements.
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Some additional phenomena such as the increased pellet ablation in discharges

with a high runaway electron content are qualitatively easy to understand. Other

phenomena including curved pellet trajectories and increased penetration in the plasma

current descent are not easy to quantify in the above terms. Specifically, the intensity

and number of positive striations which accompany the pellet ablation have a strong

influence on the penetration. These phenomena can be so strong that a pellet changes

trajectory at a very localised radial position, which is often accompanied by plasma
current disruption. The analysis of these effects will be greatly aided by the other

available diagnostics which give complementary information on the spatial and
temporal evolution of the pellet trajectory in the plasma. These additional diagnostics
may help to resolve existing discrepancies between a simplistic ablation model and the

complex physical processes that actually occur during the pellet penetration.

Conclusion
A large range of conditions for pellet ablation have been studied in TCA and we

have investigated the experimental scaling of pellet penetration with plasma current,
plasma density, pellet size and pellet velocity. We have found no dominant term in this
scaling, although we did observe reduced penetration with increasing plasma current

and, rather surprisingly, slightly increased penetration with increasing target plasma
density. The pellet size was not found to significantly influence the penetration and
there was only a slight increase in penetration with increasing pellet velocity. Other
very non-linear phenomena such as positive striations and regions of reduced ablation
near the plasma core appear to have a greater influence on the penetration, and these in
turn appear to depend on parameters like the plasma density gradient. In general, we
conclude that there is no simple formula that can guarantee a given penetration for
certain conditions and that seemingly similar discharges can display quite different
behaviour.
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[1] Introduction
A pellet injector of the pneumatic type has been installed on the

TEXTOR tokarnak in order to investigate details of the behavior of pellet
injected plasmas and the overall particle balance of torus plasmas with
both particle sink (ALT-II pump limiter) and source (pellet).

A pellet with a size of 1.4 mm both in diameter and in length with
velocities in the range of 400~900 m/s has been injected into ohmic D2
discharges (Ip=340 kA, fie=1~4 X1019 m-3). A couple of interesting
features has been studied. Fast oscillations of large perturbations in
density and smaller ones in temperature have been observed just after
the pellet injection. Also. the characteristics of the sawtooth crash
during the temperature recovery phase of the pellet injected plasma have
been studied by examining the density profiles before and after the crash.

[2] Fast Oscillation of Density Profiles and Temperature Perturbations
A fast oscillation in the density profiles has been observed by a 9-

channel FIR interferometer system and by a soft X—ray mode analysis
system just after pellet injection into TEX'I‘OR plasmas. The phenomena
seem to be similar to those observed by soft X—ray measurements in
Alcator Cl) and JE’IQ’. and to recent results in JT-603). although there
exist several differences.

A typical result of electron line densities obtained by FIR
interferometry is shown in Fig.1. A fast oscillation of large perturbation is
clearly seen on channels No.5 and No.6 just after the pellet injection.
The poloidal mode number of this activity is most likely m=1 or at least
odd, and the direction of the rotation has been found to be to the
electron diamagnetic drift one by analyzing both FIR and soft X-ray
signals. The oscillation is localized clearly inside the q=l surface. which
is quite different from the results in Alcator C and JET. In both
experiments fast oscillations have been observed after pellet ablation; for
Alcator C the oscillation has taken place outside the q=1 surface, and for
JET the "snake" has been described to occur at the q=1 surface.

The frequency is typically around 0.7-2 kHz and the oscillation
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usually terminates after about ten msec. In some cases. however, the
oscillation revives once again after its first termination and a certain
interval; this has not been observed on other experiments. The
frequency of these phenomena in TEXTOR is between those in Alcator C
(~5kHz) and JET/JT-GO [0.03~1kHz). The oscillations start immediately
after the injection in Alcator C and TEXTOR, while in JET and JT—60 a
certain build up time (—lOms and/or O.2~0.3 sec) is needed. Also, the
duration times differ from each other. and again the TEXTOR case is
between Alcator C (~lms) and JET/JT—SO (O.2~2 sec). The temporal
behavior of the equi-temperature profile is shown in Fig.2. Typical values
of the relative density perturbation are much larger than those of the
temperature perturbation.

The characteristics of the phenomena seem to be qualitatively
similar in these machines. however there exist several differences in
quantitative features. One explanation of these phenomena might be the
persistent trapping of particles ablated from a pellet inside magnetic
islands, however more detailed studies will be necessary to identify the
mechanism clearly.

[3] Particle Transport during a Sawtooth Crash
In the high density regime of TEX'DOR plasmas. sawtooth oscillations

generally disappear after pellet injection for about 0.5-1 sec. and
improved confinement is obtained in this regime. (IE~200ms)

In the medium or lower density regime (fie<3><1019 m‘3) the sawtooth
activity persists and the following studies have been carried out.
Temporal evolutions of the density profile of pellet injected plasmas have
been studied in detail. In a typical sawtooth oscillation. the density
usually does not change much in the sawtooth crash phase. as observed in
many tokamaks and also as in TEXTOR plasmas before pellet injection,
which is shown in Fig.4. Here, the sawtooth crash occurs at t=1528.2
msec (Fig.3), and the density profiles stay almost unchanged before
(t=1527/1528 msec] and after (t=1529 msec] the crash. On the other
hand, a rather large change in density profile has been observed at the
sawtooth crash [between t=1609/1610 msec and t=1611 msec) during
the temperature recovery phase of the pellet injected plasma. as shown
in Fig.5. That is, an increased particle transport surely exists at the crash
(t=1610.4 msec) which is in clear contrast to the usual crash (t=1528.2
msec) before pellet injection. The energy release or transport at the
sawtooth crash during the temperature recovery phase of the plasma
seems to be comparable or even larger than that before the injection.
This means that the sawtooth activity seen in the temperature is not
necessarily a measure of the total sawtooth activity in this kind of
plasmas.

References
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Fig. 1(a) Fast oscillation of density perturbation after pellet injection.
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1. Introduction.

Fast evolution of an electron density perturbation in the
time interval between pellet ablation and density toroidal
symmetrization is an important issue of pellet fuelling. The
studies of the toroidal velocity of density perturbations
created by pellets were carried out on TFTR [1,2], JET [3],
JT-BO [4] and T40 [5] using neutron or SXR emission and
interferometer data. Both triangle [1] and self—similar [5]
profiles of density perturbation with the constant and varying
front speed of order of ion—sonic velocity 0s: 1’ Te7mi were
used for the process description.

The main purpose of this paper was to obtain additional
information on density cloud evolution in the case of fast
formation of density perturbation by deuterium pellet using
high spatial and temporal resolution SXR—teohnique along with
interferometer measurements .

2. Experimental setup.

Deuterium pellets with velocities of 300 -— 700 m/s‘ and
size 1.35 x 1.35 mm were injected at the angle of 300 relative
to the equatorial plane. Measurements of the electron density
were performed using an B—ohannel interferometer with 40 [is
time resolution. The vertical chords of the interferometer were
located at distances of t 4.2 cm; 1* 12.6 cm; 1 21 cm; 1 296 cm
apart from the chamber center. The electron temperature was
measured using EOE. The EOE receivers and the interferometer
were situated in the pellet injection section. Measurements of
SXR emissidm were carried out using three X—ray cameras about
5 m (180) toroidally displaced from the D2 injector. A
vertical camera and two cameras with viewing line angles of
2300 relative to equatorial plane were exploited.
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3. Experimental results.

It was observed that temporal evolution of the SXR si als
during pellet ablation depended on the plasma tempera ure.
Typical behavior of SXR emission signals in ohmic and EOR
heating regimes is illustrated by Fig.1. The DH signal falls
with a little delay after the ablation moment. On the
contrary substantial bursts of SXR emission correlating with
pellet ablation arose surprisingly on strong ECRH (~1 MW)
being applied. A strong asymmetry of the SXR emission profile
was observed by the vertical camera only (see Fig.2). The
increase of SXR emission was located in a narrow region of
~ 5 cm near the —-8 cm vertical chord. The delay between maxima
of the ablation curve and the SXR signal did not exceed 40 us.

The fast toroidal expansion of the density exhibited
itself on the rf—interferometer as rapid signal increase on
internal chords (—42, —210 cm) with delay times between various
chords not greater than 200 us. Typical time evolutions of
electron density perturbation during ECRH regime are shown in
‘Fig.3.

4. Discussion.

Numeric simulation of the interferometer data with Toold=
10 eV and a high value of V0 ~ 3:1060m/s (which reasonably
described carbon data [5]) is not consistent with the hydrogen
pellet experiment (see Fig.3). The data can be reasonably
simulated under an assumption that the electron temperature
Tcold is close to the value of the ambient plasma Te(r) and

with the poloidal rotation velocity below 105 cm/s (compare
dashed and solid curves in Fig.3).

The same assumptions lead us to understanding of the SEER
signals behavior. Tracks of pellet trajectories calculated
using q(r) profile (V0 assumed to be zero) at the X—ray

camera's section are shown in Fig.4. The main density deposit
from the pellet is concentrated near the end of the trajectory
— in the region crossed by the ——5 cm chord of the vertical SXR

camera. The SXR emission profile observed by the +300 camera
should thus be approximately symmetric and rather broad. It is
clear that the density perturbations qualitatively correlate
‘with perturbations of SXR signals shown in Fig.2. Note that the
rotation of the picture in Fig.4 due to plasma poloidal
rotation does not change the agreement mentioned above only for

velocities below ~105 cm/s.
The fact that no bursts of SXR signals occur during pellet

ablation in OH plasma and their appearance during ECRH can be
explained by the difference between two characteristic times.
The first one is the propagation time of the density pulse from
D2 injector to the SXR—camera's section

"' m-R/ V N 1|:«R / 1’ Te7mi .p cold
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The second one is the decay time of the electron thermalization
on the magnetic surface I which can be estimated as inverseee

‘e-e collision frequency. In ECRH plasma Tee ~ 100 as exceeds
map ~ 20 us in the region of maximum evaporation rate. It leads
to the increase in SXR signal due to the appearance of
additional density in the region observed by the cameras while
Te doesn't change significantly. In the case of OH plasma the
opposite relation between Tee ~ 20 us and tdp ~ 100 as takes
place. So no increase in the SXR signal is observed.

In the case of carbon pellet ablation [5] with slow
temporal evolution of the interferometer signals both
approaches used in this paper and in [5] ive results
reasonably consistent with experimental data. Edi now taking
into consideration the SXR signals makes us to find the fast
propagation approach with ambient Te more adequate. This
conclusion is consistent with the model [1] proposed on the
basis of TFTR neutron measurements.

A wave mechanism of density pulse propagation indicated by
the TFTR data [2] can also contribute to formation of the SXR
bursts and should not be excluded.

5. Conclusions.

- 1. The model [5] of density expansion with the ion—sonic
velocity corresponding to the ambient plasma temperature Te(r)
and low values of poloidal rotation velocity is consistent with
rf-interferometer and SXR emission data in the case of
deuterium pellet.

2. Bursts of SXR emission during deuterium pellet
injection in ECRH plasma along with their absence in OH plasma
are observed. This phenomena can be explained by faster
propagation of the density pulse than cooling of electrons on
magnetic surface in hot plasma.
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PLASMA CLOUD NEAR THE PELLET INJECTED INTO A TOKAMAK

V A Rozhansk , I.Yu.Veselova

Leningrad Technical University,195251 Leningrad,U55R

Introduction. At present neutral shielding models of pellet

ablation are well—developed and are widely used for calcula-
ting of pellet penetration depth. But there is also experi—
mental evidence that neutral spherical cloud near the pellet

is surrounded by the plasma cloud elongated in the magnetic
field direction (observations of Hi luminosity on ASDEX,
@FR,T-10,TEKT for hydrogen pellets and carbon pellets photo—
graphs on T—1O and TEXT). Plasma cloud near the pellet leads
to the additional shielding of the electron thermal flux
from the ambient plasma, so to develop complete shielding
model it's necessary to predict form and density of the cold
plasma cloud.

The first approach to the problem of plasma shielding

was made in /1/ where 1-D numerical modeling was performed.
The calculations were interrupted at a time t==€;/v,where fl;
is neutral cloud transverse size,V’ —pellet velocity. Simi—

lar estimate of the optical thickness of the plasma cloud

along—E; was suggested in /2/: S’NM/ 6; VP ,where A/ is the
ablation rate. According to this estimate pellet penetration
depth should be independent from VP which is inconsistent
with experiment. The idea that.§ is determined by poloidal
rotation velocityvg , 5’n-iyzivgwas suggested in /3/..Asyg
is much larger than wathe authors thought that plasma shiel—
ding should be reduced by poloidal convection.

In fact convection near the pellet is far more complica—
ted. It was shown in /4/ that during ionization mass-loading
current acoross magnetic field arises. The charge separation

produced by this current leads to the screening of the ambi—

ent electric field so that plasma convection in the poloidal
direction is strongly reduced near the pellet. The same
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effect leads to the screening of the poloidal electric field

produced by pellet motion in radial direction. 80 plasma

cloud velocity across I; is almost equal to pellet oneo At

the same time toroidal drift produces additional polarization

so that plasma drifts in the major radius directiona Drifts

in thermal electric fields lead to the symmetrization of the

cloud with respect to the magnetic field.

Model. Here results of 2—D‘modeling of the plasma cloud are

presentedo Ablation rate /V and transverse neutral cloud

scale were taken as free parameters (chosen from experiment)a

Neutral cloud was replaced by the boundarv conditions (E “B )

”12:0: £3“ss (-M/erltil/EQ) luil i2=o : (15(9) ,(1)
where CS{0): 7%), n -plasma density, (jg-hydrodynamic velocity.
So we consider heutrals as plasma source situated at Z==CD

with the given transverse profile in X, directions. Electron

temperatureléfiQ at the edge of the neutral and plasma clouds

was taken as SeV (the results are not sensitive to this value)

Plasma expansion along was modelled by set of equations

9”/®£+@/32(HU2)=0/ Wa(9ue/9é+ug’a"8/az>=“ma/92,
, \ .

342%”??? )we We = 9561/92, ‘2’
Heat flux along E: was taken in the model of non—local heat

conductivity /5/.In the collisionless limit this expression

is consistent with results of self—consistent electric field

shielding model /6/.The boundary conditions at infinity were

Wampum W’s-“lookrwj Lem—woke <3)
Plasma source was switched on at f-=ND and switched off at

f:(/2/2@b-)I/Z gal/63(0) / where R is major radiusn The

latter value is the time of plasma shift in the major radius

directiono For futher details see /7/e

Numerical simulation results. The calculations were performed

for the parameters of T—‘IO: Ufa-10%"? Tang—5002‘}: For
hydrogen pellets £7: 6r/0155-c Parameter {2:was taken as

2.5mm and 4mm according to experimental data. At fig.1
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isodensities are presented and at fig.2—longitudinal profiles
of density, temperature and hydrodynamic velocity. The cloud
is symmetric with respect to the plane E=<D and has axial
symmetry. The cloud is cold enough and isodensities in the
core are close to the straight lineso The form of the cloud
reminds "ace of diamond"b At fig.2 the experimental data
obtained on TEXT /8/ are compared with numerical resultso
The calculations for carbon pellet were also performed and
the form of the plasma cloud was even more close to the
"ace of diamond"n Similar "ace of diamond" form of the cloud
Was observed in experiments on T—1O /9/u
Analvtical model of the plasma cloud. It's possible to sug—
geSt a simple model of the plasma'éloud which is based on
numerical resultso For constant electron temperature of the
cloud Te :Te(o) s self—similar solution for the/plasma expan-
ding into vacuum is well—knowm For i=(Q/2é5)/2 6: /CS(O>
we obtain ( Z > C) )

”=g3n; @V)C'%NR&Q,-Vfl@c1ywég), (m

L HE:CSCO)(
IsodenSities corresponding to (4) are straigt lines and (4)
are jn sufficient agreement with core profiles, fig01,2o So
the estimate for the optical thickness of the plasma cloud
is ” S =- Q . (5)
where,S depends onlyfiinggor radius and neutral cloud size°
Conclusions. The form of the plasma cloud near the pellet
reminds "ace of diamond". 2—D numerical results are consis-
tent with TEXT data for“hydr0gen pellet and luminosity
observations for carbon pellets on T—10n
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1 . Introduction.

Information on particle transport is of great interest in
connection with fusion reactor physics [1,2]. Taking into
account lack of data on density transport an inverse task
technique [3,4] was developed and applied to investigate T—10
plasma. It allowed to obtain information about radial
dependencies of diffusion coefficient and pinch velocity in
various regimes using both carbon and hydrogen pellets as a
perturbation source.

2 . met-mental layout .

Carbon pellets with size of 0.3 mm and hydrogen ones of
1.35 mm were injected into the plasma. They formed positive
perturbation of the electron density. A 8—channel
RF—interierometer with vertical plasma probing was used for
electron density measurements. Studies were performed in a
regime with ID: 200 kA. Bt = 3 T, a1 = 28 cm and various levels
of plasma perturbation. The other parameters of the shots are
presented in Table.

3. Method description.

The method of particle diffusion coefficient D and pinch
velocity vpinch study is based on the assumption that in the
region of density perturbation caused by a pellet the electron
sources are negligible. In this case the evolution may be
described by the continuity equation

an/at = — div I‘.
Particle flux I‘ is assumed to consist of the diffusion and
convection terms
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F = — D‘vn + Vpinch'n’

It was also supposed that D and V depend on the minorpinch
radius only. The values averaged over the evolution time
interval (see Table) and describing satisfactorily RFI signals
were determined. Such an approach contains definite
disadvantages dealing with a possible dependence of transport
coefficient on density . However, it develops the earlier used
method of plasma simulation with artificially postulated
.dependencies of transport coefficients on minor radius [5] (D

-

N 2— const(r), Vpinch pinch (r/a) etc. ).

The RFI data were smoothed by convolution with a gaussian
kernel, and the inverse transport problem was solved for the
symmetrical part of the n(r,e) profile. The set of algebraic
equations for density fluxes at various time layers

~ r/a or V

(r) n. i = 1 + k, k = 2 + 10,T. = — D(r) vni + V 1 ,1 pinch
was solved us“ the least squares procedure. In order to
avoid singularities on the coefficients' profiles the zeros of
the numerator and denominator of the solution were driven to
coincidence by introducing a regularization factor a~1. la—1l ~
0.1.

3 . Experimental results .

The results of the transport coefficients determination
are shown in Fig.1 for various regimes mentioned in the Table.
Both increasing and falling down. dependencies for D(r) were

observed. The values of D(r) vary in a wide range from 103 up

to 104 cme/s. Corresponding values of pinch. velocity have

'magnitudes of order s 103 cm/s and do not differ significantly
from linear type dependence. Absolute values of transport
coefficients lay in the range determined earlier by the
simulation approach [5].

The developed technique allowed to observe changes in the
profile and magnitude of transport coefficients under the
influence of pellet injection. The effect is illustrated by the

shot 49960. With a small carbon pellet (Ana/fie ~ 0.3) being
injected into the ohmically heated plasma with low density a
growing profile of D(r) with high values occurred. However the
following injection of a large hydrogen pellet changed the
coefficients drastically. It is obvious that the falling D
profile and approximately neoclassical values of the pinch
velocity correspond to this part of the discharge.

The results of simulation of the chord signals with two
transport coefficients Within corresponding time intervals are
shown in Fig.2. An agreement between experimental and simulated
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signals is evident. It is interesting to note that a small
hydrogen pellet changes the shape of the D(r) profile without
substantial variation of the D values in the central zone
(compare data for shots 49960 and 49961 in Fig.1). 0n testing
the plasma with greater electron density (58:3-1013cm—3, shot
49970) no significant decrease in D(r) in comparison with the
case fie: 10130m~3 was observed. So no simple dependence of D or
Vpinch on plasma density exists, we think. When comparing the
profiles of the electron density shown_ in Fig.3 for shots
49970 and 49960 with similar values of I18 and the values of
D(r) differing greater than by a factor of three one may come
to a conclusion that more subtle effects of the density and/or
.eleotron temperature profiles are responsible for the
differences in the D, vpinch observed. To understand this
phenomenon a more thorough treatment of the data base is
necessary which will be done in the future.

4 . Conclusions .

An inverse task technique was developed and applied for
analysis of the T—10 density evolution data. Both growing and
falling down type profiles of D(r) are observed with the values
of diffusion coefficient similar to the ones estimated. by
the simulation approach.

Substantial decrease in transport coefficients D and
Vpinch was observed after pellet injection. This decrease is
more significant for bigger pellets.
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Table

Shot fi Afi /fi density time pellet Te(O)
e e e interval interval material

10130m 3 1013 cm—3 ms keV

49960 1.1 0.35 1.3 + 1.4 565 + 615 C 1.7
1.4 0.80 2.5 + 1.9 627 + 700 H2 1.5

49961 1.1 0.35 1.3 + 1.4 565 + 615 C 1.7
1.4 0.20 1.7 + 1.5 627 + 700 H2 1.5

49970 3 0 0.40 4.3 + 3.4 705 + 755 H2 1.3

Fig.2. Time evolution of the
experimental (solid) and

simulated (dashed) data of
RFI for two chord distances
—12 and —3 cm. Shot 49960.

Fig.1. 3rofiles of transport
coefficients D and Vpinch:

- # 49960, H2;
# 49961. H2;
# 49960-49961. 0;
# 49970. H2_

| I | l |

Fig.3. Density profiles:
1 — before H2 pellet, # 49970;

2 — before 0 pellet, # 49960;
3 — after H2 pellet, # 49960.
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BEHAVIOUR OF AN ION COMPONENT DURING THE PELLE'I‘ INJECTION

ON T—lO

Braitsev S.N. , Efremov S.L., Medvedev A.A. , Pivinsky A.A.

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, USSR

Along with the main task — pellet injection utilization for plasma
fueling (plasma density profile shaping) — the experiments with pellet

injection are of interest from the viewpoint of studying the energy and

particle balance in plasma.
A given study is devoted to the ion energy balance in the T—10 tokamak

plasma under injection of a deuterium pellet, 1 mm in size [1]. For this
purpose the behaviour of atomic charge—exhange fluxes was studied with a
multichannel atomic analyzer [2] with a sufficiently — high time resolution
(1 msec) allowing one to obtain the ion temperature behaviour

representation in time under injection and to analyze the ion energy
balance on the basis of these data. The measurements were realized under
Ohmic plasma heating in the modes of operation with 1:230 kA, 8:3.0 T.

A characteristic feature of these experiments is the fact that a
pellet giving an amount of particles comparable with the total number of
particles in the plasma column is injected into it. In this case, in
principle, one can study the nature of ion energy balance per pulse in a
rather wide plasma density range.

Experimental data on the electron density and temperature behaviour at
the plasma centre in time, as well as the intensity of Da line under
injection. are given in Fig. 1. As seen in this Figure, the pellet burns up
for a time considerably — shorter than 1 msec. and the plasma reaction
lasts for a time sufficient for studying the plasma behaviour without
direct effect of the adsorption process. The behaviour of atomic charge
exchange fluxes with various energies and that of a neutron flux are shown
in Fig. 2. The ion temperature behaviour at the plasma centre (obtained
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from the atomic energy spectra, taking account of opague) is shown in Fig.

3. This behaviour represents the reaction of ions upon the pellet

injection, one should note that, as seen in Fig.1, the electron temperature

and density after the pellet burn—up practically remain to be constant for

a long time exceeding 50 msec that can be a result of changes in the nature

of transport processes in the plasma under pellet injection effect. In the ‘

opposite case, the electron temperature and density should relax for the

time of about 5 msec, characteristic for the 'l‘—v10 plasma, as seen in Fig.

3. the ion temperature relaxes for 50 msec. One should pay attention to the

fact that the time behaviour of an ion temperature is determined by an

electron plasma component. If the time deuterium temperature drop is

determined by the time of changes in the plasma density (about 5 msec,

Iii = 0.3 msec), the deuterium temperature rise will occur for

characteristic times of heat exchange between electrons and ions of

deuterium (Tei = 18 msec). 5

For a more precise analysis of the ion temperature behaviour a .;

non—stationary equation of ion heat conduction was solved by numerical

methods. The experimental electron temperature and plasma density profiles

were initial data. A variably providing the coincidence of the calculated

ion temperate with the experimental results is the ion heat conduction

anomaly coefficient with respect to the neoclassical one. In more detail

this procedure is destribed in [3]. It is assumed that there is a pulsed

source of cool ions, which, by its absolute value, is determined by an

experimentally - registered change in the plasma density, and its profile

is defined by an evaporation curve of the injected pellet. An analysis of

the results has shown that the coincidence between the calculated ion

temperature behaviour and the experimental one can be achieved at Kan: 2.0

at the times before and after the pellet injection (see Fig.3). This

confirms the fact that a change in the plasma density profile, produced by

the pellet injection, does not probably result in a change in the nature of

energy confinement within the plasma ion component, in difference from the

results obtained at various facilities [4]. i

In conclusion, the authors express their gratitude to the people i

involved into the pellet injection group at the Leningrad State Technical

University for an opportunity to realize the measurements and to

A.A.Bagdasarov and N.L.Vasin for the data on electron temperature and

densi ty .
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The central electron temperature, density' and intensity of

Da—line behaviour under deuterium pellet injection (Ip=230 kA, Bt=3.0 T).
Fig. 2 Time dependences of atomic fluxes with various energies and a

neutron flux.
Fig. 3 The central ion temperature behaviour under pellet injection.
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INFLUENCE OF VB DRIFT DRECHON ON H—MODES IN JET

D. Ward, V. Bhatnagar, M. Bures, D. Campbell, S. Clement, I. Fessey, N. Gottardi
P. Harbour, L. de Kock, C. Lowry, P. Morgan, C. Nardone, R. Reichle, G. Saibene,
P. Smeulders, D. Stork, D. Summers, P. Thomas, K. Thomsen and G. Vlases.

I

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 BEA, U.K.

Abstract
In common with other tokamaks, reversing the toroidal field direction in

IET substantially alters the H-rnode behaviour in single null discharges [1,2,3].
The power required to achieve an H-mode is approximately doubled and the
usually observed asymmetry in power flow to the target tiles is reduced.
Nevertheless, the H-mode confinement is very similar with both field
directions, as indeed is the L-mode confinement. The target power observations
are consistent with suggestions that the X—point induces additional power flows
[4,5], but such ideas do not describe the different power thresholds.
Power Reauired to Achieve an H—mode

Figure 1 shows the input power and stored energy for a discharge with
forward toroidal field (VB drift towards the X-point) and two with reversed
toroidal field (all at SMA, 3.4T). The forward field shot achieves an H—mode
whilst the first reversed field shot does not, even when the applied power is
increased by 40%. By increasing the power further an H-mode is achieved, seen
in the third discharge. Figure 2 shows a plot of the power applied to achieve
H—mode as a function of toroidal field [6]. When the field is reversed the
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Fig. 2: More power is needed with
Fig. 1: With reversed field more reversed field at all values of
power is needed to achieve H—mode. toroidal field.
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minimum power required is greater by up to a factor of 2 at all values of toroidal

field studied. The solid lines represent the threshold power needed to achieve
an H—mode. All shots are with carbon target tiles.

Energv Confinement in H-modes
Figure 3 shows the plasma energy in two discharges with opposite field

directions at 2.2T, 3MA with input power of 11 MW. Both achieve H-modes
with confinement times of approximately 1 second. There is no significant
difference between the confinement times with forward and reversed toroidal
field, as is also shown by the reversed field dataset as a whole (Figure 4).
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Fig. 3: In similar discharges H—mode Fig. 4: Reversed field H-mode
confinement is the same with either confinement is the same as forward
field direction. field for whole dataset. (Solid line is

ITER H—mode scaling).

Power Deposition at X-point Target Plates
Figure 5 shows the ratio of power reaching the outer (large major radius)

target tiles to power reaching the inner target tiles for the forward and reversed
field shots shown in Figure 3. Only the period between application of NBI and
the peak stored energy is shown. The powers are measured using an infrared
camera looking at one band of tiles (there are 32 such bands around JET). With
forward field more power is seen to flow to the outer target, as expected in

toroidal geometry [7,8]. When shadowing of the target tiles is taken into account
the ratio between powers to the strike zones is approximately 2.5. In contrast, the
power deposition in reversed field discharges is much more symmetric. The
corrected ratio is approximately 0.7 in H—rnode, and 0.9 in L-mode.
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Improved Plasma Performance with Reversed Toroidal Field
With the more symmetric power deposition on the target tiles it should be

possible to apply high heating powers for a longer time before a carbon bloom
and so achieve higher stored energy and neutron yield. In fact this has not been
fully exploited [9] but the results previously attained by careful sweeping of the
power load across the target tiles, can now be achieved in reversed field with a
stationary X—point. The more even power distribution in reversed field reduces
the need to sweep the X-point. Figure 6 shows the deuteron reaction rate for the
best forward field shot, where the X-point was swept, compared with a reversed
field shot, where the X-point was stationary. These experiments were at 4 MA
and 3.5 MA respectively, both at 2.8T with 18 MW of NBI. The reversed field
discharge reached a neutron rate of 3.7 X 1016 5'1 and a triple product of
nD Ti(0) 1:5 ~_« 9 x 1020 keV. s. m'3.

Comparison with Theory ‘
It has been suggested [4,5,10] that the difference between forward and

reversed field X-point plasmas is a result of there being two components to the
radial flow of heat near the plasma edge:
i) the flow determined by the anomalous transport (which doesn't depend
on the field direction), and
ii) an additional flow of heat from one side of the X-point to the other, which
reverses when the field reverses.
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Such a description can explain the observed power flows to the target
plates provided the underlying heat flow is larger on the outboard midplane
than on the inboard, as expected in toroidal geometry. A ratio of 3 between the

power flow to the outer and inner targets in forward field, and a ratio of 1 in

reversed field, is reproduced assuming the underlying heat flow to the outboard

side is a factor of“; larger than to the inboard side, with an additional flow from

one side of the X-point to the other of only :3 of the total power conducted to the

edge. The required additional flow is from inboard to outboard targets in
forward field, reversing when the field reverses.

These ideas, however, don't explain the difference between H-rnode
power thresholds with forward and reversed toroidal field. The threshold in
reversed field is twice as high as in forward field, but this is not due to a factor of
2 reduction in confinement time associated with an additional power flow
localised near the X—point. Indeed, we have not discovered any significant
change in L-mode confinement with reversed field. The critical parameter
determining the transition to H-mode appears still to be unidentified in JET.

Conclusions
The power required to achieve an H—mode in ET is increased by a factor

~ 2 when the toroidal field is reversed.
Nevertheless, the H—mode and the L-mode confinement are unchanged

when the field direction is reversed.
The outer strike point (large major radius) receives a factor ~ 2.5 more

power than the inner strike point. This ratio is reduced to ~ 0.8 when the field is
reversed.

The more symmetric power distribution makes high performance
plasmas easier to achieve in JET.

The power deposition observations are consistent with the suggestions of
an additional power flow in X-point plasmas, carrying heat from one side of the
X-point to the other. However such ideas do not describe the difference in
threshold power between forward and reversed toroidal field plasmas.
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CONTROL OF CARBON BLOOMS AND THE SUBSEQUENT EFFECTS ON THE
H TO L MODE TRANSITION lN JET X-I’OINT PLASMAS

D Stork D] Campbell, 5 Clement, N Gottardi, L de Kock, C G Lowry, P D Morgan, R Reichle,
G Saibene, P Smeulders, D D R Summers and F R Thomas

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 SEA, UK.

lntroduction
Rapid ingress of carbon from the X-point tiles into the plasma during high power additional

heating ('carbon bloom‘) has been a severe operational restriction in the highest performance JET
eoinl discharges. The X-point tile surfaces in JET have been composed of 32 individual bands of
tiles with restricted power capability (a total area of up to 0.6m2 being involved). The upgrades to
the JET machine currently being installed will consist of continuous, high power capability carbon
and beryllium X-point dump plates thus , in principle, alleviating the problem. In the course of
trying to solve the problem we have made studies of the dependence of the bloom on discharge
parameters, some of which have been already reported [1].

Diagnosis of the carbon bloom
The plasma configuration in this experiment is shown in Fig.1, ie., Single Null X-point

discharges with the X—point near the upper carbon fibre composite (CFC) tiles. A visible bremm-
strahlung detector established the effective charge (Zeff) of the plasma, in conjunction with ECE
electron temperature and Far Infra Red (FIR) electron density measurements. Assuming dominance
of carbon impurity (a good approximation in these plasmas [2]), the deuteron content (NDTOT) of the
plasma was available from the total electron content (NETOT) via NDTOT = NETOT - (ZC - Zeff)/5-
The ratio of edge Carbon light (CHI) to Da light outside the X-point region was available from the
visible spectroscopy line of sight ((AA') in Fig. l). A section of the band of X-point tiles at one
Octant was viewed by a CCD camera able to see both inner and outer X-point strike zones [3] with a
infra-red filter for temperature measurements. Also in the tiles were Langmuir probes for edge
density and temperature measurements [4].

ln H-mode discharges where the carbon bloom occurs, the 29“ rises rapidly and typically
~ 0.5 seconds later the neutron yield in the discharge shows a sharp decline and the central carbon
density (measured from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy) peaks. It has previously been
found [5] that the first indication of the carbon bloom is a strong decrease in the total deuteron
content, although the plasma electron density can continue to increase for some time afterwards.
An increase in the ratio of carbon Ill/D0L light outside the Xepoint region is seen in these bloom
discharges. Figure 2 shows the comparison of these aspects for 2 discharges, one of which suffers
carbon bloom whilst the other survives until the neutral beam power is turned off.

Effect on the carbon bloom of discharge configuration and densitv programming
The following parameters were varied to assess their effect on delaying the carbon bloom.

i) The direction of the toroidal field and hence the ion VB drift direction. Experiments were
performed with VB drift towards the upper X—point (defined as VB drift positive) and away
from the upper X—point (defined as VB negative) (see Fig. 1).

ii) Toroidal field strength (31‘). iii) Distance X-point to the tiles (AX-T in Fig. 1).
iv) Gas puffing before and during the high power heating. v) Plasma isotope (D or H).

For a representative sample of the database, Fig.3(a) shows for a number of discharges the
total conducted energy to the tiles up to the time of the bloom, Ecc = olfibloom) [Pin - Prad - WDldt-
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Here Pin denotes input power, Prad the radiated power and WD the rate of change of plasma
energy. Shots with strong gas puffing before or during the beams are excluded.

No influence of ET magnitude on ECC was found Also it is seen from Fig.3(a) that the influence
of the VB drift direction and the distance Ax.T is unclear. From toroidal effects the conducted
power loading is expected to be higher at the OUTER strike zone [6]. This modified by the observed
difference in radiation pattern near the X—point tiles [3]. For VB drift negative it is observed that
the peak of the Xapoint radiation is at the OUTER strike zone, whilst with VB drift positive
radiation peaks at the INNER strike zone. The peaking of the radiation at the outer zone in the
VB negative case reduces the extra conducted power to this zone and hence the tile temperature.
Thus the strike zone temperatures are observed to be lower in the VB drift negative case [3]. This
beneficial effect only shows slightly in the bloom behaviour as depicted in Fig.3(a) probably
because tile edges not in the field of the CCD camera could be loaded by the various equilibria and
get very hot and these edges, and not the strike zones viewed, were often the source of carbon
entering the plasma.

A similar line of argument can be employed to explain the lack of systematic dependence on
AX.’[‘, although an X-point well inside the vessel is slightly favoured by the data.

In summary, all but one of the discharges which survived the l-l-phase, ie., where ECC > 10M},
either had a dense, low-temperature divertor region set up by strong gas puffing before or during the
N81 heating. Some of these shots are shown in Figv3(b) which plots Econd, obtained in a similar
manner to EEC but replacing tbloom with the H-phase termination time (tH). It has already been
observed [1], [5] that strong gas puffing during the high power l—l-mode phase controls carbon blooms
and achieves long Elm-free vodes (> Ssecs) with steady 29“ (~ 2.5). For clarity only two
discharges with gas puffing during NBl are shown on Fig.3(b). The point marked ‘D noELMs' is the
best of the ELM—free D plasma H—modes. That marked 'H/ELMs' is a discharge with frequent
'grassy' ELMs. The grassy ELM discharges could only be achieved by strong hydrogen gas puffing in
hydrogen discharges.

Behaviour of ELMy hydrogen discharges
The behaviour of a hydrogen discharges with D° NB] is shown in Fig.4. On this shot a strong

hydrogen gas puff (l40mbts‘l) was set up during NB] and frequent ELMs resulted. This stabilised
the ND/Ne ratio; the energy content; the plasma density and the ratio PRAD/Pinv The enhance—
ment of energy confinement time (TE) over the Goldston Lamode value (TEG) was ”CE/TEG ~ 1.8.
A similar shot where the gas puffing terminated early, resulted in an early carbon bloom.

Similar ELMs could not be generated with deuterium plasmas and gas puffs for reasons still
unclear. The ELMS seem nevertheless efficient at keeping carbon content of the plasma stationary.
Although the inner strike zone temperature drops to ~ 1800°C over a period ~ 2 secs as the power to
the zone is cut off by radiation during the gas-puffing, the outer zone remains at ~ 2700°C and is
hence a strong source of sublimed and radiationenhanced sputtered carbon [71,[8]. This impurity
screening by frequent ‘grassy‘ ELMs has previously been seen on other Tokamaks, eg. DIlID [9].

Behaviour of high recycling discharges
Discharges where a dense, low temperature divertor region was set up by strong gas—puffing

before the NBl heating, were able to survive without carbon bloom. These discharges tended to
have systematically lower Zeff at the end of the H-mode for AX-T further inside the vessel. This
improvement in diver-tor shielding was only mild however, due to the occurrence of hot edges on
tiles at random points in any scan of qz Langmuir probe measurements and X—point tile
temperature measurements enabled estimates to be made of the sputtered carbon yield from the
divertor plates, although the strike zones in the field of view were not average {3]. The shielding
factor S = ocme/qclasm could be estimated assuming the particle confinement time for carbon ions

in the plasma Is as being -— equal to 1p and 113 ~ 5x15 [10]. oCPlnsma was available from (981“s =

NCTOT + NCTOT/rC and (Nc = NETOT— NDTOTV6. The results for a typical high recycling shot are
shown in Table 1, where it can be seen that a high recycling divertor existed (divertor target flux
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my“ being >> plasma deuteron flux (”Plasma : ND + ND/Tp - oNBl), and that substantial shield-
ing of impurities (5) (~ factor 100) was also obtained. Given the assumptions regarding target area
and particle confinement time used to extract S, the likely value is in the range 30<S<350.

Conclusions
For discharges without strong gas puffing before or during the H-mode, there is only slight

systematic extension of the preAcarbon bloom power handling capability of the CFC tiles as the
X-point is moved inside the vessel (increased connection length). There is also only slight
systematic benefit in delaying the carbon bloom from reversing the 'normal' (towards X) direction of
the VB drift in spite of the more favourable tile power loading consequent to this reversal This
lack of strong benefits is probably brought about by power incident on hot tile edges.

All discharges surviving prolonged (Z 3secs) H~phases without carbon bloom have a high-
recycling divertor setup by strong gas puffing before or during the high power heating. For
hydrogen plasmas this strong gas puffing creates frequent 'grassy‘ ELMs which stabilise the carbon
content of the plasma in spite of very hot strike zones (up to 2700°C).

For representative high recycling discharges, the divertor shielding factors against carbon
ingress into the plasma are estimated to be in the range 30<S<350.
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TABLE 1

Measured and derived parameters for Hemode discharge #22526
(3MA/22T/VB eve) t=lsecs. after H-mode start (QMW NBI).
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THE EVOLUTION OF Zeff DURLNG H-MODE OPERATION IN JET
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K Thomsen, M G von Hellermann and K-D Zastrowib

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 BEA, UK
¢Royal Institute of Technology, 1044 Stockholm, Sweden

1. W
As part of the 1990 JET experimental campaign. discharges in X—point

configuration were studied extensively with the aim of optimising plasma
performance during H—mode confinement. Systematic investigations were
undertaken to establish the role played by various parameters, eg magnetic
field strength and direction, separation between X—point and target tiles,
auxiliary heating power and plasma current. Of crucial importance to
obtaining good performance is the control of the plasma impurity content.

This may be globally monitored by measuring the effective ion charge,
Zeff‘ The evolution of this parameter has been studied during X—point
discharges by means of several techniques, yielding chord—averaged values
and radial profiles. Three regularly-used techniques are, respectively,
based upon absolute continuum measurements at visible wavelengths,
charge—exchange recombination spectroscopy and high—resolution X—ray
spectroscopy. In this paper, detailed results of Zeff measurements obtained
under a variety of operating conditions are presented and discussed.

2. W
The continuum emission at 523.5 nm is measured absolutely using a

number of discrete lines-of-sight and a multi-Chord telescope array [1].
Each channel measures the line integral of the continuum emissivity, or
brightness. Using the technique of Abel inversion the brightnesses recorded
by the array are transformed into the radial profile of emissivity, elr).
Since s(r)o< eff(r).n:(r)/"l‘:/z(r), a knowledge of ne(r) and Te(r) permits
Zefflr) to be determined. The brightnesses determined by the other views
are used to derive 28”.

During NBI, charge—exchange recombination spectroscopy is used to
determine the densities of the dominant light impurities, [2], leading to
local values of Zeff’ The CX spectra are recorded using 3 spectrometers
equipped with OMAs. A fan of 12 horizontal sight—lines intersects the path
of the octant 8 neutral beam at various radial positions. The intensities
of the Be3+, C5+ and 07+ lines recorded are proportional to the neutral
beam density and to the density of the appropriate fully—stripped ions,
yielding the densities of these impurities.

The high—resolution X—ray crystal spectrometer has been described
previously [3]. It is used to measure the plasma central ion temperature.
Recently, an extensive absolute calibration of the instrument has been
performed using a laboratory X—ray source. This permits the derivation of
line—averaged values of zeff from absolute measurements of photon fluxes,
with time resolution ~ 20ms. The continuum level is extracted from a
line—of—sight integrated synthetic spectrum, which is fitted to the
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observed X—ray data. The entire measured spectrum, ie continuum and line

radiation, is used for the fit, ensuring a good S/N ratio under most

conditions {4]. Whilst the calibration is independent of other diagnostics,

the deduction of 2e” from the X—ray spectrum is dependent on radial

profiles of Te and ne measured by other means, as well as atomic data for

X—ray continuum radiation. The motivation for the development of this new

technique was the observation during many discharges of an enhanced

background at visible wavelengths, from reflected light, complicating the
evaluation of data based on absolute measurements of visible continuum.

3.
The impurity content of the plasma is dependent on many discharge and

machine parameters. In general, machine operation is aimed at maximising
the fusion performance under different conditions. Strategies aimed at
minimising any increase in Zeff are important, for two reasons: firstly, to
ensure that radiation losses from the plasma centre are kept low and,

secondly, to minimise fuel dilution, ie to maintain a high ratio of nD/ne.

The distance separating the X—point and the divertor target tiles Ax

plays a significant role_ in determining the plasma impurity content. Figure
1 shows a plot of 25” versus _Ax for constant NBI power. At large

separations, 2 10cm, the values of Zeff are rather low, 5 2, hilt as Ax is
reduced from ~ 10cm to ~ 5cm there is a gradual increase in Zeff to 2 3.

Whilst the impurity production rate does not depend sensitively on the

separation, at large values of Ax the shielding of the plasma to

penetration by impurities appears to be improved.
In Figure 2 the dependence of Zeff on applied NBI and ICRF power is

plotted for a number of discharges. At low values of applied power the

plasma impurity content at the end of the H mode is not greatly different

from that of the target plasmas._HOWever, in the case of high powers there
can be significant increases 'in 23”. For the same operating conditions, in
terms of plasma impurity content there is little difference between the use

of either heating method. The application of both methods simultaneously
appears to lead to higher values of 26l for a given power than either NBI
or ICRH alone. To achieve good coupling between antennae and plasma their
separation must not exceed ~ 2cm. Consequently, the vessel walls are

sufficiently close to the plasma edge that the NBI power deposited there
causes enhanced impurity production. With NBI alone the plasma—wall

separation can be maintained at a much larger value.
The spread in the values of Zeff in Figures 1 and 2 may be understood

in terms of the rapidity with which the plasma is contaminated at a given

power due to evaporation from the C or Be X—point tiles - an extreme
example of this is the carbon or beryllium 'bloom’ [5]. Strategies which
can delay the onset of this phenomenon, or suppress it altogether, lead to

smaller increases in 2:”. These include sweeping the X—point vertically,

to spread the deposited power on the target tiles, and heavy gas puffing

into the X—point region, to establish a regime of high recycling. Also,
operating with reversed toroidal field (VB ion—drift away from the target

plates) results in a more uniform power deposition between the two strike
zones than operation with B in the forward direction, although the power
threshold to achieve H modes in this configuration is higher [6].

Following the L-to—H transition there is a gradual rise in i6”
throughout the life of the H mode, despite the global reduction in the

recycling of the fuel and impurity species [7]. As discussed, the magnitude
of the increase depends on a number of operating conditions. The increase
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in 23” indicates that either the impurity yield at the target plates has
increased or that impurities are better confined than deuterons. In Figure
3 the evolution of the Zefgr) profile is illustrated. The profile, which
is flat or slightly hollow at the transition, becomes increasingly hollow
with time as the edge impurity influx steadily rises. The peak of the
Zen”) profile is located at approximately two thirds of the minor radius.
At the termination of the H—mode Ze”(r) loses this hollowness and reverts
to a peaked or flat profile. _

Generally, there is good agreement between the values of 2,," derived
using the 3 techniques. However, during H—mode operation produced by
intense heating, under certain operating conditions the collection optics
of the visible bremsstrahlung diagnostic can receive significant levels of
reflected black—body radiation from hot target tiles (there are no viewing
dumps because of mechanicaL constraints). On many shots this has led to
spuriously—high values of Zeff being derived from these measurements.
Nevertheless. before the heating, and within a few seconds of its
termination, the measurements are trustworthy. The X—ray measurements are
immune from the effects of the black—body radiation and are used to
circumvent the shortcomings of the visible bremsstrahlung measurements.
Also, when N81 is applied CXRS may be used to_ derive values of Zen. Figure
4 shows an example of a discharge in which Zefi' from visible continuum is
too high. The other _measurements are unaffected. There is reasonable
agreement between the Zerr value derived from CXRS measurements and that
obtained using X-rays.

4.
The global plasma impurity behaviour during H—mode confinement in JET

has been studied by measuring Zeff using three independent techniques,
under a wide variety of operating conditions. Such measurements have been
important in the development of strategies to maximise fusion performance.

Of crucial importance have been techniques to reduce or spread the
power loading to the target tiles, to minimise the production of impurities
and to avoid or delay the phenomenon of blooming. Gas puffing into the
X—point region, vertical sweeping of the X—point across the tiles,
operating with large separation between plasma and tiles, and operation
with reversed toroidal field have all been beneficial. These have permitted
the attainment of plasmas with low levels of contamination at high heating
powers, leading to record values of the product n‘cT [8].
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Hot-ion and H-mode plasmas in limiter configuration in JET

A.Tanga, T.T.C. Jones, P.J.L0mas, C.Nardone, R.Sartori, F.Tibone, M.Von
Hellermann, M.L.Watkins

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3EA,U.K.

The inner wall in JET is a shaped surface of approximately l2 m2 protected by
reinforced fiber-graphite tiles. Limiter plasmas have been produced in contact
with the inner wall with plasma currents up to 5MA.

Additional heating by Neutral Beams injection of, these plasmas has shown
that in order to avoid overheating of the graphite tiles, with consequent sharp
increase of carbon impurities it is essential that the plasma has the same shape
as the contour of the inner wall. Fine tuning of the plasma shape fedback allows
control within 1cm. The distance between the plasma and the inner wall, as
calculated by equilibrium code reconstruction, was less than 1.5 cm along a
poloidal inner wall lenght of 2m. In these optimized discharges it was possible to
apply 16.5 MW of neutral beam heating for 25. without strong influx of carbon.

In this paper the experimental results on the achievement the H-mode and the
properties of hot ion L-mode on the inner wall graphite tiles are described, the
last section is devoted to the presentation of experimental results showing
enhanced confinement in plasmas limited on the Beryllium limiter.

The extension of the JET H-mode to plasmas limited on the inner wall

The H—mode has been achieved in tokamaks with a magnetic separatrix
configuration [1,2]. The achievement of the l-l-mode with plasmas limited on the
inner wall was reported in D-lIl—D [3]. with a magnetic configuration with strong
edge shear. The JET inner wall H-mode is similar to that obtained in D-IIl—D.
improved confinement regimes in plasmas which are limited by a large limiter
surface, and do not use a divertor, could be useful for plasma scenarios in
tokamaks in which the plasma volume and plasma current is maximized with the
aim of achieving transient improved plasma performances. ‘

in the JET experiment the plasma discharges, with current of 2-3MA, were
formed on the belt limiter. The magnetic configuration was that of an elongated
limiter plasma, b/a= 1.7, with the position of the X-points lO-lScm outside the
vessel. Typically the value of field line q at the plasma boundary was 5.0, while
the value of the cylindrical q was 2.5, low q discharges were also achieved with
value of field line q of 3.0. Following the application of Deuterium 80/140keV
neutral beam injection the plasma was moved in contact with the inner wall. By
stepping up the injected power an H-mode transition was induced. The H-mode
transition had the signatures of the H-modes achieved in the X-point
configuration, the duration of the H~modc phase was however at most 0.85, due
to the difficulty of precisely controlling the plasma shape. The time evolution
traces of one of those discharges are shown in fig 1, the plasma current was 2MA,
and the value of toroidal field was 1.2T. The H-mode phase appears to be ELMs
free, starting several hundred ms after the increase of the injected power. The
onset of the H-mode is marked by the reduction of recycling and the increase of
the global confinement time, with the electron density profiles becoming flat. The
ELM’s free H-phase persists for a couple of neutral beams slowing time times
after the contact with the inner wall had been lost and the plasma is limited by
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the graphite tiles in the region at the top of the vessel. The power threshold of the

Inner Wall H~modes is higher than that for the H-mode in X-point configuration.

The comparative scaling with the applied toroidal field is shown in fig. 2. The

trend with toroidal field appears to be consistent with the scaling observed in

X—point configuration [4].
The global energy confinement time of the inner wall is similar to that of

similar discharges in X-point configuration. Fig. 3 shows the values of global

energy confinement versus total 1055 power for a series of dicharges with plasma

current of 2MA and toroidal field of 1.2T. The solid line is the value of the global

confinement time for a series of JET X-point H—modes at the value of toroidal

field of 2.2T. The confinement of the inner—wall H-mode discharges degrades with

power in the same way than the X-point H-modes but the confinement time is

on average 20% lower. It is possible that the reduction could be due to the lower

value of the toroidal field used in the inner wall H-modes, compared with the

X-point ones.

Hot-ion plasmas limited on the inner wall

Overnight Beryllium evaporation on the inner wall graphite protection plates

produced plasmas with good control of plasma density and a significant

improvement in plasma purity, therefore allowing low beam target densities

n<0.7 10'9m-3. Whith strong additional neutral beam treating on low density

deuterium target plasmas it was possible to achieve an L mode hot ion regime at

plasma current of 5MA, typical parameters were: plasma density 2.5 1019;11’3

central electron temperature 9.0KcV, central ion temperature 22.0KeV, ratio

between deuteron and electron densities at the plasma center of 0.85, confinement

time of 0.6 seconds. In these conditions the best value for the triple product

nDrET, has been achieved for limiter discharges, of 3 x 1020 mrlsKeV, and at the

same time the best value of QM of 1.4 10-3 . The time evolution of the plasma

reactivity, total input power, central ion temperature are shown in fig 4. The

central electron temperature also shown is perturbed by emission of suprathermal

electrons. In the hot-ion L-mode the electron density profile and the pressure

profiles are quite peaked, in contrast with the hot ion H-mode, therefore the

central plasma reactivity is 4x101°neutrons/m3, which is comparable to that of the

best H-mode pulses [5].

Enhanced confinement ofplasmas limited on the Beryllium belt limiter

An increase in confinement in limiter discharges has been observed in JET in a

number of deuterium pulses With lCRF heating, at a plasma current of 3/5 MA

with a toroidal field of 3/35 T. After having reached a quasi-stationary

sawtooth-free condition, the plasma suddenly displays a simultaneous

improvement in particle and plasma energy, as shownlin Figure 5. At the same

time, the H, intensity drops and, impurities start to accumulate (increase in Z,,,

and PM), while the asymmetry in the poloidal distribution of the radiated power

is strongly reduced. The transition can occur at different levels of plasma density

(1 a 2.5 - 10'9 m“) and ICRF heating power (6 — 13 MW) with H+ 0r HeH

minority and dipole or monopole antenna configuration. In all cases, the

cyclotron resonance was close to the magnetic axis. The enhanced confinement

phase is in some cases associated with an increase in the D — D reaction rate, and

is terminated by the auxiliary power switch-off or by a ”monster sawtooth” crash

— but it can also persist after the latter. Unlike the usual H-mode, this limiter

'
Li.3
3‘t
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regime is characterized by an increased central peaking (rather than a flattening)
of the electron density profile, and no effect on the current moments or on the
surface loop voltage is observed at the transition. No obvious correlation has
been found so far with variations in plasma or operational parameters,
Distinctive features of these discharges are the long duration of the heating pulse
(the enhanced confinement appears after a time 251;) and the absence of
sawteeth. During the L—mode phase that precedes the transition, the plasma
current slowly approaches its steady-state distribution, and the internal
inductance increases (ii~l is reached at the transition). The global energy
confinement in this improved limiter regime is lower than in H~modes at the same
power level. Nevertheless, the energy transport for the thermal plasma is found
to be significantly reduced, across the plasma cross-section, with respect to the
preceding L-phasc. This is shown. in Figure 6, where an ”effective" thermal
conductivity is used -to describe local energy transport - ion temperature profile
measurements are not available for these discharges. Globally, part of the gain
in thermal energy content is offset by a reduction in Wm, due to the density
increase.
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1. INTRODUCTION: Ionvcyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) I’I-mode discharges
[1,2] in the JET tokamak were first produced using dipole (0, n) antenna where beryllium
gettering was applied to the nickel antenna screen and the first-Wall of the tokamak. These
results have now been extended from dipole (0, 7:) to monopole (0,0) phasing ofthe antenna
by the use of new screens made of solid beryllium bars which have reduced all ICRH specific
impurity effects to negligible levels. Moreover, with Be-screens the energy confinement time
in ICRI—I H~modes using dipole is better than found earlier with Ni-screens and is now
typically 2.5 times Goldston L-mode prediction. But, with monopole the confinement time
is typically 35% smaller than the dipole H-mode confinement. These H-modes have a
duration of up to 2.8 s and RF power levels of up to 12 MW. ICRH H-modes are generally
free of edge-localized modes (ELMS). ICRF heated plasmas often develop long
sawtooth-free periods (monster sawtooth) and this feature is retained during I'I-modes both
in monopole and dipole phasing. Further, to maintain the antenna-plasma coupling
resistance constant at a desired value during the H-mode a feedback control loop on the
radial plasma position has been implemented, for the first time on the JET tokamak, which
helps in maintaining a good match between the antenna and plasma and keeps the coupled
power constant throughout the ICRH pulse.

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS: The plasma was operated at
BT 2 2.8 T and IP 2 3 MA in the double-null X-point configuration and shaped poloidally
to match the antenna profile to obtain good antenna plasma coupling. There are 8 ICRH
antennas which are symmetrically distributed around the torus on the low-field side. An
ICRI’I antenna has essentially two radiating elements that are separated toroidally which can
be driven in phase (monopole) or out of phase (dipole). ICRH power is delivered to the
plasma by the fast magnetosonic wave which is damped mainly via the minority-ion
cyclotron damping in a narrow region (:30 cm) near the ion-ion hybrid resonance zone.

2.I Beryllium Antenna Screens: New screens made out of beryllium [3] have replaced
the nickel screens on all ICRH antennas in the JET tokamak. The new screen bars are
essentially square in cross section, with corners generously chamfered, with a pitch of 29 mm
and a gap ofS mm between the bars. Thus the new screen is much more open than the nickel
screen in which successive elements were ofinverted-T cross section and plasma particles had
practically no direct linerof-sight to the central conductor. Antennas with the new more open
Be-screens have had no operational problems. In fact, their construction in beryllium, has
reduced the ICRH specific impurities to negligible levels even in the operation with
monopole phasing of the antenna. This has allowed to produce ICRH H-modes with
monopole which was previously not possible with beryllium gettered nickel screens probably
because evaporated beryllium could not reach the screen surface Facing the gaps. This was a
part of the source of nickel impurity from the screen [4]. Another part of nickel impurity
comes from the recirculation (deposition, erosion) of Ni at other first wall surfaces. A
comparison of the fraction of radiated power due to nickel impurity with the above two types
of screens in H-mode discharges shows that it was about a factor of4-8 higher with the nickel
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Be-gettered screens than with Be-screens at RF power levels of 8-12 MW. At lower powers,
the difference was not very significant.

2.2 Coupling Resistance Position Feedback Control: There is a steepcning of the
edge-density profile at the transition from L to H—phase. The scrape-off length of the edge

plasma decreases and the density at the edge falls off more rapidly than in the L-phase. This

leads to a sudden decrease of the coupling resistance at the transition and puts a severe

burden on the antenna matching system which has to remain tuned to continue to couple
power to the plasma even with a significant variation of the load impedance on a rapid time
scale (60—80 ms). Often these transients lead to tripping of RF generators resulting in ragged

output power 'tracc. Initially this problem was partially mitigated by moving the plasma

towards the antenna at the anticipated time of the transition to restore the coupling.

However, the problem was resolved satisfactorily only by implementing a radial plasma

position feedback control by acting on the current of the vertical field winding. The overall

response time is typically 100 ms. The error signal was provided by the difference in the

measured coupling resistance and the value desired. The result of such a feed back control

is shown in Fig. 1 where the coupling resistance is maintained constant at the desired value
of} i 0.5Q by controlling the plasma position during the entire RF pulse that encompasses

the L and II phases of the discharge and the two transitions. The coupled output power was

also maintained constant. Note that the generator frequency feed back control which has

been implemented for automatic matching on the JET ICRH system is also necessary to

compensate for the changes in the reactive part of the loading. Typically Af; i 20 kHz.
2.3 ICRH Hamode Time Traces: In I-I-modes produced by ICRH alone with monopole

or dipole all characteristics typical of II-mode discharges are found (see time traces of Fig.

2-4). For example in the case of dipole at the transition from L to II phase, one can see from
Fig. 3, a drop in Da emission, increase in the plasma density, a small decrease and then a
gradual increase in the radiated power from the plasma, and more importantly, an increase
in the stored energy at the transition (at constant power level), and an increase in the D-D
reaction rate (Rm). Figure 2 shows a high performance ICRII lI-mode discharge obtained

with beryllium screen antennas operated in dipole phasing where the energy confinement
time 1-,; g 2.815 where 1.; refers to the Goldston [5] L-mode prediction. The DD reaction rate

(RDD) of 5.5 - 1015 /s achieved is about a factor of 10 higher than the value obtained at the

same power level in 3 MA limiter discharges. Note that the discharge is ELM free. A long
ICRH [VI—mode discharge with dipole is shown in Fig. 3 in which deuterium gas was puffed

into the top X-point region ofthe discharge. The Do: -signal was ELM-free up to about 13.5

5 during which time the density and the radiated power rose characteristically. However, at

this time an 'event' was triggered, the cause of which is not yet clear, although there was‘a
break in the rate of change of the X-point gas flow at this time. This event raised the level
of Do! slightly (possibly a new divertor state) but the level of the activity on this signal was

about an order of magnitude lower than the usual ELM activity present in the ELMy neutral

beam I'I-mode discharges. Concomitant with the start of this new phase, there is a decrease

in density and radiated power. This permitted the l—I-mode to last longer for about 2.8 s
albeit with a 20% reduction in energy confinement time but the particle confinement time
was reduced by a much larger factor of about 3. This is ofimportance for the use ofH—mode
energy confinement in a reactor where simultaneously the particle and impurity species
confinement has to be kept low. ,

The time traces of an H-mode with monopole are shown in Fig. 4. The monopole
phasing aids [2] in producing monster sawtooth as can be seen from the electron
temperature (TeO) signal that remained sawtooth—free during the Il-pliase. This discharge

was terminated by a disruption at 14.1 5. Notice that the density does not rise sharply and

rolls over during the I’lrphase indicating a low particle confinement time. RDD remains steady

for about 0.8 s. In this H-mode discharge with monopole, the energy confinement time
15; 1.715. At 2.8 T, the power threshold for transition to an H-mode with monopole is
about 8 MW whereas it is about 5 MW with dipole. With beryllium antenna screen, the
behaviour of radiated power from low and high—Z impurities in an [VI-mode produced with

monopole is similar to that found in dipole.
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2.4 Energy Confinement: A plot of stored #23021 H
energy W (from diamagnetic-loop measurement) a 2%
plotted as a function of PT-dW/dt for [CRH 2
H-mode discharges at IP=3.1 MA_ using dipole ‘ 1
and monopole phasing (with and Without pellets) 10
is shown in Fig. 4. Pellets 1n these dlscharges -
were not intended to produce peaked-denstty 9 5
profiles but were used to make a comparison of
H‘modes discharges in open divertor
configuration by gas and pellet fuelling in thefi
edge region. Peaked denstty profile § 42965
pellet—enhanced plasmas (PEP) with lCRH 42.54
Il-modes are presented in another paper [6]. In
Fig. 5, the lines drawn on the figure represent a
multiple of the Goldston [5] L-mode prediction
WG for deuterium discharges where we have
taken 1,=3.1 MA, R=3.lm, a=1.12m and
x= 1.7 as representative values for these
discharges. For definition of symbols see [5].
The values plotted were averaged over 0.2 s for FIG. 1. [me traces of D“ antenna
the chosen time slices. For discharges with coupling resistance R(, the antenna
dipole and no pellets, 1.8 < W/WG< 2.8 whereas side-limiter to separtrix distance D and
with monopole and no pellets. W/WG ; 1.7 for the generator frequency f showmg the
a loss power of about 8 MW. Shots with pellets coupling resistance feed back control
used for edge fuelling have a confinement slightly during an H-mode.
inferior to the ones mentioned above.

3. SUMMARY: ll-modcs produced by ICRH alone have been extended from dipole
(O, n) to monopole (0,0) phasing by the use of beryllium screens on ICRH antennas in the
JET tokamak. The attainement of I'l-modes with lCRI-l was facilitated by the
implementation of a feed back control on the plasma position to maintain the coupling
resistance constant which helps in matching and keeps the coupled power constant
throughout the lCRH pulse. The energy confinement in the dipole phasing has been
improved by about 30% compared to the Begettered nickel-screen by reducing the
nickel-impurity radiation and best value of 1522.8r6. The confinement in the monopole
phasing is about 35% smaller than in the dipole phasing. This difference could be understood
[7] by the effect of convective cells that exist in the monopole phasing and would decrease
the shear in the poloidal rotation in the high confinement layer of the l’i-mode. ICRH
H~modes are generally ELM free and are accomapnied by long sawtooth-free periods.
Longest duration of H-mode achieved is about 2.8 5. When deuterium gas was puffed into
the X-point region, an Isl-phase of the discharge was found that had practically no ELM
activity and only a 20% decrease in the energy confinement but was accompanied roughly
by a factor of 3 decrease in the particle confinement time.
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Introduction
A proper determination of MHD equilibria with the appropriate pressure

and current density profiles is an essential first step in the analysis of stability,
confinement and the plasma wall interaction of shaped tokamak plasmas. The
evaluation of confinement and local transport in a shaped plasma depends on an
accurate reconstruction of magnetic flux topology over the entire plasma cross-
section. The stability of the plasma is a strong function of plasma profiles [1,2]
and specifically the stability of the edge region depends on the local edge current
density, and current density gradient [3]. The details of the topology of the
magnetic flux surface, especially in the region of a magnetic separatrix (X-point),
depend on the specifics of profile assumptions made in an equilibrium solver,
and the details of the local topology have a profound effect on the local heat flux
in the divertor region and the resultant impurity influx into the core plasma [4].
In this paper we report on the reconstruction of IET equilibria using measured
pressure profile data. We include finite current density near the boundary and
use the infinite domain equilibrium solver EFIT recently modified to include an
iron core to calculate IET equilibria [5]. Comparisons are made with the edge
current calculated from a local expansion near the X-point and with that
obtained from detailed bootstrap calculations. Brief descriptions of the edge
current calculations follow.
1. Bootstrap Current

In low collisionality, high [3 toroidal plasmas, Ohm's law is modified by
neoclassical effects to include bootstrap current. To lowest order in the inverse
aspect ratio the magnitude of the bootstrap current is proportional to the
pressure gradient. In H—mode discharges, edge confinement improves and the
pressure gradient near the boundary increases and may approach the first
stability limit. In this case the magnitude of the bootstrap current is expected to
increase at the boundary causing a broadening of the current density profile, and
from simple considerations it can be shown that the maximum bootstrap current
near the boundary is approximately

_ ~ _&JSEPN - JBS /([P /A)< («/E+0.3Cas)
where IP is the total plasma current, A the area, a the inverse aspect ratio and CBS
a constant.
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Detailed neoclassical calculations of the bootstrap current in the H-mode phase at
JET, using experimental temperature and density profiles from Thomson
Scattering and ECE measurements, have been carried out [6,7]. The calculation
gives the surface averaged bootstrap current density on a poloidal flux surface
and shows that CBS is often as high as 2.0, leading to a JSEPN :— 50%.

2. Local Expansion Method
The X point of a divertor configuration is defined as a point where the

poloidal field vanishes. We expand w (R, Z) in a Taylor series around the
X-point and determine the coefficients of the expansion by fitting to the magnetic
field measurements in the vicinity of the X—point. The Grad-Shafranov equation
then relates the expansion coefficients to the current density at the X-point. The
angle made by the separatrix field lines is determined by the current density at
the X-point and is no longer 90° if the current density is finite. Since the surface
averaged current density on the separatrix has a significant contribution from the
X-point, the value of current density at the X-point gives a good approximation
to this quantity.

3. MHD Eguilibria with Finite Edge Current
The Grad-Shafranov equation is solved while approximately conserving

the experimental measurements available. Some of the measurements which
may be used in the equilibrium solution are: poloidal flux measurements,
poloidal magnetic field measurements, total plasma current, diamagnetic flux,
currents in the coil sets, pressure measurements, and internal measurements of
the magnetic field (from motional Stark effect or Faraday rotation). The solution
arises by minimizing

2M - — Cr2 _ n j j
Z _ M[ a._ a-1—] J

where Ci and Gj are the computed values and the uncertainty of the
corresponding measured quantities Mi, respectively, and nM is the total number
of data used [8]. If the minimum of x2 equals the difference between the number
of independent measurements and the number of adjustable parameters, the fit
is good and there is no justification for introducing more parameters. We
consider a fit to be good if x2 S 60. In order to determine the surface averaged
edge current density, values of this quantity are used as input and the value
which gives the minimum )8 is taken as the edge current density.

4. Analysis of IET Data
We consider a double null high [3 shot at a time during its H—mode phase.

The most important parameters of the discharge are shown in Table 1. x2 is
given as a function of the normalized edge current in Fig. 1. We see that there is
a minimum of x2 at a finite value of JSEPN which corresponds to a surface
averaged edge current of 0.23MA/m2. We take x2 to be statistically meaningful if
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there is a significant drop in the local 752 of measurements in the vicinity of the
X-pOints. From Fig. 1 we see that this leads to values of ISEPN with 0.3 <15EPN<
0.75., which is consistent with the rough estimation of bootstrap current given
previously. The position of an X-point can be sensitive to the existence of edge
current and in Fig. 2 we see the variation of X—point position with ISEPN- By
artificially changing the X—point position in the local expansion technique and
examining the x25 obtained similar values of ISEPN as found from the full
equilibrium solution are obtained. A comparison of the three different methods
to calculate edge current is given in Fig. 3, and we see that to within the
experimental error there is good agreement. The goodness of fit to the kinetic
pre55ure profiles is given in Fig. 4 where a x2 of 4.0 was obtained.

5. Conclusions
Magnetic equilibrium reconstruction usually assumes vanishing current

density at the plasma boundary. This assumption conflicts with the existence of
steep pressure gradients at the edge during the H-mode phase of tokamak
discharges, and with bootstrap calculations based on these pressure gradients
which show that a significant amount of edge current may exist. These
calculations however suffer from the large uncertainty in determining pressure
gradients. We have developed a method of determining MHD equilibria for
iron core tokamaks which is fully consistent with the available experimental
data including soft X-ray determination of q(0) and finite pressure gradient effects
near the plasma boundary leading to finite edge current. This is a necessary first
step for a consistent detailed analysis of the physics and stability of the plasma
edge. The results obtained show good agreement with the bootstrap calculations,
giving confidence in the results previously obtained.
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1, INTRODUCTION
The transition from L to H-mode regime of tokamak confinement during additional heating is

generally observed when the power input exceeds a threshold Pm. The transition is marked by the
sudden drop of the D, line emission. by the onset of edge plasma poloidal rotation Vg, by the
enhanced radial electric field at the edge and by a suppression of the edge fluctuations, An
hysteresis effect it is also observed. namely the power required to sustain the H-mode can be
lower than Pm. Therefore most of the theoretical models proposed to explain the transition rely
on the identification of a bifurcation in some state variable describing the global equilibrium or the
edge transport properties. The bifurcation appears only above a critical value of a control
parameter which must be related to the power input.

A statistical analysis of JET H-mode data has been carried out in order to obtain a scaling
for the power threshold for the L-H transition, Those thresholds have not only an operational
relevance. but they can also help to discriminate between the different theoretical models. Since
a variety of spurious effects can prevent the H-mode from taking place at powers higher than the
ideal threshold. such as the MHD activity. the details of the wall conditioning, the impurity content.
etc. we have included in our database pulses selected with the following criteria:

0 power input roughly constant overt 5 (except for a limited number of cases with a power input
waveform with multiple steps lasting ~ 0.5 s).

0 total radiated power Pm, < 50%P..,,.
L—mode pulses with Z.,,< 5

- H-mode pulses with no edge-localized modes (ELM). either 'grassy’ or 'giant’, for at least 0.5
s after the transition.

The discharges examined. ~500 in total, span the experimental campaigns from 1986 to 1990. with
the toroidal field B in the range 1.2+3,4 T. and plasma current in the range IP=2.0+5.1MA.
Plasmas limited by magnetic separatrix both in Single (SNX) and Double Null X-point (DNX). and
in limiter configuration touching the inner wall have been considered. as well as both forward and
reversed toroidal field (TF) direction. The additional heating can be with co—injected 80-140 W 0“
Neutral Beam (NBI). with Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (iCRH) or both. Most ofthe discharges
are in Deuterium; no sufficient data have been collected to study a possible mass dependence of
P.,.. The measured plasma parameters have been taken immediately before the transition (within
20 ms). or during a quasi-stationary phase of the energy and density evolution in the cases
remaining in L-mode.

2. SCALING FOR NBI ONLY H-MODES
The main result is the increase of Pm with the toroidal field B. The scaling P.,..=kl3"5 fits

reasonably well all the available data. with the meaning of a boundary between the L and the H
region. This has to be considered as a necessary. rather than sufficient condition. since some
discharges remain in L-mode even ifthey are well inside the H—region.

The coefficient k varies with the magnetic configuration, i,e, P.,, increases from upper SNX.
forward field (k=1.5). to DNX (k=1.75). to upper SNX. reversed field (k=2.3). No good H-modes
have been obtained so far in lower SNX. reversed field configuration. due to the unoptimised Be
protection tiles. H-modes with the transition ridden with ELMs have a somewhat lower P.,.. Fig.1
shows P... vs B for DNX discharges at 3 MA,
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In contrast with Dill-D results /1/. it is also observed that Pm increases with the plasma
current. At B=2.1 T P." approximately doubles in going from 2 to 4 MA.-

Profile effects are also associated with the transition, determining the equilibrium and

stability properties of the H-mode. It is found that broader current profiles. as indicated by the

internal inductance Ii, and attributable to finite bootstrap or NBI driven current. have lower

Pm(Fig.2). On the other hand. no dependence on the average density has been found. again in

contrast with Dlll-D [1]. With the Beryllium gettered walls. the critical density threshold previously

reported is not found anymore.

3. ICRH ONLY H-MODES
The introduction of several technical improvements have made possible to obtain H—modes

with ICRH only /2/. In most of the discharges the resonance has been placed on axis. The

magnetic configuration is always Double Null X point. A feature common to the ICRH only or
combined heating discharges is the multiple-step nature of the transition. visible both from the D.

signal and the density and energy evolution. The results reported refer to the first one of those
steps. Generally at that time the ICRH power input is still in its rise phase.

It is found that P”, is quite different in the two possible phasings of the antennae (see Fig.3).
In monopole Pm=8.2MW. in dipole Pm=5.0MW. This effect could be related to the different

electric field pattern in front of the antennae. In fact. a convective cell develops in the monopole

case, which can affect the boundary flows and the transition itself.
Most of the ICRH only discharges were made at 2.9 T. so that a scaling with B as in the NBI

case is unknown. It has to be noted. though, that P”, with NBI only at that field in DNX is ~ 8,5MW.
Combined heating discharges have still P", = 5.0MW. which correspond to the P". with NBI only at
BSZDT.

4. DEPENDENCE ON PLASMA-WALL CLEARANCES
Various sistematic scans in the distance between the X point and the vessel protection tiles

have been performed. No dependence of P... on the X point distance from the vessel protection
tiles 6,. has been found either in the upper single null, forward TF case and reversed TF (Fig.4).
The SN lower data is insufficient to draw any conclusion on this point.

On the other hand. the distance 6“. ofthe plasma last closed surface from the inner wall has
been found to be crucial. In NBI only case with forward TF. at 6m210 cm. PM, is as low as

possible. but PM, goes up to 2 11 MW at 6M52 cm. Indeed, H-modes obtained in limiter

configuration with the plasma curvature matching the inner wall have higher P.,, compared to DN

at the same 8 13/. .

5. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODELS
Although most of the models which describe the transition are cast in a form that involves

edge quantities. some of those can be expressed in terms of the global power input, at least under

various assumpions. The Hinton model [4/ explains qualitatively the dependence on the direction

of the ion flow relative to the X point location discussed in Par.2 (see also [5]). A preliminary.

qualitative agreement with the Hinton scaling P", cx: n,Tf/B (where the quantities on the r.h.s. must

be taken at the edge). using Charge Exchange Spectroscopy (CXS) data. is found as well.
It has been observed in DIII-D that the L-H transition is associated with a spin up of the

poloidal velocity v,, to values of tens of km/s [6]. Most of the more recent theories invoke a

bifurcation in v0. or on the associated radial electric field at the edge. taking place at the transition.

A model based on the coupled power and poloidal momentum balance written in neoclassical
terms predicts directly the observed increase of Pm with B /7/. While the profile of toroidal velocity

v, is routinely measured at JET by CXS. spectroscopic measurements of v” are very preliminary.

Therefore indirect measurements of it have been pursued using the magnetic data. The

propagation velocity of B, is 1* =1 +yg. where g = v¢¢ + 1/90 is the fluid velocity and

ya = Vp,XB/en,B2 is the diamagnetic electron drift velocity. Using the fact that the propagation is

perpendicular to g. and under the assumpion of slowly varying pressure gradients Vp,. the

variation of poloidal velocity is given in the cylindrical geometry by v5 =r/m(21rv + nv¢/R). where r
is the minor radius of the flux surface resonant at the poloidal mode number m and toroidal mode
number n. R is the major radius. v is the observed frequency of B; with that elicity, Fig.5 shows
the time evolution of v,. estimated as just described, for a discharge with 3.1 T. 4.2 MA. upper SNX
and 12.7 MW of NBI. The trace of D. highlights the spin up in the poloidal rotation immediately after

the transition. Values obtained for the variation in v,. taking the parallel viscosity into account. are
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in rough agreement with the preliminary spectroscopic results [a]. The time scale needed for the
spin up is ofthe order of few ion~ion collision times. which is again in agreement with /7/.

The Minardi model is based on totally different concepts, namely the vanishing production
of a suitably defined entropy [9]. At low power the transition threshold for the additional power
satisfies the relation PM 0: EMBT, where E,” is the ohmic axial electric field. A manageable way
to estimate it is by means ofP.,, oc Pahcyh plotted vs the experimental PM, in 119.6 (NBI only cases,
all configurations). The separation of the L and H regions is reasonable.
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DOES THE ION CONFINEMENT IMPROVE lN ASDEX H-MODE DISCHARGES 7

W, H.-P. Menzler, W. Herrmann, A. Kallenbach and K.-H. Steuer

Max-Planck-lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association. 0-8046 Garching. FRG

1. Introduction
There is still uncertainty which transport channels actually are plugged after the L—> H

transition in the plasma core apart from the obvious transport barrier in the H-mode at the
plasma edge. On JET the transport analysis indicates an improvement of the ion confinement
alone /1/. On Dlll‘D the H-mode primarily exists at high densities with a close coupling
between ions and electrons. but in the hot ion H-mode a reduction of both transport channels
could be derived /2/. On ASDEX we have found that it is the electron transport which is re—
duced.

In order to explore the modifications of electron (Xe) and ion (76;) heat diffusivities bet-
ween the L- and the H-mode in more detail, a comparative study between auxilliary heated
discharges with peaked ( L-mode with Ctr-NI) and broad ( L-mode with Co-Nl, H-mode
with Co- and Cta) density profiles was carried out /3,4/. Transport analyses of L-mode
discharges with the TRANSP transport code show that the ion thermal transport and the
toroidal momentum diffusivity (X ) - closely connected with it, as momentum is exclusively
carried by the ions - can be consistently described by a combination of neoclassical and
anomalous transport. The latter one is reduced with peaking ion density profiles (Tli=
Lni/LTi < 1) and might be described by ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven transport.
The origin of the anomalous electron transport remains still open.

Enhanced ion energy transport from ni-modes would, of course, also be expected to
persist in the interior regions of H-regime discharges still having Tlei >1. And in fact our
previous analyses of those discharges have always shown the necessity for an enhancement of
Xi above the neoclassical ion heat conductivity XCH as derived by F. Hinton et al (including
impurities) to match the average ion temperature and the magnetically measured plasma
energy. But the formally assumption Xi = a XCH with o. = 2—3 yields much more peaked Ti-
profiles than given by passive and active CX measurements. Having on hand reliable kinetic
electron data from a 16 channel YAG-Thomson scattering system, Zeff measurements from
IR bremsstrahlung to obtain improved ion density profiles and ion temperature measure-
ments from active CX neutral energy analyzers (taking into account in gross form beam halo
effects and neglecting high energy tail contributions near the plasma edge), further TRANSP
analyses of well diagnosed H (with ELM‘s) and quiescent H’ (without ELM’s) discharges have
been done to further address the above posed question.

2. Discharge characteristics
In this paper we present the results of a series of ten nearly identical discharges performed
under boronized wall conditions and 'with a closed divertor (DV-ll) at a plasma current I =
320 kA. a magnetic field at = 2 T and a line averaged density fie of about 3-1019 m-3 in he
ohmic phase. Similar results are obtained over a large range of lp ( 280 - 460 kA) and BI
(1.5 -2.6 T). Fig.1 shows the time evolution of various plasma parameters during discharge
# 33141. After beginning of NBl (H° —» D+ co-injection with 2 MW) first an L-mode
develops (0.992 - 1.136 s). which is followed after a short H-mode phase by an H‘-mode
lasting about 120 ms ( from 1.18 to 1.304 s) as can be seen from the Ha-signal. Improved
energy and particle confinement results in rising plasma energy, density and - due to a rise
in impurity concentration- radiation and Zeff(0). Central ion and electron temperatures
begin to decline. The energy replacement time TE, which has fallen from 80 ms in the ohmic
phase to 25 ms in the L-phase increases to 60 ms. The H'~mode is terminated by a sudden
collaps of energy, fie and temperatures. while the central density. zeff(0) as well as the to-
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tal radiation still increase. The density and impurity peaking is accompanied by sequences of

ELM’s, but the collaps is obviously caused by the resulting high central radiation power

density of up to 1.5 MW/m3 exceeding the local heating power. The discharge falls back into

the L-mode with 15 = 20 ms, recovers. and finally a H-mode with regular ELM‘s follows

lasting for 400 ms.
Here we concentrate on the time-dependent confinement analysis till the stationary second

H—phase, and compare OH, L and H' transport. the last one - although not stationary- allows

confinement analyses without strong perturbations by the ELM‘s.

3. Analysis of energy and momentum transport

Fig.2 compares the measured radial profiles of Ti, Te and ne (4 channel DCN interferometer,

broadband reflectometry) for the L and H' phases. All three profiles are broader in the H-

mode. For the analysis the shown profile fits and two additional ones displaying the reason-

ably largest and smallest gradients are used. We have gone more to the upper boundary of the

temperature measurements, to match on the one hand the magnetically derived energies by

the kinetic data within 5 % and, on the other hand, to obtain the lowest limits for the ion

transport coefficients in the light of the posed question. The "effective" heat diffusivities xi

and Xe are defined by xi,e = - (lie I (k ”Le VTi,e) with the conductive heat fluxes qi e- These

heat diffusivities are compared with the neoclassical ion heat conductivity XCH including

impurities (Zi = 8) and with the effective toroidal momentum diffusivity X (the toroidal

plasma rotation velocity is measured by CX recombination spectroscopy). Combinations of Ti

and Te profiles leading to such large ire energy exchange terms, that Xi < xCH/z or that

even the ion heat flows against VTi, have been discarded.
Going from the L to the H phase Xe is strongly reduced over the whole plasma cross-

section, whereas xi and XCH increase. The anomalous ion heat transport given by the

difference Xi - XCH is slightly reduced. however, as is the momentum transport MP. The

results for the transport coefficients are further confirmed by the time evolution of the

same quantities given at r = 2a/3 in Fig.3. The strong Xi enhancement above xCH at the

beginning of the H’»mode declines later during this phase as does the momentum diffusivity.

The momentum confinement time is close to 15 over the whole discharge and improves at the

L to H transition therefore, but X“, is not at all reduced (the velocity profile flattens) in

correspondence with xi. The anomalous ion and momentum transport are obviously linked

together. In the following L-mode phase heat and momentum diffusivities rise again.

The often used ansatz Xe = Xi = Xq, is apparently not appropriate. To demonstrate this

further, an analysis with Xe = X; has been done, yielding much more peaked Ti profiles ( see

Fig.4) than measured (Fig.3). Additionally Xi is one order of magnitude below its neo-

classical value in the plasma centre, and a factor 2 — 5 even over the whole plasma in the H‘

phase. As a consequence the time dependences of Xi and X do not agree at all.

Going from the L- to the H-mode not only Xi but alsoqihe ion heat conduction loss power

increases, whereas reduced electron heat transport and convective losses are responsible for

the confinement improvement (see Fig.3). Energy convection can drive energy towards the

plasma centre in the H'-phase with its very broad and - depending on the divertor and wall

conditions - even slightly hollow density profiles.

4. Comparison with theory and conclusions
We can compare the above results for the anomalous transport with fluctuation-based

anomalous transport theories. For the ion and momentum transport the connection with the

lTG-modes has already been stated in the introduction. in Fig.3 the m and Tie values at r =

2a/3 are compared with two threshold values for the lTG modes considering long density

decay lengths in connection with
toroidal effects according to F. Romanelli: 1mm: 1 + (t +Ti/Te)(Lni/Ft - 2), and with the

magnetic shear according to P. Diamond et al: 1“t = 1 + 2 (1 +Ti/Te)(Lni/Ls)-

A remarkable clamping of the actual m values to the thresholds for the onset of the turbu-

lence is found. This is also revealed by the radial profiles of Tii in the different discharge
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phases. Tli drops from high values in the centre ( above 5 in the H‘-mode) towards 1 near
the boundary as do the t values confirming the close relation of the anomalous ion
transport with the ni—modes. Further, within experimental error bars, our results indicate
a similar radial and time behaviour of X“, and Xi-XCH, but - as already stated for co- and
ctr-injection discharges /4/ - Xq, is larger.

Regarding the electron heat transport the trapped electron driven turbulence predicts at
least the increase of Xe from the OH- to the L-phase due to the increasing Te, whereas the
decreasing Xe in the H-mode is hard to explain with the broadening of the profiles alone
(xenDTEM ~ Te7/2/(ne Lne LTe ). xevCTEM ~ TeS/z/LTe ). Resistive ballooning modes,
which might be a possible candidate to explain the observed radial increase of Xe towards the
boundary not described by the TEM's /5/, have the wrong parameter dependence too.

Finally, this new analysis of the transport properties in the L and H‘ mode at ASDEX
clearly demonstrates again, that the improvement in 1:5 is not in the ion transport channel.
Comparing with the results from other devices, we must conclude, that the observed
differences are possibly caused by the parameter dependencies of the driving transport
processes.
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LONG PULSE STATIONARY H-MODE WITH ELMS ON ASDEX
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1. Introduction
Extensive H—rnode investigations have been made in ASDEX with boronised walls and

reduced vacuum conductances between divertor and plasma chamber [1] [2] [3] [4]. Under
these conditions also long quasi-steady-state H-mode discharges with optimised ELMS (Edge
Localised Modes) have been achieved by careful radial and vertical positioning of the plasma
column An ELM--regulated discharge (H—ELM)'IS shown in Fig 1:115:44 ms; Ip=0.28 MA;
(13:3; n6: 3. 1*1019 rn 3; ELM period =.5 5 msec. The duration of the steady H--phase (3 5 3,
ca. 80 confinement times) is only limited by the neutral beam pulse length ELM controlled H<
modes are obtained over a fairly wide range of plasma current (270 kA S Ip S 440 kA), injected
power (1.6 MW 5 PM S 2.7 MW) and magnetic field (1.7 T S BI S 2.7 '1‘) both for Hydrogen
and Deuterium injection into Deuterium plasmas. From the large number of ELMy discharges
performed on ASDEX, only H«mode phases with distinct regular ELM events occuring at
stable frequencies between 200 Hz and 500 Hz are analysed in this study. In the case of these
regular ELMs with constant frequency the impact of the ELM-activity on the confinement can
be estimated. Since for the ELM stabilised H-mode radiation losses (PRad S 30% of input
power) can be neglected, the"intrinsic“ H-mode confinement can be calculated in a simple way
by the correction for the ELM losses, in contrast to the evaluation of the ELM—free H-mode
(H*) where corrections for radiation losses and the non~stationary energy content are essential.

In section 2 confinement scalings with and without ELM corrections are given and compared
with existing confinement evaluations for H* and H-ELM discharges. A "subset" of the ELMy
discharges where the confinement degrades irreversibly is discussed in section 3.

2 . Confinement scaling
Energy loss by ELMS
Within the analysed parameter range no systematic dependence of the ELM<frequency on

the injected power and the plasma current can be observed. The energy loss per ELM,
however, increases with decreasing ELM-repetition rate. The relative energy losses per ELM
have been calculated from slope changes of the plasma energy signal induced by the onset of
ELM activity after short ELM free phases. The result is shown in Fig.2 for Hydrogen injection.
For Deuterium injection a similar dependence can be measured, but the energy loss by the
ELMS tends to be lower. In both cases the averaged energy loss by the ELMS (AEELM - fELM)
increases slightly with the ELM-frequency.

Ip-Dependence
The variation of the confinement time with plasma current is shown in Fig.3 for Hydrogen

beams. The data points corrected for the ELM losses show that the slight saturation for the
higher currents can be attributed at least tosome extent to the impact of ELMS causing a higher
correction for larger TE- Earlier data [5] for short pulses (duration of H-mode phase = 100 ms)
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obtained with stainless steel walls of the plasma chamber are located within the gap to the ELM
corrected data points. This may be explained by the fact that these short vode phases are not
necessarily as stationary as the long ELMy discharges analysed in this paper.

The slope of the linear fit gives the "Quality-Factor" IE/Ip=120 ms/kA without ELM
correction. The "Quality-Factor" for the ELM corrected data points ( =190 ms/kA) is in the
range given for ELM free discharges [3]. Fig.4 gives the data for deuterium injection. The
"Quality Factors" are 0.16 ms/kA and 0.22 ms/kA respectively. Again earlier data [6] for
stainless steel plasma chamber walls fit between corrected and uncorrected H-ELM data.

No dependence on qa can be seen for the “Quality-Factors" in the covered range ( 2.3 S qu S
3.6). Therefore the influence of the toroidal field must be weak.

Enhancement factors

Fig.5 shows the confinement times normalised to FTER89—P scaling for Deuterium injection.
No definite current dependence can be seen. Included are data derived from ELM free
discharges (H*) corrected for the non-steady-state condition ( dE/dt < 0.3 Pam) and central
radiation losses [7]. The agreement between these data and the H-ELM data corrected for ELM
losses is remarkable, since intrinsic H-mode confinement has been evaluated in completely
different ways starting from two different discharges (H* and H—ELM).

Dependence on Heating Power
Because of the limited range in the injected power no meaningful fit for the dependence of

the confinement time on the heating power is possible. A degradation of the confinement with
increasing power however can be clearly seen for ELM corrected and uncorrected data.

3. Current profile effects
If the effectiveness of the ELMs in preventing impurities to increase in the plasma center is

too low, the confinement degrades with time. This is demonstrated in Fig.6 which compares a
stationary discharge (Fig.6a) and a discharge where the confinement degrades approximately
100 ms after the H—mode transition (Fig. 6b). The discharge parameter settings are identical; the
injected power is slightly different. During the stationary discharge Zcff in the center (263(0)).
the 29,“ profile from Bremsstrahlung and the radiated power do not change. The impurity
behavior of the second discharge is different: Zeff(0) rises and the radiated power increases.
With the peaking of Zcff the confinement (measured by the poloidal beta) starts to decrease to a
lower level . The radiated power to the end of the neutral beam heated phase is only = 20% of
the total input power, close to the initial level. The reduced confinement time can therefore not
be attributed to higher radiation losses.

The influence of the Zeff profiles on the plasma current profile has been calculated by a
current diffusion code [8]. This code uses measured 291? and Tc-profiles to trace the
development of the current profile. The result of the calculation is shown as j(0) in Fig.6. The
transient peaking of the Zeff profile results in a flattening of the initially peaked current profile.
It is interesting to note that the current in the plasma center is reduced on the same time scale as
the confinement of the discharge. This coincidence may indicate a close relation between the
current profile and the H—mode confinement.

After the confinement degradation the Zen profile flattens again. However, it has never been
observed on ASDEX, that the confinement recovers from this initial degradation even if the
following H-phase lasted for seconds. Obviously the transient rise of Zcff in the core triggers a
broadening of the plasma current profile and enforces a transition into another equilibrium state.
Under good confinement conditions, the equilibrium current profile is peaked. Figure 6 shows
the peaking factor of the electron temperature profile Te(0)/<Te>. In the good case it remains
large at about 1.9. In the degraded case the Te profile broadens irreversably during the central
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Z6” rise. But even after Zeff is restored at the original level the enhanced energy losses at the
reduced confinement maintain the flat Te profile and the reduced central density.

4. Conclusion

Confinement scalings have been derived for ASDEX H—mode discharges stabilised by
regular ELM of constant frequency. In Deuterium plasmas current scaling gives quality factors
of twp=120 ms/kA for Hydrogen injection and TEjlp=150 ms/kA for Deuterium injection.
Correction for the energy loss by the regular ELMs leads to H*-mode confinement levels.

Irreversible confinement degradations which can be found in H—mode discharges with ELMs
are related to calculated current profile changes.
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ACHIEVING IMPROVED OHMIC CONFINEMENT
VIA IIVIPURITY INJECTION

M. Bessenrodt- Weberpals, F. X. Sb'ldner, and the ASDEX Team
Max-Planck-Institut ffir Plasmaphysik

EURATOM Association, D — 8046 Garching

1. Introduction
Improved Ohmic Confinement (IOC) was obtained in ASDEX after a modification
of the divertors that allowed a larger (deuterium and impurity) backflow from the
divertor chamber (Séldner et al., 1988]. The quality of IOC depended crucially on
the wall conditions, i.e. IOC was best for uncovered stainless steel walls and vanished
with boronization. Furthermore, IOC was found only in deuterium discharges. These
circumstances led to the idea that IOC correlates with the content of light impurities
in the plasma. To substantiate this working hypothesis, we present observations in
deuterium discharges with boronized wall conditions into which various impurities
have been injected with the aim to induce IOC conditions.

The remainder of this contribution is organized according to the following lines :
Firstly, the plasma behaviour in typical IOC discharges is characterized. Secondly,
injection experiments with the low—Z impurities nitrogen and neon as well as with
the high-Z impurities argon and krypton are discussed. Then, we concentrate on
optimized neon puffing that yields the best confinement results which are similar
to IOC conditions. Finally, these results are compared with experiments in other
tokamaks and some conclusions are drawn about the effects of the impurity putting
on both, the central and the edge plasma behaviour.

2. Plasma behaviour in the IOC regime
The IOC regime in ASDEX is characterized by a linear increase of the energy confi—
nement time T5 with increasing line-averaged density Fig up to the density limit. This
differs from the usual behaviour of Saturated Ohmic Confinement (SOC) in ASDEX
above 3 x 101'9 m"3 and looks like a continuation of the Linear Ohmic Confinement
(LOC) behaviour of low-density plasmas. The transition to the IOC is achieved with
either uncoated or carbonized walls when the external fuelling rate is reduced. Si-
multaneously, the electron density at the separatrix drops which establishes favou-
rable boundary conditions for the peaking of the radial density profile [Bessenrodt-
Weberpals et al., 1990]. Moreover, the improved particle confinement is reflected in
the particle flux into the SOL which drops by a factor of 2 [Verbeek et al., 1990].

It was striking that the quality of the IOC, measured by the increase of TE and
closely correlated with the peaking of the radial density profile, degrades with improv-
ed wall conditioning. More precisely, the best results are obtained with uncoated SS
walls, only minor improvements result from carbonization, and it seems not possi-
ble to approach IOC conditions after boronization of ASDEX. Recently [Bessenrodt-
Weberpals et al., 1991], the trigger mechanism for the entrance into the IOC regime
was investigated by means of a one-dimensional analytical model for the Scrape-Off
Layer (SOL) plasma. This model solves the heat conductivity equation along field
lines together with a simple form of the momentum balance [M. Ali Mahdavi et al.,
1981]. The results reveal that the electron density and the electron temperature at the
separatrix are determined by the power flux into the SOL and onto the target plates.
If low-Z impurities are present, which radiate power from the edge of the plasma,
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the power influx into the SOL is significantly reduced without detriment to central
energy confinement. A reduced power load leads to lower edge densities; this seems
to be at the heart of the gradual peaking process of the radial density profile, which
is characteristic of IOC.

3. Studies with puffing of different impurities and flux optimization
With the knowledge of the close link between improved confinement and wall condi—
tioning and with the results of the SOL model in mind, we performed a first series of
experiments where various impurities are injected into deuterium discharges. These
are tailored to include three density plateaus at fie = 2.7, 4.0 and 5.4 x 1019 m4, i.e.
LOC conditions as well as SOC or — if possible — IOC conditions (see figure 1(a)).
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Fig. 1: (3) Temporal behaviour of the line-averaged electron density. — Ohmic
power, main plume radiation and hence SOL load for (b) a typical IOC discharge
with uncoated SS walls, (c) a pure deuterium discharge with boronized wall con-
ditions, and (d) optimized neon pufl‘ing into a. deuterium discharge with boronized
wall conditions.

Figure 1 shows also the corresponding Ohmic heating power and radiation loss
in the main plasma for (b) a. typical IOC discharge with uncoated SS walls and (c)
a pure deuterium discharge with boronized wall conditions. Obviously, the radiation
loss overcome 50 per cent of the Ohmic heating power in the IOC discharge, whereas
roughly 20 per cent is the value for pure deuterium cases. As a consequence, the power
load into the SOL is much higher in this case than in the IOC discharge. To enhance
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the radiation level, impurities are injected into the plasma; the impurity puffing is
limited to the density ramps for the rare gases neon (Z = 10), argon (Z = 18), and
krypton (Z = 36); nitrogen (Z = 7) as a non-recycling gas was added during the
whole discharge.
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Fig. 2: (a) Power influx into the SOL for pure deuterium discharges and dischar-
ges with additional impurities at fie = 2.7, 4.0, 5.4 x 1019 111—3. For comparison,
the time-integrated target heat load (H) is indicated by dots. —— (b) Energy confi-
nement time for the same discharges as in (a).

As indicated in figure 2(a), the total power into the SOL is actually reduced du-
ring all three density plateaus with impurity injection as compared to two discharges
in pure deuterium, which have been performed before and after the impurity puf-
fing experiments. This finding is corroborated by calorimetrical observations which
measure the divertor heat load integrated over the whole discharge; they are included
in figure 2(a) as additional dots. All values reveal a. minimum power load in the case
of neon puffing due to the high radiation power in the peripheral plasma for low-Z
elements. According to the model results given above, the reduced power load with
impurity injection lets the separatrix pressure drop. In fact, the separatrix density is
decreasing. Consecutively, the radial density profile in the central plasma is peaking.
Such peaked density profiles are believed to establish favourable boundary conditions
for the suppression of ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven modes, since the decay
lengths of density and temperature are reduced such that the onset of ITG turbu-
lence is hindered. Altogether, the energy confinement time is improved as shown in
figure 2(b). Here again, neon puffing yields the best results.

To optimize the neon contribution to the deuterium plasma, we then proceed
with a second series of discharges where the concentration and the puffing intervalls
are varied. Finally, conditions with strong neon puffing between 0.5-0.8 s and 1.5-
1.9 s have been achieved which fairly resemble 100 data with uncoated SS walls.
This comprehends many aspects. With respect to the power, both improved scenariosare characterized by a rather low target load (see figures 1(b) and (d)). Due to this
low energy flux, the triggering of lower separatrix densities and a radially peaked
density profile follow. Simultaneously, the electron as well as the neutral density in
the divertor chamber are reduced like in the IOC discharge. In addition, the flux ofneutrons reaches 5 X 1010 neutrons s‘1 for the neon puffed discharge, which is similar
to the IOC value and is an order of magnitude higher than the flux 3 x 109 neutrons5'1 observed in the pure deuterium case. Putting all pieces together, the confinement
times for both particles and energy prolong.
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4. Discussion
The success of achieving IOC conditions in ASDEX with optimized neon puffing un-

der otherwise clean machine conditions reminds one of similar experiments in other
tokamaks where also improved confinement was established by impurity injection.

This comprehends former studies of Ohmic discharges in PLT [Meservey et al.,

1934] and the B-mode in T-lO [Alikaev et $1., 1988] where neon pufling yields longer
electron energy confinement times than regular discharges. Whereas the PLT authors

ascribe their findings to an increase in Z5” and hence to higher Ohmic heating power,

the ASDEX results show only a moderate change of the Ohmic heating power but an
elevated radiation level. In this context, the impurity puffing experiments during
neutral beam injection into ISX-B are also interesting [Lazarus et al., 1985]. The

authors start from a degraded confinement after chromium gettering, i.e. clean wall
conditioning, and enhance both the particle and the energy confinement if they add
neon. This is called the Z~mode and is interpreted as a consequence of a cold plasma
mantle built up by radiative cooling. Impurity injection has also been applied to H-
mode discharges in D III-D [Luxon et al., 1990] in order to control the divertor target
heat flux. In fact, deuterium and nitrogen puffing into the divertor region have been
tested; whereas 1'}; decreased only by 5 - 15 per cent, the target heat load is reduced
by a factor more than 2.

5. Summary
To investigate the physical processes which happen during Improved Ohmic Confine-
ment (100) in ASDEX, impurity injection experiments have been performed. Dischar-
ges with optimized neon puffing give the best energy confinement times. The results
show that the low power flux into the SOL is the key to reduce the electron density
at the separatrix. This drop seems to be the trigger of a change in the main plasma
transport and hence leeds to the peaking of the density profiles in the main plasma.
In fact, the access to 10C can now be understood as being determined by the balance
between the heating power and the radiated power loss. Thereby, the impurity content
and the recycling conditions play a. prominent role.
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H-MODE STUDIES WITH MICROWAVE REFLECTOMETRY 0N ASDEX
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I - Introduction

In order to interpret theoretically the H mode it is of crucial importance to further study
the fast phenomena occurring at the plasma edge and also to understand the link between
edge and bulk phenomena. Several studies showed the relevant role played by the plasma
density in the H mode physics /1/, /2/.

We have studied the plasma density and its fluctuations during the H phase in ASDEX
with an O~mode broadband microwave reflectometry diagnostic. Combined broadband and
fixed frequency measurements, and the use of a novel data analysis technique applied to the
broadband data /3/, enabled the detailed study of the density profile development and of the
temporal evolution of density fluctuations from the Ohmic to the H phase.

II - Density Profiles and Fluctuations

Plasma density profiles were obtained from the scrape off layer until close to the plasma
center (0.4-4.5‘1013cm’3, 43>r>8cml and fluctuations were localized in the measured
profiles, by studying the disturbed phase shift of the broadband reflectometric signals /3/.
Figure 1 shows the development of the plasma density during the H mode along with the
fluctuations level in the L and H phases.

0H and L phases: In the ohmic phase fluctuations are present both in the edge plasma
(between 35 and 40cm) and in the central region (close to and within the q=1 rational
surface]. In the intermediate zone I16<r<35cm), MHD modes with low level of density
perturbation could be detected close to the expected locations of q=3/2 and q=2. In the
course of the L phase, the fluctuations increase; no dramatic changes are observed at the OH-L
transition.

L-H transition: At the onset of the H phase, the level of edge fluctuations decreases as
fast as the Ha radiation drops within the divertor chamber. to levels well below those observed
in the OH phase. The edge density gradient steepens; density shoulders were detected -O.4ms
after the L-H transition. In Fig. 1(3) 3 density shoulder is shown 1.5 ms after the transition. At
the edge, a region with reduced fluctuations is formed that extends radially beyond the steep
gradient zone. However. within this region two narrow zones of coherent fluctuations remain,
spaced 1-2cm apart, and probably located inside and outside the separatrix. The location of the
fluctuation zones does not significantly vary during the H-phase, regardless of the great
changes in plasma density; however, the width of the zone greatly varies, attaining a maximum
shortly after the L-H transition. No dependence of these phenomena on the plasma conditions
(Bt, lp, qa-3.3 is kept constant) was found.

After the rapid formation of the edge shoulder at the L-H transition, the interior plasma
profile (r<35 cm) flattens along a much slower time scale, while fluctuations in that region
increase to the levels observed in the OH phase. In H regimes with an ELMy phase the
flattening of the interior plasma is initiated after the last ELM; in H regimes without ELMs or
with a single ELM the flattening occurs some 30-40ms after the L‘H transition. The observation
of a fast time scale for the density rise at the edge and a slow one for changes in the bulk
plasma, suggests that the improvement of the bulk confinement is rather a consequence of the
changes in the edge conditions, whose effects slowly propagate inward.
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ELMy Phase: Fluctuations at the edge in many cases increase to the levels observed in

the L—phase, and coherent MHD modes (namely around the surfaces q =2 and q =3/2) that had
been suppressed after the L-H transition often reappear.

H" Quiescent Phase: A large increase of density occurs during the quiescent phase;

contrary to expectation, however, large fluctuations can occur inside the edge density

shoulder. At the onset of these fluctuations the edge T6 is reduced and decreases thereafter

until the end of the H-phase.
H-L Back Transition: Prior to the H»L back transition, fluctuations increase and recover

the pattern of the L-phase. A further increase of both incoherent density fluctuations and MHD

activity is observed after the back transition. However, in the flat part of the profile a region

with a very low level of fluctuations remains for some time (>10msl after the transition,

suggesting that particle confinement is still improved in the interior plasma. This is in

agreement with the observed slow time scale for density changes in the interior of the plasma.

lll - MHD Activity and Density Fluctuations

MHD activity and turbulent fluctuations (in the range 0-150 kHz), were further studied

with fixed frequency reflectometry, providing radial wave number integrated measurements

(0<k<25cm“), with good spatial resolution (<3cm) and high sensitivity (<1.5mm). Three

reflectometers were used to probe simultaneously density layers, that are located: (i) in the

scrape off layer; (ii) close to and within the separatrix; (iii) in the central region.

1 - Density Fluctuations

An H mode discharge was studied where after the L-H transition an ELMy phase with

very frequent ELMs occurred, followed by a quiescent phase (#33144). Edge

(nee-0.5‘10‘3cm‘3) fluctuations were measured in the frequency range O-140kHz. In the

ohmic phase, fluctuations exhibit frequency components up to lOOkHz. After the NI pulse they

transiently decrease (preferably at the highest frequencies) but increase afterwards during the L

phase back to the levels observed in OH phase; higher frequency components (up to 140kHz)

are then detected. At the L-H transition fluctuations are strongly reduced for frequencies

>30kH2. During the ELMy phase typical broadband turbulence is seen (see section 2.1); in

between ELMs fluctuations drop abruptly.After the last ELM, coinciding with the appearance of

a coherent m=1 satellite mode, and with the flattening of the interior plasma (see section ll),

fluctuations reappear. In contrast to the turbulence observed in the L phase, however, the

highest frequency components (f>80kHz) are suppressed. The observed correlations suggest

that these high frequency components might play an important role in determining the

differences concerning plasma anomalous transport in the OH, L, and H»phases,

2 - MHD activity

2.1 - ELMs

Figure 2 shows the frequency distribution of density fluctuations at the end of the

quiescent H-phase, and the Hn trace at the divertor, for the previous discharge (#33144). The

main features of the ELMs, as observed by the magnetic diagnostics /4/, can be found in the

density measurements, of the edge plasma (nec=0.5*1013cm'3). A precursor appears ~800i‘s

before the first ELM, with frequency f—100kHz. During the ELM, broadband turbulence is seen

up to the highest measured frequency (figure 2). This broadband turbulence can also be

observed in the inner plasma layers (nae-3 - 4'10‘3cm‘3). suggesting that ELMs might even

affect the core of the plasma.
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2.2 - m=1 activity

The frequency distribution of edge (nec=0.5’10‘3cm’3) density perturbations (due
mainly to MHD activity), detected during an NI pulse is shown in Fig. 3. The Ha trace, and the
frequencies of m=1 satellite modes in the SOL, as measured with Mirnov coils are also
presented.

Prior to the L—H transition a high amplitude coherent mode is detected with f-7kHz, that
is also seen before the H-L back transition. From profile measurements it can be concluded that
this mode is located close and inside the separatrix. These modes have also been detected in L
regimes by Mirnov coils /5/.

At the L-H transition fluctuations drop drastically and a so called "m=1 satellite" mode,
/6/, is detected. its frequency increases from -14kHz to 24kHz; identical frequencies are
observed by Mirnov coils (Fig. 3(6)), and by the FIR scattering diagnostic. The frequencies
agree with the central m=1 activity as seen both by reflectometry and soft X-rays diagnostic,
and follow the increase of central toroidal velocity. The m=1 activity and the coupled mode
are suppressed after the first sawtooth observed in the quiescent H phase and are destablized
shortly before the second sawtooth. The frequencies then decrease as a corollary to the
decrease of the toroidal plasma rotation; these modes are suppressed after the second
sawtooth.

About 40ms after the transition high amplitude narrowband fluctuations are detected
around 45kHz, both inside the separatrix and in the interior plasma; these modes are also seen
by FIR scattering and by Soft X-ray diagnostics. The density perturbations propagate to the
inner plasma layers along with the flattening of the central plasma and the increase of the bulk
density, (see section Ill.

IV - Conclusions

Several aspects of the H regime were studied with an O-mode broadband reflectometry
system in the ASDEX plasma. Steep edge density gradient were measured after the L-H
transition (<400lls). Flattening of the interior plasma occurs along a slower time scale after the
ELMy phase or some delay time after the transition (30—40msl. The edge barrier is observed to
be formed after the transition. The zone of reduced fluctuations extends radially beyond the
steep gradient region and it shrinks when changes in the interior plasma are initiated. These are
accompanied by MHD activity and increased fluctuations. High frequency components
(>100kHz) of turbulent fluctuations increase from the OH to the L phases and are suppressed
during the H phase. They are present, however, for short time intervals during the ELMs.
These facts suggest that high frequency components of turbulence might play an important
role in determining the plasma transport. The experimental findings showed the strong coupling
existing between the edge and central plasma phenomena, that seems to be provided by the
m=1, n=l central MHD activity and by the ELMs. These phenomena are correlated with
significant changes of the turbulent fluctuations and the density profile.
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RANDOM COEFFICIENT H MODE SCALINGS

K.S. Riedel
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York, New York 10012

Abstract:The random coefficient two stage regression algorithm“3 with the col-
lisional Maxwell Vlasov constraint (C.M.V.) is tested and applied to the I.T.E.R. H
mode confinement database“. The resulting scaling is similar to ITER89P with a
slightly stronger size dependence.

I. Data Specification: We use the MHD confinement time for JFT2-M, D3D,
PDX, and PBX-M, the diamagnetic TE for JET and the geometric average of the
diamagnetic TE and the MHD equivalent T5 for ASDEX. We find no significant ev-
idence of confinement differences between elmy and elmfree discharges and therefore
combine the elmy and eimfree discharges.

We assume that the isotope enhancement factor is M1”. For PDX, the isotope
sealing is roughly linear, M”), which may be due to poor beam penetration. We
therefore exclude all PDX H ——) D discharges. We force the JFT2-M discharges to
scale as M1/2.

We accept all standard constraints of the H mode database group and the divertor
pressure ratio constraint for PDX. We require fiTE/fi < .4 and restrict to discharges
with (195 S 6.5. To constrain the data, we define an equivalent Ohmic power, Pghm E
I,n >< lVolt. We restrict the relative Ohmic power by PJhm/(Pab: + Pohm) < .4.

A number of influential outliers strongly impact the BL scaling in PDX and ASDEX
and were removed. To examine the Bt dependencies, we regressed the individual
tokamaks versus, IF, n and P and then plotted the residuals, y,- — y”;(I,,,fi, P), versus
BE. The residual errors, y,- — 9,-(Ip, Bhfi, P), often depend on the relative time change
of the energy, i.e. nonstationary discharges have better confinement.

Thus these restrictions result in a more uniform dataset which better characterises
normal H mode discharges (see Table 1,2). Our scalings are closer to a. L mode type
scaling than the dataset of [4]. Table 3 summarises how each of our constraints has
reduced the number of discharges.

The B: scaling is poorly determined as a within tokamalc covariate in the present
database. The RMSE of the B; exponent. is much broader than the half width
predicted by OLS regression. This indicates that at least one of the assumptions
of OLS regression, such as the correctness of the model or the independence of the
errors, is violated.

The ITER H mode database consists of a large tokamak, JET, a medium toka-
malt, D3D and four small tokamaks, ASDEX, PDX, PBX, and JFT2-M. Thus the H
mode database is more statistically unbalanced than the L mode database. JET has
a lower power density and beta value. It is unclear, if the scalings on JET are sys—
tematic differences from smaller devices or are manifestations of tokamak to tokamak
differences.

Ordinary least squares regression of our 823 datapoint dataset yieldsTE N Ml/Z(R/a)—.217R2.1135.3791i’729Bé511fi390P—jlo'
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The B, scaling of Bf" even exceeds the Bf“ exponent of JET. This occurs be-

cause the within tokamak B, scalings are poorly determined and the RMSE in fitting
the corrected mean confinement time of the tokamalts to the between tokamak covari-
ates, R, R/a, and n can be reduced by including Be as a basically between tokamak
covariate. Determining the standard between tokarnak dependencies of R, R/a, a
and the overall constant is already poorly conditioned for six tokamaks. Treating B,
as an additional between tokamak covariate is clearly illposed in the present database.

II. RANDOM COEFFICIENT SCALING: To model this tokamak to toka—
mak variation, we treat the scaling diiterences between devices as random variables.
The random coefficient (RC) model is applicable when the tokamak to tokamak differ—
ences are due to many small factors. The RC within tokamak scalings are the matrix
weighted average of the scalings of the individual tokarnaks. Thus the B; scaling will
not exceed the maximum scaling observed in any tokamak. We now summarise our
random coefficient analysisl‘a.

First, for each tokamak, a scaling and covariance is estimated in 11,, Be, i and P.
We calculate the empirical mean and covariance of these within tokamak scalings using
the Swamy random coefficient weighting procedure. Second, the mean confinement
time of each tokarnak is corrected for the within tokamal: scalings. The scalings with
R/a, n and R are estimated by regressing the corrected mean energy times of the

tokamaks. The error, ERG in our estimate, ERG, of the scaling vector is given in [1].
The collisional Maxwell Vlasov (C.M.V.) similarity is then tested and imposeda.

We exclude the B; principal component in JFT2-M, PDXi and PBX-M. We also
exclude the IF principal component in PBX—M. We include all the BSD principal
components, however the I,“ 3,, and fi scalings are strongly coupled. We apply the
projection missing value algorithm3. Unfortunately, the uncertainty in the B, scaling
will be systematically underestimated since we are unable to compensate for the fewer
degrees offreedom in the BL direction.

In the second stage regression, to determine the R, R/a and K, scalings, we weight
the larger tokamaks, D3D and JET, a factor of two larger than the smaller tokamaks.
In the second stage regression, we apply ridge regression with a relative ridge param-
eter of 9mm : 0.005, a half percent downweighting. This downweighting affects the
R exponent predominately.

The resulting scaling resembles the ITERSQP scalings except for a stronger size
scaling. A principal components analysis of the random coeficients matrix, Egg,
reveals that the size scaling is the most poorly determined exponent. The large l
variance in the R exponent is a consequence of the database only containing one ,
large tokamak.

The H mode data has a much larger component which violates collisional Maxwell
Vlasov similarity. than the L mode data. The hypothesis that the data can be
explained by a dimensionless power law scaling can be rejected with slightly more than
a 75% certainty. This conclusion is based on our extremely crude but selfconsistent
modeling of the RC. covariance. This may be caused by the presence of other hidden
variables.

Nevertheless, we determine a C.M.V. constrained scaling within the RC. model:
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TE : .07904M1/2 (R/a.)_‘233 R1.577n.3171,,889Bézo7fiiosP—Ase (1)

IP is in MAmps, B, in Teslas, P in MWatts, and E in 1019/1713. We have determined
the dimensionless scaling which is closest to the unconstrained R.C. scaling measured
in the )3 1316. metric. Since the dominant uncertainty occurs in the R exponent, our
dimensionally constrained scaling differs from the unconstrained scaling by a weaker
size scaling. Since R and R/a are strongly antieorrelated, the aspect ratio scaling
decreases as well. .

The aspect ratio scaling uncertainty is relatively small due to the presence of
PBX—M. The larger tokamaks, D3D and JET, have small aspect ratios. Thus the
negative aspect ratio scaling indicates that D3D and JET have better confinement
than a (R/a)° dependence would indicate. If a (R/a)° dependence were required in
our scaling, an even stronger size dependence would result.

In accepting the C.M.V. constraint, we not only set the dimensional projection
equal to zero, but also eliminate the RC. variance in the dimensional direction from
our uncertainty estimates. The collisional Maxwell Vlasov constraint couples the size
and B, scalings, reduces the size uncertainty and thus the I.T.E.R. uncertainty more
than the B.P.X. uncertainty.

For I.T.E.R., (a : 2.15m, 12 : 6.0m, n : 2.2, 1,, = 22MA, Bt = 4.85T, a =
14.0 x 1019, Pm : 160MW), the predicted confinement time is 4.65 sec with a
statistical uncertainty factor of 32%. For B.P.X., (a = .8111, R 2 2.59m, n = 2.2,
II, 2 11.8MA, B, = 9.0T, fi = 40 X 1019, Pm = SOMW), the predicted confinement
time of 1.22 sec with a statistical uncertainty factor of 26 %. The unaccounted for
uncertainties are discussed in Ref. [2].

We close on an optimistic note! When we weight D3D and JET more heavily
than in Eq. 1, the resulting scaling yields higher predicted confinement times for
both I.T.E.R. and B.P.X..
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Tok dp TE Ip B1; 171
JFT2M 197 .034i.009 0.21i.04 1.26i0.03 4.26:1:1.00
JET 89 .729i.157 2.7921358 2.55:1:0.50 3.93:1:0.75
PDX 51 .042:l:.007 0.382h.04 1.74:1:0.09 3.91i1.38
PBX-M 167 .049i.007 0.33;l:.02 1.34i0.03 5.18i1.20
ASDEX 229 .065:l:.011 0.332t.04 2.19:1:0.12 3.88:1:0.73
D31) 90 .166:L'.046 1.44:l:.38 1.95i026 7.36:l:l.97

Table 1: Database Summary of Selected Discharges

Tok 1,, B, 11 PM
JFTZM 0.94:]:0.04 - —.09i0.04 —.50:l:0.02
JET 0.75:1:0.04 0.29i0.04 0.36:1:0.04 -—.67i0.03
PDX 0.96i0.19 — 0.18i0.07 —.28:{:0,16
PBX-M — # —.22:l:0.04 —.28:|:0.03
ASDEX 0.80i0.06 —.03d:0.11 0.11i0.03 —-.50:l:0.02
D3D 0.89i0.09 0.19i0.11 0.02i0.09 —.66:l;0.04

Table 23: Individual Tokamak Scalings: Article’s restrictions

Tok 1,. Be 77, PM
JFT2M 0.91:1:005 —- —.04i0.04 -.57:l:0.02
JET 0.42i0.03 0.54:1:0.04 0.49i0.02 -.62:l:0.02
PDX 1.00:.t0.19 0.78:1:0.33 0.21:1:007 -.59:l:0.15
PBXM — — -.28:|:0.03 -.30:l:0.03
ASDEX 0.90:_t0.06 -.19:l:0.11 0.14:I:0.04 -.52:l:0.03
D3D 0.97:1:011 0.20:1:0.14 -.19:h0.10 -.52:l:0.04

Table 2b: Individual Tokamak Scalings: H mode database group restrictions
only

Restrict JFTZ JET PDX PBX ASDX D3D
standard 231 286 91 216 256 121
flTE/‘r—L _ 222 187 91 185 250 121
stringent W 222 187 88 171 250 121
(195 < 6.5 222 183 88 171 243 109
rel. Pt < .4 201 99 88 171 243 97
N0 PDX H ——> D 201 99 54 171 243 97
outliers 197 89 51 167 229 90

Table 3: Breakdown of imposed constraints by tokamalc

6.27i2.24

Total
1201
1056
1039
1016
899
865
823

A100
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EDGE PLASMA BEHAVIOUR IN OHMIC H-MODE
AND EDGE POLARIZATION IN TUMAN—3

L.G.Askinasi, V.E.Golant, E.R.Its. D.O.Korneev. S‘V.Krikunov,
B.M.Lipin. S.V.Lebedev. K.A.Podushnikovak’V.V.Rozhdestyensky.

N.V.Sakharov, S.P.Yaroshevich. L.Kryska*, P.Dvoracek*

A.F.loffe Phys.~Techn. Institute, 194021, Leningrad, USSR
¥ Institute of PLas.Phys.. Prague. CSFR

H—mode was observed in the experiments with different

kinds of auxiliary heating [1.2.3,4]. In some cases H-mode was

found in ohndc discharges. In DIII-D it was obtained in

divertor configuration [5] and in CCT and TEXTOE it was

induced by externally imposed radial electric field [6.7]. In

our experiments the transition to H—mode was found in

ohmically heated discharges in the circular limiter

configuration [8,9]. Plasma parameters in TUMAN—3 Ohmic H—mode

shots ranged as follows: R0: 0.52—0.53 m. aP= 0.21—0.23 m. BT=

045—0.? T, I = go~1ao kA, qcyLCa) = 2.0—4.0, E = (0.6—2.5)
1o‘pm‘3, T = ops—0.8 keV. T, = 0.11—0.17 keV. z 262.

90 L0 «H

The peripheral plasma properties in Ohmic H—mode were

studied in order to compare them with that in the auxiliary

heated H—mode plasmas. Investigation of the edge plasma could

clarify the theory of the L-H transition and physical

mechanism responsible for the confinement improvement

[10.11.12]. It seemed to be usefull to find the localization

of transport reduction zone, to observe plasma turbulence

evolution during transition and influence of the edge

polarization on the confinement.

In this set of 'experiments plasma parameters were

measured by UHF—interferometer C k=amm, 10 vertical channels),

multielectrode Langmuir probes, tunable UHF—reflectometer

E13]. Dd detectors.

EDGE PLASMA PROPERTIES IN OHMIC H—HODE

Chnuc H-mode frequently appeared spontaneously and could

be initiated by short increase of the puffing rate [8]. In our

experiments we have found that the edge polarization by radial
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electric field imposed with

electrode also 1 ed to H-mode

transition. In all these cases

the sharp drop of De emission and

si mul taneous densi ty 1 ncrease

were observed indicating H—mode

appearance. Occasi onal l y Ohmi c

H—mode was accompanied by Da
______ J'L‘-‘_._._‘_._‘

bu sts. which could be inter- 1'”r 20 30 4019775
preted as ELMs. In ELM)! shots ' ‘ L ' ' ' ' ‘ ' L

density increase rate was less Fig. 1 . D01 and He evolution

than in ELM free cases, fig.1. in ELMy and ELM free shots

The most rapid and significant changes were found in the

line averaged densities measured along the peripheral chords.

Fig.2 shows density evolutions in interferometer channels

looking through SOL region C Rinl—CRo+a 3: 2.5cm 3 and

crossing Last Closed Magnetic Surface C R“ —CRo+aP)= —2.3cmD.

Density waveforms prove the formation of the steep gradient

zone near the LCMS. Obtained using "abelization" procedure

radial density profile is presented in fig.3. Langmuire probe

measurements provided better space resolution and showed

that after transition density reduced in a factor of 3-5, and

_ gig ne,lb’5£m'3
3,0 nee,1o’”cm'2 I

R=713Cm 2,0
2 m5 afief
frqns/floflNam /ll. . . a Z .o {0 20 50 4o t,ms so do 50 on 70 R,cm

Fig.2. Line averaged dens: 1y Fig. 3. Abel inverted density
evolution in. SOL region and profiles before and after
inside LCHS Ohm. H—mnde iransi L ton.

H Oh.H—me-folding lenght didn't change in SOL C X0! 2 7k 2 1.2 cm,
n r:

SOL SOL
the values calculated assuming Tb: 30 eV 3, fig.4a. Probe

6

data confirmed formation of the steep density gradient in

vicinity of the LCMS. fig.4b. Derived from these data

A?“ / Ash'flfln was equal to 3.8.

l LCMS I LCMS
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Fig.4cz. Density profiles in Fig.4b. Ion saturation current

the SOL region, dashed line for probe position 5 mm inside

represents LCMS projection and 5 mm outside LCHS

Pie, IO ”cm'5 ne,/0"cm‘3 -
,8 1ODA10JL
‘_ 15

-6
fi' ro'

——r-
2 .
' 5

fl} 5?, {orécniec'l
'ne 110'
-0.8

0.6 0
Q9 20‘

—>
J12 -

{.0 ‘ 20 ‘30 . 2L 13mg Fig.5. DCl emission. 8: amplitude

Fig.5. Fluctuation driven of fluctuations registered by

particle flux in the LCHS reflectometez‘ (ffl.>200 M12) in

vicinity (triple probe) Ohm. H-mode, n": £012cm_3

As i L was found 1 :1 our exper i ments H-mode tr ansi ti on was

accompanied by suppression of the fl uctuati on—driven particle

f1 ux near the pl asma boundary [93 . fi 9. 5. The fl ux was

measured using movable triple probe. The reduction of the
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density and its fluctuations didn‘t lead to change of E / n;
a

It seems that suppression of FL after transition was due top
decorrelation between E and Er. Suppression of the high

frequency fluctuations was registered also by reflectometer

adjusted to boundary densities, fUHF = 18.5 GHz (he: lOmcm‘%

[13]. Amplitude of fluctuation Cffl> ZOO kHZ) \£;}% presented

in figyfi. It should be noted that low frequency fluctuations

at the boundary and fluctuations in core region didn’t change

their intensities after transition.

EDGE POLARIZATION BY BIASED ELECTRODE

Edge polarization was created by movable electrode with

conducring head inserted inside LCMS from the low field side

at r — Ar, where Ar = 3 — 4 cm. Potential was appliedat: aLCMS
between electrode and vessel walls/limiters. We have found

that radial conductivity was significantly lower in the

positive potential case than in the negative one. H—mode was
initiated using both polarities when voltage increased up to

500 V, which corresponded to radial field close to 150 V/cm.

Observed H—mode had the same signatures as Ohmic H-mode. In

a case of low densities the H—mode terminated and ordinary

ohmic confinement restored after voltage was switched off
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NOVEL FEATURES OF H-MODE PLASMAS INDUCED BY EDGE POLARiZATION IN TEXTOR
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Abstract: Whereas the energy confinement improvement in H-modes that are characterized
by positive radial electric fields in the plasma edge is as good as that of the more usual
negative field H-modes, the improvement in particle confinement of main plasma fl
impurity ions is smaller in the former. Detailed measurements are given of the edge electric
field. the electron density and temperature and the electrostatic fluctuation level. During the
H—mode an instability can grow that strongly affects the plasma profiles without impairing
H-mode behaviour.

INTRODUCTION: Earlier work [1.2] described how H-mode behaviour has been achieved in
TEXTOR by using an electrode to induce strong radial electric fields Er and poloidal rotation
velocities in the edge of ohmic and auxiliary heated plasmas. It was shown that H-modes can
be set up irrespective whether the field points outwards or inwards. The latter situation will
henceforth be called negative H-mode (or H_-mode) and the former labeled as positive
(H+-mode), corresponding to their respective signs of the edge Er. As indicated before [2],
H_conditions are more difficult to establish in our experiment with the result that most of
the previous work focussed on the H+ behaviour. Recently we were able to considerably
improve this situation and further our comparison of the performance of both modes. It
should be recalled that the traditional H-mode {3] that develops "spontaneously“ in many
devices is of the H_-type [4].

Here, we first show the strong confinement improvement that can also be achieved in the
I-lgmode, thus supplementing our previous H+ characterization [2]. In the second part we
show that whereas the energy confinement of H+ and H_ is comparable, strong differences
are seen in the particle confinement of deuterium and of impurities. In the third partl
modifications in the edge profiles of ne, Te and Er upon L to H transition are discussed.

The experiments have been performed under the following conditions: deuterium plasmas,
ID = 190 M, BI = 2.25 T, R = 1.75 m, a = .46 m and boronised walls. The insulated shaft of
the biasing electrode [1] penetrates 6 cm beyond the belt limiter ALTII,

NEGATIVE H-MODE: The interrupted lines of Fig. 1 depict the time evolution for a beam—
heated discharge (Pm: 210 kW, from t =1.0 to 1.6 s) of fie , Ha at limiter and wall and the
kinetic energy in the electron component E6. The beam-phase confinement has L-character
with the electron confinement time TE‘e decreasing with respect to the ohmic phase from 41
to 27 ms and the particle confinement time Tp dropping in about the same proportion. When
a 900 V negative electrode bias is superimposed, a clear H-mode develops yielding a
significant gain in density and energy (full lines) with TE,e rising to 37 ms. The relative
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change in Tp is much stronger and reaches about 6. Note that before and after the NBI pulse
the ohmic discharge is also in the H-mode.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE H+ AND H_REGIMES: In Ref. 2. it was stated that whereas the
energy confinement times of H+ and H_ are comparable. strong differences exist in the
deuterium particle confinement. We have continued such investigations and complemented
them with impurity studies. To this end a neon gas puff was applied to discharges where
stationary polarization conditions were set up. and the time decay of a central NeVIII line
was monitored. An example is shown in Fig. 2 which compares two beam-heated discharges
with either polarization. resulting in identical values of he. A detailed comparison of energy
and panicle confinement in these discharges reveals the following features:
(i) TE’e reaches 43.5 ms in the H+ case (full lines) and 37 ms in the H_ one (interrupted
lines).
(ii) Ha was measured at the limiter. wall and biasing electrode. Changing the relative radial
position of these elements allows to estimate their respective contribution to the total
recycling flux as 0.55. 0.15 and 0.3. For the discharges shown, almost equal differences are
measured at all three locations and yielding a 1.75 times higher total flux in the H+ case.
(iii) The dwell time of the injected neon is clearly also higher in the H. discharge. as seen
from the decay of the NeVlll brilliance traces in Fig. 2.

We can then conclude that the impurity confinement follows the trend previously
established for the main ions. At roughly equal improvement in energy confinement. the H.
mode shows significantly less particle confinement improvement. This result is thought to be
of prime importance in the light of the recent debate on the suitability of H-mode conditions
for the reactor [5].

The H+ regime owes its superiority with respect to impurity behaviour to an apparent
competition between (i) the effect of positive electric fields at the plasma edge capable of
either expelling the impurities or preventing them from entering. and (ii) the global
confinement improvement which is also felt by the impurities once the electric field reaches
the conditions yielding L to H transition. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 showing the decay of the
injected neon for different positive polarization voltages applied to an ohmic discharge. It is
seen that a very strong decay compared to the ohmic discharge can be achieved with the
application of +400V bias. Note that this voltage is below threshold for transition and the
energy and density are identical to the ohmic ones. At 600 V H-mode conditions are already
established but the decay is still stronger than for the pure ohmic regime. At 900V some
mild retention of the neon is finally seen: comparison with the intermediate voltages yields
that this condition is almost asymptotic for energy and density gains. For comparison the —
900V case of Fig. 2 is reproduced.

EDGE MEASUREMENTS: Profile measurements were performed to ascertain the edge
modifications upon the L to H transitions.
(i) Figure 4a shows the radial electric field (from floating potential measurements Vf)
before and after transition to the H+mode. An instantaneous increase (At < tins) of Er by a
factor of 3-4 is observed. The Er values found here are significantly higher than those
reported previously [2] and the localisation of the maximum field is even more close to the
limiter. These effects are thought to be due to differences in edge recycling. as change-over
experiments from carbonisation to boronisation have demonstrated. This might also explain
the greater ease in achieving the H.mode. Spectroscopical Doppler measurements confirm on
the one hand the extreme spatial localisation of the ensueing plasma rotation. and on the
other hand. by the measured speeds of up to 40 km/s. the observed values of Er = 1kV/cm.
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(ii) Density profile data were obtained by means of lithium-beam spectroscopy and
Langmuir double probe measurements. Figures 5 shows the results in discharges where
constant positive bias voltages were applied at 400, 600 and 900 V. The first voltage is
below threshold for transition and the second just above. At 900 V at local flattening in the
density occurs which is very pronounced in the probe data, which also reveal a strong peak
in electron temperature at the same location (not shown here).
(iii) Figure 4b shows the variation with radius of < Vp, the RMS value of the floating
potential fluctuations. defined as N'“2 (Z k( Vf (1k) - < Vf>)2)1/2. where N is the
number of time points considered in the averaging process. The fluctuation level peaks in the
high field region and increases roughly proponlonally to Er. Between 600 and 900 V, a
strong increase is observed in the contribution to the fluctuation level coming from the
frequency range 50-250 kHz. This high frequency component appears at the same time as
the flattening in the density profile. thus suggesting a possible link. A plausible candidate for
this instability could be the Kelvin-Helmholtz one [6). it is remarkable that this strong
fluctuation enhancement does not destroy the H-rnode behaviour.
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NIBQDLJQI QN : Earlier work [1,2] on TEXTOFl has allowed the identification of an
operational regime which is accessed with NBI-co and the combinations NBI-co+lCFtH and
NBI—co+counter. This regime has an energy confinement which is far in excess of the
standard L~mode scaling that was the rule on TEXTOR before and still is for the pure NBl~
counter and lCFtH operations or their combinations [3,1]. The improved l-regime has
recently been further investigated through parametric studies over a wide range of plasma
currents and densities (200 < lp < 500 M, 1.5 < ne< 4 x 10130m 3). All results
pertain to circular discharges (a = .46 m, R: 1 .75 m) limited by the belt limiter ALT- ll
with boronized walls. Heating powers up to 2 x 1.8 MW of tangential NBI (co+counter, D" —>
D+) and up to 3.6 MW of lCRH (H/D < 0.1) have been applied.

x k
M. For comparison of the confinement quality with respect to other machines operated
with H mode discharges, we use the recent lTER H90- P scaling expression [4] obtained for
ELM-free H- mode divertor discharges :
TE,ELMfree— 52 301511009 I0.87 p0 0.5 R132 a0.12 K035 A105 (1)
with the units ms( ), T(B),10 3cm'3 (rte), MA(lp), MW(Ptm), m(,R a). K is the
elongation and A the ion atomic mass. For the stationary ELMY discharges the ITER team
proposed [0 USE TE, ELMY: 0.75 TE ELM—free-
Our TEXTOFi I-da'ta base is subjected to the same selection criteria as those used for
establishing Eq (1): the energy is the MHD (or equilibrium) energy Eequi and all shots
must have

dEequt v
dt Pm,

(Prad is the radiated power, Pm the total power coupled to the plasma and Efas] is the
energy in the fast particles). In Fig. 1 we compare the experimental values of tequi =
Eequj /Pl°t, for the improved confinement regimes, with the predictions of 1:5 ELM-free and
TE. ELMy. The values of Eequ, correspond to the maximum B obtained during the heating phase
and the values of PM are corrected for the charge exchange and shinethrough losses of NBI.
No attempt is made to correct Pm for not optimized deposition profiles of NBI or lCFtH [5].
The contribution of Efast is obtained from the simultaneous measurement of am, of the

Pad/Pm, < 0.6 , < 0.3 and Efas,/Eequ] < 0.4
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diamagnetic energy Edia and of the kinetic energy Ekin . Ekm is obtained from Te(r), ne(r)
and simulation by TRANSP [6] to fit the 2 points of the Ti profile provided by CXES [1].

Figure 1 shows that the l-regime has a parametric dependence which is quite similar to
TE‘ELMY and TEIELMJr-ee ; the TEXTOR data lie on average between these two scalings with a
derating of 0.87 with respect to TE’ELMJYBS . Table 1 shows the corresponding derating for
Edia and Ekin at maximum B and during long quasi steady state (At 2 20 IE). Note that to
achieve steady state a derating of about 10 % has to be accepted and that under these
conditions the thermal energy alone is still somewhat above L-mode.

Eeoui Edia Ekin
Maximum p 0.87 0.73

Stationary 0.79 0.69 0.55
TABLE 1 : Derating factor with respect to TE'ELMJrGB

P - Figure 2 shows for two
discharges (with successive NBl-co, NBl-co+counter and NBLcounter heated phases) the
evolution of Edia , Esq”; and Ekin. The central line densities fie are also given. Both
discharges remain in the high confinement regime during the NBl-co phase but shot 2 has an
abrupt transition during the co+oounter phase to a lower confinement regime, found to scale
like the usual L-mode (= 0.5 TE'ELM_"BB, see also Fig. 4). The NBl-counter heated phase
pertains to the L-mode as well. The oscillation appearing in discharge 1 during the combined
heating phase is not due to sawtooth oscillations, as these are stabilized in this phase, but to
a density profile modulation.

These NBl-co+counter heated discharges can be characterized by a strong profile peaking.
The central ion temperature in these discharges varies from 2.5 to 4.5 keV depending upon
the density. Figure 3 shows the electron density and temperature evolution for a shot with
increasing fie during the combined phase. The increase of he results in a rise of the
shoulders of the he profile leading to a large density gradient near the limiter radius which
is comparable to those observed for H-mode discharges for machines with a similar size and
same n6

In Fig. 4 the black dots show the evolution of Esq”; at maximum [3 for the improved regime
(NBl-co+cou) at 2.5 < Pm(MW) < 3.1 as a function of the plasma current ID. A detailed
analysis shows the existence of a clear energy limit at low I corresponding to (curve b) 13p
5 1.5 which is already reached with Pm = 1 MW at lp = 280 kit and 3 MW at 300 kA. At
high lp, Eequi scales roughly as 0.87 TE ELM_free Pm as indicated by curve a. The best
stationary toroidal beta values hitherto obtained reach 0.75 %, about 2/3 of the Troyon
limit for TEXTOR. The open dots pertain to L~mode discharges and comprise also those
discharges reached after the l to L transition. They are 20 to 30 % higher than the Kaye-
Goldston (KG) scaling [7], with its recently introduced correction for the ion mass
dependence, and might have a somewhat stronger current scaling ( s | 1~24). Note that the l-
mode has an enhancement factor with respect to this KG scaling of 1.8 to 2.3.

- - Discharges with NBl-co+counter and NBl—co+lCFiH operation
can suddenly transit from high to low confinement. Whereas only a slight MHD precursor
activity is observed around the q = 1 region, the L—mode shows a strongly enhanced MHD
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activity. seen on ECE. HCN and Mirnov coils with m = 1 and 2 components. The peaked
density profile occuring in the l-mode can subsist in the low mode but its shape can strongly
oscillate. The frequency of the occurence of a l to L transition increases with decreasing he
and Ip. There is no strong difference in the MHD activity between the high and low NBl-co
discharges: their difference is thought to be linked to recycling [1].

W2 1) Besides the usual L—mode regime which prevails in many heating
scenarii, we have identified an improved regime with a confinement at least as good as that of
ELMY H—mode divenor discharges. The l-mode can be produced with NBl-co, NBl-co+lCRH
and NBl-co+counter. 2) The latter case shows peaked density profiles quite reminescent of
those of the supershot regimelB]. 3) The confinement in the L- and l—modes improves with
lp. 4) Transitions from I to L have been observed.
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CANONICAL PROFILES TRANSPORT MODEL FOR

IMPROVED CONFINEMENT REGIMES IN TOKAMAKS

Yu.N.Dnestrovskij, Yu.V.Esipchuk, S.E.Lysenko, K.N.Tarasjan

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT. The transport model of canonical profiles (TMCP) was developed
previously for the description of L—mode in tokamaks [1]. Here we extended
this model to the improved confinement regimes. The analysis of experimen-
tal data from JET and JT—60 permits us to describe naturally the
transition to H~regime and in hot ion and/or hot electron modes.

I. THE MODEL. Recently [l] we considered the TMCP for L—mode in tokamaks.
The comparison of calculations with the experiments on T—lO, JET, ASDEX and
TFTR made it possible to construct the expressions for electron and ion
heat fluxes without free parameters. The model [1] was based on the idea of
heat fluxes increasing with the deviations of the electron and ion tempera—
ture profiles Tk(r) from canonical ones c(r) (k' = e, i). We substitute
the fluxes in the 1—D system of transport equations for TR and poloidal

field. The density profile n(rl is assumed to be known from the experiment.
Here we extended the model [ll to the improved confinement regimes: H—mode,
hot ion mode and regimes with the peaked density profiles.

The analysis of experiments led us to the conclusion that the zones of
the canonical profiles action are bounded. At strong deviations of the real
profiles from the canonical ones the heat fluxes are determined by the
electron and ion pressure profiles pkir): if the deviations of pkir) from

the canonical one pk (r) excess over some critical value, then plasma
C

forgets about the canonical profile and the electron and/or ion heat fluxes
very decreased. '

Let us suppose

2 2~2pkclrl/pkéo) - (1+ r /aJl ,

'7
Twirl/Tum) = (1 + rZ/a?l " . (k = i. e). (1)

Here aJ = a/V q — 1 is a current radius, 7“ ~ 1 are the parameters to be
a

determined from the comparison of the calculations with the experiment.

Let us take the heat fluxes as

+ l" . (k = i, e), (2)
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where [ion = gl'nTk. I"n is the particle flux that known from the experiment,
an an an an —= — = = / .fk nxk (BTk/ar), xk const oak n

The F:C designates the heat fluxes associated with deviations from the

canonical profiles taking into account the forgetting effect:

F“ = -nXPC (rT /a2) 2 F (2 ). (3)k k k Tk k pk

Here [1]:

PC KZC pc a 0.75 @l 71
1k = g = ak [—] q(a/2) q(a) —-— —, (4)

n R B n

B is a toroidal magnetic field (T), Tk (keV), xk (mZ/s),

N N

Q12 _a6
Tk rar 1n(T /T ) and z = a_ ——-k kc pk r 6r 2 2

deViations Tk and pk from c and pkc, Fk= exp(—zpk/22°k) is forgetting

ln(p /p ) are dimensionless
k kc

factor, zk(r) is the width of the canonical profile action zone. The0
fluxes (2)43) contain some parameters. The comparison with the experiments
in L-mode gives [1]: 7‘ = 2/3 -=- 1, z = l + 4/3. one = 3.5, a! = 5. Thea
other parameters: aZ“. z k(O), z k(a) are determined here by comparison of

O 0

calculations with the experiments in improved confinement regimes.

Let us discuss the conditions of the hot mode occurrence. The flux (3)
can be represented as:

rT (2 +2 )2rPC=_KPC_5(p 4’: (z)=z ex- Tk nk
k k a2 k' k wk Tk Tk p 222 ’

0k (5)

2 na a kz =——ln— = / .
nk r 6r nk ’ nkc pkc Tim

C

Let the heating power O:ux(r) to be localized in the plasma core. The

function |¢k(s)] is limited, so the condition of the hot mode occurrence

is
-3 2T

aux PC PC kmax i‘k - 1.6 x l0 nxk a? max|<pk|, (6)Q (0) > of = Z
k r

Cl' 3 __ h l _ _ 2 2 —:where Qk (MW/m ), maqpki — |goklzk)[. zk— if zok+ znk/4 znk/2.AWhen the

density profile is rather flat, n(r) = n (r). we have 2 = O, z = -z ,
kc nk ok

max|qpk| = zokep/z). When the density profile become more peaked, the
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value |z k| is increased too and max|tpk| quickly decreased. In particular,
n

if z (O) =—z , max|<p | a 0.252 exp(—1/2), i.e. QCr decreases in 4 times.
nk ok k ok k

2. THE SIMULATION OF HOT ION MODE IN JET. The experimental data for 6
different regimes are presented in [Z]. The comparison with the experiments
gives 2°‘(O)w1.5+2. 20 (Dies. Thus the transition in the hot electron mode

5

needs either more peaked density profile, or more specific power input than
for ions.

0n the plasma edge the electrons and ions are strongly bounded by
energy exchange term and we can't distinguish the dimensions of their
canonical profiles action zones. Calculations show that z (a) xzolha) z 4,

08

but the detail description of L—H transition is rather difficult because of
absence of the experimental data about neutral flux from the wall.

The calculated (solid lines) and experimental (dashed line) temperature
profiles for shot #18757 in L—regime with hot ions (10.5 MW NBI) are shown
in Fig. 1. Here 7| = 7: 1. 2mm) = 1.3209(0) = 5. In the plasma core,

r/a (0.3, the forgetting of the ion temperature canonical profile occurred.
Here the flux I'I is small and it determines by the flux 1‘?“ with aim: 0.6.

The Fig. 2 shows the same profiles for shot #19987 in I-I—mode with hot
ions (15 MW NBI). In the calculations zlia) = zoe(a) = 3.5. Here the

O

forgetting for ions occurred in the core region, r/a < 0.3, and near the
edge, r/a > 0.9. For the electrons it occurred only near the edge in the
same zone as for ions. The 7‘ value is determined here by the flux I"an with

e E

(x = 0.9. The Figs. 3 and 4 show the Te, T1 and effective thermal diffusi—
8

vity,x:”= ark/(aTk/ar) profiles for shot #17749 in L-mode with hot ions

and electrons that formed when the density is very peaked and after pellet
injection (12 MW ICRH + 5 MW NBll [3].

The simulation of hot ion mode on JT—BO [4] with founded values of
parameters wk. 2 k and 0:2" does not contradict to the experimental data.

0
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Fig.1. Calculated (solid lines) and experimental (dashed line) temperature
profiles in JET. Shot #18757, Lemode with hot ions (10.5 MW NBI).

Fig.2. Calculated (solid lines) and experimental (dashed line) temperature
profiles in JET. Shot #19987, H—mode with hot ions (15 MW N81). The ion
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF REACHING THE H—MODE FROM INITIAL CONDITIONS

F. Spineanu. M. Vlad

Institute of Atomic Physics, magurele—Bucharest, Romania

Recent experimental and theoretical studies have emphasized the
role of the radial electric field and of the poloidal rotation of the
tokamak plasmas in connection with the L to H—mode transition. It
resulted that a fast, sheared poloidal rotation and a negative radial
electric field determined this transition by suppressing the drift
turbulence.

Starting from the analysis of the evolution equations for these two
parameters, we have identified the possibility that a stable improved
confinement state could be established by an appropriate preparation of
the discharge in the initial phase. At this stage, the study is mainly
qualitative and contains simplifying assumptions. The conclusions need
to be verified by numerical computations integrated in a transport
simulation.

The radial electric field is obtained from Ampére's law which
expresses the balance between the plasma polarisation current and the
current arising from the particle fluxes :

gogj’fiml‘er—el‘ieiioai) (1)
at ’ ' rar ar

where E;=1+(c/v )2, v is the Alfven velocity, 5 is the vacuum permiti—
vity and D is the electric field diffusion coefficient /1/. The ion
flux F. contains the nonambipolar components due to charge exchange
processes and to the loss cone loss. The electron flux F is the
anomalous turbulent flux. According to various models /2?3,4/, the
difference of these fluxes is a nonlinear function of the radial electric
field. This equation can be simplified by making the change of variables:
x=r/IBE and Z =t/(fi El) which, due to the fact that x)> r, allows to
extend the space range to the real axis and to keep only the second
derivative in the diffusion tsfm :

E E
3—3 = e F — e r. + **—£ (2)ea e,r l,I‘ 3x1

The characteristic time for the variation of Er resulting from this
equation is

a
ZE = eoil/(Emrem— eri,r)) (3)

It gives values of the order 10—100ps, much shorter than the time scale
for the plasma parameters.

In order to study the qualitative behaviour of the solution of this
equation for various initial and boundary conditions, we have used the
method of traveling fronts which is based on the change of variable
z=x—ct. The equation (2) becomes :

oz : eZZ + c eZ + f(e) (4)
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where e(z,zz)=E (z+cz,z) and subscripts mean partial derivatives. The
limit eco (z7) of the solution e(z,2) corresponding to the initial condition
e 0(x), asz —9oa (physiCally, the radial electric field after a time of
the order‘zE) is shown to be the solution of the stationary equation : .

4322 + C492 + 15(4)) 2 O (5)

which satisfies the following constriction : o O m
— if eo(x) is a supersolution (iac. e. +cex+f(o )$()), then e is

the maximal stationary solution bellow e ; o o
« if e (x) is e subsolution (i.e. e.V+ce +f(e )2 0), then e“) is 31
,. . . . ({K X 1‘

the minimal stationary solution aoove e .
A qualitative picture of the set of stationary solutions is obtained }

by introducing the phase space with the coordinates (¢, W) and by
transforming Eq.(5) into the system 2 :

ESL = w I
dz 1

%=—CW—f(¢) \
The topology of the phase space depends on the nonlinear term f(¢) (i.e. 1
on the nonambipolar flux) and more specifically on the number of its
zeroes. These zeroes represent the equilibrium points of the system (6)
(d¢/dz:0, dW/dz=0 ). The set of stationary solutions consists in these
points (1.9. uniform radial electric field) and of the shifts of the i
separatrices corresponding to these points.

As an example, the phase space analysis for the case of a three zero .‘
flux as in the model /2/ shows that the following profiles for the
asimptotic radial electric field are possible : 1

— flat profile with E:E '
« pulse shape profile with E(-00)=E1 , E(u3)=E
— monotone profile with E(—o°)=E and E(a9):Ee ;
— oscillatory profile with E(—ooj:E1 , E(00)=fi2 which is moving with .

a positive velocity c;
— monotone decreasing profile with E(—w =E and E(m ) unlimited.

Here, E , E2, . are the zeroes of the function f and [E1l<lE ]<\EFS
For each of thege stationary solutions there is a domain1 in the sp ce of 1

4

\

functions,§2., with the property that any function of this domain when
taken as ini ial condition for Eq.(2) evolves to the correspondin
stationary solution i. This means that modifying the initial condition
for Eq.(2), the solution is stable with the exception of sudden changes
(which appear in times of the order’z .) when passing from one domain.§i
to another 9 _. The modification of e initial condition is performed
on the long time scale due to the evolution of the poloidal velocity and
of the plasma parameters. For a slowly varying radial ion flux, the
following relation holds :

r. 1 3p.1 i
L'r = Zeni 5?” + VB Bt (7) T

In the situations when this slow evolution determines the crossing of the l
boundary of the appropriate El ., the L—H transition appears. However, it
is possible in principle to maintain the slow time scale evolution inside i
the domain which corresponds to the improved confinement.
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The evolution of the poloidal rotation velocity of the plasma is
determined from the poloidal projection of the ion momentum balance
equation :

2,"e 1 a a V6mini??? = (Z e Bt) Vi,r + E 5; (r F 53—) (8)

where u is the ion dynamic viscosity. Experimental and theoretical
studies have shown that the viscosity coefficient is a nonlinear
function of v having a maximum for a velocity vf. We have chosen an
analytic expression reproducing the qualitative Behaviour of p /5/ :

)1 =}11 9XP(-0((Ve-VM)2) (9)

2 2
F1 =f’pmini viiq

where v . is the ion thermal velocity, is the ion poloidal gyro—
radius, y?. is the ion—ion collision frequ ncy and q is the safety
factor. 1

The term containing the ion radial flux F1 acts as a driving
force for the rotation since it is determined y independent processes.
The absolute value of this driving force depends on the radial electric
field which results from Eq.(2).

Eq.(8) being of parabolic type, the poloidal velocity evolves
toward a stationary state in which the driving force is balanced by the
ViSCOuS damping. However, due to the nonlinearity, the asimptotic state
is strongly dependent on the initial condition and on the relative
magnitude of the driving and damping forces.

Using the notation }.=ZeB F: and M for the initial magnitude
of the viscosity term as determine by v (9,0):V , the following cases
were revealed by the numerical study of gq.(8) O

—- 1. v >VU andA> M
The velocity grows and, according to (9), the viscosity decreses
progressively. This produces a continuous increse of the poloidal
rotation and of its shear which represents a state of improved
confinement as demonstrated in /6/;

— 2. Vo>VM and?\<i-‘10

The resulting decreso of v induces an even greater viscosity
and a phase of fast decay of the rotation leading to an asimptotic
value of v smaller than v

— 3. vo<vM andk > MO

The velocity increses and there are two possibilities for the
further evolution : a) if} < M‘ (the maximum viscosity force),
a state of asimptotic equilibrium with V’ (vi will be established
and b) if X > M , the poloidal velocity willecome greater than
vw in a finite time and will continue to increase leading to an
improved confinement;

— 4. VO<VM and A < Mo
The rotation Velocity decays at a rate which decreses in time and
the velocity shear has small values.

M ‘
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Since ); is usually small, the situation 1. is the most promising while

the situation Bob) is difficult to appear with negative Er. We note

that these results were obtained for a time independent driving force.

When the dependence of the ion flux on the radial electric field is
included, fast changes of X are possible (at a crossing of the boundary

between two §P's) which could modify the characteristic type of the

poloidal rotation evolution.
From this analysis results that one possibility of obtaining a

stable improved Confinement from early stages of the discharge consists

in imposing a fast poloidal rotation of a narrow boundary plasma layer

(satisfying the conditions of 1.). This velocity induces a negative
radial electric field. At the beginning of the discharge when is not

expected to have multiple solution for the total nonambipolar flux, the

equation for the radial electric field (2) has an unique class of
solutions (i.e. there is only one domain 5?). Along the evolution of the
nonambipolar flux, the domain of the initial profiles S2 splits into

several subsets which lead to different asimptotic solutions. In the
case of a three zero flux it resulted that there is a monotone decreasing

profile with E <E which is the attractor for all initial functions with
the property E(—<n)=E and Ex(—w )40. This means that, the changes in
the radial electric field produced by the evolution of the poloidal
velocity do not determine jumps of the electric field, i.e., in these

conditions, the poloidal rotation and the negative electric field

support each other through the nonlinear flux.
Another possibility of obtaining improved confinement is to choose

a boundary condition for the electric field at plasma edge (to bias the

plasma) which determines stable asimptotic solutions for Eq.(2). This
have to be a negative value or a positive value greater than E (in

this case, the radial electric field inside the plasma would egual E3).
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